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Preface
The Way of Tradir: is he latest addition to the .:.. -.- growing
number of anthropc ...:gicai and sociological studies 0 ohs. Inceres:
in these has been one of the Most significant develot 71:S in ,.eCuc
nonal thinking durmz the :ast decade, especially in tn.: visited States,
'_---.7.20Britain and, ia..-n-trly, Atistralia. This has largel -.-t due to the
r- gnition'that the =ore traditional,' large-scale, qua.7.-7-rilve research
st--,----es have a sericr2_-i .limitation. ey can usuall- iirit relatively

. i pictures of the educational p cesses at the behay.-1=1.1eveL but
.--_-_-_...s little about the values, feelin s and constructio-_-. ildreit nave
tvioit their education at the small-scale level of the s.::::::.. A

A.r. this it iSVeessary to turn to anthropology anc nu
.

ogy
ila studie try io establish what really happens -- c

ocioi
en and

:ewers in th school and classrooni. These, many ti-.ii.prists would
aim, are re ly where the action is,By treating the .L. small--spale1iciaisyste with their unique life and cultures, valuanic insig can

:.-ai into the richness and complexity of the social inter -ons
re at the lit: art of effective teaching and learning." The Way of

:Won now joins this body of works.
_qually importantly, it is of great relevance for educationists trying

s.., understand the complexities of multi-cultural c poly-ethnic
ocieties, again like the United States, Great Britain anc Australia. In
acn of thes countries, many ethnic groups are & preserveying to preseelt

'--, neir own cultures and values by promoting them through various
,A} rids of edUcational organilations. In Australia we h ve ethnic

ools, and comparable institutions exist overseas. They a increasing
,.. 71 n ber, yet vety little is known'about their problems of ethnic

cultur maintenance when faced with competing pressures from. the
wide esternized, industrial societies in which they are lOcated. The
Way of Tradition is about such art ethnic school. Although it .6 set in an
Australian city, .i.he theories which are developgd to explain how
children can react totproblems of culture conflict have general applic-
ability to all societies in which ethnic minorities are trying to preserve
their ways of life through education.

At the same time as an interest has developed M observing the
<



education of"childre froiii etlun''c r:: )ri:,:- by using anthropological
studies =of sal4Q9,1s, ere is now a :dc. -7-cad interest in L.:. such

0 studies have been done. Since ilk earl :970s, parti,:ularly n '...-_he

.Ut4ted States, educationists' are loc .;in_ : 7 W i hn o g r a 7. h i r's t u ics of
schaOls not only to thryiw light on _1., ..ii.,,pens in them, but, also to
learn maitebota-the research teal: :: .. .:.nd methodol :1y which can
be adapted frOni the more classical nropological literatur2. Again,
this eed his arisen &dm dissatist. yith -the m ore era- 7i r: =al,
supp edly.'scientifie, lakge-scale st_:: _.,..i.ii studies of the ed.._ nal 1,

/old& ,
4

,
The Way of\Tradition atturn-rs tc, -,1 these needs.' By : usi: : as

much on universally applicable the :-i,:s an2... 7:2seardi t ni..11ies....es ft.
does on a description of the educan,- -al :7.---:cess withi one -.-_-liooly
it can fairly claim to have relev3,6z Cot ,..iiicational thi kinr.-, well
beyond Australia. In addition, it is 'e tinic full,-kale" ethr..),-raphic
study of a schyoi and supporting cc ;:-._;n77.-- which is ..if ce-_siderable.

i timeless and intrinsic interest both '.,.. i'ciausisfroina wide range of,,
fields and to the general reader.

Liibavitcher Schooi. is one o: i 77. e Jewish day schools,in
Victoria Austfatia. At th.: tn)e -15 months' field -work during
1969 and early 197o, it had mot! -: cii59 pupils primary
and secondary grades.. The na: _ .:=:...-itcher School' ._as' been
adgpted in an attempt to meet .2 Pr:::_Ipal's request the T should,'
keep, ther school 'as anonymous a, pos5icle. I have not ic.. :fied its
location, but in any case thRs` i :lot ,::-7,-:-.1y relevant. Thy .school is
situated in an affluent, middle- .iss nel.1-noourhooL Withir_-_ the Mel-
bourne metrop Titan area.- ,

_ .

I spent the i months at the -ool a member of sta.:: teaching
Social Studies nd deOg4phy : `=--.. at the sece,,,I At
di, ilt-ne time 4 worked as .:::r a

4,I). y ., lcmcrited by
1st iisi-

instruments cic ....hoped Mile in thc tiei,: -My chial 1-al

,,. r of ..,A .. :.11 .ictu

s )Kno-i n to
' .thq Principal,. as II Lad.ni -sure of ,.1 7 'sing my' onological .....)

interbst in the school when we dikusseci - ,Dpointm t M-,,- interest
)had developed during, an earlier, cross-c1.:__ ..iril library-based study of

the FncurtUration of children in a variety ethnic min ride. s and small .

communities around-the world, Which ,.7-.2 trying to )orekry their
R

values and traditional beliefs in the face 01 often prejudiced and dis-
criminatory pressures from the -Wider societies in which they are

te i

)\
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lb,
II , imtv,

) situated. My basic interest waein the effects at such a situationso
con an for migrant and ethnic minority groupsmight have on the

.? chi dren's:emotional and educational well-being.
nt

What started off as a relatively unproblematical piece of research
gradually developed-into a complex but absorbing study of the many

'overt and concealed pressures facing a small group of committed
religious achers trying to inculcate a way of life and a belief-system
which..in most respects arc alien to the valueg of the Western techno-

.

culture:within which the cliool is situated, and Which dominate its
secular teaching program I was able to participate in a variety of

-ceremonies and rituals f great antiquity which testified to the
genuineness of this ornmitment. It is one which obviously, conflicts
With ,a mete m via tic way of life. Understanding and analysing it

. presents many roblems for maintaining 'scientific' neutrality and
,objeCtiyity: Wh er one can ever-achieve th$ is in itself quite prob-

, lemata(,rand"the most that this study should claim in the way of
....credibility i can only be 'assessed by the degree to, which it commands

the reader's assent to the .explanations offered, as Redfield has' sugY\
Bested (1956 : 70)..

There-are some that may challenge the validity of,what is described.
This would 6e.to indulge in worm of ethnocentricity very far removed
from the cultural tolerance which ought to guide our thinking about
alternative lifestyles and religious philosophies. We mar hot agree

= with them, but we must respect them, and try to be objective.cnough
to recognize their validity for those who

and_
them. In the ..-_ase of

Ort h o,',)x Judaism,.0%-:.m.--nent its beliefs and practices 'need, far
grater self-discipline than ilbst of us can mqster. The phrase 'Yoke of
the Torah' is no misnomer for such orthod*.,:-) )

1 'this is an ae5flount of how a number of boys tried to come foteritis.
--,. with the pressures of the Yoke' in their formal religious vhooling,

whil at the same ti coping with the many demands of ihe,seeular.
educa on system. I an only to well aware that the account could
expose, the school to nwelcome publicity, which m% ay harm tkose
Who were associated- with it during,the period of the doabral research
on,which it is ised. the distance of time thithas developed sine and
the organiztional changes that have oceurren the school are)some
guarantee of continued, relative anonymity': T.1,nohool nom' is'some-
what Went from what it was when I studied it. y writing in the
ethnogr -hic present 'La& presenting a 'snapshot' of what, was then,

4
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and still is, a unique sctooj,in'Australia. seemsto me that its religious .

ideology and all that flows .from it in the way"tradition is -socially
organized within the school carries an important message for both the
professional ducator and the general public, This is that commitment
to a dpminant ystCin o alues 'nay enhance rather thad-we4ken
children's education,,an areVen becrticial for the very survival of
socidty itself.

in a perifld of far reaching and not always'benffici 1 social cluinge
all societies, we ulcido well to remember anthropologist Laura

'Thompson's suggepti, n that -deep- seated values are the essential bast
of a "society's cultu"re or societal, group- living `prObleni-s.olvi
device'. They are highly -resistani to change, and may apikar to be
swamped in one generation, only to it,surface in a later one as the 9

world-view which provides a society with a 'master' plan' and design
for living. Schools and other encutturation agencies similar to the one

.1.I studied may be the carries of the values and traditions' on;
which the cottinutd well-being of a society depends. If we cemai,
sceptical about suCh a view, we should at least attempt to put forward

/ an, alternative explanation for the persistence -pf Judaism and .the
Jewish people over the millenia, despite diaspora, pogrom and holo-
caust. Might not this be due to the resistance and resurgence of the
educational institutions that have poWered among Jewry in,respen,
to the injunction `And-all thy children shall be taugk of the Lord, and 1 IP,'
great shall b the peace of tliy_children' (Is. i3)?

I, wish to .
/14

th nk a number of my f9rmer.and present c- olleagues at
Monash University; Dr P.. )3. Coy, Dr ,R. Desai,- Dr unt,

4 Professor R.. W. Selleck, DF Soloi n and 1;)r S. Strizower for.
mo,

kir advice during the doctoral rss.earc thiaook js baaed..
D,drifig that period, the support and consiiitictive comments of Prbfes-

,sor Don Swift, of the_OpenUJiiversity, also proved especially, vat able.e
Then and "sinr, I have greatly appreciated the encouragen
Professor MithaelS-wift. His support was partly instrumental in
making this publication 'Possible.

I an also indebted to Professor P.AV. Iv Usgrave for h9 enetqus
4.n.f.4ilitig.advic'e and .conceptual clad' ation at all stages of tile

4
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original research and subsecibencre--editing. The.former Dean of the. . ..
.raculty of Education,Ttofessor Ss. S. Dunn consistently supported my

attempts to 'adopt ethnographic Methodology for":scilool-bas'ed-
research.,Professor R. Tali provided iialuable insights -fronithis own ir? -
extensive knowledge of ,Mellapurne. Jewry, and helped tarpen my
rasCarch methridology. fp -

' The pIblication of ttlis book would trot have been possible without
thefifiantial support of the Facutties ofArts and Education, and of the
University. I am .especially grateful to Professor' G. k: Manto. n and ,

. 1 Professor-P. W. Musgrave, the,former Dean-of Aits and the Dean of
Education respectively, fot this ,ssislance. Mr Rubin 1-lavin, of the

- University's Publications Office, provided sound guidariCe 'on the
Preparation of the fnsal manuscript draft. ,

Many members of the Jewish community hav,c contributed irrYorz,"
mation andfidvice. In particular, I wish to thank Dr S. Billighciicier, '

r philosopher.and scholar, for his kindly hospitality and many- oppor-
.

tunitics to discyss Chassidism and Orthodox Judaism. I 'incMrs A. M.
Hasofer also/ gave nr invaluable advice. Mr M. larbgg_ read
sections of the thesis, and prgvided constructive comments hand on
his 'own research into Yiddish schools in Melbourne'. Mr-W. M. 0

. Lipptinann and officers a the Jewish Welfare Society gave freely of
<I' ,their.timt and advice. IA wish tp thank iticlEditor of The 'Age, e

Editor of The Australian Jeivish NrewN and Mr S. Cylich for they ki d
' ' peryission to reproduce the Iphotiggraphs attributed to them in ,

list of plates. ...4 ,_ -

6. . 4

. . ..No list of aoknowledg;41rts would be'complete .withoUt rerercuo
to the Principal, Stiff.anboyS of he 'gchool as was in 1989-7;j:Their:
partiCititfion in its life'is the ra material for'this gook: It isA,s trimly

N.
a

.small tribute tb those who are cmdcaybOring to preserve Yiddishkeit in

r

an indifferent and occasiondly hd§til world, as it dn'tttenipt to
apply-social science tb the analysis Of a uniQue ecltional instirutAoq,.
from which we may derive useful principles to understand dectucation: in a multi-edwaicNocicty. -

. .r ...,. . - \
.

.$onash University,
Meiboiirne, 1978

ti
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", .
:. Follawkig'. °logical tonvention, this account is *ifterrItthe,

`'ethnOgraphk' nt', dxcept, wheA thearse,of the past tense is both' logically and st stitally warranted, as in _historical analysis, of the -'
history of ,Chassidism and the valve orientations of the,two traditions
in the .school. The transliteration of 'Hebrew and Yiddish pre.seng
lithographie probitms, as there are several ways of writing anglicized .

e. =ions of these languaies. It has not benpossible to be absolutely
:--2rist-ent in the spelling; as different -versions appear even in. such
.:erature,as that issued to parents of boys 'ai the school, where one
n:: ht have expected 'consistency. Intkish cases, the original versions

`''..". crave been retained. This practice lia also been adopted for words
,qu'oted.from literary sources, even where they,conflict,with another .tversion as used at the school."Bec use of their different backgroUnds;

, some boys used different ironuna ions of common terms, and these.
/:Thav'e been represented as spoken. They are Primary ,data and, as such,
should be re.corded'faithfully. ;, ,- ,

... For other terms I have adopted a number of conventions. The
'Aslikeiiazic (Eastern European) spelling is used and not the SFphardie :
)(Mediterranean) version. Hebrew and Yiddish words are written .
pho icallY to assist pronunciation, e.g. shul (Yidd., pronounced

, `shOor) rather than.schur(Yidd.) to avoid confusion with the English,
`scAo and its sk pronunciation. The Hebrew th 4 pronoun.ced s. Thus
I have Written Succos for Succoth. ConsisteniY 'has been abandoned
where writing a term as pronounced at the school would produce a*
clumsy departure from the accepted and familiar spelling, e.g. Roth
Hashanah.

One Hebrew fnd Yiddish ,sound .needs special mention. This g
lieSignated.by phoncticists as kh, as in. the Stottish loch or theGerman -
ach. This is a coinbinatign of the glottalstop of k immediately followed

. B}, an aspired h. .1 Wave used ch, to indicate this sound rather than kh,
because k might confuse the English reader into producing the hard "
sound. In addition, ch appears in so much Chassidic literanire that a
departure from this form seems unwarranted. Inconsistencies in spell-
ing may be:noted. These arise froth Using Yiddish or Hebre(v inter=\̀

,.. xiii , i
r

i,?..t , )
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changeably, 4ir where a quoted passage ' adopts a different style fro.th
that employed throughout thetbook.

Biblical, Talmudic and related rabbinical citations generally follow
the style used in The Iticyclopaedia of the Jewish Religion (Werblowsky
& Wigoder, 1965)% The former are set out conventionally in abbrevi-
ated Roman type. Sub-divisions of the Talmud (orders, tractates,
chapters) are abbreviated.in italics. Talmuchs the cornprehensive term
usually employed for the Mishnlh and Gemara. It is avast compilation
of the discussion, commentary, and interpretation of the Written law,
i.e. Scripture (Torah'}, which' developed in the scholily academies
over the eight centuries since the time ,of Moses. The Mishnah (Heb.
'teaching') is more of a textbook than 'a code and gives the essence of
tfig Or4l Law (HaMchah) in six orders (Heb.sedaritn). Other material/ was collected in a supplementary, work, Tosephta (,Heb.
The,,Gentara (Heb. 'completion') is the complement to the Mishnah am*:
records in orders, tractates and chapters the ditcu;sion focused on it.

c
F-
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Introduction
0

The Force,of 'Tradition in 'Education
To the casual passerlby therc is little 'about the yellow sandstone
building fronting a busy sihnitan thoroughfare to suggest that at its
rear there is a small Jewish boys day-school With a historical back-
ground stretching back saveral.tholapAyears.4he name of the school
appears on the front of* Zuilding in'pebrewand English, but only a
Jew would appreciate its(full meaning. Even this would'be unlikely
unless he were Orthodox, fdr it'signifies a tradition of scholarship and
learning that originated in the great Jewish aeadcmies(yeshivot)in Baby-

. lonia during the second century of the Common Era. Of mare immedi-
ate relevance foe the school is the flowering of this scholarship that
occurred in Eastern European yeshivot between the seventeenth and
twentieth centuries until their collapse during the Nazi holocaust.
B,ut the tedition was not extingUished, and Lubavitcher School is one
of some "o hundred academics elsewhere around the world where
intense. Jewish scholarship still flourishes.

There is another side to' the school- which is even less apparent, as it
lacks the spaciou. s giounds and equipment commonly associated with
independent or, public schools in Australia. Like many of these,
Lubavitchcr. School provides a program of 'secular' learning in response
to the demands of its supporting community. This provision is rooted
in a different and far less ancient scholastic tradition stemming from
British, Arnoldian% roots with a leavening of Scottish influence. This
gives a distinguishable 'tone' to the school's more secular activities. In
combination with the tradition of Jewish scholarship, the net result is
to bring together in Lubavitcher School all the ingredients that make
for a powerhouse of learning and a subject for ethnographic research
that is not duplicated anywhere else in Australia.

The'role of tradition and values
The role of the two traditions in the school is an illustration of the com-
mon view that to fully understand the characteristics of a social grout

XV



and its culture one must take account of the group's historical past
working in the present. The Great Tradition of Chassidic Judaism and
the academic tradition of the indepodent school system are not only of _

historical interest, butAraide the working of the school in virtually
every aspect. This is more the case in its religious, solely Jewish activi-
tties but still very much so in its secular work.

It is hardly surprising that this should be t11 case. In most societies
which have adopted a- Weste,rn-type education system, schooling is
the basic way of putting into operation one of their most fundarneNal
cultural/institutions. For any socio-cultural group to survive beyond

.the short ternr, it icesseritial that each new generation be inducted into
both the action systems through vhich the group fiinctions, and, the
cultural patterns that program the action systems. .This entails tke.
transmission of the grCiup.'s culture: to the Layman, education; more
technically, encuLturation.

Traditions and values are involved in schoolingand education in at
least two ways. They, firstly form part of the 'Content' of the culnire
which is transmitted in the enculturation process. This idea is inherent

: in the view' of culture adopted. It can be thotight of as a patterned
system of symbolically and extra-symbOcally communicated and
interdependent knowledge and conceptions about the technology and
skills, customary be,laavio&seralues, beliefs and attitudes that a society
has evolved frOm the past, and progressively modifies to give meaning
to and cope with the present and,anticipated future problems of its
existence. The Gestalt-like combination of the elements forming cult-
ure derives its unique character from the society's 'world-view'. This
can be conceptualized as a body of value orientations which are 'broad-
gauge propositions concerning what people feel positively about: they
influence both the means and ends of striving' (Honigmann, 1967: 78).

Value orientations have their basis in the problems pO`sed by three
types of environment. The first is the natural or geographical environ-
ment with which man interacts through hiTchnology and skills. The
second is the 'social environment, comprising individuals and other
social groups. The third is more speculative, but may be termed the
`metaphysical environment'. It comprises other-worldly forces and
unexplained natural and supernatural phenomena. Religious belief-
systems and similar metaphysical explanations are one outcome of
trying to cope with this environment in man's apparently innate need

. to impose order and meaning on the cosmos.
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the probi,_-nis posed by these three types of environment are tacikled
:. different ays.by each socio-cultural group, despite the fact that the

(:S of problems or dilemmas are , fundamentally similar. This
enables the social scientist to 4.vise a. typology of value orientations
which accounts for all the diTcrumps conceptually, and provides ii
framework for analysing the bodies of knowledge and conceptions
basic to a group's culture in order to establish. its unique combination
of 'broad-gaugepropositions' \ ., .

Man strives to understand and giVe meaning to the origins, nature
and super-nature of the cosmos, its power sources, and how he shodld
stand. in relation" to them. The meanings man has ,put' forward to
establish the than-universe orientation have,ranged from religious,
proposftions such as monotheism and Pantheism to irreligious or
atheistic propositions such as those in Marxist ideology or the big-
bang' theory of modern astro-physics. Man adopts a certain:commit- .

merpNo nature, and its bicrtic resourcestire natural coingrent of his
-,-environmentthrough a man- nature orientation. his Possible to find

in the.,world a range ofthe meanings which this area of humancons
cern:has for s groups: They range from th'e outrightly exploitative?

(13ie

to the contivative, which Can extend to the almost sacred, symbiotic
relationship of the traditional Australian Aboriging to the land.

Meanings' attributed to living and workingWith others in the social
group generate further value orientations. These are an inevitable
consequence of the social nature of man:The =tire of group living,
together with the preferences and objectives associated with its basic
institutions and patterns of social relations constitute a man-
community orientation. Human groups also have preferred forms
of activity, striving and achievement, and attribute a variety of mean-
ings to these in a man- activity'orientation.

Man occupies a niche in time and geographical space. The former
. can be viewed on a cosmic scale- or on a micro-scale. For instance, a
group can be future-oriented on the cosmic scale, looking forward to
a millenium. Another- group can be past-oriented, drawing heavily
aid almost exclusively upon tradition to inform and guide activity in-'4"
the present. But both groups have preferred ways of devoting time to
activity on the micro-scale. Both scales of meaning attributed to time

(,constitute a man-time orientation. Man also attributes meaning to,
and shares preferenc: for, a certain arrangement of his man-made
habitat. This can be .:2.-.-med a man-habitat orientation.
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The recognized diffiturty, of identifying value orientations during.
cield-work can be overcome by.adopting,the approach of Thompson .

nd Hostetler (197o). Using a baically similar typology of value
3rientations, they'analyseds the 'charter' of ,religious beliefs which
constitutes the jiltterian 'confession' of faith' subscribed to by this
group Of commtmities in North AmePies. Their analysis enabled them
to predict a priori the 'ideal' world-view that motivates the cultural
'design ar living' adopted by these groups. As a subscfluent study
showeethey do indeed adopf(a Vest* and culture that are almost
literally ruled by the Holy Book . t

Value oriptations, values and traditions arc also involved in the *ay.
schooling`iLorganized. Because of ,the enculturation imperatiVe, their
transmission along with a group's valued klowleclge cannot-be left to
chance. The school can be thought of as an enculturation matrACT, n.
the Oxford EnglishaDictionary sense of a f`place in 'Which a Thing is
de7lopecl'. The 'thing' the ,child. As t1 prime agency of. the
Western world, t onnuissioned soclo-cult fral groups to 'transmit

, their culture to each ntV./ generation, the organization and eration
f the ,school as enculturatin" matrix must reflect' th eeg and.

traditions on which the cultures are founded. In a veil. se , a
school is an example of the organization of tradition'. its
tecture, artifacts and other symbolic features arc the 'culturai medial
for. the' tradition (Redfield, 1956 : f6). "The knowledge trafgmitted
through the curriculum, the time-tabling, selection and functions of

. the staff and their daily interactions with pupils au have roots in the
traditions and values of the socio-cultural group the school serves. ft
cannot be ottierwise; if the group wishes to survive. Traditions and
values are also passed on through all the subtle patterns of the. culture
to which a child is constantly exposed. These include the drCss,
behavioural styles, modes. of speech, manners and similar features of
people.in the group, the toolsand implements theas.y use, together,with-
a whole host of other man -mfde features such. as buildings, use of
space and so on.

The Jews and Jewishness have survived uncounted attempts to
destroy their culture for over two' millenia. One suspects that this is
very largely due to the influence of systematl.: 'enucation through'
schools add other enculturation matrices programmed by deep-rooted
Jewish values and traditions.. Where these have been able to flourish
unimpeded, as in the Eastern European yeshivot, the culture has

x-
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beatable to.Istivive unchallenged, since in such circumstancel'only
one cOlictentset of culiural meanings is transmitted to the child.

In the Ease of Lubavitcher School, however, the, transmission of
the Jew's design for living does fiot go unchadlenged. Both the
pupils and their pareits must live a wader, non-kwiShNsociety in
whfch the values and value orientations, are vague and largely un- .
codified. But even in this instance we can egablish some of their
characteNtics through an analysis of the literature relating to the
Australian society and education system in general and, within it, the
particular emphasis of the academic, Amoldian tradition on which
Inuch of the indefiendent SElleyeduoation.,is mgulded.

Whether this acackmic tradition is actively in competition with the
, Great Tradition remains to be established in this book. noweiier, it is

inevitable that tliey are at lost implicitl-V not ejcplicitly, at odds
with each other. Lhbavitcher School endeavours- re boys fist-
rolekin an advanced, industrial society anal cult At the same time,
it propounds a world-view of considerable historical antiquity which.

7s still held(by Orthodox Jews-to provide a valid and comprehensive
design for living in the present: The inherent ContradiCtion4 be
expeCted to produce in the bfOrt.conflicting eriaptial attachm ts,
which will affect their attempts to come to terms with both tfaditionrs.

This book is an attempt to explore the many reasons for and out-
comes of this dilemma, which is inherent in.the nature of tradition.
People' are free to evaluatb what tradition offers, to assess- the worth
of transmitted meanings and to accept, modify and reject them as they
choose. Tradition is not inflexible. Like all cultur0 uieanings, it can
be both mastered and Manipulated, 'before being incorporated into an
individual's view of his life-world (Smolicz, -1974b). This is the essen-
tial problem facing boys at Ixibavitcher School.



Part
The Roots, of Tradition.

d civilization there is a great trad,itko of tij` reflective few,
as heie i4,a tradition of the laid y unre ectwe many.

e greft tradition _is thltivated in school or temples; t
little tradition world-itself out d. keeps se going in the,
lives of the unlettered, in t eir village 41mthunitiest

z. The tradition of the philisopher, theologian, and literary mlOn
is a tradition bonsciousjjy cultivated d handed 2own: that

,-thie little people ;is for t e osi art,/ ken for gi.onied)and not
4,-

submitted Much scr my or ,considered refinement and
improve#e.nt..

4 ti
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The hot tradinopoproviding the(ideCift of u er School, in
older of tiMtand wiority give4 to it, is the Great Tradition of Chas-
sidicl)udaism. In its pure form, this originated-in biblical times and is a

body, of pus be efstnd practices Attich guided every facet of soSety
provides guidance or eTery experience in life and, completely united its
adhefravin a 'm ral compuniry' (Melding, 108 : it).

Vin
y-

Since becoming elahlisbed, the Great Tra&ion has bee_ n ritirtu'red -a-41
augmented progrAi/ely aver succeeding centuries by eminent literati
L,--those. responsible for fOstering and maintaining a great tradition
(Singer, 1969: ro7). Of central importance in the history of the school
have beenthose literati who are adherents of the Lubavitcher Move -
ment.1 This is a branch ofJudaiStn with its headquarters in Isle York.
Alternatively known as the Chabad tradition2, it is the foremos amon
a number:pf groups fostering Chassidism, a pietist moveme twhich
oviginated4mong Jews. in Eastern Europa 17 the .beginning pf the
eighteenth century c.E.3

The origins of the Lubavitchy Movement
The beginnings of Chassidism

Tradition has it that Chassidism 1 as founded by Rabbi Israel 0a-al
Shem Tov (the BeSHT) born i Okup) a small town on the borders of

t. Lubavitcherafter the town of Luliivitch in Lithuania, which was the centre of the
movement for 102 years prior to its dispersal under Russian persecutions.
Chabad is an acrostic for chochmawisdom or concept, biniunderstanaing, and
daasknowledge, concentration,. depth of carrying the idea to its c,mclusion
(Schneersohn, 1965 : 7).

3. The spelling adopted for Chassidism follows that used in publications from Luba-
vitcher Headquarters. Alternative spellings are found in the literaturdHas(s)idism,
Chasidism. c.E.Common 'Era, B.C.E.Before the Common Era; these refer to
the periods designated by A.D. and B.C. respectively in the Christian tradition.

I
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ts VQ ) ynia and POdolia.4 Followers of tholevement were teikned the
Chas' (siri..Chassid) 'Pious Ones. The,adoptiA of the term
stress. the keynote 4)1 :ae. Baal &hem's teachings: zeal, prayerful
dev on, -and God. 'Cfiassidism a ailed- strongly to-the

1 'feelings and emotions. It :ails developed as a wdyef escape for a simple,\ ignorant peasant D`, suffering fropithe despair land degradation
ofithe sod4rand ,econonsiie stagnatibn folloWing thtiavageand

barbaric Cossacitpersecutiop under Chmielnicki irl, 1618.
The *lipid spre of Chassidism 'vas due as much to appeal to the :

'masses Ss o saint - mysticsordidaty galaxy of saint-mtics, human
dynamo , it produced during the firgt 'fifty/ years of is existence'
(Epitelist 1959: 2,74-75). These added to, and in 9oniercases amended; .

the original 'teach ;rigs of tlw Baal Shem. They alsO have rise to the1
institutfon of f the, Zac(clikra concept originated- by..i9bbi Ppv Baer, .-
the Mageid of /yIeseritzmiyho was the leSTIT's foierirosrdiseiple and .'
ultimately' successor (Table 1).5 )

Chassidism, howtyer, aroused intense oppo4ofncrom qpporients or .

te

Witnagdim.6 The were particularly strong in Lithuania, centring on .

Vilna, Where d Rabbi Elijah ben Solombrt, the Vilna- Gaon, a

V

..-

fanatical opponenf of the movement.? However, this opposition did
little to clieck the growth of the movement, although it did lead,
Chassidim to lessen some of the more e -creme aspects of the Zaddik
cult ad

accord to the knowledge of Torah it proper and rightful place In this way,
--,4hassidism,, without losing any o_ Its peculiar warmth and nthusasrn,

became oneiof the major pilla3y of linport of Rabbinism and, at the arne
kirire, one of its finest and ricKest products (Epstein, 1954 281).

Elen' :s of Chassidic ideology
Inc _rice, ChassidAn represents a fusion o abbaiali and R.Ibbinism.
Thr )rnier is the body of Jewish mystical li ature dealing with the

4. Laal Shem Tov (Heb.) 'Master of the Good Name', abbreviated
5. 2.addik (Heb.)'the perfectly righteous'.--Mdggid, plur. Maggidim (Fich 'preacher',

'speaker'.
6. Nfitnagdim (Heb.) /opponents'; anti - Chassidism.
7. Gaon (Heb.)-=Maj sty', 'Genius'. Title originally given to the chief rabbinical

academy in Babylon. Outstanding scholar.

2
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....,:)4tspernatural odd wrtir which, ma:- 'is 1in4d. Ma'n may specuiate
about the A urc of the spiritual world, inc:nding the Divinity, and its
relations w r this wo , though not in u.. Chaistian sense cif escha7

ctoliagical speculation abo t themorld-to,Cor.-1 .(The,end of the Law is
olz edience', heispeciilati .\..:2_,, .

Rabbistisria is it 4167-eloped:in. the Talmudic Era and c untied In the4
. Middle AzL on the other hand, 'provided a necessary .b lare against

,: any exclisec in Jew43 rwisticiSm and rational.philosophy.8;Rabbinism
'was concerned tb.

N.

provides clear definikionskf normof action for every new'situation d
circumstance, and thus to-dontrol and shape the eminence of the ndivid
and the cominknity fiorn the most intimate mid sacred details to the who
externalln'Isectilai (ibid.: 252)'- °

..d. 1
..I,. 1' .

" . Chassidism corribmedrthe.legali Aphasis.of Rabbi i with int--

-) Div-_-_-.. 61inninrcsence. The. result ena led assidirn' to see God's ,

,:.le own. tylique interpretation of K listic crrifie conc,,rning the

pres_:Lce in evelything, so that earthly ings su as tkfunctions and
.;, .,

4 .appe:;tes of thJ serises becso ame elevatedto the se God.-This was.
allies: to strong'belief in the power of.psayer as the. ideal means of
corn:nu/lion with God. However the prayer is recited an

...,

exalted joy and in a state of ecstatic fervour (hithlahabiith) in which man
. forgets self and all his surroundings and concentrates all his thoin7lii!. and

feelings on union with God (ibid.: 274.
. ,

The Cnassidic lifestyle derives from nsion of mystical re-
interpretation and belief in prayer. StrOng bode movements:swaying,
loud ciamting; and dancing were' used Z7 times to indUce a state of
ecstasy, :houglakome later Chassidic -abbis frowned upon such
excesses, and held that contro)led prayer was only proper way of
oernmuningswith :.;od. A certain euphoria also spread to the elements
of physical living. As they too were a rn..!ans of serving God. they
,should be carried it zestfitlly but in moderation: eating, drinking
and being at all times joyful, avoiding sadne, as much as pnssile.

a

8. The 7-,..anudic Era. ner:od of some thousand .11-:, trom the time of Ezra to the
end 0: fifth centur 2f the Common Era (Etein, 1959 : 132).

3
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Tabje E.The.Fotinders of neral Chassidism and the
Wads of Chabad

,-,

'° ,
-"+,,, , The Founder of Chassidism,

Rabbi lirael'ikial Shem Toy 1
fts. s...;.--Eful 18, 5458-Siv9n 6 5522?: '--

(1698-17db) .4 .-,

/
Stsccetsor

Rabbi Doxber o(Meseritz /
(Pate ofbirth unknown)- Kislev 19, 533c....

`. 4 ''-- t-- ,
a- v-1772).2 .- . .4I ,."- i

Foufider of Chabadk
Rabbi Shneur Zalman,firLiadi

Elul 18, 550-Teveth 24,5573
(1745-1812)

Second Gener'ation
Rabbi Dkylier

(the sbn of Rabbi Shneur Zalman
Kislev 9, 5534-Kislev 9, -588

:(1773-1827)

Third Generation

.i(grandson 'Of
Rabbi Menaehem Mendel

oRabbi Shneur Zalman; son-in-law of Rabbi Dovber)
Elul 29, 5549-Nissan'13, 5626 -

s (1789-1866)

4
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IN

61- fourth*Geoertion,,
f

.11 Rabbi SEmuttl .

,(spn if Rabbi Menaces i.
Iyar 2, 5594r)Shrei 13, 56 ,

Fifth Generation,
Dovbei

(son of Rabbi Shinuel)
d eshvan 20, 5621Nissan 2,

(18110 -192o)

Sixth Generation
Rabbi Joseph Isaac. Schneersahn.

(son of Rabbi Sholom'Dovber)
Tammuz 12, 564O-44vat lo, 5710

(188o-195o)

Seventh Generation r
Rabbi Mena em MenderSchneerson

(sixth in direct/paternal li from Rabbi nachem Mendel;
son-in-law of Rabbi Joseph ac)

Born Nissan II, 5662 (1902)

(Source: Mindel, 1956 : ix)

5
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.Thesc,as'pects comtinedin 1 total philosOphy in Which 'there was a
sccialethic, diepkoncern and rove for one's fellow.wen,

infused
p-/

with a .iwstical'And emoti al quality.

' r--

z

The, leaders and literN Chassidi
.

The. Mystical element ..in Chassidism was sis for the develtfp-
trfentof#41bi DOVBAr's C'efricept of Zad erfectly righte6us
person', into an institution which.became one Of a mvveinent's.rnost

. distinctive feattiies, the `Zaddik cult'. The Zad s function Awa to
concentrate on communion with Gdd It.% prayer nd supplication for
faiibou-in.both everyday and spiritual mattep on behalf of Orkliary
men. Thest-Innotegive undividwi 'attention to such A lengthy

. .

tasks,duepo the distatiolls of making a living.
j) The `coure, composed of ititenselrloyal giassidint; was a

uniqu'e communal life of intei4e 4"tvotion and spiritual' fervour, valich
reached its peak.durid the Sabb d the Festivals and Holy Diajrs
of Judaism. At the timep the Za would reach heights of exalted
worship and pra n Which his ecstatic Ghassidim would shareThey
would pin him at a meeting (Yidd.farbiengen)arqueld the communal
dining table andphear him read and expound sacred texts. They would
also sing mystic hymns, Chascchatits, and melodies after, him, and
bask his 'spiritual effulgence. Such 'courts' survive to this day; in
:those parts of the world where Chi 'dim live,in the form of the
Rebbe's house or stiebel.9

Literazi and leaders of the Lubavitcher Movement
Althou it ir, held that some za ddik m did not need to possess intel-
lectual capacity and attainments to attract adherents, many were in
act men of ,genius, as well as having the essential charisma which
few Chassidim to them. Both qualities were iombined in the person

of Rabbi Sch eur Zalman (`The Old Rabbi') of Liadi (1745-1812), one
of Dov Baer many ,disciples; and the 'philosopher, of Chassidism'
and founder. o Chabad.

7
9. Rebbe (Yidd.)--'t et ; title given to a leaihcd man. Usual title of a Chassidic

leader, coming to repTsce the older term.Zaddik. Stiebel (Yidd.)-$2a little house',
:conventicle'. '



. THE, GREAT TRADITION j
. Chabad lays less stress 9- on the emotional- tendency of Chassidism,
.which was a feature of Dov Baer's court at Meseritz, in favour of an
intellectual approach attaching great iportance to the study of the
TalmLiclin the rabbinical tradition. The concept ofthe Zaddik,.as a form
of inediator bet.veen man and God, miracle worker and charismatic
Mystic, is replaced by the idea of the rebbe, who is respected for 'his
g.feat scholarship and knowledge of Torah.

'Many features' of hassidism are retained in Chabad, however:
ecstatic attitude tawarUs 'prayer, the Chassidic communal life centred

-on a venerated rebbe, Chassidic songs and melodies, which are of great
importance in Chabad, and include in their number a wordless melody
(HO. 'tuggliti) composed, among otber songs, by ,Rabbi Schneur

alman himself. Chabad, like much of Chassidism, is firmly based on
atm-hail, even going beyond itin rigorous obseivance` of ritual and

ceremonial. One, feature of this is the performance of frequent ablu-
tions, especially before prayers and meals:

"Elie Chabad dynasty was carried,on by Rabbi Schneur Zalinan'i
successors..In the sixth generation came Rabbi Joseph Isaac Schneer-

, solui' (188o.650), the penultimate Lubayitcher Rebbe.10 In 1926 he
h.

accepted leidership of the Chabad hierarchy on the death of his father.
- There followed a period of intense activity in which the foundation of

yeshivot, or rabbinical academies, to spread the influence of Chabad,
was' major achievement.. As, a result of his steadfast leadership of
Russian Jewrylin the face Of government persecuticin and secret police .

. 'denunciation, he was imprisoned several times, and finally fled to Riga
' in Latvia.. After moving to several other' centres, he transferred

.
to rimenea in 194o.

The Preent leader of Chabad Chassidism is Rabbi Menachem Mendel
Scilneerson, the son-in-law ofabbi Joseph Isaac,' whose `court' is in .

Brooklyn, New York. Under his direction, the Lubavitcher Movement,
'as it is now generally knOwn, has become 'one of the, most intense
religious brotherhoods in the _modern world' (Epstein, 1959 : 281).
Highly organized on modem lines, with its own publishing facilities,
it supports a growing network of schools, and trains 'missionary-

lo. Chassidic ,leaders are commonly referred to by the name of the town where they
established courts thus the 'Gerer 'Rabbi' (Rabbi of Ger). the 'Lubavitcher Rabbi'
(Rabbi of Luba itch). See Table 1.

( i
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THE WAY OF TRADITION

mystics'. As a form of 'outreach technique', these are sent around
America and to Jewish communities in''other parts Of the world to
encourage young Jews to turn to religious life and practice.

(
Origins andf9undation of the school
The origins\of the Lubavitcher` Movevient in Australia can be traced
to therpatritirchal head of a large family who established a farm in the
Shepparton district of Victoria in the mid-192qs. His sons became
influential members of' the ,Lubavitcher and &her Orthodox congre-
gations in Melbourne. One has been President of the School Council
for a number of years.

) Following the pattern which established the movement in America
after the SeCond World War, the father was instrumental in assisting
with the rescue of immigrants from Eastern Europe, among, whom
Were two Lubavitcher rabbis. These were helped to settle in Melbourne,
along with others who were gradually attracted to the area. One of the
rabbis, later to become the Director of the Rabbinical College or
,Yeshivah Gedolah, took one orstwo pupils, as is the Orthodox tradition,
-in a small house in an inner suburb of Melbourne. Gradually a small
group of teachers got together there to establish a formal Jewish
school. This transferred to a private house on the present site of the
school, where primary grades alone 'were taught. These gradually
expanded, although in the late 195os the size of the school still only
took in Grades 1-4.

In this instance, the sch-ool was not set up at the direct instigation of
the Lubavitcher Rebbe but gradually grew up around a group of
Lubavitcher adherents. The school presented its first matriculation
students in 1965an accepted sign of a school's 'arrival' on the
education scene. The Australian Rabbinical College was founded in ?
1967 around a nucleus of the first six American rabbinical students sent
by the Lubavitcher Rebbe. It attracts post-matriculation students who
wish to advanceltheir Jewish studies. Some choose to study there for a
year or two before proceeding to university in some cases, or into
outside occupations. A small number study as the basis for further
training 'in the Rabbinical College as a prerequisite of becoming,
rabbis.

0



THE GREAT TRADITION

Value orientations of the Great Tradition
Sources of the value orientations and values which provide the 'core
meanings' of the Great Tradition comprise a vast compilation of
material or `charter' dating from biblical times. Content analysis
presents forMidable pr9blems, not the least of which is that

- there is no_monolithic system of Jewish values but a series of complex
applications of Jewish truth in which the Fiore subtle distinctions and -

shades of meaning were debated at length by the -best Jewish intellects
(Jacobs, 5960 : 9).

The rigour of their analysis is conveyed by the Talmudic Hebrew
term pardes. This refers to the initial lettep of four types of biblical
exegesis of increasing levels of depth and sophistication: peshat (literal
meaning), remez (veiled allusion), dcrash (homiletic inter tion), and
sod (esoteric significance).

In the light of this tradition, it is necessary to rec ize that any
analysis of Judaic value orientations and values can.only approximate
a systematic review, and must necessarily be selective and restricted to
the more superficial levels of peshat and remez. No review ca claim
to set out an authoritative formulation of the tenets of the ish faith,
as such dogmatics' are alien to Judaism. While not cla Ing to be in
any way comprehensive, the summary attempted ow tries to
systematize a number of the more fundamental values, not ik a way
that an Orthodox Jew might do so, but for heuristic purposes and
subsequent analysis of the school's social organization of tradition. As
primary sources, I have taken the Pentateuch, supplemented by the
Talmud, as codified in the Kitzur Schulchan Ankh or Code of Jewish
Law (Ganzfried, 1961), together with related Lubavitcher exegesis."

Man-universe orientation
The whole universe, its 'frame and furniture', and known realm of
existence, comprising the visible world in its two partsthat which is
above (heaven) and that which is below (earth)--ris conceived as having.

is. Two editions of the Pentateuch are used: The Pentateuch and Haftorahs Second.
Edition, Soncino Press, (Hertz, 1967); and Tile Pentateuch with Targum Onkelos,
Haphtaroth, and Rashi's Commentary, trans. M. Rosenbaum & A. M. Silbermann..The
Hebrew edition of the latter is used by b.oys at the school.

9



THE WAY OF TRADITION

been created out of nothing (ex nihilo) by, a single power fso Ece, a
deity termed God (Heb. Elohim). 'In the beginning God created the
heaven and the earth' (Gen. i : 1).

Creation is conceived as being continuous, rather than a single act
of God. This,is an interpretation of Scripture: `Ancl.God blessed the
seventh day, and hallowed it; because that in it He rested from all His
work which God in creating had made' (Gen. 2 : 3). The teachings of
Chabad stress the continuous nature of Creation. It is also featured in the
Liturgy associated with the Blessings before the Shema::. . . and in thy
goodness renewest the creation every'day -continually'.12

God is Omnipresent. The Shechinah or Divine Presence is both
immanent in creation and manifest in the life of man 'dwelling' in the
midst of Isiael (Exod. 25 : 8, 33 : 13-14; Lev. 16 : t6).',There is no
place without Shechinah' (Midrash Exod. Rab. ii, 9).13 God is Omnipo-
tent. The name Shaddai, 'Almighty', is one of the Thirteen Attributes
of God (Exod. 34 : 6), and receives frequent mentioho throughout the
Bible (e.g. Gen. 17 : I, 35 : 4; Exod. 9 : x6; Deut. 9 : 29). God is
conceived to be Unity in both Scripture (Deut. 6 : 4) and-Liturgy. The
Shema, 'Hear, 0 Israel: The Lord Our God, the Lord is One', is a clear,
unequivocal statement of the ethical monotheism first conceived of by
Abraham (Gen. -12 : 1-4).

A number of the Attributes of God are of such fundamental impor-
tance in the Torah that th6r.can be considered as transcendental values
pervading all value orientations The Attributes are Holihess (Heb..

kadosh), Compassidn (Heb. rahamim), Justice and Mercy. In rabbinical
literature, the most common epithet for Sod is 'The Holy One,
blessed be He' (Heb. Hakadosh Baruch Hu). 'Ye *shall be holy' is the
dominant theme in Leviticus 19, the so-called 'Chapter of Holiness'.
God is also referred to as the Compassionate One, and man is enjoined
to imitate this Attribute. 'As God is compassionate, be thou compas-
sionate' (Midrash Siphrei Ekev 8g). Closely related is the designation of
the Eternal as 'merciful and gracious' long-suffering and abundant in
goodness and,truth' (Ex-0d. 34 : 6).

12. The Authorized Daily Prayer Book, p. 109.
13. Shechinah (Heb.--Indwelling) is derived from the verb to dwell'. Midrash (Heb.)

'to inquire'; the body of literature which interprets Scripture to extract its' full
implications and meinings.
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The relationship of man to the power source is firstly that ofa being
created by God. `And God-cre ted man in His own image, in the image
of God created He him; male a female created He their' (Gen.it
I : 27). Man is 'made in the image in the type that was specially
made fom' (Rashi)and after the likeness of God. Man ow
obedience to God.on a number of grounds. He is a child of God, or
in the image of God made He man' (Gen. 9 : 6). For the Jewish

God_,

the children of Israel, this is reinforced by a Covenant relp ionship
with GodTley are taught to consider themselves the children of Go 1,
owing Himiunquestioned obedience and 'service (Deut: P : I; 32 : 5)
As Rabbi Akiba said, `Blessed are Israel in that .the} were called

ws'

,children of God' (Avot ,3 :418). A related notion is that of divine
sonship. Man (Israel) is the son of God.' .

.
Coupled with the concept of divine.; sonship is the service the

. tttildren of Israel owe o God. 'For unto Me the children of Israel are
servants; ther, are My servants whom i broughtlorth 'out of the land
of Egypt; I am the Lord your God' /Lev. 25 : 55). This implies
God has prior claim on theichildrett of tsrael=My (God' ocument
(deed of purchase) is of an earlie&date' (Rashi). an Israelite can
never be more than nominally a slave t' y human master (Ftertz,

.1967: 537, En. 42). Service of, is the highest honOur- Both as
.servants and sons of God, the Jewish fieopfe are called upon to act as
God's witnesses before all nations (Is. 43 : 10-12)..

Closely related is the concept of Jews as the chosen, people which is ,
referred to frequently in the Bible anti Jewish Liturgy. ..

. . ,
For thou art a holy people unto the Lord thy God, and the Lord has

. chosen thee to be His own treasure out of all peoples that are upon the
face of the earth (E5eut. 14 : 2).

atiortships, between man and .God based on fear, i.e. awe,
'.whi regarded as the basis. of Jewish eligious awareness. Israel is
..'repeat ly exhorted **the, reiltatetiCirto. fear, God: !And now Israel,
,44hPt.dotlikhe.Lord'.illi God:recitike.f thee, btit to fear 4-3.-ard thy
!,66'd',4(t)kiit:'.ti;::%4.::tOu'ittecl lYit.J'asse.isllo;/e ofbOd;'Which. is held
fo 4,eAjsi.iPfine.;.i:eligiOk 1 value, `AN thou` shalt 14Pe le -Lord thy

,Pogl.*Kft. '4401,akiC1):Widi 4 thy soul and with all thy might'
'.4(i34t:,:i5-;i- ).,. 1,6**4i,i41::thihk4ig' further developed the idea;
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adding mystical connotations in the Middle Ages. According to the
Talmud the highest form of service of God is "service out of love" as
contrasted with "service out of fear" (Ned. 31a)' (Werblowsky
Wigoder,J965 : 242). Love leads man to cleave to GO (Heb. deyekut),
imitating His attributes of Mercy and Kindness (ibid.: 114). 6

Man-nature orientation
Man has dominion over all living things on earth, a as been given
the task of replenishing and subduing it (Gen. I : 27-30). Originally
man is placed on a level with cattle and beasts in respect of eating
similar food. When the era of the Sons of Noah began, man was
permitted to eat meat (Rashi on Gen. I :3o). 'Every moving thing that
liveth shall be for food for you; as the green herb have I given you
all' (Gen. 9 : 3).
... Matt is not granted unbridled dominion over nature,4s the principle
of' righteousness governs both animate and inanimate creation. His
conduct towards animals in particular is subject to numerous laws
designed to protect them against pain, disease, hunger and overwork
(e.g. Exod. 23 : 5; Dent. 22 : 4-7, 25 : 'The righteous man re:-
gardeth the life of his beast' (Prov. 12 : to). The prohibition against
consuming the blood of animal flesh `Only flesh with the life thereof,
which is the blood thereof, shall ye not eat' (Gen. 9 : 4)has been the
bvis for detailed laws in the Talmud regarding the ritual slaughter
(Heb. Shechitah) and preparation of meat. The former is designed,,
among other things, to.minimize pain to the slain animal.

Jewish dietary laws are regarded by the rabbis ,to lead to self-
discipline and obedience to God, as a way of attaining holiness (Lev.
II : 44-45). Thus certain kind§ of animals are declared clean and fit
for human consumption (kosher) and, others unclean...and unfit. Their
consumption is forbidden (terephah). The twofold division is first
established in the story of Noah, and the list of clean and unclean
animals is elaborated in considerable detail in later Books of the Bible
(Gen. 7 : 2 ; Lev. II : 1-47; Deut. 14 : 3-25).

.Some agrarian produce is subject to laws designed to protect certain
species. For instance, there is a biblical prohibition (Deur. . 19-20)
against destroying fruit-bearing trees (Heb. Bal Ta t 'do not
destroy'), Which was later extended in the Talmud t over all senseless .
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destruction or waste. It is particularly forbidden to damage or waste
food,.especially bread. - t

Man is thus constrained in numerous ways in his relationships with
nature and its biotic resources. He is able to use his powers and intellect
to overcome those that threaten him.

Through these endeavours man attains the fulness of hi; pOwers. In the
language of the rabbis, he becomes a co-worker with God (Heb. Shutaph
rhakkatloshbaruch hu) in the en-going tasks of creation (Cohon, 1962 : 172).

r"

-Man-commtn#ty orientation
The relationship of man to God imparts a special quality to his relation- /
ship to fellow man. A single ethical pi-6gram prevails, based on the (

motive ,of imitatito der with its dominant theme 'Ye shall be holy; for I
the Lord your God am holy' (Lev. ig : 2). This transcendental value
Welds together the religious and moral sets of taws the Torah prescribes,
and is the root of all Jewish ethics.

Imitatro der is further implied by the biblical commandment to
'cleave' to God (Deut. to : 20, 13 : s). Literal observance is impossible
but, as elaborated by the rabbis, this means cleaving to God's qUalities.
In the words of the prophet Micah:

It bath been told thee, 0 man, what is good, and what the Lord cloth
require of thee: only,to do justly, and to love mercy, and to walk humbly
with thy God (Mic. 6 : 8).

. The biblicil command 'Thou shalt, love thy neighbour as thyself'
(Lev. i9 : 18) is the 'Golden Rule- in Judaism, which transcends and
embraces all other ethical demands. It was taken up, commented on,
and elaborated by thf rabbis. Hillel summarized the intent of the entire
Torah in tlie words What is hateful unto thee, do not to thy fellow
man' (Sab. 3 ia). The rule applies to both Jew and non-Jew of whatever
race or creed. l'he stranger that sojourneth with you shall be m°
you as the home-born among-you, and thou shalt love him as thyself'
(Lev. 19 : 34; Deut. 10 : 19).

The Golden Rule entails showing benevolence and loving kitiffness
towards others: the 'practice of goodly deeds' (Hell gemiluth chasadim)
such as .visiting the sick, pairing last respects to the dead, and comfort
ing mourners. It also embraces showing courtesy and thnsiderate

13
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behaviour towards all men, irrespective of faith or origin. The closely
allied doctrine of forgiveness extended to those who offend is the basis
of the Jewish ideal of conduct.

The Golden Rule also embraces charity (Heb. tzectakah), oke.of the
ee pillars on which the world is based (Avot r : 2)." Thie 'Practice

of wing alms and assistance to the poor through material gifts con-
stitute an's recognition of the duties of brotherhood towards his
fellow-man, and is stressed throughout S&-ipture (e.g. Exod. 22 : 20-26,
2\1 6-12; Deut. 16 : 11; Is. 58 : 7; Prov. 3r : 2o). aid Rabbi Joshua

'ben Karha, 'he who closes his eye to charity is like Van idolator' (Ket.
68a; Tos. Peah 4 : 20; Midrash Eccl. Rab. 7 4).

The many manifestations of the GOlden Rule, Righteousness, and
Justice throughout Scripture imply that Man's moral behaviour is a
form of group loyalty. 'The ethics of Judaism, therefore, concerns
itself not only with the springs and motives of personal behaviour but
also with their relations to the community' (ohon, 1962: 188). The
rabbis emphasize that all 'Israelites are responsible for one another
(Sab. 39a; Se /er Haagadah IV, 20 -22). Said Rabbi hind, 'Separate not
thyself from the congregation; trust not jn thyself until the day of thy
death' (Av`ot 2 : 5). The 'whole congregation of Israel' (Heb. Add
YisroelExod. 12 : 3; Lev. ro : 2) is the term used for the com-
munity as a religious entity. ,

Man-activity orientation
As a child of God, man owes duties to his Creator; as a social being, to
his fellow-men. Religious observances and ethical conduct are the
twin poles- of man's activity. Both are governed by the precepts of
the Torah.

, .

Aim ordinances shall :),C do, and My statutes shall' ye keep, to walk
therein: I am the Lord your God. Ye shall therefore keep My statutes,
and Mine ordinances, which if a man do, he shalllive by them: I am the
Lord (Lev. :

Halachah(Heb. 'law') is the authaitativepractical guil to Jewish life
and seeks to translate into attion the ethical and spiritual dimensions
of Judaism. Although fully developed in Talinudie law, it is firmly

14. The other piy,irs, M the opinion of Simon the Just, are Torah and divine service.
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(

rooted in
klForah

and derives its authority therefrom. The duties it
enumerates are dictated by faith, and are held to be commandments of
God (Heb. mitzvah, pl. mitzvot). The Jew becomes iable for their
performance as soon as he reaches his religious-majori at the age of
13 years when he becomes barmitzvah, literally 'a son of the com-
nianAtrient*. However, long before then, he is educate into their,
ine.tiOng and demands. Study is itselfa mitzvah and a pre4equisille for
knowing and performing all the mitzvot.

To k now one's duties to God'and allow-men necessitates that one ,
learns' them through regular and continuous study of Torah, which

.Moses commanded as ..`an inheritance of the congregatio of Jacob'
(Deut. 33 : 4) Until the Modern Period, study of the Tor (Heb.)1Talmud Torah) in th sense of 'labouring in the Torah for its own
was considered th most laudable kind of activity, and the ideal type
of Jew was the scholar.15 Study is held, to produce a love, respect

?and great reverence for books.
The *nacy of Talmud Torah is constantly stressed in biblical and

rabbinic gi literature. 'This book of the law shall not depart out of thy
mouth, but thou shalt meditate therein day and 'night' (josh. .x : 8)..s.
Talgiud Torah. is a holy activity and earns reward in the world to come.
The great Hillel used t9 say 'the more Torah, the more life .. :he who

" has acquired for himself words of Torah, has-acquired for hims. elf life
in. the world to come' (Avot 2 : 8).

Closely related to Talmud Torah is the great value placed on educa-
don, particularly that Of children by parents or parental surrogates in
obedience to the biblical injunction 'And thou shalt teach thlein
[Commandments] diligently unto thy children' (Deut. 6 : 7). Itab-.
binical law obligates a father jach his sons Torah as well as a trade.

Provision of elementary educitiqn was considered to be of para-
mount importance. 'And all thy children shall be taught of the Lord
and great shall b(theppeace of thy children' (Is. 54 : 13). The world is
`poised ,on the brea oftscshoolchildren' said the rabbis. Elementary
education was established very early in Jewish history; and the identity

tyKeen religion,:listory and education, pis damental. sct Jewish

15. The Modern Period e period, which started towards the en f the eigh.teenth
century A.D:, associate with the Enlightenm i.e. the move ent which sought
to apply the mle of n rather than dogml, authority and tradition to religion.

15
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culture. The Talmudic contribution toltaditional Jewish edu
was to ensure that learning wou d become a major institution an
activity for all Jews. result of both led to the creation of a profes-
sional class of scholars an lesser, but none eless important, class of
teachers.' These became highly,Fspected kers of the coinril,unity.

Education for the Jewish child begins at an early age. Tealmudic
teaching advocates that as soon as the child can speak, his fath should

. teach him the Torah. The first verses that should be taught are Deuter-
onomy 33 : 4: 'Moses commanded us a law, An inheritance of the
congregation of Jacob', and the Shema (Kitzur Schukhan Aruch, I : I).
Thee the young child is made to learn by heart.16

Teaching is in Hebrew, so esteemed byithe rabbis as 'the language
spoken by the angels' (Hag. 16a) that it became known as the Holy
Tongue.

When the child begins to speak his father should s ak to him in the Holy.
Tongue ... and if. he does not speak to him in th Holy Tongue ... it.
is as though.he had buried him (Mid-rash Siphrei Eke 6).

Not only -are such injunctions designed to protect the Holy Tongue
but stress the fact that the rabbis invested Hebrew with particular
sanctity per se.

`Practice flowing from knowledge is of decisiveqmportance
Judaism, and thus the rabbis "attached the highest vat-4e to the un-
,questioning observance of ceremonial and rial requirements, with
their attendant 'visible symbols Ind concrete acts. They are 'practical
observances' (Heb. mitzvot mpasiyot) based on the motives of conse-
cration and obedience to God's service. 'I have set the Lord always
before me' (Ps. 16 : 8) is a 'cardinal principle)n the Torah' (Kitzur
Schukhan Aruch' i : 1). Id biblical origin derives from the Sinaitic
Covenant:

And he [Moses] took the, book of the covenant and read in the hearing
of the people; and they said: 'All that the Lord Oath spoken will we do,
and obey' (Exod. 24 : 7).

Consecration arid' a desire' for ritual purity, in addition to concern
forhygiene, are die dominant motives for carrying out ablutions such

16. The words of the former constitute part of the little child's Morning Prayer, and
are a national motto in Israel. 4
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as -washing the hands before meals, and, after using the lavatory. Tlie
same motives apply to the Orthodox practice of washing. the hands
immediately upon 'waking, to counter any impurity that might have,.
been contracted during the night (Kitzur Schulchan Aruch, I : 2). 'I will
wash my hands in innocency', gaid the ps'almist, 'and I will compass
Thy altar, 0 Lord' (Ps. 26 *: 6-7). The face *.ould also' be washed and
mouth rinsed: 'For in the image of God iiide He man' (Gen. 9 : 6).
The major rite of total immersion in the mikveh-,or ritua is ani
act of purification par excellence. It is enjoined upon the pio ew to
practise immersion prior to the onset of Festivals when he shall bathe
all his flesh in water' (Lev. 15 : 16). ..

The dietary laws and the-act of saying Grace before and after meals
also have important consecratory functions. They impart an element
of spirituality into the biological act of eating. 'And thou shalt eat and
be satisfied, and bless the Loa' thy God for the good land'Which He
hath given thee"(Deut. 8 : io) was taken by the rabbis as the basis for

'the precept that every meal must be followedeby Grace.
The rabbis singled out three mitzvot matosiyot with their underlying

motive ofsanctification, which recall man to his spiritual responsibilities
and fealty'to God. They are laying-on of tephillitiphylacteries worn
by Jewish males of 13 years and over at the week' -day Morning Service
(Exod. 13 : 9; Sanh. 88b); the mezuzah (Het, 'cloOrpost'), a small case
containing' biblical ircriptions on parchment affixed to the doorposts
in Jewish homes (Detif. 6 : 9); and the tzitzit (Heb: 'fringes), which

"--,Ke attached to each of the four corners of ,a garment Dcut. 22 : 12;
Win. IS : 38-4o). Nowadays, a special cotton, rectangular undervest

.. is worn, with bunches of fringes or tassels attached to each corner. This
is termed the arba kanphof (Heb. 'four corners') or lallit katan (Heb.

"small tallit') to distinguish it from the large, fringed prayer shawl
(Heb. tallit gado' 0 which is worill,duringtthe Morning and Additional

Services on Sabbath and Festivals..
Each of the above; mitzvot, as in the ;case of dther mitzv'cit,:e.g.

lighting the Sabba01"-cilIdles and washitig.the hands, is accompan
by the appropriate Blessing or Benediction (Heb. berochah). It is
recited in astandard, unvarying form: 'Blessed art Thou, 0 Lord our
God, King of the universe, who has sanctified us by His command-
ments and commanded us .. .' followed by a phrase referring to the

;J ,j
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mitzvah to be ormed.. Blessings are a o said before partaking of
any food or drink' (Blessings of Enjo ent'), and on seeing, such
natural phenomena as lightning, the occa .and a rainbow or on hearing
either good or bad news.

The Blessing is the unit of Jewish prayer in both private devotions
and congregational worship. The rabbis considered that player was
implied by the biblical commandment 'to serve the Lord thy God with

thy heart and with ,all thy sour (Deut. IO :, 12). 'What is hear -
service?' asked the rabbis (Midrash Siphra Deut. If : 13), and answer
`Service of the heart is Prayer' (Hertz, 1967 : 792, En. '13). Worship,`
the central pillar of Judaism, is extolled throughout rabbinicalliterature
in maxim and injunction. Great importance was attached to congre-
gational prayer. 'Wherever ten persons pray', says Rabbi Yitzchak,
'the Shechinah, the Divine Phsence, dwells among them'.

The 'minutiae of prayer are governed by copious- regulations to
bring rule ana discipline into devotion.17 However an element .of
spontaneity should also be permitted. Man should pray only in a
devout and reverential frame of mind (Ber. S : r): The object of the
tephillin worn at the week-day Morning. Service is to direct the
thoughts of the wearer to God, and to the teachings contained in the
four paragraphs embodied in the leather cases constituting one com-
ponent of the tephillin (Exod. I3 :,.I, 13 : I I ; Deut. 6 : It : 13-21).
The Chassidim customarily wear a girdle (Yidd. Bartel) made of black
silk or wool over the long oute garment (Yidd. kapota) when at
prayer, in strict obedience to the rabbinical injunction that a division
should be .made between the lowe ('profane') part of the body and the
upper part. To the Chassidim, the ideal means of communion with
God is prayer recited in a state of exalted joy and ecstatic fervour (Heb.
hithlahabuth). When words fail, Chassidim resort to humming or
chanting wordless melodies (Heb. igguntm), clapping, and even danc-
ing, for it is said 'And David flanced befok the Lbrd with all his
might'. (II Sam. 6 : 16). ,

The antithesis of such oirphoria; and closely connected with prayer,
is faiting in obedience to, the command 'ye shall afflict your souls'
(Lev. 23 : 27). 'Fasting is a sign of mourning, expiation and atonement .

17. The opening treatise of the Talmud, Berachoth, is entirely given over to the subject.
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for one's sins. To-the prophets,. fasting was associated' with righteous
conduct and with benevolence (Zech. 708; Is. 58). The rabbis heft!.
fasting in high esteem. However, excessive fasting and individual
fasting were not favoured by Talmudic Judaism.

God may also be servon/44-lis Name sanctified by one's daily
labour. The rabbis considered the phrase in the Fourth Commandment
(Exod. zo : 'Six days shalt thou labour', 'as binding as the phrase,
'but the seventh day is a sabbath unto the 'Lord thy God, in it thou'
shalt not do any, manner of work', that follows it (Mekhilta ExOd.
20 : 9-io). Indolence on week -days is even thought to profane the
followini Sabbath. ,7 1k 1

Man-time oneritatien -
On the macro-scale man is part ofa Divine Order cor 'ved as eternity
God is evesting (Heb. Chei-ha-Olamitu), the God/ of eternity (Is.
4o : 28; Midrash Lev. Rab. vi, 6). His Covenant with the descendants
of Abraham. ,:lsrael, is an everlasting Coviant (Gen. 17 : 7). God''
fidelity to it, despite Israel's defections, is eternal. God's Kingdom is
eternal. 'The Lord shall reign for ever and ever' (Exod. 18). 'From
everlasting to everlasting Thou art God' (Ps. 90 : 2).

The Divine is the God of history. The great teachers in Israel 'saw in
history a,continuous revelation of Divine thought and pUrpose across
the abyss of time' (Hertz, 1967 ; 936). Jewish history is Divinely -
ordered history. which began with the Creation ex nihihy. received its
specific form with the call of Abraham and subsequent biblical-events,
and will 'end in the 'World to' Come' (Heb. Olant Ha-ba). Said Rabbi
Jacob, 'This world is like an ante-chimber to the world to come;
prepare thyself in the ante-chamber, thaaou mayest enter into the
hall' (Avot : .

In the eschato gicaL thinking'Of the prophets and rabbis, as Epstein .

poIntslout (1.959 : .o), mankind as a whole is seen as 4.

ma ching to the transcendental reality of an earthly future, 'when the
cai shall be full ofThe lhowledge of the Lord as the waters cover thC
sea' ( s. I I : 9).

This doctrine of Mrs ianism postulates the ultimate establishment o
the rule of universal righteousness on earth and the restoration of the'
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house of David and a reunited Israel. TheMessia* hope centres on an
'eschatolOgical king who is to rule over Israel at the end of days'
(Werblowsky & Wigoder, 1965 : 259).

If future-oriented Messia4ism constitutes the goal of social morality;
the means to achieve it'knowing God's will and performing the
mitzvotare rooted in biblical ,past. Man is past-oriented. Moral
laws are inculcated bycollecting

an
collecting historical instances of immoral

conduct that have led to loss of Divine favour. The Liturgy abounds
with references to major historical events from which'a moral might
be drawn. Remembrance and, commemoration of major historical
episodes are fundamental to such basic obsTances as the festivals of
Passover (Heb. Pesach), Tabernacles (Heb. Succos)i-eks or Pentecost -

r
We

(Heb. Shavuot). The Pentateuch and. Prophetic writings, the Study of
which is ,a mitzvah, are the historical record of the Jews without-
which Judaism as a religion is incomprehensible. The' pascand the
religiori are interdependent. A sense of the past is implicit in the
Jewish calendar. Jewish dates are reckoned on a lunisolar basis from
the date of creation which the rabbis placed at 376o E.C.E. Thus tie
Jew has always before him a subtle reference to an historical event to
which he owes his very existence.

.

On the micro-scale, concern for the proper allocation of time to
valued. activities is fundamental to Judaism, and finds` expression in
Scripture aild rabbinical literature. Of foremost importance is the
Jewish Sabbath, a day set-apart from the sectilar by Divine decree, for
rest, consecration to God and the life of the spirit

,.. '., .
And'on the seventh day God finished His work which He had made. '

,And God blessed the seventh day, and hallowed it; because that in it
He rested from all Uis work which God in creating had made (Gen. t_;---x2-3).

..\-;

4

The Jew is commanded to

Remember the sabbath day, to keep it holy. Six days 'shalt thou labour,.
and do all thy workibut the seventh day,is a sabbath unto the Lord thy
God, in it thou shalt not'do any manner of work (Exod., 20 :

Variants of the injunction occur in subsequent scriptural passages. The
laws detailing the 39 principal types 'of 'woFk' Ai-bidden on the
Sabbath- according .to the rabbis occupy a malor,propOrtion of the
Order Mded (Appointed Seasons) in the Mishnah.

. .4
20. ,
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'A 24-hour day in Judaism last from evening to evening. Thus die.
. Sabbath lasts from nightfall on Friday mil, 1 nightfall prii. Saturday.,

Meticulous rules were laid down by the rab is to determine the exact
time of nightfall. Time - tables are available o Orthodox Jews givib*
the exact chronological equivalent of this moment, for each day, week
and month of the calendar-. All other activities on Friday have to be.
ATanged toL'allOw-Jeinrs` time to get home before sunset..to prepare for
the rituals in the home with' which the Sabbath is greeted. They
include the lighting of the Sabbath*andles withthe appropriate bless-
'ing and Kiddush (Heb.'sanctification'), which is a ceremony anckprayer
to proclaim the holiness cif the Sabbath, based on rabbinical interpre-
tation of Exodus 20 : 8, 'Remember the sabbath diy, to keep it holyr.18'

Kiddush has its equivalent in the Elaidglah ceremony AHeb. 'dif-
ferentiation') and prier, which is recited' at the conelusiOr? of the

' Sabbath and Feitivals to mark the distinction
and

between the sacred day.itthat has ended d the week-day that is btzi . Appropriate'.
phrases in the prayer enumerate .thedifferencer he : een 'holy And
profane% between clight_and darkness', and betweenIsrael and the
,gentiles' (Weiblowsky & Wigoder, 1965 : 178). ,

In additian to being .a day of rest, the Sabbath illustrates the impor-
tance placed on'the allocation of time to religious worship, and religious
instruction or study. Prayer, and the allocation of time necessary for it,
constitute a inajor man-time orientation. In the Judaic tradition, there
are three'prescribed times to pray each day. The first is Shacharis (Help,
-'Dawn Prayer'); the Morning Prayer, whicli.canile recited at anytime
from;clawn until the first quarter of the day,his elapsed, Prior to it,
private prayers can be said by, the devout immediately on rising. The
second is Minchah (Heb..'Offering'), the Afternoon Prayer, which can

, be said during the period from mid-day until just, before sunset. The
third is Maarit; (Heb. 'who brings on the evening twilight'), 'the
Evening Prayer, said during the period between nightfall and $he dawn
of the following day. 4 i

.'" r

The value placed on devoting time to the performance of the
ceremonial laws concerning wearing the taut and putting on tephillin

18..Pes. lo6a:. 'Rethembcr it over Wine'. Kiddush is an abbreviation a the Talmudic
phrase kiddush ha-yom (Heb.'sanctification of the day').
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is clearly apparent at the Morning Service. The former is worn around
the shoilders and covering the head in obedience to the bitalical
injunction:

Speak unto the children of Israel, and bid them that they make throughout
their generatiohs fringes in the corners of their garments.... And it shall
be unto you for a fringe, that ye may look upon it, and remember all the
commandments of the Lord, and do them (Num. 15 : 38-39).

Adult males wear the tallit; boys are not required to do so.
All of harmitzvah age are expected to take time to lay on tephillin

(wear phylacteries) during the week -day services: The boxes compris-
in the tephillin are worn, one on the forehead, and one on the upper
bicep of the left arm, and are put on after reciting the appropriate
Benedictions. Tephillin, a symbol of God's Covenant with: Israel, are
not worn on Sabbaths an Festivals as these are considered to be suf-
ficient reminders in them elves of the Covenant and the events and
concepts associated with it. Timemust be allocated to other ceremonial
obs rrvances, particularly the mezuzah and the wearing oftzitzit during
wring hours. Mitzvot such as the Benedictions of Enjoyment also
require a short period of time, during which man's thoughts are
turned towards the Divine.

Allocation of time to study is a necessary condition for the under-
stinding of one's ritual and liturgical duties. The study of the Torah
(Heb. Talmud Torah) a positive religious duty, held by r.lat rabbis
to be more important than ceremonial observances, as these can only
be learned through study (Kidd. 4ob).

Study shtuld be a regular abit. Said Rabbi Shammai, 'Fix a
period for the study of the T (Avot 1 : 15). Neglect of the Torah
for a single _day leads to furl r neglect (Avot 4 : 'Forsake the
Toralia singland it will forsake thee two days' (Talmud). The
rabbis held that a man should devote all his leisure to study of the
Torah, giving one third to the Pentateuch, one third to the Mishnah,
and one third to Talmud. Idleness anti waste of time are abhorred.
Even wakeful- periods during the night should not be wasted, and
should be.spent in serious meditation. 'My soul is satisfied ... wheni
remember Thee upon my couch, and meditate on Thee in the night -
watches' (Ps. 63 : 6 ff.).
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Study is not merely confined to childhood but continues throughout
life. The rabbis allocated certain periodi ofa man's life to defirked types
of study and othe,r activities (Avot 5 : 25):

He Vabbi Judah, the on of Term] used to say, at five years the age
is reached for the study of the SCripture, at ten for the study of the Mishna,
at thirteen for the fulfilment of the commandments, at fifteen for the
study of the Talmud, at eighteen for.marriage, at twenty for seeking a
livelihood, at thirty for entering into one's full strength; at fo.rty for
understanding, at fifty for counsel, at sixty' a man attains old age.

Man- habitat orientation
To carry .out the values and activities of the Great Tradition, the

Jewish community, in common with other religious groups, structures
parts of its habitat to reflect the value placed on its. institutions. Of
central concern is the synagogue building, the architectural embOdi-
ment of the synagogue.as a social institution.

The rabbis taught that a synagogue should be erected wherever there
existed a Jewish community. Where possible they were built on hills so
that they should not be over-looked by other buildings (Werblowsky &
Wigoder, 1965 : 369).

A major architectural feature of the building is the Ark containing the
Scrolls of the Law located on the 'eastern wall', that is, the one oriented
`towards Jerusalem'.

Although the synagogue itself can provide a place ofinstruction and
study, traditional Jewish communities constructed a building adjoining
the synagogue for higher rabbinical education. Called the bet midrash
(Heb. 'house of study'), it housed rabbinical texts such as the Mishnah,
the Talmud and the Codes, and had a sanctity considered by the rabbis
to be greater than that of the synagogue itself (Bet. 8a). The bet midrash
also served as the community's library housing its collection of rab-
binical and other bookj) 9

The,value plat On ritual purity, particularly for women, and the
mitzvah, of the mikveh, led. to Jewish communities to construct a ritual
bathhouse (Heb. mikveh lit.; any gathering ofwaters, Gen. i : 1G). It

19. The first mention of the bet midrash occurs in Ecclesiasticus 51 : 5o; also referred
to in Proverbs 8 : 34.
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was considered so important by the rabbis a,s to take precedence over
the construction of a synagogue. The synagogue might even be sold to
raise the money needed to build a mikveh.

Temporary restructuring' of the habitat occurs during the Festival of
Succos (Booths), when it is customary for each Jewish congregation to
construct a communal succah 'that your generations may know that I
made the Children of Israel to dwell in booths, when I bmught them
out of the Land of Egypt' (Lev. 23 : 42-43). A succah must have a
minimum of three walls, and must not be rnore than 20 cubits high.

A Its roof is constructed of cut vegetation laid over laths and open to the
sun.20 In Western communities, a succah ii customarily built adjoining
the synagogue, and is visited by members of the congregation for
light refreshment after services during the Festival. An orthodox Jew
builds a succah adjoining or close to his own home.

The comprehensive world-view of Chassidic Judaism provides, an
ideal design for living and 'because motives' for conduct (Schutz,
5964 : i). These are validated by Divine fiat, and based on biblical
literalism. The tradition, therefore, is immutable. There can be no
outright' challenge to its precepts, but only the possibility of re-
interpretation in the rabbinical tradition. The boy is thus inevitably
constrained in formulating his own views about his life-world. Two
further aspects of the world-view influence him. Dietary and other
rules constitute a doctrine of separatism insulating the Jewish boy from
the Gentile world. This is reinforced by the Judaic view of the ideal

'man as the scholar, reflecting the veneration given to matters of,the
mind. Such a view has limited sympathy for those other activities that
one takes for granted in a school, such as sport and gymnastics.
Secondly, the world view is highly symbolic and metaphorical, as it
is based on a metaphysical epistemology. The organizational outcomes
of the world-view are the constraints within which a boy spends the
majority of his school life.

20. Detailed rules for construction are specified in the sixth Mishnah tractate of Moed.
See also Kitzur Sehulehan Aruch, 134-135.
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The Academic Tradition

Second in the amount of time and emphasis given to it in the organi-
zation of Lubavitcher School is an academic tradition of basically
non-vocational, examination-oriented education. Its valtes and value
orientations stem from a vague Judaeo-Christian ethic common to
many Western, 'industrialized societies. They are nowhere codified i
the kind of detail and depth we hale seen in the Great Tradition, but
remain more at the level of taken-for-granted notions of 'what every-
body knows' goes on in independent schools. The result has been to
superimpose some of the trappings of the Arnoldian model of public
education over a solid core of traditional Jewish scholarly activity.
However it is still possible to trace in Lubavitcher School some
influences of this grafted tradition, which owes its place more is an
,accident of time than to delibethe policy.

This historical accident is an inevitable and unintentional conse-
quence of founding a school in the mid-twentieth century period of
Australian education. The academic tradition is in large. measure a
cultural transplant from Brjtain. Its roots are thus far less ancient than
those of the Great Tradition. In Australia's case, they stretch no farther
back than the beginning of the nineteenth century, During this period,
early private school education was largely classical in content, being
based on the intellectual discl'plines of Greek, Latin and Mathematics.

The following 3o years saw a sustained challenge to classical studies,
through the introduction into independent schools ofsuch'modern' sub-
jects as English and French, particularly in the short-lived phase ofcor-
porate secondary school education which:occurred during the early 183os.
Thii was inaugurated by Scottish headmasters and teachers, and modelled
on the public academies and city high schools of Scotland. By 184o,

a decidedly middle-class type of curriculum had developed in which the
humanities were but one group of studieCarnong several, and were
themselves as much 'modern as classical (French, 1959 : 36).
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Despite this, the curriculum was still basically academic in the sense of
not offering vocational subjects.

The following phase of developments in the state school systems
established between 1872 and 1893 might have been expected to
liberalize studies even further. In the outcome, however, thisproved
not to be the case. Existing alongside non-state, denominational and
independent schools, these systems were supposedly 'self-contained,
efficient, utilitarian and authoritarian'. In practice, however, 'efficiency
was measured lly_lattendance and strict -observance of prescribed
courses of study. Attainment was measured by public examinations
(Encel, 1979 : 415). When this dual system collapsed, it left a strong
tendency for schools to defer to external standards and controlling
authorities, which has not been in their best interests. Although the
early twentieth century saw the growth of cOmprehensive systems of
state education, with multi-lateral-type high schools offering a choice
of several courses, these develOpments did substantially little to alter the
strong habit of deference. Reasons for this, must be sought in the
second of the academic tradition's roots, the power of the universities.

The role of/universities
The challenge to the classical tradition that had taken place in the early
1800s was partly negated by the universities of Sydney and Melbourne.
These. ened in 1852 and 1855 respectively, and instituted matricu-
latioaminations governed by regulations calculated to reinstate the
classics. The large number of 'modern' subjects that-had come into the
curriculum during the previous three decades was omitted, and schools,
perforce, had to curtail their courses accordingly.

The control of the school curriculum, in the universities' view, was one
of their natural rights ... The schools, indeed, were not being asked to
restore Classics to some of their formereminence;they were being directed
to do so (French, 19594: 38)

To counter this control, schools offered 'commerce courses' to
non-university aspirants. In time the universities themselves tempered
their requirements. For instance, in 1862, the University ofMelbourne
added French and German to the other 'modern' subjects of English,
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History and Geography `that had been made subjects of the matricula-
tion examination in 1855. In 1881, the University of Melbourne also
added four branches of science to its list of matriculation subjects.
Their range and diversity meant that the University of Melbourne
matriculation examination became something like the public examina-
tions that universities in other States had established on the lines of the
Oxford arid Cambridge model in Britain. Despite these departures
froLn lassical orthodoxy, the curriculum related to the matriculation
ex ritilriremained essentially academic.

or small schools there was little alternative. Lack of teachers for
non-academic courses resulted in all pupils being drafted into the one
matriculation course. Even in the comprehensive-type state high
schbols, offering a number-of courses, a similar trend occurred at a
time in the early woos when universities were adding 'utilitarian'
subjects to the, matriculation and- public examination list; and drop-
ping subject prerequisites for university entry. Paradoxically, a tend-
ency fok academic specialization in schools resulted when universities
relaxed the requirement that a foreign language ,and a branch of
mathematics were compulsory for anybody contemplating a university
course.

The independent schools 'reacted to the liberalization of the prt=
Second World Warr period in two ways. They added refineIents of
the 'classical' and 'commercial' courses devised almost a century earlier
and, where big enough, adopted a multi-lateral organization. The latter
made slight provision for vocational and technical training, ,but
detailed provision for variouslinds.of 'professional' courses. As entry
to the prOfessions still largely depended on success at the matriculation
examination, if not on a university degree, the curricula of the inde-
pendent schools, by and large, remained academic.

Lubavitcher School's heritage
From such roots flowered the academic heritage of Lubavitcher Scholl.
Like others of small size, it had no option but to offer an academic
curriculum as mounting vocational subjects was, and still is, beyond its
resources. At the secondary level the major, if not exclusiv,e, pre-
occupation of pupils and lay staff alike is to prepare for the public and
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university *caminations in the fifth and sixth years.I These are clearly
valued as a means to an end, namely, preparing for and gaining access
to tertiary_eCIOCatiOtlA,

The school is not alone in taking such :view. It had been ehdorsed
as late as 196o by the influential Ramsay Report on Victorian Educa-
tion. The Committee responsiby for the Report remained unconvinced
that examinations were undesirable or needed reMacement. It strongly
recommended the retention of formal examinations and recognized
that those at the matriculation level came within the province of the
universityOlake, 1973 : 543).

In an analysis'of the myths of Australian education, Connell (1970 :

254) has pointed' to a

normal brie of progression from (rimary to secondary school to university
[which is] thought to be the natural progression and the desirable aspira-
tion fo'r those who are' able to pursue the path.

Unhappily, the same progression has tended to influence pupils, who
are not academically able, to pursue the path, so doininant is the pre-
occupation with getting to the sixth or matriculation year.

A, further effect of the examination fixation has been to determine
the curriculum, not only at the matriculation year but also during the
years prior to it. In order to be eligible to sit or the matriculation
examinations, various combinations and gioupi gs of subjects have
to obtained at the fifth year or School Leaving Examination.2 This
irf turn has exercised its influence on subjects chosen in the preceding
fourth year, and so on .down to the previous levels. An inevitable result
has beenAte-ne.ed fora child to select his subjects-at too early an age
with an eye to their usefulness as keys to unlock the various doors en
route teLmatriculation, and for th eacher to design a great deal of his
syllabus s towards iitE same e . Academic subjects dominate the
curriculum. Vocatio subjects a rejected.

Prudential elements in the academic tradition
Closely allied to the academic traditionin Connell's view forming

I. In 1969 these were still the School Leaving and Matriculation Examinations.
2. See Handbook of Directions and Presiriptions for 1969, The Victorian Universities and

Schools Examinations Board, Melbourne, 1968, pp. 13-15. The terms Directions'
and 'Prescriptions' have obvious authoritarian connotations.
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a tradition on its own i§ the prudential view taken of Australian
education particularly by parent's and pupils. This clement is especially
marked in the Jewish school (ibid. : 259):

It looks for a tangible value for money spent. If a parent pays fees for his
son's education, he wants to see a tangible return in the shape ofan'examina-
tion certificate for his expenditure, and he judges the worth of the school
bx the number of such certificates that the school pupils earn each year.
The pupil, in his turn, is usually interested to know what good a particular
subject or topic is to him from the point of view of his future career,.
'and he will be reluctant to study it it cannot be shown, to have a bread '
and butter relevance to a career oil to a public examination which he
regards as a prerequisite to the search for a-suitable job.

In this view, basically non-utilitarian academic subjects provide. the
program for clear economic ends.

A further economic pressure is present in the Commonwealth
overnment's Tertiary and Secondary Scholarships schemes. Designed

to educe inequalities of educational opportunity by assisting able but
financially disadvantaged children, they exacerbate the situation facing
pupils. Both 'are based on examinations. The commonwealth tertiary,
scholarships for continuing education at university were instituted in'
1951. They are awarded on the basis of high results obtained in the
university matriculation examination, and thus compound its highly
competitive character.

The Commonwealth Secondary Scholarships Examination (CSSE),
for which st-,tidents sit in the middle oitheir fourth year, is designed by
the Australian Council fOr Educationl Research, on a national basis.
It is a supposedly objective measure of developed ability in Mathe-
matics, Science, ExpressiOn and the humanities. Yet, an academic
orientation is obvious in those areas tested, with Some apparent undue
advantage to those, students who have elected to study sciences and
!nathematics. Regardless of these drawbacks, however, the scholar-
ships have the overall effect of strengthening the part examinations
play in the academic tradition.3

3. These examinations were abandoned soon after the research in Lubavitcher School
VhS completed. In discussing their role in the life of the school, however, the
ethnographic present has been retained, in accordance with anthropological

= convention.
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r
The literati of the academic tradition

1

As with the Great Tradition, 'literati' have played an important part in
shag g the academic tradition in Australian education. As this has
been ound up with obtaining qualifications for university entrance,
th jority of the literati have cone inevitably from the ranks of the

versities themselves.

T e post-Second World.ar perk in the State of Victoria is illus-
trative, and of immediate rilevance f0f,the school:' Between 1944 and
1964,the Victorian Matriculation Exam nation was directly controlled
by th Professorial Board. of the-University of Melbourne. Mpnash
Unive ity started teachingifi 1961, but it was not until 1 January 1965
that t e. two universities set up the Victorian Universities and Schools
Examinations Board to co-Ordinate the work of conducting their
entrance requirements. Initially the Board was composed of 38
members. When La Trobe University (established in 1967) was given
a share of membership;. and Monash University grew to approach
equality of representation with the University of Melbourne, the total
membership' of the Board also increased. In 1970 it numbered 43

nil, rs, with a ratio of university interests to school interests stand-
in 31. 20 to 14.

actual work of tlii Board is carried out by d.large liuMber of
Standing Commi' ttees for the acadeMic subject areas offered at the
matricutation level. The constitution of each Standing Committee also
emphasizes the strength or university representation. Although Com-
mittees. vary according to the size of subject areas, .almost half the
numbers on each are drawn from university ranks. The reTainder

associ ed with the State Education Department. Two representatives

f'represe t non-university organizations, of which the majoity are

are from organizations which might reasonably be expected to have an
academic orientation. These are the Catholic Education Office and the
Incorporated Association of Registered Teachers of Victoria (IARTV),
which is closely connected .with the major independent schools.

A majority of the literati of the academic tra5ition and its endemic
examinations are thus thernslves academics of university status. Their
influence on school curricula has been .a pervasive One. Connell sug-
gests two features that have characterized this influence (1970': 257).

a
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Firstly, university personne have played a 'major part in designing the
syllabuses upon win-Ct.-the university examinations have been based.
Secondly, their influence has been a one-way arrangement, stretching
from the university at the top down through the secondary and on
into the primary level, with little reciprocal influence from these levels
filtering back up again. A major result of this arrangement has been
that 'all levels of teaching have become dominated by the final sixth
form or matriculation examination. Even in schools With relative
autonomy to devise their own syllabuses, there- has been a strong
tendency to select what is tau ht in the light of its potential merit as
preparation for six* form s dies. The outcomes of these influences
are _quite apparent in Lubav tcher School, as they are in many othe,r
independent and state high chools.

The ideology ottho at ademic tradition 44
.In place of a codifielchartersuch as that validating ti he Great Tradition,
there is a loosely connected body of writings about Australian educa-
tion from which can be derived some of the central values of the
academic tradition. They are more usefully thought of as a cluster of
interdependent ideas and beliefs, or ideology, whic1'underpins the way
many independent schools operate, and logically and philosophically
justifies their view of the educational process. It also enshrines views
of man' that have become a characteristic feature of the academic
tradition, and are in direct contrast to the view or the ideal man, the
scholar, enshrined i the Great Tradition.

One of the clearest statements on the ideology of the academic
tradition came out of the Headmasters Conference ofAustralia in 1943
(Wilson, 157 : 46). Thistook the form ofa resolution to the. Australian
Prime M *ster of the time. Inter a /ia, the members of the Conferencesaw
their sch ols contrilfuting to a reformed education system through:

the religious spirit of their schools;
2 their insistence on the training of character on the basis of the

Christian faith;
3 they effotts to train pupils to regard their life'Nvork as a vocation

in th service of God and of the community; and
o¢ the_traditional methods by which they seek to develop in young

people a sense of social responsibility. .t,
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...----7-
Thejeligious spirit of the schools-and the Christian basis of character

.training are intended to produce the 'Christian gentleman'. This con-
cern is central to the Arnoldian tradition from Britain which permeates
the ethos of the acacieniic tradition and the independent school, and
constitutes an ideal wMch has attracted many subsequent headmasters.
The notion presupposes at least a token belief in the existence-of God
and Jesus His Son but, as McLaren has suggested (1968: 14),

the schools have largely subordinated their ostensible religiotis aims until
they have become merely a kind of genuflection [sic] in the direlion of
well-bred decency, a code in which loyalty ti6 the sovereign rates well
ahead of any unbecoming concern with the ways of the AV-Lighty.

.

In consequence, the emphasis has been placed on the ethical rather
than theological aspects of religion. This tends to colour the religious
instruction syllabuses of independent schools. The roots of this
emphasis are ceable back t5 the peri8d of 'muscular Victorian
Christianity' -which succeeded the Old Testament influences during
the 185os period of Victorian education) This stressed a New Testa-
ment Christiaehumanism, in which the Ihystery of religion and its
mystical qualities are blended with ideals of service to the community
and individual social responsibility through good deeds. Here we have
quite clear links with the fOurth contribution of the independent ,

schools claimed by the Headmasters' Conference in 1943. Their prac-
tical result in many schools is the provision for pupils to take part in a
range of extra-curricular activities which take in social service projec
such as working in old people's homes or in urban welfare organization)
hospital kitchens and the like. All these are considered to contribute to
the type of character training needed to produce the Christian
gentleman. .

However, they are not free from a certain degree of self-interest, as a
closely related view of man is that of the Christian leader, which has
had a strong influence on the activities of the independent schools. It is
seen to be the most appropriate way of making one's life-work a
vocation in the service of God and, more especially, of the com-
munity. The latter nicely blend, altruism with the advantages to be
gained from such service. Again, the historical links with British
nfluence are quite explicit. The headmaster of one leading independent
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school in Melbourne is quoted as considering/that 'the concept
"leadership" conferred by the special qualities of private school"
education is intimately intertwined with the Arnoldian image of the
Christian gentleman' (Encel, 1970 :126). f

The 'muscular' emphasis in the gfand of Christianity korn which
the independent schools draw their ideological inspiration.t not con-
fined solely to name only. Physical manliness and participation in sport,
gaines, and other outdoor pursuits are held to assist in the development
of character and personal moral values. They are given great prom-
inence in the extra-curtcular activities., of most independent schools,
and necessitate the maintenance of a considerable amount of physical
space and resources-such as sports ovals, pavilions and changing rooms, .
grandstands, scoreboards, rowing sheds, gymnasiums and swimming
pools. In. support of this aim to produce the 'whole man', Hansen
(1971 : 22-23) cites Lytton Strachey's claim to trace the worship of
athletics mid good form directly back to the Arnoldian cult. From it
stems the 'games fetish' in the great independent schools. It is one that
makes great demands on a boy's time. This will depend on the level
of his participation in sport, but if he is a member of a senior team or
crew, for instance, some 12 hours or, pore can be devoted to training,
and competition in after-school time each week. The week-end secs

- most activity, and. even Sunday, nominally a day of rest in the
Chrisjian tradition, is not exempt'

The emphasis on fostering the more muscular side of the 'whole
man' is not confined to sporting activities, although these are a par-
ticular, concern of the wider Australian society. Another typically
Australian phenomenon has 'come to be woven into the academic
tradition: the mystique of the Australiaribush and all that this entails.
Some schools maintain properties in the country to give boys an
opportunity to gain first-hand acquaintance with the country and
nature. The objectives have been pointed out by Wilson (1957: 43):

the developing of self,reliance and independence, the training of Practical
and physical comtmtence, the satisfying of the desire for adventure and the
less-recognized relZtionship between man and nature, with its under-
standing of the importance of the land, not only to those who work upon
it, but to all men.
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The L'oncept of the whole man can even take on a senii-myitical
aracter mihich explains why independent . schools proiiide the

acilities for sport, bushcraft, teaming, and social service activities,
under ont management which combines vocational, social, and
religypusraining. This

offers.the vital opportunity of.giVing the child the idea that whether he is 4,

doing his homework or playing football, he is doing it as a man walking
in the sight of God, .. .and to the greater glory of God (ibid.: 36), ,

Te same might be said of other activities 'that are held:to contribute,
to character building and the production of leadership qualities in the
whole man: house systems, prefect systems, cadet and scout move-,ments, arts, crafts and a variety of improving hobbies.

In all this plethora of:good works and eminently sound preparation
of the Chri,tian gentleman there is still time for things of the mind and

*"- the fostering of the academic man. This constitutes tl second of the
twin goals of intellectu'al training and charasser training. It concen-
trates on channelling pupils' efforts into acaErnic learning rather than
vocational training, and has concomitant effects on.both the curriculum
and pedagogy. These are basically prescriptive and oriented towards
external examinations a the sixth form level. For those pupils who
aspire to ithis,goal, work is teacher-dominated through 'exposition,
explanation, set homework, tests, and guided study of texts' (i3assett,
1963 : 281). AlthoUgh some schools give recognition to student
initiative, research and self-directed learning, by. the stage of thmenioi
secondary forms at least, the Australian examination fixation preVails.
Intellectual excellence becomes measurable in terms of the number of

ffirst-class honours and scholarships. that can be captured.,by a school's
students in the final examinations. This is poSsibly the sole occasion.
in the year when the concept of the' Christian geiftlematitakes second
place, even if only in the minds of'the pupils

From this necessarily brief review of, the academic tradilionjt is
clear that in one major respect its basic orientation differs from that of
the Great Tradition. It is knowledge- and assessment-oriented, based
on an erripirical scientific epistemology, but only in circler to succeed
in a highly competitive examination systeni and thus gain Correspond-

., ing socio-&onomic anct-statuewards. 'The same motives appear to .

underlie the concept of the Chr *stian gentleman. It is-the leadership
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aspectand all the ,accruing benefitsthat receive emphasis: Because
olithese enipliSses, the academic tradition provides 'in order to' motives
for co4duct. In contrast to the motives of the Great Tradition, they can,
be.questioned and, if necessary, rejected. However, in the materialistic,
I.Vdstem, 'industrialized society within which Lubavitchcr School is
situated, such a rejection is fraught with dangersmdn must live. By
socially organizing the two traditions that have been examined, the
school inevitably places the boy in a dilemma: how to become an
Orthodox Jew, a boy of the Great. Tradition,' on the one hand, and a
contender for socio-economic gains On the other.
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Part 2
The Social Organization of

Tradition

The communication of the nature -of a culture, a community,
or a work of art, is part'of the business and joy. of human
$ing, and needs to be carried on whether or not there is a
strictly behavioural science. So, if the characterization of a
community stops at some place between imaginative portraiture
on the one hand, and a statement of a proved hypothesis as to
part relations on the other, it may serve, although perhaps only
a little, several of these needs and purposes.,'

Roberi.kedfield



The Structuring of Tradition in
Lubavitcher School

- eon. -

.
The 'school follows a pattern common to many denominational schools
by having the facilities for both secular and religious education on the
same-campus. This is clearly evident in the man-made habitat. Holding
pride of place in this instance is the synagogue fronting onto the main
street. Attached to the rear are a Meeting hall, kindergarten, kitchen
and toilet facilities. Some distance. back from these there is the main
two-storey classroom block providing 10 classrooms. This building
looks out over a small asphalt playground bounded on its eastern
boundary by a- fence dividing the boys' school from the adjacent
girls' 'sister' school on another campus (see Plate 8). Located there are
also a kindergarten,-a small classroom for the preparatory grvle of the
boys' school, and science laboratories s6red in rotation by students
from both schools.

Several small, older red-brick buildings occupy odd corners of both
campuses.(one in the girls' playground is a store for secondrhand
clOthing and household articles intended for sale in an opportunity
shop run by the school community as one of the many contributions
to Jewish charity. On the boys' campus a similar building is° used as a ,
library and overflow chtssioom for senior boys. Attached to it are two
smaller buildings used for storing equipment and housing toilet
facilities. The construction of all theSe old buildings is --in-sarked
contrast to the modern, yellow-brown sandstone brick- design Or the
other main blocks and the synagogue itself.

A noteworthy feature on campus, is the number of large stainless
steel wash troughs placed against suitable walls. onl- the outside of
buildings. In. construction these are all unremarkable apart from the
number of aluminium water jugs or pitchers provided for each trough,
insecurely attached to the wall by a length of chain some two feet long.
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An old concrete .trough, unplumbed and surmounted by an inscrip-
tion in Hebrew stands 'against ,the wall of the old red-brick building
in the boys' campus, but no pitchers are provided. The number of jugs
fluctuated during the year either. due to weaknesses in the chain or the

t- cycle of religious Festivals and Holy Days. On these occasions jugs
were replaced so that a full complement was available in each trough.
In the foyer of the synagogue there are two chinaware basins, one in
each alcove b e the Main entrance from the street, and each pro-

, vided with alriinium pitchers. These apparently mundane facilities
reflect the importance placed on the ritual washing' of hands before
meals and after using the toilet.

Inside the synagogue and meeting hall block are several small rooms.
Three on the ground floor lead off from the foyer, and are occupied
by the Principal of the school, the bursar, and the school secretary. On
the other side of the synagogue chamber there are two other koorns.
At the time of the study, one waseaed as tbs sixth form home-room,

-,--the other as a venue for prayer. On dre same side of the synagogue, but
on the second storey, part of the landing from, the stairways has been
converted into.small rooms. One is used infrequently by small classes,.
or as a quiet place to study, the othei is occupied by the Lubavitcher
Youth gro4'attached to the school.

The second storey of the synagogue is little more than a wide
balcony occupied by pews. These run along three sides of the chamber.
This is the area reserved for women at all religious services, while their
menfolk assemble in the hall below, and reflects the separation of the
sexes on ceremonial occasions maintained in Orthodox congregations.
Around the entire length of the balcony, and rising some four. feet
above the front parapet and its brass railing, is a white butter muslin
curtain which renders the women in the balcony all but invisible to the
'men below. The balcony is approached by a stairway origiriating in
the porch of the synagogue but outside the foyer; which is not ordin-
arily used by, women. At the top of the stairway is a cloakroom, used
as a classroom, lunchruom for staff, and staff meetings during the week.
Toilet facilities, for women are adjacent.,

Tie synagogue chamber is separated froni the meeting and dining
hall by a folding partition which is drawn aside after services to &iye
full access for the woithippersnother partition divides the northern
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end of the dining room into a small room to which access can be
gained by a corridor from the end of the synagogue chamber. This is
the bet midrash proper used throughout the day by the stydents of the
Rabbinical College or Yeshivah Gedolah.

Along the entire southern wall of the dining room there is a wash
trough provided with pitcher& Leading off the hall is the kitchen and
its ancillary storerooms. On the eastern side of the hall, 'Mass doors
open out onto a small concrete patio which converts into the com-
munal succah during Succos, and the kindergarten itself. Attached to
the doorpost of most doors throughout the building is the mezuzah.

From the street, the west wall the synagogue is built in a series of
angled steps. Each has a tall window et into the south-facing all and
reaching almost to the roof. When viewed from inside th uilding,
the effect tends to be masked by pews on the ground oor. In he
balcony, however, the steps become a series of brightly it coves
along the western will, each furnished with a study table and chair
(Plate r). In comparison, the eastern wall has only small head-high
windows looking out.over the roof of the hall and towards the play-
ground and classrooin block.

. A duality is evident in the uses and function of the buildings on
campus, although this is not immediately apparent due to the con-
stant coming and going of boys and other personnel in the complex
which blurs, the distinction between secular and religious facilities.
Some facilities such as the synagogue, communal dining hall, wash
troughs, Yeshivah Gedolah, and the libriry building, which also func-
tions as a place for communal prayers and houses a matzahi bakery,
constitute a special man-made habitat to facilitate the performance of
rituals and mitzvot. Other facilities are obviously designed to assist
secular teaching, but even classrooms in the teaching block are used
for religious instruction, thereby further blurring the duality.

The overall impression produced by the arrangement of buildings
and strengthened by daily usage is of the synagogue's place a natural
hub of activities, a communication routeway between classrooms
attached to it and other parts of the campus, and a cen al gathering

r. The unleavened bread baked especially for the Festival of Passover (Pesach), described
in more detail in Chapter 9.
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point for students and adults. This seems only partl due to the
location of the Principal's office which attracts a stea y stream of,
visitors from the outside community as well as boys and achers from
the school. The synagogue itself is an informal meeting place for all

. d sundry, though it is apparent that only malei are involved. An ebb
d flow of men and boys persists in and around it during the day;

gossiping, relaxing in pews, studying, prayingall expressive of its'
multiple functions and several terms of reference.2

_..

The elements of tradition in the synagogue
The furnishings and appurtenances within the synagogue reflect its
multiple functions, and also indicate, how closely it adheres to strict
biblical and Eastern EurotkA trtditions. The entrance, through heavy
swinging doors off the spacious foyer, gives access to the rear of the
synagogue and the o,rdered rows of.pews facing the front or focal

* 'eastern wall' directly opposite the entrance. This is a mandatory
'feature of synagogue architecture. The 'eastern-wall', i.e. that facing
the direction of Jerusalem, is the one faced by the congregation in
prayer. Against it is located the Ark of the Law (Heb. Aron ha-kodesh)
or carved wooden closet in which the Scrolls of thetaw are kept. In
front of the richly decorated doors an embroidered curtain (Pleb.
parokhet) hangs, also decorated with Hebrew motifs and the Star 'of
David. The colours, normally maroon and gold or royal blue and
silver, change to white and gold for the High Holy Days of Rosh
Hashanah and Yom Kippur. The parokhet is used in Obedience to the
biblical injunction: 'And thou shalt make a veil of blue, and purple,
and scarlet, and fine twined linen' (Exod, 26 : 31).

In front of the Ark is a raised platform (Heb. dukhan). reached by a
number of steps, and used by the priests (Heb. kohen, pl. kohanim) '
when reciting the priestly blessing during the. Additional Service on
FAtilfalt-ftept oh the SaVath) and Yom Kippur. Over .the platform,

....-. alittlettil5Vekand in froneo _t1COVIc.,4gs a bras lamp with red glass
insgies-dttougli -which shines. a light at alt times. This is the Eternal
Lamp (Ib. Net. Tamid) prescribed in Exodus (27 : 2o-21) and

s. Shul (Yidd.)'school'; Bet Hamidrash (Heb.)'house of study'; Bet Hatephillah
(Heb.)'house of prayer'.
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4
Leviticus (24 : 2-3) to hang 'without the veil Of testimony in the
tabernacle of the Congregation' as a symbol of the eternal watchfulness
and providence of God over (His people (Werblowsky & Wigoder,

65 : 284). Seating against the 'eastern wall'%is available during
se 'ces for prominent members of the congregation and distinguished
visit s. For instance, newly arrived Lubairacher rabbis sat there
Plun g a welcoming ceremony, discussed below.

ormally the majority of the congregation occupy pews. Many of
these have small brass plaques inscribed with the name of the congre-
gation member who has purchased his seat. I4ot all are able to do this
as the charge is expenive, as are congregation dues or fees generally.
Strangers in the synagogue traditionally stand at the back, or it
aroundi large polished' wooden table adjacent to the entrance. This is
a feature of the traditional Eastern European shut and illustrates how
closely tradition is followed. Part of the back wall itself is occupied
by glap-fronted bookcases holding player books, copies of Chumash3
or the Mishnah, as the shut is berth a place of worship and study. The°
latter is evident at most hours of the day, when groups of boys study
and argue vociferously around the table under the direction of a rabbi,
or the rabbi himself studies alone, chanting aloud and punctuating the
cadence of Hebrew by emphatic sways of the upper .body in the
accepted traditional style, the 'only way' 4of learning. Through it all
others come and ga, and the Net Tamid glbws on.

Almost in the middle of the shut, in the wide centre aisle; stands an
elevated platform or pulpit (Heb. bimah), mounted by a short stairway.
Oh the side facing the `eastern wall' there is a tilted desk on which the
Scroll of the Law is placed when.Readings occur during the prescribed
services. The area near the bimah is free ofpews and allows congregantsd
to cluster at the foot of the platform during prayer. It also allows roome4
for circuits or processions with the Scrolls, "especially the ritual circum-
ambulations (Heb. hakkaphot) of the bimah during some major Festivals,
which are described in Chapter S.

A notable feature of the slut is the marked absence ofan iconography
*statues, holy pictures, medallionsof the type commonly associated
with the Roman Catholic or Eastern Orthodox Clni4hes, among

3. Chumash from chamesh (Heb.) 'five:, ix. the five books of the Pentateuch.
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others. This follows the strict biblical injunction in the Second'
Commandment:

Thou shalt not make unto thee a graven image, nor any manner of likeness,
of any thing that is in heaven above, 9r that is in the earth beneath, of
that is in the water under the earth (Exod. zo; 4; Deut. 5 : 8).

Although modeirirabbinical authority tends towards liberal interpre-
.

tatioq of this law, it is apparent that the. shul adheres to the strictly
Orthodox view, which traditionally holds that artistic embellishments
tend to distract the worshiper from concentration on his devotions.

The staff
The compositionon of the teaching an administrative staff of the school
also reflects'its dual functiOns. Each

i4
athe traditions is served by a body

Of specialists in the form of secular teaching staff-for the academic
tradition, and rabbis and lay religious teachers for the Great Tradition.
Apart from the two Jewish primary,grade teachers, 'who take their
grades. for both secylar and religious work, there is no overlap between
the two bodies. On the other hand, all the administrative and para-
administrative staff carry out duties that relate to both traditions.
Composition of thelecular teaching staff
Of the 21 full-time staff, 12 are men and nine are women. There is a
basic division between those responsible for the administration of their
grades, and those with specialist functions but no administrative duties.
They are the sports master, art mistress for Forms i and z (Grades 7
and 8), and a male Hebrew acher responsible for this subject in all
the secondary forms. The position of the sports master was initially
filled by part-time instructors. During the year of the study, two came
and went in rapid succession, and the position was finally filled on a
full-time basis by an ex-Navy physical training instructor.

The school has a large complement of part-time specialist teachers.
These all teach in the senior school,. vt)here difficulty is experienced in
finding qualified staff able to teach at the fifth and sixth form exam-.
ination levels. Most are employed for the latter. Their numbers and
composition fluctuated during the year of the study for A variety of
reasons, among which is the strai.n/S copingfeel copinwith extra work
on top of their normal teaching' load: All the "paiktime tealiters
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on loan from ther secondary schools," or hold positions in tertiary
colleges. In consequence, most can only work at the school after
normal working hours, during the evenings, or on Sundays. The
Principal considers'such after-hours classes as part of the boys' time-
tabloin ord& to obtain full schooling. The hogicthernselves accept the
situation as an inevitable outcome of the difficulty thh school faces in
getting highly qualified staff: Provided they get value for money in
terms of good teaching, 'they accept the situation with good grac,e.

In view of the religion., background of the school, a striking feature
of its secular staff is the low proportion of Jewish teachers. Of the 21
teachers only seven are Jewishtwo men -arid five women. Four of
the latter teach the preparatory or lower primary grades full-time. The
other is on loan from the sister school to teach matriculation Australian
History. The two males are the senior English master and the Hebrew
teacher. At the end of the school year, the former emigrated to Israel,
and in the following rooks place was taken by a non-Jew.

From this situation it should not be inferred that teaching is not a
preferred profession amotig Jews. Dr Geulah Solomon has pointed out
in discussion that thereis a.shortage of Jewish teachers comparable to
that existing with non-Jewish teachers. In addition, however, a high
esteem is traditionally accorded to teachers of biblical studies, and this
has been the case for centuries. Ideally, 'all Jews are teachers'. In com-
parison, teaching secular studies with their concomitant secular values
is not so highly esteemed.

The. Principal has the administrative responsibility for both the
secular and religious sides of the school. He does no formal teaching,
a great deal of his time is spent in fund-raising and other public
rela 'orfractivities in the Jewish community both in Melbourne and
Sy cy. Consequently he is frequently absent from the school. When
avai a le, he does deputize for an absent member, of the religious
teaching staff:

Positions of responsibility among the secular staff
The composition of the secular staff leads' to a diffused allocation of
responsibility in which the chain of command from the Principal down
is not clearly established. A non-Jewish senior nristrestwho teaches the
sixth grade, heads the primary school, and she is autthiomous to a con-
siderable 'degree in ernatters which concern this level. De ficto respon-
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sibilitylor organizing and presiding over most of the formal assemblies
' of the whole school is held by the Jewish senior English and sixth form

master. He has riot only a flair for dramatic oratory, but also speaks
Hebrew and Yiddish. Both languages feature in homilies and songs
which occur during meetings to honour important guests or Jewish
and school anniversaries.

14excin line, and responsible for tasks whichdemand different skills, .,
is the senior mathematics and fifthform master. He arranges the time-
tables; allocates staff to daily playground and dining-room supervision,
and arranges the times and rooms of the examinations held each term.-`
Such tasks do not need' a knowledge of Hebrew or Yiddish, but the
capacity to juggle permutations and combinations of staff, pace and
time. The mystique of mathematics, together with highly-46'01w

establishes the teacher's statusdiscipline and control over senior classes, est
in the authority hierarchy. , -: :.

Despite the largely complementary functions of these twd masters,
the exact extent and nature of their areas of responsibility are seldom
established with sufficient claiiry to enable either to Make. decisions,.
and be confident of support from the Principal, on his return from an
absence. This is an inevitable, dysfunctional outcome of the Principal's

P multiple rol and responsibilities. Consequently, there is often an
air of uncer ainty about major events, which can flow over into boys'
perceptions of situations. Their reactions often indicate considerable
anxiety, w ch occasionally reaches complete bewilderment and even
hostility when organization breaks down.

Other secondary teachers take less administrative responsibility. Each
has charge of a form but, unlike the primary grade mistresses who
teach all subjects, is not solely responsible for its discipline and control,
as cach form is taught by several . subject. specialists. Each master's
.authority depends on a nurnber of factors such as strength of persin-
-ality and a capacity to exert authority and control, but it is clear that
'boys' respect is also . gain' by teaching competence and subject
expertise. If these a lacking, complaints from the boys can bb out-
4poken, and on occasio clearly indicate the lack of respq they have
for the master concerned

During the course of y week-day, it can be obvious which s,1 ais is
being taught by a we teacher from the amount of noise nd in--

1
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discipline that prevails. This is not an unusual situation in any school,
but here there is a close corn lation between a disruptive class and the
boys', apparent perceptio of the teaching competence of the staff
member taking it. Even here a master holds a senior position in the
status hierarchy of sixth form subject teachers, he is judged on class
performance at the level he happens to be teaching. A master occupyilg
a more junior position in charge4of a lower form, but nevettheless

.expert in his. field, is accorded greater respect, and has fewer discipline
worries. There is also a difference between the amount of respect
accorded each subject Those which are critical for high results in the
matriculation examination, and play the greatest part in university
selectionthe science and mathematics groupgain more ttentioin
than those which are thought to be 'soft' options, such as th ranches
of history taught at the school. Economics and accountancy are well
regarded because of their potential importance in business ca ers.

The sports master occupies an interesting position in, the erarchy,
and has a strong reputation, but for reasons very different from those
dis'cussed above. He has no form responsibility and thus holds no
formal position in the secondary school hierarchy. He has no academic
teaching duties or expertise, bift gains respect for his obvious sporting
and gymnastic skills, physical strength and air of 'tough' competence
which indicates to boys that he stands no nonsense whatsoever. con-
trast, the two previous incumbents lacked these characteristics, and did
not last long in the position. Activities during a sports period in the play-
ground are consequehtly orderly, discijahnedy and, jelati'ely quiet,
in marked contrast to the noisiness that can prevail during bnsuper-
vised recreation.

The religious teaching staff

The religious teaching staff can be divided into two broad groups,
clergy and lay. The former co.mprises rabbis ofvarious kinds, holding
different positions of responsibility. ley virtue of their full beards and
black clerical garb and hats, they are very conspicuous members of the
school. Lay teachers are less easy to identify.

The senior rabbis teach at the school either full-time or part-time.
-There are two rabbis permanently assigned to the school on a full-time
basis as teaching rabbis with no communal responsibility. One takes
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the sixth form and an advanced juni tas s studying Talmud. The
another takes middle and junior school c for Mishnayis.

Part-tSmc rabbis constitute a semewhat heterogeneous group. There
are. two communal rabbis with their own congregations. elsewhere;

-who come to the school' to -take religious classes during the early
morning period between 8.5o and io.5o a.m., but not usually at other.,
times of the day. In addition, -ere is a number of rabbis with no
congregational respAnsibilities but Who are loosely attached to the
school community. /oung Linbavitcher rabbis, All from America, make

'lip another group from which teachers are drawn on a part-time,
infrequent basis..

There were six representatives of the Lubavitcher Movement study-
ing at the school when I started work there. During' thagyear they
returned to the United States to beoteplaced\by six others, aiming to
stay for two years studying at the Feabbinical College. Aside from this
involvement they periodically address the local congregations, and
are in contact with the. Au.Vralian Jewish communities at large as, part
of the out -reich religious work of the Movemetit. The occasion of the
departure and arrival of these young rabbis wps marked by several
farewell and welcoming ceremonies held in the synagogue!' Senior
studcnts from the school attended these, and si,grotip we9t out to the

4airport to meet the newcomers.
The younwabbis and other seminary students are the focus of

attraction forloys of all ages, when their recesses coincide. More senior
students tend 'to predoininIte, with endless discussions and some rag-
ging carried on, when they are not kicking a football, playing volley.;

'lull or a form of fives against the walls of the classrooms. prom the
comments of some senior boys I taught, if is obvious that they regard

) the, young rabbis with feelings tantamount to hero-worship. They
exercise a strong influence through their omnipresence in religious
ceremonies and ettphoric style of worship.

Like all the male Jews from kindergarten to staff, in or. associated
with.the school; each of these young men wears a hat orlarmelkeh, or
both, at all times. This at first is a novel sight,. especially in the class-
room.when confronted by pupils still wearing caps (Plate 2). However,
it soon loses its unfamiliarity until the sight of a boy not wearing his
yarmelkeh, usually due to its falling off unnoticed during some vigor--ay
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ous activity, prompts one's automatic reminder to him to cover his
head properly.

The attitude of the Principal to the wearing of a yarmelkeh .is un-
compromising. On one occasion during a staffmeeting, he was asked
by the gentile sports master to permit boys to remove their caps or
yarmelkehs while tumbling on mats during gym periods. After a
moment of grave 'reflection, the Principal said that such dispensation
could t be granted. Yarmelkehs could be ginned to the hair

Lays ff taking religious classes comprises men and women, the
former to tang secondary forms. The community:s shochet (Heb. 'ritual
slaughterer whb is also a scholar and scribe, takes'the fifth form. The
fourth form s taken initially by an English Lubavitches rabbi. On
his return to England a male lay- teacher took-Lover, continuing for
the rema er of the year Women take primary grades. Where they
know ew and Scripture, the normal -teachers take their own
grades. Part-time teachers, are brought in to ta14-tke..two grades
normally taught by non-Jewish women. Apparently only two of the
,women tea ers are trained in Ffebrew and hay' a solid background

Scriptu One of then isthe- daughter of one of the communal
rabbis.

From several comments I received is clear t t there is a despezate
rack of, and need for, trained Jewish teachers orjewish scho'ols. Th
same comment was made by the School President at the com
;dinner held to farewell the sixth form master on his departure _for
Israel: 'Here is a young Jewish teacher leaving 'for Israel, and_who is
there to replace him? There is a .need for young Orthodox Jewish
teachers, but they are not coming forward.'

Positions of responsibility among the. religious staff

A situation-exists among the religious teachin staff comparable to that
in the secular side of the school, in that va trained, partially-
trained and almost untrained teacrs are e plo ed. Some -are full-
dine and others part-time. There are corresponding clifficUities4with
fractious classes, which May be for similar reasons. During the periods
when religious study proceeds, a quick tour of the campus quickly
reveals those teachersboth rabbinical 4nd laywho are having
discipline pixzblems.

4.
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Many plicidy complained to me'about the lack of respect from
the boys, which they put down to .them being thoroughly spoilt-at
home. So frequently was this mentioned that it makes one wonder
whether there is' what can be,t-ermed a 'spoiling syndrome' which
causes concern to members of staff and even extends to the Principal.
Lack of respect is surprising as one might expe!t the boys to show
respect for their teachers' religious calling in traditional fashion, but
this does not appear toobe the-case. Neither does the inherently sawed;
serious nature o e studies appear to curbOtad behaviour. In senior
forms a diale 'cal style of teaching is sometimes 'employed in which.
the, boys are encouraged to argue with the teacher and' among them-
Selves. This may be conducive to excitement Which uicldy gets ail
t& hand, but is not sufficient to,explain all the inciden witnessed.

Establishing if there is a form of authority hier chy among the ar
religious staff is difficult, as the normal secular gra e and'form struc-.
tune provides the basis for dividing into Classes, and there-does not
appear to be an obvious relationship between the status of the religious
teacher and the form or grade taught. The Principal is at first sight the
obvious head of what hierarchy there is.,But it became clear with time .

that the whole teaching establishment coniprising the hool and
Rabbin,ical College is nominally led by its original founder. He is an
elderly rabbi who speeds the great majority of his time,supeivising-
the rabbinical and other' students, who are taking tertiary Jewish
studies in the Yeshivah Getiolah:either as formal preparation for the
rabbinate or, from choice for a' year prior to going to university or
into an occupation. Next in authority is the Principal, who-attends to
the maj9ritY of the day-to-day running of both religious and secular
sides.of the school. The women teachers would be regarded as junior
members of the hierarchy.;

.

The administrative and paraadministrative staff
A number of non-teaching staff also

,
assist in Ole running of the school.

These are .41 le school secretary, bursar, cleanergardener and catering
staff in the kitChen. :These are usually found in any school of medium
size, but in the case of the secretary, bUrsay and catering Istaffat least
they also perfOrm tasks which are related to the Orthodox nature of
the school arid not'its size. These necessitate their presence in any case.
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The bursar has the dual role of looking after the school's: finances
levying and collecting school fees, paying Staff, meeting its running
eXpenseswlfile also acting as the treasurevfor the synagogue and its
congregation. In the- latter role, he collects congregation membership
dues, organizes and receives money through appeals and charities, i!ti4
looki after the evegday running expenses of the synagogue congre-
gation. For the major Festivals of gosli17-lashanali and Yom Kippur, seats
in the synagogue- are ;tia premiuxn .and are rented or_sold toReople
wishing to attend, who have not already bought theiNeat as a regular,
member Of the congregation: At this 'period the bursar's role related
to the synagogue very obvious, with Zphone calls and constant
visitors to his office nickingking requests for seats, or payiliga contribution
to the charity and Other 4ppeals conducted on behalf of the congrega-
tion at this time of the year.

In these tasks he is assisted by the sChooketretary who also has a dual
role.`As secretary to the Principal, she is the link between hini-and staff
boys end parents. She handles most routine ihquities and petty troubles

I of the boys, assists- - staff in their' typing and duplicating, 'handles...
inquiries from parents and visitors to the school or syriagogiie, and
organizes sucli matters as .orders for, books, stationery and the like.

All of these be considered normal tasks of a school secretary.
However she alsb assists with the supervisiOn of tht'boys' lunchtime
in the hall adjacent to the synagogue and kitchen, a task which entails
heating boys recite the apprOpriate Benedictions and Graces and 'making
sum they wash their "hands.:Another 'intiervivity task is assisting.,

`Primary school .teachers to load some of their pupils into taxis, which'
call to collect and take them to their homes. each afternoon when the
primary school finishes. Besides assisting the bursar with corn/flunky
appealstyping and railing letters, organizing stationerythe
secretary also handlesfpetty cashmatters. One, of these is the sale of the
tut& ,Itatan to the boys: In consequence, her office, like:the
contains a chitterotd sacred and-secular paraphernalia.

Many scho"ols have tuck'shops or lunchrooms staffed by one-or two ,

permanent personnel, often more, depending on the size tf the school,
Their tasks usually.entail the preparation of a variety ,of snacks suchas,
saudwiches,--r-011s and cakes sold to pupils at recesses artft, lunchtime?
Often conixnercillly produced soft drinks and confectionery are

.
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st d and sold at a profit. In this work the pernknent catering staff
are ofte assisted by mothers on a roster basis. If the school has a
mothers' club, staffing the tuckshop is one Of itsostimportant func-
tions, and considerable control can be exercised over the quality and
type of foods supplied. A well-run tuckshop is .also a source of extra
funds for the school, with profits being used to purchase extra equip-
ment or provide amenities which the school could not otherwise afford.

,
The school follows this pattern by providing lunches through the

kitchen at a charge,of one dollar per week: A tuckshopis also organ-
ized by the ye active arents' Associition on one day a week.
Proceeds go t ards the.pu chase ofsports equipment, school furniture
and e ucational amenities. During the year the tuckshop service
w -extended. A circular advertises that on Mondays 'very delicious
f ednbeef-burgers are sold, and on Wednesdays hot dogs'. Orders for

.

ese are canvassed by a boy monitor who goes round classes during
the first period after morning recess. 1

) . ,

The Parents' Association is also involved in organizing major .
functions such as welcomes-.and far wells to prominent members of
both religious and secular staff, aneFother people associated with the

1., Of theseiunctions, a number take place in'tille homes o411...-
parhts, otherS are held at the dining gall" ofte school. In all such ''.-_,
activities there is little differencebstiatcen the wOrk'of the Association
or tuckshop and sitnilar organizations in schools of similar type.

, . ..

, 4 Support for the religioi4s ftinctions of the school

In one respect,however, there is a considerable difference. The kitchen
and tuckshop function to support the systelp of religious observances
and values entailed by the school's Orthodox basis, Which Would be
impossible or difficult to sustain otherwise._ ?he circular to parpts at

beginning of the school year statethat 'Boys of Barmitzvah age
should attend daily, services which commence at .2o a.m. followed by
hreakfast, for which there is a nominal charge'. breakfast is sup=
plied by the kitchen.

A number of religious services-during the year and celebrations such
as a Bar Mitzvah are followed by d community meal in the hall
adjacent to the synagogue. The kitchen again plays an . important
function in providing the nucleus of the diganization that goes into
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the preparation and serving of food for such occasions. At big gather-
ings its normal staff of two to three elderlylwomen is supplenaented
by the wives of male members of the congregation. The meiN,r,4 at the
tables erected in the hall. The women do not eat with them, but wait
on the tables.

Other schobls have tuckshops and kitkhen" 7rtat prepare and serve
lunches but in,this case the preparation takes on a religious significance.
All food is prepared with strict regard for the kashruth laws. Hot lunches
are usually dairy produce of one sort or another. When meat is served
no milk products are supposed toleiaren. Should a child bring a meat
lunch he cannot have milk nor DO with those hating dairy or 'Milk
lunch6. He usually eats outside the hall. The circular to parents stresses
`that children bringing their own lunch should be provided with
MILCHIG dishes only'.4

The kitchen and its staff thus perform a function which transcends
the mere provision of food, as would be the case in non-Jew'sh schools.
This is to maintain a whole system of ritual beha
religious values and beliefs about keeping kashruth. T

r base
c.

on A.,_

nsum lion f
of food accompanies many religious ceremonies central to the lie of
the school complex. Without the kitchen as mediator between the
system of traditional religious values and theimenactment in terms of
ritually pure eating behavour and ceremonial, it' is conceivable that
much.of the religious functioning of the whole complex itself could
be impaired or even rendered imp ible. ,

One of the important non-teachin
caretaker. His job involves not only
secular premise's and furniture clean, orderly and in good repair., but
also maintainirt the synagogue and adjoiningrdigious buildings. At
important timds. of the. ewish year such as Yopi Kippur, Rosh Hashanah
and the Ninth Diy in AO, the 'caretaker'Obsks entail inaj r re-

1)arifingernen't in the seating accommodation in the synagogue well
as the subsequent cleaning upthat is necessary after services. In addition

,
to indoor tasks such as these, he is responsible for the grounds of the
school campus. This involves cmaintaining the small flower beds,
shrubbery and patches of laWn located in it.

t- 4. Nikke (Yidd.), Milkhik (Heb.) 'Dairy'; pertaining to dairifood.
5. Tisha fr.& (Heb.)--Fast, commerrioratigg the destructimigthe Temple in 70 A.D.

personnel of the school is the,
eeping the classroom and other
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To a large extent the tasks constitute a 'definite field of competence-7
seen by Shipman (1968 : 56) as the outcome of having duties that are
specific and able to be determined rigidly. However, like the school
secretary, their variety, and degtee of over-lap between secular and
religious aspects educe this -specificity. In consequence the status of
the caretaker is not so much neutral (uninvolved with staff or pupilues
persons to whom obligations are felt), as Shipman considers it to be,
but indeterminate.

He does so many types of odd jobs that it is hard to delimit the area
of his responsibility. Consequently many unusual requests for help
made to him by the Principal, administrative personnel, staff and even
boys are complied with. For instance, during the year the caretaker
took to wearing a hat at all times around the school in keeping with its
Orthodox character. Unverified rumour had it that the Principal made
therequest for. the hat to be worn, alffough the jaietalter is a non-
Jew, In many other schools where the caretaker can be a petty tyrant
in Shipman's terms' ruthlessly impartiarsuch requests would never
have been made, let alOne met, as both caretaker and staff would haye
known precisely the area of legitimate responsibility, and respectedsit..
The relatively small size Of the school, its more informal orgization,
and even the compliant personality of the caretaker himself all may
have played an equal part in encouraging the relaxed personal relation-
ships with staff and boys. However, even this was not enough to
prevent apparent role conflict on occasions when demands seemed
excessive from one or other of those involved with the school.

The organization of the campus, facilities and staff in the school
clearly relates to its aim of transmitting two traditions. Some overlap
occurs in a few cases where personnel and facilities fulfil dual roles.
In most other respects there is an obvious duality in the school. This
is very apparent in the composition of the secular and religious teach-
ing staff: In contrast, a division of functions is less obvious in the case
of the administrative, catering, and caretaking personnel, where there
is considerable blurring of areas of responsibility. As a result there is a
heightetting of their' participation in many facets of school life. This
helps to reduce their social distance from pupils, and increaser the
inf 'flaky of interpersonal relationships which is a notable feature of
s ool life outside the flassroom.
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The OrganizayOn of-Time of d.,;

The allocation of time to activities in the school (the man-time orien-
tation) relates closely to the way the school is organized and structured.
A day is divided into periods for prayer, religious study, recreation and
secular study. As a boy proceeds through the day, he comes firstly
under the discipline of the,Great Tradition and its attendant norms and
authority figures, then under the discipline o he academic tradition
and its authority figures and norms. ect there is a dialectical inter-
play between the two traditions due to the way time is organized. Like
a pendulum, the boy swings first to the Great Tradition,. then to the,
academic tradition, then back again, and so on during the day. During

-these oscillations, he snatches brief ,moments to perform personal
religious rituals or mitzvot, which are .based on an inner discipline
ratheigan compliance'to an external authority figure.

Morning Prayer and religious study
For boys of barmitzvah age the school day begins early. It is a school
rule that they should -attend Shacharis, thoiMorning Prayer, which
begins for them at 7.2o a.m. in the shul. Some strictly observant boys
would have already said private prayers on rising and before coming
to the school. Shacharis is followed by a communal breakfast in the
dining hall, provided by the school at a nominal charge, the boys being
forbidden to eat prior to the Morning Prayer. As for all group meals
it is preceded by, BenedicOon and) followed by Grace.

By 8.so a.m. all boys of barmit*Oah age,'wheth,r they attend Shacharis
or not, arc .expected to be in their classes for the two\hours of religioui
study that follow. This is supervised by their JewisItlay and rabbinical
teacheSorne boys worship in their local synagogue, then come on
to school for religious studies. -Other senior boys, either under pres-
sure from preparing for examinations or other, personal reasons do
not get to sahotil until secular studies start. If observant, they are able

4
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to spray in -their" local 'synagogues, or the shul during the mornine-
before midday..

The secular grade and form structure provides the basis oti which
the boys are divided into groups for religious studies. However, a few
third and fourth form boys are in advance of their peers, and attend
more for groups in other classes. One group studies around the
large tab in the shul, another in the library, and a group of junior
boys in t staffroom.

During the period from 8.5o to io.so a.m. the schqol settles to a -
quiet hum of classroom activity with no distracting activities such as
games or sport taking place in the playgro9d. Discussion punctated by
the teacher's explanation, the rhythmical sing-song cadence of a boy
reading from Chumash, or of a group chanting in Hebrew, comes
from some lower-school grades: More animated discussion takes place
among the fifth and sixth forms, who are tackling the 11mud. A rabbi
expounds the Law in one room, a woman's voice leadsNthe singin4
a ,prim-Iirgrade in another. From subjective and impressionis

. observations of this nature; a picture of the school during religious
study emergekkthat is qualitatively different from what it is when
secular work is taking place.

Religious studies contilme until 10.50 a.m. when they are adjourned
for a brief recess. After 'this and a short school assembly, primary
grades and orms I and 2 start secular work. The rest of the secondary
school goes ack to religious .tudies for a furrIteE-40 minutes.

SeCular studiesthe mornin eriod
The secular part of the day begins at id455 a.m. when the siren sounds -
at the end of the short recess. At this signal, all primary,hd,secondary
grades line up in front of the main teaching block with th it teachers.
The Principal or senior m st makes routine announ ents, aria 'all'
grades mope off into their rooms. The primary children custom-
arily p in a =ire-or-less neat 'crocodile' fussed over tif the teacher
in c e. Jostling, chatter and silliness are verbally checked. SecOndary
students are less well shepherded, and normally make their way to
classes independently. Punctuality of both staff and students is con-
stantly stressed by the Principal: time is too valuable to be wasted.
His periodic visits to the playground and classeems during this
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assembly, and his commanding physical presence in black rabbinical,
garb provide both visual and verbal reinforcement t?f this norm.

Secular work is under way fo` r ally 11.4o a.m., when the foiir
QJ Fluor forms complete religious studies. This time sees an exodus of

religious teachers; some rabbis tit=to the kitchen for a cup of tea and a
snack. Two 40-minute periods _follow, with each grade adheiirT to
its individual time-table,Each class remains in its own room, and the
specialist teachers move aroun e'School from class to class as their

.

periods become. due. The,:br weep lessons creates a hiatus ity
control and discipline', as t claisl be left unsupervised it is teacher
has departed f9r anothet'Yoom and the neat teacher is late. Noise,
scuffling, andpwdiness are common,occurrences in classrooms during
the hiatus. Physical education classes carry on in the playground, and
the noisqof boys adds to that from classroOms. There is a discernibly
different tempo about the school during secular work in comparison
with the tempo of religious studies.

All grades have a lunchtime recess between- one awl two o'cloelt '
each day for part of the 'year. However, between Pesach (April) and l'ili
Succos (October) school finishes on Friday atm:y.15 p.m. for all boys.to .
erntble them to get hon
and the ritual kindli
on Fiiday in view
reduced co three qua
on this day.
" The to minutes before the beginning of e.l nchtime recess see
`crocodiles' of Orimary school boys, big taken to the toilet, and to
wash their hands at the large stainless 'steel troughs (with varying
degrees of thoroughness), before being sfiCpherded in line,to the dining

d4h,,,hall for supervi lunch. The secondary school stops at one o'clock.
Many boys leave t classrooms boisterou9ly, only a small proportion

...r-',reaching up to touch the mezuzah on the door jamb. Others linger
behind to discuss'work, gossip, or Waste time. They have to be shooed

tout and reminded to get to-Minchah: -
I

Lunchtime rituals2the Minchah prayer and recreation
The Afternoon Service ( Minchah) starts at about 1.15 p.m., and must
be attended by all boys who are barmitzvah befol-ethey have their

efo e nightfall for the beginning of Shabbos
the candles. As there is no Minchah prayer

'anon with the Sabbath, lunchtime is
fan hour. School begins again at 1.45 p.m.
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, lunches. In contras to Shacharis, which takes place in the shul, Minchal
is conducted in s all groups at various locations around the campus.
The sixth form s its own small, room at the rear of the ski/Junior
and middle forms assemble in the synago e itself; fourth anckfifth
forms priy in the red-brick library buildin . The prayers are led by a
senior boy, an adult, or by a rabbi if pfese t.

At this time, students of tie Rabbinical College also pray together,
wand 'their ,rooin at the end of the dining hall beyond the partition
echoes with the quiet drone of voices, now all in unison, now anti-
phonally as the prayer leader chants the phrases and, others respond.
The metric- beat and stress, used, in the prayer produce an almost
hypnotic rhythm taken up by some -worshippers, who rock forward
and back in ti Te with the cadence. OthNeys, however, seem less
observant. Sorbe of those praying in the library gaze out of the window
in sesming disregard of the proceedings.

MIanwhile the juniorTrimary, grades complete their meal with a
-,Grace, and some wash their hands supervised by the.duty teacher if she

is Jewish.. school secretary sits at a small table near one of the glass
doOr,into the adjacent kinder rten, and e her own meal. She also
supervises hand- ashing bef re ancLa r t e meal, and has a pile of
cards on which he Bene ton is written to give out to those at each
table. A duty aster or mistress watches over the boys, and tries to
maintain a degr of good behaviour and order.

FolloWing Onchah, the senior boys come in. Some wash their hands
perfunctorily, or have already washed them in one of the troughs in
the playground. A gret variation in the care ta, n over this is:evident.
Some, usually junior, boys merely touch the tap ith their fingertips or
allow a few, drops to fall upon them, even thou h it is forbidden l'es.cat
without first washing -the harlds4(Kitziir Schul han Aruch, 40 : 14). .

The more .cargful take a 'longer time an carry out the ritual
deliberately and carefully. The water pitcher is filled; held in the left
hand and water ppurecitwice over the right, covering the entire hand
as fir as the wrist. Tbis is repeated for the left hand, holding the water.
Pitcher in "the, right. After rubbing the hands together a BienediOon
is recited in Hebrew .witlf the hands .uplifted: 'Blessed art Thou, 'Q
Lord our God, King of. the universe who hath sanctified in by His
commandments and hall commanded us concerning the washing of
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the hands'. The hands are then dried. In one instance observed, one
t.boy, known for Ins Orthodoxy, goes further to avoid crontannnating

his washed ,right hand by contact with either his left hand or tlAe
pitcher. He covers the right hand with the towel hanging on the wall
before pouring water from the pitcher onto' the left hand, despite the
obvious awkwardness theaction causes.

Lunch is a noisy occasion. The boys Sit at long trestle tables and,
following Benediction,chattet without stopping. Often so much food
is spilt on to s and occasionally n the floor, that the room has to be 4.

thoroughly cl ed'and swept ou by the caretaker at the end of the
period. As soon as all the senior oys have left; the ,students of the
Rabbinical College eat lungres pr vided by the' kitchen. Washing of
hands and the Benediction are car 'ed out punctiliously, the form of
both Benediction and 'Grace varyi g according to the number and
kind of persons present at table. Final y all are finished, Grace is recited,
hands are washed, and the hall is vacated for the caretaker to start
cleaning up.

Some boys eat their lunches..outside in the playground. By r.3o,
p.m., most boys are in the playground occupied with a variety of
games according to the season, the weather or space available. Some
hang around the cl ssroorns, although they are strictly out of bounds.
Lunchtime .sees ano er form of hiatus in discipline and control, as
most senior staff are lying their lunches, and the one duty master or
mistress in the yard cannot be everywhere at once. A probationer
prefect is supposed to assist with maintaining' disci He has the

I. duty of going around the teaching block befor nd during the lunch:
time to make sure that all rooms are vacat and ,doors lo.Cked.
However, as in anyischool, tlitis does not prevents boys getting in
again later, through one deAus means or another.

The secular afternoon 4.

Teachirf starts.again at t o'clock. Classroom work takes placeover
three 40-minute periods p. the secondary school. These last tintil an
afternoon recess at 'clock, which gives an opportunity for staff
carrying on teachingdater in the afternoon to snatch a ,cup of tea. At
the tithe those lower school boys who do not remain behind for
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special religious classes go home. Recess o sees an influx of some
part-time teachers wtio are able to finish their ull-time teaching jobs
early enough to get over to" the school to start tea at 4.15 p.m.

The secular period after lunch is also occupied by spo or physical
education classes in the yard and, again, the noise of t activities
combines with that of the classrooms. Just before 3.30 p.m.; parents'
of the primary school children gather in the yard to await their charges
who are dismissed-at that time. Girls from the sister sohool make.their
way to the same spot. The noise of greetings, gossip by the women,
and finally the emergence of the primary grades can produce such
distractions in the classrooms that teaching in the senior forms is
almost impossible, and is quite often suspended for a brief period.

An exception to the predominantly secular afternoon is fliework of
a small, specially selected group. of primary school boys. They are
taught by a male Jew in a small', prefabricated but in the girls' play-
ground. Their studies are almost entirely Jewish, with bibliCal it
taking place at the table in the shtil under the guidance of a senio
teaching rabbi. Even at such an early age the knowledge of these young
pupils is "extensive, and rivals that of many sixth-formers. This is the
equivalent of the traditional cheder or elementary Jewish school, which
is the prelude to higher Jewish studies and a life devoted to Jewish
learning:

By 4.15 p.m. all the primary grades and Forms 1 and 2 have departed,
with the excep #n of a small group which remains behind io take
studies in the Mishnah (Mishnayis) under the tuition ofa senior teaching
rabbi. They work from 4.10 p.m. until 5 p.m. ThjA)class is voluntary
for primary grades, but supposedly compulsory for junior forms.
Despite this, not all from Forms 1 and z attend.

Boys in the middle and senior.school nue secular work under
eithet full-time.or part-time secular sta .Third-formers go home after
one .,period; the remainder continue until 5.3o p.m. Matri tion
students in same subjects may have to continue studying well into the
'..dtqining if this is the only time. available for ayart-time teacher. Thick
work i) strictly secular. Maariv, the Evening Prayer, is said at homein
private, or at the local synagogue. For many svnior boys, another
period of religious study is undertaken before going to bed.

More time for religious work is available at school on Sunday.
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CI Asses for Grade 5 and above are held, at the school between io a.m.
and i p.m. It is a school rule that all students at these levels should
attend. Senior students are exempted when they have to take secelar
instruction onsthe sa e day if their teacher cannot come at another
time. As on week s between 8.5o and io.'so a.m. the drone of
activity in the classrooms continues uninterrupted by sport or games
in the yard. Apart from the one or two part-time secular teachers, who

. might be taking a class for a secular subject, the remaining teachers arc
all Jewish, rabbis or lay staff as on week-days.

...
i.

Daily routine for two boys of the Book
Whai does this time-table mean.for Jewish boys? Those in the rourth
form are a representative sample Octhose in the secondary school who
are barmitzvah.1 Their daily and weekly routines were compiled in

considerable' etail during the research, and illustrate how boys in the
'sarnple spend Ieir time in response to the demands of the two
traditions. ' .

Without exception all boys. include basiclly similar, activities in
their dail)kroutines;' Only the order in which some occur and the time
devoted to each vary from boy tciboy. Sleep, prayers, meals, religious
studies, secular studies at school,'homework, recreation, and incidentals
such as washing, dressing, and travelling to school constitute a boy's
weekly activities. What marks him off from the goy2 is the time set
aside for prayers and religious studies. It is quite considerable, even for
'those few boys who did not claim to be highly religious. To accom-
modate.the demands of the religious life more mundane activities of
sleeping, eating and recreation are adjusted accordingly. for several

( boys., itknecessaty to get up at 5.45 a.m., though most others rise later,
but all Yefore 7 a.m. Going to bed for 'the majority occurs between
/1.

From
3o and ict3o. p.m.

,ro information on .what can be termed an ideal type,cif fourth -,
form 'average Orthodox boy', the following allocation of time to
activities can be worked out. Prayers and religious duties receive one

;
r. The suggestion of Dr A. M. Hasofer, now Prkifessorof Statistics ,at the University of

New South Wales. ,
/. Goy (I -kb.)'people'. A term used to refef

k
to the non-Jew (p1. Goyim),

,
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,....
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I. ° 1

and a half hours per day: Religious studies receive three hours. Secular
work (including homework) is allocated seven and a half to eight and
a half hours. Together with an average of eight how sleep, these
activities total between zo an 21 hours. The remaining time is givencl),

to meals, washing and dressin , domestic chores; and recreation. It is
hardly necessary to copment that there is little time for a boy with
such a routine td participate in organized, after- school sport of the type'
that can consume two hours' per evening in many a non-Jewish inde-
pendent school o the academic tradition. . /

A More Orthodox boy's time is even more restricted. The 'young
Chassid'fanother ideal type constructed, from several boys in Form 4,
but relating to no one boy iii,particularhas the_ following allocation
of time. Prayers takesoms;titmo urs; religious studies take five hours.
The 1 ter/include an hour or it of private Talmud study in the
evenjn g before Maariu and dine . A further hour of:rehgious study
might be taken later in the evening before going to bed. Secular work
at school takes about five hours, the Same time as for the average
Orthodox boy, litit homework is reduced to about an hour in the
evening. Recreation time is also reduced. During the 'day it consists
of the ro minutes break before II o'clock in the morning, the 4o
minutes or so at lunch time, RD minutes at four o'clock n,the afternoon
and perhaps half an hour or so in'the evening=h total' of ope ANA

.half hours a day. Sleep 'tight be reduced to seven or seven and a half
hours. Eating might even be curtailed to the morning and evening
meals,, s in the case. of one of the most Qrthodox boys who does not
cat lunc .

. , ----,- .
.

Contrasts between the week4n, routines .
. .

Week-ends,,, the Sabbath and Sunday,
LL

how the most striking contrast
between the young Chassid and the -average Orthodox boy inroutine.

0.,

a work stops entirely for the duration of the:Sabbath for both,
.t,irs, in' 409r.danee with billiig4,-,crginiialQ7cilt:' this lasts from

'su -;"t on-the-Fridky ev'ening until sunset on the Saturday. During this
period, rAyeq.,40'religicius services sake up sonic six to seven hours

.

for all". or t e haSsid, religious study takes up the majority.
or Saturday .aftE

M1 ally.
rnoo etween the two-maid services, and part of the

evening after ally. Sunday activities can include sonic four hours or
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. more of religious study: a period betweeaShacharisand Minchah, two
' lengthy periods in the afternoons and one after Maariv in-the`evening.

In additicia,tothese studies .on SUnday, a limited time might be allo-
cated for secular homework in the morning before. religious study.
More recreation time would be available, however, between the tw9
periods'4f ieliglous study in the afterpoon. The only recreation, on
the Sabbath illight.thave cOmei,ust'befoe- bed which could odcur later
than on week-days.-

In contrast, the a"verage Orthodox boy might put in two to three
. hours" of religious study between the two Sabbatk,seces or after

Maariv in the evening.,$xue Six boys do.not study at all on- Saturday_
, according to their weekly time -tables..They have lengthy recreation

periods instead. Not all boys attend the school foi Soil" daY inornin
irelgious classes, but those who do spend about att jiour'-at religious '

'study: A-considerable part of Sunday is devoted to recreation. ,
Thcf"wayetinie is utilized in the schoolshows'the obvious influence of,., , .. , , .. ,

cateringtraamons, but it is.ciear that morawmpnasis is piaceaton catering
oiAlie Great -Tradition than the academic, especially in out -of- school.

time.
N

The time-table of the young,Chassid ilhistrates this most strik-
e. ,.

ingly. It,ii also 'important to note .that small periods of time areused,I,0
by many }boys to carry out the various mitzvot which are a feature of

\\.., Orthodox Judaism. Religious studies and ok4ervances Sre ngiyen their
due prominence, especially in the case of the young Chassid; again,in
lose adherence to the Law.° They are not so prominent in the' time-

table of the average ,Orthodox 'boy, but still occupy an appreciable '

part of his da3t. .
.

Although iheracademic tradition is given its due amoupeof 'time, in
terms Of secular studies 'at school and homework, one thing missing,
Which would be clearly featured in the time-table of other independent

-,- schools, is-the time devoted to sport. This does not feature veryddigoly
in any boy!s time-table. Sport is no given priority,:especially,in terms

- of the fegWar after;schoof practice and week-end fixtures sa common
in the independent school system. The latter would be:ruled out.in'Iny - ,

case by the dmands of the,,SAbath. A small *proportion of less observ.,
ant boys do belong to sports teams that play on' Saturday aftcrno4s; -

bait they are the excelitfpns rather-than the rule. In this aspect eeSch(401
life,.the Great clearly' oloweighs the academic.
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The Ceremonial 0rganization of Trachtilon

Ritual and ceremony are important wayS of reiiiforcing,arid organizing
the transmission of tradition. In a school', they are components in the.
learning -experiences, available to the children, and ;thereby 'help to

A transmit its particular emotional patterns and coliectivk'beliefs. In
'corisequence,.gronp colesiveness is strengthened, important historical ..,4f,

assocaanons and their .meanings are rehearsed, andlrernfOrced for each ,./
it g,

Igeneratidn.of plaids. .

here
°

The diSiinetinn between ritual'and ceremony is taken tt; be bne
,

of scale. and complexity rather than of kind. A ceremony is a.more or
`' . less formal, standardized .sequence of rituals perfornied or celebrated

:,. 4:i .

cowectiv,ty by. a...group. Rituals' can be performed by an individual
.

4 acting alone: In the preceding chapiers, several examples' have keenrnoted: renifing a Blessing, ashing hands, touching' the -inazuzah;
Secular ackiyity in school ea also be ritualized, for example, putting'
up ones hand to attract attention in class, standing up when Someone

' ,enters the` room." " . , -' , -. ,

.4y.such ritualization, actionsare invested wjth an importance. which
('*Ascends their mere peiformance74Ritual in Ingn. aris generally refers

to a relatively rigid pattern of acts specific to a situation which con-
Itruct.a framework of meaning- over and beyond the specific situational
;gleanings' (Berns' tein et .AV:,' 1971: 164 As defined, ceremonies -.are

collectively performed taals, and then also construct frameworks, of
-Meaning.. The :main concern Of.this chapter is with the types of sere-
MQ111CS that an be distinguished in the school; and the extent to which
they strengthen the 'duality that has .begun to.. emerge in previous
chapter =

:.

,;;;,:Types of ceremonies . .

, .

-N . , .

Devhing.t)ipologies is &lei:ally fraught with dange-ii but attempt -1 ,

is made .in this sectimio to dev.ise a ',schema of cereMOnies that wer# .o-
,

45 . -
, ,
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witnessed in the schpol over th
'secular' terms as transmitting tw
an expressive one. The former
judgments' involved in the acquisi
ant) skills. The inter consists of 'ac

It can first be considered in
. an instrumental one and
activities,, procedures and

specific (vocationally import-
, procedures and-judgments

involved in the transmission of values and their derived norms!
(Bernstein et al., loc. cit.).

The expressive/instrumental dichotomy is" tmiliar in,anthropology,
being applied usually to ritual and ceremony. It thus seems appro-

. priate to take the view that the school transmits -the ' instrumental
culture through instrumental ceremonies and the expressive cnItue

.:through expressive ceremonies. Thus, equating "'secular' With Me
academic tradition, we might expect to find in. the life of the school'
ceremOnies that relate to the acquisition of knowledge and skills
appropriate to the academic curriculum, and ceremonies that convey
its 'valuei'and their derived

We can assume that the Great Traditiogis als. mitted by rituals
and ceremoni s, which are lioth religious and infuse with the sum total
of Jewishn Yiddishkeit), albeit with a strong-Lubavitcher quality.

, seems proper to refer to this elempt of the school as religious.
Pollowing ,Robertson (Iwo 54 ff.), we can apply the' instrumental
expressive dichotomy to its 'orientations to religious activity'. Thus, -.
allowing foi 'both religious and secular activities in the school, and
the two types ti ceremonies relating to each, four distinctions can be
cross-tabulated as in the folloWing schema.[

etovi types of ceremonial orientationocan be distinguished. The first
n be termed the expressive-religions type of ceremony. 'This

ils, llectiye religious rituals relatitilg to the `transmission of values .

aft. their derived norms'. Those persdns involved are adherents of the
ideology and coo egation associated with the lehool. The second
type of cere can be- termed instrumental - religious, in which
co ctiVe rittiAlsgt used to disseminate aspects of the ideology, particu-
lar tiassociated knowledge and skills, in order to persuade others of IP

.its desirability. or superiority: A clear Manipulative element is present,

r. Based on a similar schema of Roberts8n, but substituting 'expressive for histerns
'consummatory'.

11*'
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CEREMONIAL ORGANIZATION OF TRADITION

Table 2. Types of ceremonialorientation

Ceremonial Tradition

Religious Secular
(Great Tradition) (academic tradition)

Expressive r 3
Instrumental 2 4

with ceremony being a means to an end, rather than an end in itself.
The third and fourth types are those associated with the academic

tradition., EvresZsive-secular ceremonies are designed to express
the values and norms of the school as an academic institution.
Instrumental-secular ceremonies involve activities relating to the
acquisition of knowledge and skills which are likely to be vocationally
important. As with their religious counterparts, instruthental-secular
ceremonies are manipulative and involve altering or attempting to alter
the status quo, even if only to improve standards of academic achiexce-
ment.

We can discuss a number of distinguishing features common to
each of the types of ceremonial orientations along the lines of Sklare
(1958 : 357), who applies the features to religious worship: These are
the programucontent, and, form of the ceremonies. The first refers
to the set timand customary occasions for. holding ceremonies. The
second refers to.their logical and philosophical justificatioh in terms of
interdependent beliefs, traditions, maths, and principles, The third

.:refers to the 'external appearances' of the ceremoniesthe...behavioural
,ourdoines, expressed attitudes, and `shared goals. As Sklaro notes,

.
content and form are strictly inseparable, but are distinguished, sep-
arately. here f6r,purposes of analysis. 9 '
Expressive-rtligious .cereinonies
The program , .. .

_

The school ,meticulo9sly follows the religious calendar of Orthodox.
Judaism, Expressive-religious ceremonies are held on a daily and weekly
ba.iis. Other prominent ceremonies are ca/endrkah'inarliing stages in the

f,
-°
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.

annual cycle oeactivities. The weekly Sabbath, the three Set times for
ddily prayer, and the major Festiyals and Fas.ts constitute the basic
program. .

.

The Sabbath and daily pfayers .live been discussed .e, and the
emphasis was placed on their function in making , ime available, for
religious worship. The major. Festivals are also imporlant occasions for
worship, but heir nature and dominant themes are thrown into relief,
however, en they 'are considered en bloc. There are five Festivals
observed d ring the year: the three Pilgrim Festivals (Pesach, .Shavuot
and Succos), Rosh Heishanah and Yom Kippur.. To these biblical Festivals
have been added some post- biblical ones. These are divided into full
Festivals, with their special ceremonial and Liturgy (Purim and
Chanukah), and semi-Festivals such as the anniversary of thi, traditional
death of Moses, the New Year of Trees, Lag ba-Omer, and Hosliana-
Rabbah. 1

There are six Fasts which, the observant Jew must dbSerye during the
year. Of these the most stringent are Yom Kippur and Tisha B'Av,
which both last24r.hours, The period of abstention for the remainder
is from daybreak until nightfall. Apart- from Yom Kippur, all -Fasts
whiCh coincide with the Sabbath are generally o erved on the
S following. % . 4

Conlcnt of teremonies

The ideological justification for .ttie cpremonial life of Orthodox
Judaism has involved complex rabbinilal debate which cannot be
explored avlength hare. some indication of its complexity emerged
in drawing up the value orientation typology, but it seems possible to
bring together some of the interdependent ideas about which some
consensus seems to have been established.

Ceremonies have an underlying ideology which stresses, thitir _eonse-
. crateaty and disciplinary function expressing the Jew's fealty to God:
As Epstein has commented: 'Consecration is also the keynote of the
multiplicity of rites that encompass the life of the Jew' (Epstein, 1.959
161). As ceremonies have historical roots dating back to biblical4imes,
historicity seems an important component in Vereinonial. The. Pilgrim .

Festivals combine Motives of agricultural thanksgiving and com-
memoratioived major historical' events in the life of the Jewish people.

1,
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o CEMMONIAL ORGANIZATION OF TRADITION

Pesach cominerimrates the anniversary of the' Exodus from Egypt;
Shavuot, the Revelation upon Mount Sinai; Succos, the 4o years
wandering in the wilderness. In contrast, the Feiivals of Rosh Hashanah
and Yom Kippur 'arc celebrated as purely religious occasions of judg-_
ment, atonement, and reconciliation' tvith God'' (Weriliowsky &
Wigbder, 196 t' 144). However their historical origins are still obvious
in the biblical injunctionAn WhiCh they are based;

All Fasts are similarly derived fronihistorical events or, as in the case
of Yom Kippur, a specifw biblical injunction 'Y'Fshall afflict, your souls'
(Lev. 23 : 27). Tte remainder are days of inotwning commenioiating
tragic events -in Jewish hiStory. Four of them date back to the period
of the First Temple, or immediately after its destruction'bf Nebttchati=
nezzai in 587 B.c.E.2 The Fast of Esther (Adar ,13), to celebrate tile
delivery oCthesjifivs trom the tyrant Haman, was er addition.

plleCtivity is a closely related component of Wonial. It,tis part
and parcel of ceremony by definition, but the' collective cha" rad= or.
ceremonies is given explicit recognition in Judaism. It is firstly apparent
in tin; liturgical, as ;Opposed to the biblical, names for the Pilgrim
Festivals, in which the term 'our' occurs. Pesach is 'The Season of our
Freedom'; .Shavuot 'flit Season of the Giving. of our Torah'; Succo.s
`The -Season of our Rejoicing'. Collectivity is clearly aPparent in
the Liturgy and wOrship which are fundamental ,to all ceremonies.
Although worship.is-collective, its style'iS,:intliVidualistil! informally-
conducted add worshipper-centredWiclire.1958,:65 fn. 12). These
are the connotations of the Yidaikt-erin :doyen 'meaning 'pray', as
witnessgd in Orthodox sjiu/s. 2

1?

Form of ceremonies

The outcomes of the interdependent content components of conse-
cration, historicity, collectivity of worship, and style of prayer are
various types of inteEact inctdents..whidh involve boys-41nd adult.,On'
members of the congregation attending the shut. Although thisubtit -
one of th6isettings in which such incidents occur, it is ,there 41a

4 1.F,

2. As the Jewish calendar is lunisolar, exact equivalence in the Julian or Gregorian \e"

ialendars cattnot be fixed. The approximate months in which the fastsoccur are:
Tisha B'Av (Av 9)late July or more usually August; Tammu'z 17July; Tishrii
September; Tevet tolate December, early January.

I
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THE WAY OF TRADITION

expres'sive-religious ceremonies are most obviously& 'Fonducted in a
manner sanctioned both by tradition and Holy Writr-In the following
account, no attempt can be made to describe fully every -major cete-

..

,mony I attended. Instead, I try.' to catch something of the flavour' of
ceremonial life in the shulthe general patterns of collective behaviour
and its concomitant emotional dynamics.

Participants in the majority of ceremonies comprise adult men and
women, and children of both sexes. There seems to be no problem of
obtainipg a ,minyan of idult males, as not only laity but also young
Lubavitther rabbis,,,ditven in the shu1.3 This may seem unexceptional,
but other iynagosker in the area cannot-always gather the necessary
nanyan. This was tought hone to mewhett I fir rhead F in
my form urgently pleading with ;giend to come to his small synagogue
and make up.a rUirtyan for Maariv.. Some days previously, he had told .-
me that his faM4 11.;thtai'wed chto the neighbourhood of the school,
becade.getting'-a ridriyars in-his fornietrstibur; had beeiveipsully irn-..
possible.

.': t';;; --- -''
. Although worship is colleetiste.in the Ali 1,' participtits a hysically ..

the balcony. Their sepaii ibn corn the men is cbiapoiiiide,i1 by the
to''Separated accordingt& se*, Wo-inen -and:-adolesc iris sit in

muslin curtain, which :is' an effective screen duriiranosi services. .

..

However, at Ceremorpcg, such as the Reading of the Megillah (The
Scroll of Esther) at Purim, orduring Simchas Torahboth occasions of
rejoicing and mild, licensed merry- making the curtain is dis3pensed '
with altogether: EverLdurinithe Sabbath services, it is not uncommon

( .. to see women drawing the .,itairi asiac momentarily for 4 quick peep
at the Proeeedingt below:

9Breakdown of sexual. separatian, with a consequent increase in the j
informality of the proce'oolings;',occurs to.an extent from the eustom'of,
'Visiting'.Srnall childrenof both sexes wander into -the main cha er
of the shut to find their fathers, or /pay accompany them for part f.f.
the service. During the procession _cif the Scrolls at Simthas Torah,do
tlUoughout the Reading of the Megillah, %Mall children talce:an activ
role in proceedints: In ;the former they join the procession, carrying
small scrolls nor gags. In the latter they help raise the derisivecacophony

I. 1."" , , 4 - . ,
kip/gun: the 162114itrilitienee'detf for prayer.
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with rattles (groggers), or by banging and st.ainping whenever the name
c7T1. the 'villain' Haman occurs, as the reader tells the-story from the
bimah. Their too energetic participation in this tradition, which dates.
back to the thirteenth century in Germany and France, earns them
frowns from the adults or a reprimand frok'n the bursar. He scurries
anxiously around, stopping small boys from banging pew lids up and
down, or hitting them *th various objects.

Adolescent boys are in the congregation as a matter of course, or
worship in an 'adjoining room at services condud by the-Luba-
vitchet Youth. Occasionally an older' girl It. seirdown 'from the
balcony to fetch a small but comes only to the door of the- main
hall without venturing in. She either manages to signal to, the child; or

- gets a' message relayed to her father. by other members of the congre-
gation.

Involvement of young children and adolescent boys and girls is thus
a notklie feature of life in the shut. Thy are always there on Sabbaltis
and Festivals, boys dressed in best suits and wearing hats or yarmelkehs

miniature editions of their fathersgirls in best dresses. Little ones
wander around freely. Young boys may keep together in small groups,
taking part in Worship, or chatting and sometimes sky-larking so that
they earria reprimpd from nearby adults. ,Older smiths keep in
smaller. groups, and" are more conscious of their religious duties. On
occasiqns, however, this does not prevent them looking up to the
balcony to catch a glimpse of the girls present, or obviously indulging
in social gossip during the Readings. The 'Most serious youths take an
active part in worshiN Some congregate in small groups around the
bimah during prayer and' Readings, others daven with fervour, in the
aisles at die side of thetall.

The presenceofchildr d youths attenuatestes a marked feature o
all' the ceremonies Iatteli the informality and mobility of adult
participants. Pewsltire availab e and some are occupied at all times, but
Men frequently wander out of the main hall during the Reading or
repetition of some prayers for a chat or s oki in the foyer. Mean-

.

while the service continue
it from the hall. Evli ins
and apparent lack of order
intent on devotiOni, only

ckfte heavy' ing doorsthat separate
fts,3an impressi of inc nt motion

e men sit relative still in theirpews
and moving at the appropriate ritual

. ,. ,
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THE WAY OF TRADITION

in the Liturgy.' Others are constantly turning around to look
others,`or occasionally half rise and lean over-to talk to a neighbour.

Apparently inattentive, worshippers' eyes rolie around the shul glancing
here and there. Heads crane-to catch a glimpse of an acquaintance, a
hand-automatically flicks the tallit ever the shoulder from whiCh it has
fallen or more dramatically sweeps it back into position.

Many worshippers stand and move around in the aisles or t11. .ace
at the back of the shut behind the pews. Some of their move t is

. purely spontaneous, while Parts\of it are related to theual gestures,
associated with prayer. This is pirticularly evident in the ieVexions
and prescribed steps at various points in the Shenibneh Esreh4, a Silent
Prayer ,which tonstitutes the most important part of, the Morning
Service next,to the Shema. The Lubavitcher rabbis, some conspicuous
in their black silk kapotas,'gartels, and broad-brimmed black hats, are
more emphatic in their movements than others.5 On occasions, their
actions have a charismatic flamboyance, accentuated by their distinctive
dress and the intangible authority of their general demeanour- They
are alWays quick to start the Chassidic chanting and hand-clapping if
the mood and moment of feStive ceremonies are apPropriate. One
senses that here is something of the euphoric hithlahabuth of the
Chassidim, she 'paratroopers of religion' to adopt Firth's (1964 : 294)

.401 description of dedicated religious mystics.
Despite the apparent disorder and lack of decorum, due in part to

fr there being no distinction between the secular and sacred in Judaism,
there is always present in the shul a basic reverence and devotion,
accentuated by symbolierituals of many kinds. As the Scroll is taken
frOm the .Ark to the bimah by a rabbi, worshippers move forward to
touch or kiss it reverently. On Simchas Torah whervall Scrolls are pro-
cessed; it is mitzvah for all to /;.1-form this act. As' many as possible
press around the Scrolls, cradled carefully in the arms of those carrying
them in the euphoric seven.tircuits (hakkapisot) of the hall. Children
are held up to kith-the Scrolls, and those 'old enough may even have
an opportunity' to carry one in the citt,le dancing that occurs on this

s
.4. Shemoneh Etireh (H7b.)T.ighteen Berie'clictions'; more ustsally known as the Atnidah,

the 'prayer to be said standing'. 4

s. Kapott (Kidd.).--2 calf-length, black coat worn by extremely Orthodox Jews and
Chassidim; gariel (Yidd.)girdle made of black silk or wool.
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Festival after the service. Reading the Scroll is similarly ii_vysted with
.

syrribolic actions that heighten'the reverence in which it is held.
At Succor, symbolism is a dominant aspect during the Hallel praye

on each of the days of pe Festival. After reciting the appropriate
Benediction---`to take the lulav', adult males hold the four species in
their hands, and 'wave' them while reciting the Psalms constituting
he prayer. 'Waving' consists of making jabbing movements of the
our species in four directions as well as upwards, and downwards.
hey are also carried. iifi circuit of the synagogue ott each of the days.

. The spectaele of waving 'palm froncg and absorbed, devoted, ritual
movements in the shul is a. memorable one. It emphasizes dramatically
the ancient, historical basis of Orthodox Judaism, in obedience to the,
biblical injunction,

And ye shall take you on the first day of the fruit of goodly trees; blanches
of palm trees, boughs of thick trees and willows of the brook and rejoice
before the Lord your God seven days (Lev. 23: 40).

The four Species (Heb. Arbaah minim) are traditionally made up of ''
, one palm branch (lulav), held in the right hand; one esrog (a species

of citrus fruit) held in thq,left hand, three sprigs cif myrtle and two
willow twigs which are aund together and held with the lulay.

. Such a description conveys little of the Lubavitcher style with which
this particular ceremony is carried out. The day I attended, about a
quarter of the congregation had the four species; Before Hallel many
1 ft the hall to fetch them. The:shammas beckoned'me rnme out t6 the co-

tmal succah at the g4a c k of the dining room where a bustle of activity
Was taking plige.6 Men were straighte*g their lulavim, & arranging
the willow fronds by passing them with a caressing motion &tough

./

their fingers. After the 'waving' in the shul the circuit began. All those
with the four species joined in, chanting quietly One or two fathers .r. 4,.-

carried their little sons in the procession. The rabbi beckoned other
children to the bimah whAel he handed4hern sweets fished from his
pocket. While membe of Are ai regation f4ed o'at after the service, .

...,

i ..
Or,

. ,6. 4 Shammas (Heb.)--'servan t4e!sustkipd equivalent to a church
".sexton. Duties include keep* g so during worship, supplying visiting
Members of the congregation with t lisim (p yer: shawls) or prayer books if they
have none, and making communal announcementsin this shul in Yiddish.
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. -
the rabbi and other Liibavitchers started .a Chassidic round dal*v._
with sey.et-al rabbinical students and boy's from the school. The )tablil
carried a little boy during the euphoric dancing, hand-clapping "an:0"-
chanting of `oi, oi,.0cWhile I watched, my friend's son came up, ti$:
invite me to a meall*the succah his parents shared with the shaminits.
and (idlers living in the same block of flats.

The emotickal fervour evideril on this occasion, as at miny other
ceremonies,_avied much to Chassidic and Eastern European influences.
Purely religious rituals such as the spine-chilling blasts of the shophar
on Rosh Hashanah, or the rabbi's deeply moving rendition of-Kol
Nidrei which commences Yom Kippur, he an intrinsic emotional
impact. Their effects are heightened by the often unobtrusive Chassidic
style of conducting worship. In concentrating on the bimah *during the
Reading of theScroll, I alnfost missed noticing a rabbi leariing across
the vacated prayer desk at the front of the shul. This is an old Chassidic
custom, I was -informed. While Torah is being read, a Chassid- must
guard the prayer desk. Unless told, I would also have been unawargrthat
the Lubavitchers use their own variation 611-lebrew andAramaic in pray-"' ers;.one theydconsider more akin to the original language of the Bible.

Some customs, whether of Eastern European folk or Chassidic
origin, are more obtrusive. The rabbi in white kittel, patrolling the
shul during the long Morning Service of Yom Kippur, hushes the
gossip of a group of men seated at the back of the hall, then offers rs .
all a pinch of snuff from a small saver box? 'Phew ! That's strong,'
comments one with a wry grimace, 'but it will keep me awake'. Of
Eastern European tradition also, is the custom of auctioning Readings
of the Torah or the privilege of officiating at various rituals to do with
unbinding, holding and rebinding the Scroll on the bimah. On Rosh
J-lashanah, for instance, many hbnours were auctioned by the shammas:
the proceedings being conducted as usual in Yiddish.

YoUng Lubavitcher, rabbis and boys from the school formed a solid
group in front of the bimah ortthis occasion, and were a focus of much
prayer and song. The rabbi frequently turned to them to whip up the
singing with broad sweeps of his clenched ha The obvious fervour
they generated was a welcome spur to devotio i in a service which, by

ditional Ashkenazim during7. sgistela long ankle-length white robe worn by
prayers on Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kippur.
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CEREMONIAL ORGAMIZATION ,OF TlrAmTION '..°.- *..... 4 ev- ....., 0 ., Sil
. . :. ' ', )1 ' . , --i

that nine; haci already laced somethric hOurs. orrinto the 'early after.: ,1

, .

noon. It 6iiished at-about' 2 (e.tri. D

Hoye pvei, the expres.sion. 5f Oa oxdevotiaiswas still, ot ex-ii '''
haustid SOme 8o or so members o e .c greg on Walked to a `. ,
nearby beach later that afternoona ice about two milei
where they were joined by a large group from other Orthodox shuts for-
the ceremony of Tashlikh.8 At this, Blessings and Readings from Scrip-
ture are recited, andittles shake their tzftzit over the water as a symbolic
casting. of sins into e sea.- After Tashlikh, all danced- on the' sand.

d,

, . .

Instrumental- religious ceremonies
The program './ 2 --1.. 7 '. ; '
Highly similar to expfessiVe=reliii:oks certnibriies are those that are
related td religious or traditional elicit uittiot form part of the
official religious calendar. Instrument religious ceremonies thus need
not necessarily adhere to any set timing, and Carieven be arranged on a
more or lessk ad hoc basis witnessed two such ceremonies during the
year:and can comment b on a' third held just after I left the school.

Iloy

Others, such as the welcome to the six Lubavitcherrabbis, were held..
at times when I could not be pres nt. 4 Siyuns, Ha-Torah celebration,
marking the completidn, of a new Sefer Torah (Scroll of the Law), was ..
held in late August. This date'w s contingent upon the new Scr l's 1

;s arrival from Jerusalem, where. it had been especially writtenlp e
iiii

. congregation. A Torah Evening at which boys demonstrated -their
knowledge -and skills in Jewish studies was held in mid-September. In
the following year Just prior to Pesach, a school assembly was held to
mark, the breakup fipr this important Festival.

.

.
Content of ceiehscmies

A,
AlthouFh there are religious overtones in all the instruniental-religious
ceremonies' their ideological bases seem subtly different. Firstly, theyis
are ,opportunities to extol by word and deed the desirability of .ske
group's way of life, its knowledge and skills,Inconsequence the collW -
five 'tualsiliave'a strong hortative component, in which remarks stress

N t.' A custom originating in the late Middle Ages based on .Micah i : to 'He will again
have compassion upon us; He will.subdue our iniquities; and Thou wilt cast (Heb
tashlikh) all their sins into the depths of the sea'.
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thesigniicSnce of Alfrif.is occurrirtg, poiut to a moral, ancremp5.asize,
.i.ke'desiralility of adOpeing such ,,,way of life oeideology. In short,
the beliefs of the. karticipants are .being ntimipulated, if Only to the
extent,'Of beingreihforced. contrast,, the expressive-religious4cere-
monies 'speA' for themselves'.

The message is enhanced by an emphasis on tradition which comes
through in both what is said at the ceremony and how it is conducted.
Precept is allied to example. A dear sense'of'the instrumental °function
of the cercimonyceremcinial "Isn means to a defined, fores4n
rather than an end in itself= colours what occurs. In consequence, much
stress 1s lai`d on the future outcomes which can be anticipated provided,'
the exhortations are heeded. This future-orientation is most apparent

. in ceremonies, that anticipate or foreshadow an expressive-religious
ceremony to come. Its dontinant'theme i§ used to point e moral of
the exhortationi

,a
Form of ceremonies

The two instrumental-religious ceremonies I attended were sufficiently
self-co ritained and unique during the year to be described in full rather
than, as above, by drawing'out significant features common to a larger, number of ceremonies.

The Torah Evening, which d been advertised in the Jewish press
a week earlier, started at abo 7.30 p.m. on a week-day in the main
hall of the shul. In e6ntrast t the Sabbath and Festival occasion; the
.balcony curtains were raised so that some 20 or so- women and girls
could watch proceedings.' About .3ci to 'zto meit, including the boys'
teachers, coriitituted the remainder of the audience.

Proceeding's got off to a ragge start. ',formality seemed to be the
keynote ofthe evening, with the r bbi acting as contpere-and speaking
almost exclusively in Yiddish, o dressing members of the audience
personally. tie moved oun h while boys gave their fecitar.
tions, occasionally inte cting , .proval, correcting here and there,
or questioning To find t what had been done. MeanWhile-the boys'

.

fisi
irj,ale teachers fussed aroind their pupils, obviously nervous and appre-- ..

7...'''',:,-he,i, ve as to how they would perform . Several remained close to the .

;Inmah, to help where needed, adjust a 'faulty mi phone, or lend
moral support (Plate 3). "*. , - ,

,4404 ..
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In an initroductory speech, in -Yid .J. : h,.;'the rabbi mentioned that
:,

excctptsi frOm TeNaCh, Chuniash, the Mishnah, Gbnara, and the _

Lubavitcher Rebbe's letters and addresses,,Would make up the program.'
;.: keterencewal also made to Aputim (discussions). ,

A small group of Grade 2 bOys then recited the names or the Parches
of the Torah, acid recited'excevts.9Pefore this more formal, rendition -
they sang a little song in Hebesw incorporating the days.of the week.'
They were over-egcitedowid would have gone-on-and onhad 1W the . -;
rabbi checked them quickly. Grade 3 Wowed with a short synopsis
of the. Aidrils Lech Lecha and Vayera, and both translated into English-.
and gave explanations of various parts.1° ` 't

Two Grade 4 bOys from 'the special.group'stUdying the Mishnah .

explained two tm'shnos _Of the trActate Shabbos.11 These were followed
by Grade_ 5 boys who conversed in modern. Hebrew about the High
Aoly Days. A itiudent from, Grade `pigave an explanItion in Yiddish
of the Judicial, System: Sanhedrin. 1' ,..._...-: ...

. The rabbi took a more rolewherf introducing boys fromithe
secondary forms. One senior boy was referred ito as 'our young
Chassid and scholar', and a group of fourth and. fifth form, boys is

....--

'yeshivah bocherimstudents of Talmudic high School.' A third filim
boy was introdused in glowing terms as a brilliant scholar and the'Son
of a rabbi in Sydiey, himself a noted scholar. The tone of the rabbi's'
comments undoubtedly indicated a high regard'for religioui scholar-
ship, whith he wished to convey to the audience. _. ..

The fourth4and fifth form boys gave a commentaryn almudic.
,tractate, reading in Hebkew with immediate translation iii.K English.
Commentary, counter-argurnents, and conclusion were discussed in
pilpulistic,diatectical style. The more senior student,i gave inditriduat,- ;

. _ 4

speeches.One, in Yiddishn the mitzyot associated' with Rosh Hashanah,
was, read with considerable maturity of style and oratclw,by a inatritu-y
lation boy. Alsb read was part of a letter on Rosh Hashanah from the
Lubavitcher Rebbe.

.... -.7

.9: Parsin(Yi0.)' rtions' (Hek. pl. The \4 Scriptural readings into
which the Pent at ch is divided. . . .

so: Two parashiyyotGepes4s tz:z-17:22 and 18:142:i4. . .
IL One of the 12 tractates into which the second order (Mood,:tAppointed times') of '

the six orders of the Mishnah is divided. Mishnos"--chapters vIthin a tractate:

77
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`The e-force was undoubtedly ,the performance of therabr:Ws
- .

. ion from Sydney. He gave a TIlmudic cpmmentary in Yiddish entirely'
fiorn memeryfor a period of some re; minutes. There was no faker
whatsoever; akhoUgh the delivery style was of monotonous intensity,
in a metallic tone, az&cking,the warmth of the matricidationoutlent.
-I had heard such inallorized recitals before.. On his Bar Mitzvah, the ,°

SO% of,a prominent Lublavitcher 'had giiivn the traclitionahTalnuidic
disCourse at the feast. W'hiCh folloWed Morning; Service., He spoke in. .

.Yiddish for nearly i s, minutes 'entirely .froin memory, while his rabbi
followed the speech from a written copAitulpobtrusively under' the..
table ,at which we were sittirigt 43oth. ancsi were undoubted -
feats .of me ory, but far froni uricomm9n in newish scholarship..

Rumbur ad it that this rabbi himself knew all five Books bf the
Pepiaten by heart.

On the Torah eveniri, many 1-'ff'14hole present in the audience
obVitimily appr'esiated the pi/put,and followed it clo'sely nodding at
points in the argument, and giving; spontaneous exc orations of
approval when it :was completed. The young Sydney sc Oars pg.,

.forniance drew Warriiapplause, from both theeaudiericand theabbi
personally. Swinging around triumphantly to Anse present, He tort.-
giatidated the boy, in ringing, Yiddish with a wart-filth that again

.' indicated the high value placed' on the knosPedge_ andskills,,the
evening 'dtgios trated. bespite. hiS obViouS however,
teaWards the end of the evening which ended at 9.30 p.m.; several
adults'shcrwecItsigns of wanting to .1e-av'e`but._,weie persuaded to
Key of the svaller boys were obviously over-excited andneeded
some 'firm controllifig at .tinies, although th..keynOte of the whole

, evertipg was its infortnality acfd homeliness. ;,
. .:InTeontrast, the &yam Ila-Torah Was a much more elaborate affair.
The new ,Scroll had arrived in Methounie,,sorrie; days earlier to an
enthusiastic vielcome (Plate 4). A formal iA*itation to .attencrkas
extended to the whole Melbourne. Jewish communityshrough a large, .

advertisment in the Jewish press, le.well as in a circular to parents
of boys at the school. The celebration, held on a Sunday morning, was

"very well' attended and 'resulted a packed, excited shul. -IXThen
arrived, there was the uinal jam* ,..of p'CoPle in the fOyer and outside.
Several': rabbis hustled =blind importantly in ohyious excitement.

.
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3 cERE,ADNrAL'ORDANIZATION OF TRADITION
5+

,

, The LubaVitchers were dressed in their kaftans and gariels. Other men
wore eith semi = formal or busineis suits. Children and women Also

. wore semi forrii41 clothing. The `sm'areatpearance associated with
Shariiids ..v *;-..oi.,so evident a; the Siyntn. - , '- '

`-inside e main NAN, Acrowd- surged around, the rear"table *here
.-

. the bors.41y4s4lling.silken,lapelliscidges foecitOdollars and i 8 dollar.:
ThescfShOWecr lettets chose). by irieirrber4.c& the congregation who
wished sn'lave them ritually inscribed in the new Scroll. They were
print?cf.izt blue on a 'silver background.. A senior boy came. up=and.

.:, 'WelCOMed me. He had two letters pinned' to his lapel. One! was in
7... memory of his urfcle who tlitt-,in a concentration camp, Ire:informed.

me, the otherWar for limself..Througliut thihIll there was:ati air of
;barely` soppreSsed"?ceiternendllatnd happiness; Peciple surged. around, .

....4"diers,. 7cArryingb.litdt..sons ..or daughteri. -. ..

..; :, After much shouting in-Yiddish and gesticulating,.twOaLirbavitcher
, :':rabh:q ManagetlbtO s4plierd elierybociy into the hall. We all s*doWn

..: nliedig-ck the curtains, andleered keenly down at the asserribled,
:.. r stoobronrid gossiping, Or juttwaitnig,The drotnienin the .balcojpf

..,,, .

!P7! en, waving to acquaintances: or relatives. It would be difficult for
ng haPpening'in the hall that would clot he noted: immediately,

.

to others and discussed.w*AniinatiOn.-- .,. . .. 7. 7

lSto.od asthe Ark Was opened by the rabbi, and all the Scrolls
filput: to be ;cradled. lovingly in the° arms. of other rabbis. It is

'.pratditihrial at a'Sirdti's.hat thee Scions ArAikengoubto Meet. the new
kl:Scrstill'and-acctiinpAnY 4 back so tar iishouldhcrt fe`ellOnely; As they ,.

i4reit').'procesSed.throirglithe.4411; men preSsed forward to kiss or touch
,t.heitit;seve.rently.' Children Were. lifted up to.see the Scrolls, and some .
4vere.held forward so thYlitoo qinch them.; The,exiitementIeyer

01c1 triaity;men riaVedIowa?d. the 'doors of the
leavitheir seats it:f&',ei. a.no___sirion` th:e'imitie

C 'die charting'z.and 'the. sornid: of 'aceiirnpafikd by an
accoLdia.n ; were lieard rrOm.-cnItsIde.' Through ihe doorway ea vie a ;

C,19Stered..Cldsi.ly 'atori51 4 'maroon and gold -.taimpy, Linde(
wrii rnciireita tabbi:cradlinirthe uew Scroll iii his arms, Four Luba.:
vit he ''rabbis held "tlta :thick; bandeel,white and red, poles 'supporting
the cal' Oiiy.,.;(Plites), the.earrkr.Cif the neW.'Scroll. 7

244.7ere 'other ri51:ois carrying the .old-Scrotli.. Boys. in schoolnunifbirn, 7 Si)

.6a,
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THE WAY of TitADITION

young Lnbavitcher rabbis and-ialmudical stuCienis were packed in a
tight Fircle around those carrying the canopy and Scrolls, each with
hisniands on-the shoUlders of-the one in front. All kept time in a fast

- but rhythmic jogging step to the chanting and mazurka-like tempo of
the musical instruments. The violinist preceded the group playing
energetically. Dressed in velvet coat and viivret yarmelkeh he ted

' a timeless picture that might well have been taken fro afe lean
Eastern European shtet1.12

Gradually the whole group fretted the Scroll the bimah. As they
prpceeJed, the Chassidic 'chanting and clapping were taken up by
others in the hall. Oreachitig the bimah,_the four poles-were placed in
sockets scat the canopy covered the platform. Underneath, all. was
great bustle and excitement, as "Obis mounted the steps to cluster
around the Scroll. By this time the bimah was very crowded. Fathers '

held children aboVe their he to watch what was happening as the
wrappings Imete carefully tend, and rabbis bent ver it to examine
the Scroll 4'

After a short prayer intoned from the bimah, the rabbi addressed the
audienceanostly in Yiddish, but odcasionally, translated his comments
into English. A tall, dominating 'figure in front of the parekhet, he'
spokes with passionate. intensity, ritmctuapng his comment. with
dramatic gestures, clenched,fists shaking or a finger stabbing the air-at
points of emphasis. This day, went the gist of his niessage, the CQM
munity welcomed into the shul a new Torah \ especially written in
Israel. The Talmud tells us to 'Write a Sefer Torah' bdt this is not the
culminating achievement. We do more than this. The high point of
writing a Torah is that it be used to teach Jewish children, and the
Torah must1never be forgotten. In carrying out the ceremony, the
community wants to see that all pasents makesurea that their children
learn the Torah as'the only real why of life.

-Several years ago there was a tragedy when the old shul had been
burned down and all its Scrolls destroyed. But if we recall this, we
must also recall that thousands or Torahs are being 'destroyed' in our
homes unlosr,their study is'actively pursued. Torah pervades the whole

12. The almost self-cohtained small, Jewish town which existed in Eastern Europe prior
to the Nazi holocaust. See.Zborowski and Herzog (1952).
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-., (' 4 .

a=noSp here of (nu. lives, ,ihrludiliktlitAltine. Accor mg to Talmud,
rabbi said,, every Jew is repr4sente(tOhe' Tom. e a letter, but

few are given the clianctolevtp -ding Tc- Stich- donor-
.Laities as there are should not he lOst :awl7: -2 should also'

ill that One could participate in the '7 a. letter al-
-bed, This is a great m4vah..
lie rabbi's concluding remark .;pziov` ok*-, JeCtple CO :he-

r7inah, with men and boy§ craning their is =7---,711'th careful
:7__.:u-iption of letters by the scribe (Plate -15 nail bovs Tied

Onto the bititah that the iabl3,1 frad'to out uore
e than his speech: 'Now-yOU kids, get = do,' -ut of it a:: Jet
:.ave more. room'. Obviously this if the Abe
S to Write each letter withOur making !,t-i- wool .ave

Nni a catastrophe., Considerable ritu:. 1-- a -c his
s!milders. He used" a snowy white quill -:n. cid

meticulOus care to4c oinplete the Se )odic r.
M.-- watching intently: One llad a ham:L. ;:.

'ed.
scripno7 we

Tncetin.: an
'. At

on for ,a consider
/riling in the hall,

all inscriptions cc.,
ok place ski; all

nd- apping accoml
ceremonis

for :he manipurat-
1)- -epresentativi. .

didynot
A brief pr

711.1 r =r that, aga
--feiences to

"Ern - _des r zurrent prob-.n
jcw5.

1h, e.retrztrny -_s a school assenibi-
's,, ied the boys in a r.

.4 ;aim: Tehillitn) for the welfa_
e:c a third- Former, who 'delivers

.,-Ars, r fifth foah boy, known fc:.-

ally
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THE 7 AY OF TRADITION

the, :eirLucrifice of 'Jews ch brought 1. -it frou_
Egypt the historical basis -...nerFesach F _ -:is, he ncludec

bring true anc rrlaiting -171c rt,;-oi conk
mentez. ttutlove of a fellov.- ivy/ (Ahavas . _:cant in a

z_nue.,The bOys-slr, t,.-remernb.r.- that ttIg a our for a
Jew was 1.:_lcluded in the M 1. of Ahay.z:

. .

Exp -,1.7e-secular
The

,; Three m-aiser expressive-sec lar'.:ert_-monifs occ-:r; dur.r.K the year.
In chronological order the .:crerr ',nv prefects Ater-
formall: inducted and a n-:,:r. -01 7T sta.fict-tficial_v far
welled, a ceremony ma7i ,N,r,

-"President of the World
Night. The first two were _nu in --
hall of the shul. The last
stage facilities, attached r an olc
the school.

CoUtent of ceremouiti

All the cFremonies were associate :::-.. vvic: 7 A..11,i:40 ( 1 . an -.--,...
':.. Great Tradition though, as will b --_,:tc-nt ..:oristijcra -tt ovr,lap --)f

the two occurred. Oproitunitit_ __.. '.i4.66. thr, vpr of lecti---e
.ritual reiating to schoo life are c-mr:-...: -,..!;-.-. .- ,..-!.-....31s at; . t el CCS :n
which -major discontinuities occu...: fc- ,itnils arid ,L 7- FX3111 tions

,..; ,,,and tests mark-the cornoletion of one -:na., .,+"" v.ork .11_ .,,,(rOri to
the next. CohOrts ofsen:or pupils leaIt- :1; Li,. ,ti :tt,.: .,.,= ached
retire, 'or transfer to other schools. : -.c AP t .31 , , Ye-, ,fres.t-:.

:coho'rt of junior pupils arrives, an :.:71d -- ,, In sen_ority.
Some ptipils change status by beco-- ._:.:: 7.7-t . , `I.:, :A:hers ._:sums
added responsibilities. new memb 7, cr 7._-, -; ; :,, . ,tae )chool Luring
the year importa1t persons visit sc-ools = idr - iNtrils. R..ot.:.:ine is ..

thereby disturbtd, especially if the -sit is _ ,-, :,- t-.....-, grant a
school holi a .

Discontinu c coiiectivel); ,.-..!cbrat.- r'., and it .,tance,
rituals of in uc n (prefects), -, !iccint ...-tv :

: , -- -11 (old
,t_staff)

'
and 15towets (Speech Nigi... . The ::..ret ._ h' these '-4

.. ..

Goldman:
the Sneer

1 :. --rte t' e man:
to :ne shill rr with

neon nuic. from
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CEREMONIAL ORGANIZATION CT TRADITION

take r ace are important opportunities for thOse in authority to make.
0ritual expression of major values of the school, its attitudes towards

social and world problems, its role in education, and the desired
condur:. and norms it expects of those attending it.. Such rituals at
conse=inal and cohesive' (Bernstein et al.,.1971 : I6o). They ser4e,.to
bind :zether staff and 'pupils in the form of a moral community with
a colier-ive identity based on shared values. An important component
in 'ceremonial is reference to the school's history and 'traditions as
measures of what should be done in the present, or should be done in
tke future. The school song, motto, and maxims of its founders are
invoked as tangible reMinders of allIthe school stands for and, hope-
fully, will continue to foster. -4 si

, .
Form of ceremogies-

After rive weeks of school- the firs-: major assembly was helck:All by
in the primary and secondary F.7ades were seated in class srpups,
together with their teachers to ii-.intain discipline.. At a long' white -
table facink the boys sat the Principal, the President of the
Councii, a,representative of the d Boys Association resident
of the Ladies Committee, and the est o hodcm the master who
had lef the school at the end of th year nd wlf was now being
rOrmally farewelled. The senior Ma er acted as master. of ceremonies.

The apparent rarity "oi assemblies was underlined by the senior
17raster, who. o ened proceedings by cceplimenting the boys on their

i-naviour. They were indeed worthy of tlje school. His brief intro-.
auctory speech &out the function of the ceremony was .liberally
i=erspersed by b.necdotal references to the Lubavitcher Rebbe, Hebrew
tc-rns and Talmudic sayings on the merits of the type of education the
school exists to promulgate.

.

..
The President of Council folloWed, and stressed two great. values

,
tia,_! school strives to maintain -the value of secular learning for future
careers and the broad base on which,;it should be maintained. This was
the school's ,program. of 'Orthodox religious studies which would

..,equip the boys,to go, into the future as good Je, .ncl fathers. They
should never forget their Jewish heiTtage. Thro ,,-it they would be
able to resist the obviously decaying morality and tefnptations of this
day and age, especially in the wider society. and 0university. The,

, d_ i
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THE WAY OF TRADITION

-..,

President then announced the name of the new prefects and associate
prefect's, and co limented them o_ n being selected to maintain the
standards. of the- sch of. . .

The Principal s eech expressed basically similar sentiments to those
of the. President of Council. He also referred to the Jewish tradi6on of
wishing departing friends 'plenty of naches' a term I was to heal- at
similar farewell ceremonies for members of staff during the year." He
also wished' the retiring teacher long life; and stressed that his damply
religious values had contributed gteady to the school, and Would aelp
hiin attain longevity. .

A similar blend of informality, Jewish folk style, and anecdotal
speeches characterized the much more important ceremony to welcome
Dr Nahum Goldmann during the lase weeks in the.school. year. The
'official gathering took place in the riining.hall; with all boys, staff: the
Principal, and distinguished guests present (Plate '7). A welcomingi
speech - from one of tie fourth form students referresi to the'school's
scholastic record. and function as a centre of schol(rship in Judaism,
particularly at the RabbinicalrCollege Whith is unique in Australia. If

'the, school can produce boys who will bring a spark of Yiddishkeit to a
w?Md whirl is slowly driftingaway,..he tated, then its foUndets will
have been successful."

.
In his reply, Dr Goldmann said that.the school was one of the great

miracles of Jewish existence. It was an inspiring Moment for him to.
see such an institution providing a full education sieeped ,in the great
traditions of the Jewish religion. He called upon th&students to retain
their solidarity ,with other Jewish communities, and with the Jewish
past. Without unity with the past, he stated, there'could be ndJewish
future.
4 Following another song from the choii, the official' party left.for a
brief tour of the school. It visited the adjoining girls school and YOtrah
Gedolah where Talmudic students`wefe hard at work. . . .

The final major expressive-secular ceremony for the year took plate

I
13. Nathes (Yidd.)' -used heie in the sense of psychological reward or gratification. More

usually employed to refer to the proud pleasure or joy gained from the achievements ..
of a child..

54. Yiddishkeit (Yidd.) 'Jewishness'; the Jewish way of life as expressed in the practices
of the traditional Jewish religion and its customs.
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C3EMONIA HG.1N1ZAT1O' ;444iiE Jsr

soon after -'61zr .__

Spe4ch Night i: =ding ..
establishments, Inc sc:aoo no
students had be actir_ng laird 7...pr
drain groupcc: :ranTvar.
had .hecn partio.2.- aa.

Proceedings it rr toe

the --hanukah period.
many educational

in the previous weeks,
ay -2..ns. The choir and
tte! -)art of the year

., ),

audience of parents
and boys from tr. .c.noci. No ned in seating, and
was noticeable he - asually lad out, scraped chair
.noisily, or carries Dt/1.1SiVf. ' and even during some
items. Alsi_ surpns; - as the ni 7 : yore neither a hat
nor yarmelkeii. Ch ran to 70. : C _ almost continuous
.undercurrent of n anc thi _mg 71. whole evening.

Before the actin neech corer --. Degan, the Principal
. called the audience _ ,ime se:- ace of o- .nc .2 small boy stepped

forward to light fiv = the c sr aii menorah standing
the shammas (`servant')
the others.1.5 As he did

.,.g in Hebrew. Scattered

on the right-hand c rer 'of ,:agc
candle first, from w .1 he :-17,-nceuclec.-

so he intoned the ritu,_

`Ain'ens' from the a2_--=ence
Following a nurr=.of gs

.a sixth form studen- zave tr .

Iants.using the by no-.7-.
references to Talmta id the
is of a special kind =_ vhicE se. pia .eciuc.
iously with a-thorou7=- 2W1S17 acetion. S _
considerable succr- ieadin: .o
counter the grea .1.1:22-,er 07 tni
community.

But what is, ar- 11, w do
Talmudic style. 7.-1 rld1
honours and schd.;;
and obtaining de--
ful. But `success

15. The additional
candles.during

w and dramatic items,
behalf of the matricu-..

rical s: .-le with frequent
.nd Hebrew. The school
a is combined harmon-
o-eparation had been of
produc:ng Jews able to
2-11 threatens the Jewish

ieasure. <-c-c=s, came the question in
-ins, pass 1g examinations, winning
ng tn-_:rversitis-: and technical colleges,

and 31-D-ietnas, students nad been highly success-
:so b refined in :-err_.A of students' integrity, .

.

the menz-zi: from which are kindled the other.
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THE WAY OF TRADITIC

character and hor :!styin ;nom Menchlekeit. us, apart from a first-
class secular educ...lion, the scho, also aims tc fi.- to its students the
message of how .) vnduc one s life in a pr -wish manner.

7--

To Ine a Jew, an lea, . lire cOmpatibc the traditions of
Juclaisin.,- the speaker wel a. needs a certai: ._gth of character, a
purposeful dire._-::on, .an:. .ilsci of understan ::., - the real values of
Judaism. However it is -1- sufficient to ge .:- ..:.:izOt into Jewish
history, or 'obtain knowl, ...,. o eligions laws jAr ,. and .the. Bible.
At the school th con,- _al.:. wit gaining an ...trorec:-....zon of Gemara_

Tosapho. ,z,ri I, .. .:...--....: oth cofnmer=ie he aim is to
e a yearni.., :.:-cn for future knov-,!;..Q: _:_-:. to combine

' wledge ":7.1C:.:.

The followi7- ..er s comments also srress :. Tem value of"thr
training in To ; Agi received. So great :-,ad i that when
two Or more r-- --T* wn to discuss Torah, Lae sWholiness was
with them at . tn.. i Torah would be taken oc into the world.
More importa.. would be returning r a year's higher
study in the Y ah . This last remark dr: ---- -rontaneous.and
warm applaus.. am , auai- ence. A longiniecdor :-wed in typical
question, answ4-- quesrmitstyle likening- Torah r ail used to fill
the menorah ire Ara: ties in the Chanukah stc .cii boy woulc..
take out into oric -' ion of the 'Oil' of qui:. Even a little
Would be SUfil "3.1,: :a k_ . a them going through*as observant Jews.

)Both speed 71-e ; lixture of secular and ,ous themes. The
former, in par., ,.4r. --,--__-red to the du 'le school and the
criticism it far:. on -:.-ac in the Jewis comm, ; for trying to do
the two thing: d p--_trinz religious studi be :

-
ticular studies. The

latter had no: _±-ered, ;... the students'. etw to is spoke for.
.... themselves. ,

Following a_-_-.c c_ group of _items, which, 1:sce the f t, reflected
both Jewish ar._ non-Jewishinfluences, the Speech Night concluded_
Although greatly different in style from those tat other independen:
schools organize, it nevertheless contained al. the' elements of an -

DS. Xelenchleken (Yidd.)behaviour characteristic of an upright, honourable, decent
person.

17. RambanMoses ben Maimon (Maimonides). A noterphilosepher and. codifier who
wrote important commentaries on the-Torah.

<

1\ 5- s.
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CERgMONIAL IRGANIZATION OF TRADITION

expressive- secular ceremony: stress on the vilues'of the school, and
their accompanying atItude's Ind goals. It had also been itu occasion
for the school 10 promote itself and its ideology to the public

kistnimental-secular ceremonies'
The program

Ceremoniesof the type cited above comprise relatively'lar e-scale,
public; collective rituals with broad consensual and cohesive functions
The two' instrumental-secular ceremonies described below :wee also
public,, but smaller in scales and more diffuse than truly collective in
that dies t'ook*place on a.number of occasions and at various locationS
in the school. They were the parent-teacher e.venings held separately
for primary, lower-middle,'and senior gradel, and the schodr Op?
Day. They took place during the middle and end of the'Year iesfieetively.

,Content of ceremonies
.

The' ideological basis of instrumental-secular ceremonies is strictly
concerned withith school's pedagogical functions. Their ideal aim is
to promote good public relations between parents and school staff in
the interests-of both pupils and school. Meetings, betweet. parents and
teachers are tremissed on the assumption that a discussion of a boy's .,
problems and°p6ssible solutions fDr them will improve what is being
done for his vocational training. Such meetings are also opportunities
for teachers to.explain modern teaching methods, clarify the reaspns
for setting, or omitting to set,' homeviork, and assure) parents of the
effectiveness o'ieducational practices used at the school. 's

Open Days enable parents aikd others`to see the school `?n show'.
il

,Work accomplished during the year is disWayed; pwt( ''P br.ng4*
'given tol'iterns such as'artrand craft,. maps and diagrams, ?rojc, . Loi,,ers
_which can Ire' pinned up.or put dtit to create a dramatic visual show. .-

1.--,Parents are also-able to sit in on lessons.to see classes at-wo'rk, or watch.

demonstrations" in such subjects as Drama, Sport, Music, Science.
iv both types of teacher-parent,interaction there are clear manipu-

lative ef irffentr. Either individually at face -to -face meetings, ar collec- ..,
tivsly as as 121 , there is the tacit tuiders

v
among teachers that

while4heir work may be ticized up to a oint, beyond this they can
defeind their actiOns on e .grounds of pr fessional competence.and

..-
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t'

training not, possessed by tl-, iyarz--_-_si Interviews are highly ritualized

v ./ . .

to provide room for. a teac': -.7- tr ::::anouevre efensively if he encoun-.
1 tors parental ctitiCism..Disc.;i: ,fork and demonstrations are often

deliberately contrived, not nt.----:..-=1,- to deceive parents, but at least to
present the best side of schc .-. worL. c y concealing the less d irible and
humdrum. Attificillity an: .. ze7.-min hypocriSY are Onack owledged.
ideological corollaries of

W...4.:11: parent-teacher encounters. This rarely ,. i -
escapes the notice of any pupils who marbe present, '

Form of ceremonies ' . -

The parent-teacher intervic'.9 in whichil was involved illustrited m t
Of thestkleatures. Before we ettled down t meet teachers individua ly4
one of the senior masters ga. ie a sort speeth of. welcomp-in which e
stressed the essential aim of :Lae eveningto discuss chiles* progress
on. an individual basis; at '_=rviews that should -lie restricted to about
to mindteS each. After a ii..theil official e6tpression-of pleasure, that so .
many parents had turn(' ip, We 'started our. interviewing on an
individual basis. The Op= Day has the same emphasis. The respon-
sibility

..

of greeting pare ..ss a whole is largely the school's', but
individuals are met by teachers in their own classrooms. This gives
them the opportune to interpret what the school is trying to do, and
display the work'ate d on-.going activities of the 'claisroom that furdter

. --convey the message.
4

The ethats,,,of LL -iool i

I,Ldie orb we descripi,

-tc -1,
1-'

__c ceremonial life,of the school an4-its
agsZtiated community,- .c can .see something of the ethos thaMets
the overall tone of behaviours. ThiA is 'the culturally standardized
system of olianization f the instincts arid- emotions of the individuals' -

113atesbn, 1938 :rt 1 the Lubaxitcher School toniplex. Not ,

only do boys learn the knowledge and appropriate behaviours. for the
7 ceremonies and rituals, but they also 'Icarh their affectual and emotional

connotations: AS Dawson has suggested (t969b-; too), forms ofleaCing
that-take, place under emotional, affect-la& and highly 'ritualized
conditions generate values and attitu es which become rmly held
later in life, and are highly resistant change. Such coal Cations are ,

very apparent in the relisjously o ental cesemonies, b t are also
AIN
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prfsent in many of the expressive secular ceremonies in their =Oasis
4n yiddishkeit and the religious basis for living. They are least apparent

in the instrumental-secular ceremonies,' ;ut the'occasions when these
are held are relatively limited, and ditertly touch on the least number
of boys. Althouglt.both secular and sacred experiences are available.
in the school's ceremonial life, it is ear that those relaidd to the in teat

-Tradition predominate.
The 'way of tradAl2-appears, an outside obsecver. to be highly i

charged emotionally. A certai file and intensity pervade ingny
astivities, and reach their' peak i both ties of religious' ceremonies.
During these-there is a marked 'nforniahity combining Jewish folk
and rlkious components. Speeches are declaimed Father than woken
du-evagh, the medium of °Hebrew, Yiddish 4'114 nglis li . Gestures are

i. dramatic, and speeches are liberally sprinkled with references to the/
Bible and the Talmud. One feels that heights of fervour and eupliplia
can e reached as quickly and as easily as depths of anger and sorrow.
One nsin the shul, 4vith all the connotations . Erred to above.
Worshippe s h ve a certain swagger, even an ar ogance. Exuberance
characterizes thos ceremonies such as .5,trwhas Torah at which cele-
bration is oblisa ory. Surprising informality and even casualness occur
o e most sol rim occasions such as the Morning Service pf .Yum

g

Kippur, and tend to obscure its moments of deep devotion that n-
scends the 'Mundane, and lifts" worship tolreat heights of re!, ous

, ,- experien4 atd emotiral impact. The etheii of LuobavitCher Sc ool
shares all these components, and.providcs the context iti which b s

. tackle the difficult task:4f mastering the knowledge offered by
traditions. .

s
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The Fbrmal O- rganization of Kn.owlevIge
. , . ,...,----...-e IP .....

1

'Taking a
...1,

commonsense view of educatiAn, one thinks of the foinial
-,curriculum in a school as the major sotke of knowledge gained by
pupils They act as' relativety passiv recipients of ready-ma& infor-
"mation communicated by the teach The`howview are taken up in Chapter 8, in. w 'eh the concept of the coimter-

sk ortcomings (isUCh. A

inifing curriculum is developed. Fir the purposes of-this chapter,...
Ckypr, I adherab the commonsense view, and examine how Imowle g e
.irlatirig to the tw ra itions is formally Organized within the ool.,

_ .

of knowledge
%

The selec o rally valued knotedge isrefrt of thE curriculum,

which also includes other learning experiences available to pupils.
r 'Musgrave has suggested (1973' : 7) that the stock of knowledge' offered

bymot sehools 'can be divided into two. par0'.",There is, first, academic.-
knowleci-which is largely written- forth, and r,elates toleamed
disciplines,'' The second part is 'bahay. iO.intal-. knowledge, whichlin-,

1 eludes knowledge'ofolle behavioural norn-is ri tfze
. S-clipol represents two 'societies', and it is doubtful whet*rr a siMple

dichotomy 'of the..typeNusgravp proposes adequately accounts for the .

_stock of knowledge it communicates, tb theAckya. A similar reservation
must be ,held about compatrible religious denominational/ schools;
and suggests. that lease onea4clittonal citegoris required.

Academic Iciowledgeodems.logicallY relaxed to the 'secular', farIttion-:
pf such-schr,41s; that is, the: preiparatiori of their clientele; for future
occupations in societ31 Musgrave notes YoLiit.1 that 'it is preserved and -

*largely added to by Acational:institutions at the tertiary level; or
i"csaar" ch 'institutions of a' similar status',.'"*Thii is a characteristic' which
,,,,vas noted about the developmar oPthe academic triditipn in Awl'. l
tralia,and is an additional. justalEitiOn foi.eqtisting 4cademic

...
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FORMAL ORGANIZ,LTION OF KNOWLEDGE

.
ledge witil the largely secular domain of the school.

.There is, incwever, a bildy of knowledge that cannot be thcluglit of
as academic. This is the corpus. of religious literature. Agrekl, ibis in.'

. written folun, and is preserved. But -in the pcasp.ofLubavitcherclio
at-least, the notion that itico'uld be added 10,iet alone modified, b

...-- -.tertiary ihstitution Would be heretical: It is transcendentally tierived.Or
/divinely revealed knowledge,. and is immutable, in'contrast to the

empirical derivation of the ..len-O4edge in the academic, tradition.
AlthOugh it plays An important,patt in determcninz. beliaviourat*-

,knowledge adqptect-by.the school, the boidf. knowledge:`'
can be considered separately, frog the poireof view its derivation,
ai-super-empirical knowledge: It is logically related t e -r=tTraditiori

and the `sacredfunction of-the school, that tl r oduction of
Orthodox Jews. ;

Accordingly, thiee catego 'es of knowledge are adoThtet1 for analyt
cal purposes: academic kn9 vledge, superLempirical knowledge, and
hehavionracknowledge. The last,is concerned with what Berger and
Luckmaturrefe to as `recipe knowledge' (19'71: This is `pfrag-
matiCallY necessary knowledge', andused for `t4e.mastery of r9litine `'
problems': As Musgrave notes (1973, :TO); .because 1z)f the situational
nature of behaviour, 'educational organizations need to loafs their
teaching uEbn the values underlying the respeetabi4?y_they are trying
tolnetdeat .

.

...Ae ge.
. ,

The edge offered by the secondary scliool through
ttie.,f1 ''1'.'4 is, narrow and. non-vcationaf. `Ent,ichment,
non-acadernic uch as Music, Speech; and Drartia, are not ..
offered. rren "A; offered in the first and second-forms, but is .,..
dropped thereafter:

Subjects 01 the lower' and middle sciwor -

, lirinlar subjects are offered to first and second 'farms: Hebrevy (3);
English. (6), Ma'theinatics (6), Science (1), Art (i,), History (3), French
.(2), Geography (3). The figures in,brackets reflt-to the nuniber of.0-
minute periods allocated to each subject. English and Mathematics get-

'twice as much time as any other academic subject. Art and French get.



THE WAY. OF TRADITION'

least time, and are not 'co Idered by the boys or staff as :real' subjects,
but rather token -bits of ore_ liberal studies. The latter owes its
existence as much to the per nal enthusiasm of the teacher, in charge
as to the official policy of th school. .., .

The subjects availal:ilespt third forM are basically similar to those, in
the lower forms but show 4n increased academic bias. Art and French
an dropped, their place being taken by Commercial Practice. Hebrew is
nchv theZnly foreign lap' geage taken. The same number and distribution
of period's areallocted to subjects as in the first and second forms. .

,Fourth farm tales the same subjects but the amount of time alio--,i mtccIto some isnincreased in line with recommendations in the'VUSEB
Hartdbook: Hebrew (4), English (6); Maihem;t4cs (6), Science (4),

N

Geography (4LHisttilr. (4), Commercial Practice (4). This increases the
demand' on time by four .pariocis so chat bciys work later in the after-
.noon and have .two science4periods on Sunday morning. . - ,

.

.4 The senior soh0Qt l-?*ricua ,..r

. . r
The organizkion of knowledge in the two senior forms of the school
sho-ws an even greater academic bias than in lower forms. Every en-
deaVour is made to provide opportunities for boys to- take either;,
science or4umanities grOupings of subjects. Fifth form 9,ffers Hebrew,
English, -Mathematics 1, Mathematics 2, Physits, Chemistry, Eco-
nomics, Social Studies, Geography, Modern History, Commercial
Principles, Accounting., These are significantly reduced' in sixth form,
with a sciences to apparent,apparent, to English Expression,' Applied
Mathematics, General Mathematics, Pure Mathematics, Physics,
Chemistry, Austialian History, Economics, Social Studies. All subjects
in fifth form are allocated fiye periods, with six periods in sixth form.

The significant omission at the latter level. is Hebrew. The standard
attained by the boys is so high,' due to constant contact with the subject
in both secular and religious studies, that they are 'able to take the
matriculation examination if desired on the basis of their won p to
and iricluding the fifth form.

The role of examinations in the curriculum
Internal examinations and tests

Examinations at all levels are the rule rather than the exception in the
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FORMAL ORGANIZATION OF KNOWLEDGE

school. Tinie is allOcated at the end of each term for the .first four
forms, to sit internally set and marked examinCtions or tests. Some
teachers augment these results by cumulative tests during the term.
Although such a system can provide teachers with opportunity , to
devise their ow'' ip courses, the majority at the school appear to follow
those suggested \by the VUSEB. These also incorporate textbooks
which, it is well recognized, have been N-Vritten with such courses in
mind. By teaching the textbook one teaches the course but innovation,
creativity wad experimentation are thereby inhibited.

My own attempts to move outside such constraints by devising
special geography courses for the third and fourth forms were received

, uneasily by the boys. Compared with last year's teacher they were so
r different. Besides, he only required them to get one textbook whereas

at fourth form I wanted the boys to have thrde. Why was this necessary ?
... And so on.
External examinations

. Besides the examinations set within the school, in fourth form boys
are eligible to sit for the since discontinued Commonwealth Secondary
Scholarship Examination (CSSE). This is set and "marked on an
Australia-wide basis by officers of the Australian Council for Edu-
cational Research (ACER) on behalf of the Commonwealth Depart-
ment of Education and SCience The ACER is a Melbourne-based
independent organization with test development as one of its chief
activities.

The examination consists of four sections or papers testing Written
Expression, Comprehensign and Interpretation (Sciences), Quantitative
Thinking, Comprehension and Interpretation (Humanities). These
papers are spread over two days in late July. The examination is highly
competitive, and sets out to test academic ability and skills-rather than
the possession of knowledge. As the memorandum to heads of schools
makes clear;' the examination is intended to, be a predictor ofphe pupil's

, 'likely success in matriculation studies two years hence'.. Scholarships
for the,next two years of education are offered in terms of the order of

°Merit in the examinatio9. Success in obtaining a scholarship undei-uch
competitive and searching conditions thus not only earns economic
rewards in terms of support for further schooling, but also gains con-
siderable kudos for the successful pupil and his- school.-'
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TfEE WAY OF TRADITION

At the
,

fifth form leve?all academic work is oriented towards the
School Leaving Certificate examination at the end of t.he year in late
October and early November. This is taken externally, and constitutes
a terminal qualification for those leaving scho.ol. More commonly,
however, it is a necessary step towards proceeding 'to the sixth form
year and Higher School'artificate (HSC), formerly the Matriculation
Exarinitation. To' enter for:this a pass in at least four subjects of the
School Leaving examination is' required. However, most candidates
prepare for five or sixsubjects, as English mustibe passed as one of the
four subjects-needed to enter for the Nigher School ertificat6 exam-
ination. It must also be passed at HSC level, along .with three other
subjects, for the candi;late.to qualify for consideration for a place at
university.

The School Leaving examination thus assumes a much greater
importance than the kinds qf examinations in fourth form. It is firstly
h desirable terminal qualification for employment when a student
leaves school. A candidate- must obtlin four subjects arranged in
specified groupings before proceeding to the Higher School Certificate
year, and both 'certificates are -ficeded as one of the pre-requisites for
university selection.' It presents a formidable hurdle for boys to take.

- In the school, this pressure is compounded by the difficulty some
boys have with English, when Yiddish or another language is spoken
at home. The school also presents its candidates to the final examination
externally at unfamiliar examination centres er the VUSEB Grade

6 B system. It has not received Grade A acc e itation to set and award its
own internally examined. Leaving Certificate. At least in the fourth
foim, examinations apart from the C.SSE are set and marked internally
by staff at the school,.thus partially reducing the strain.

'At the fifth form level examinations arc of three types. Internally
set and marked examinations take.plate at the end of first term. There
are no formal examinations in second term, though progress tests arc
set. However, very early in third tern% the fifth and sixth forms take
the optional practice examinaticAset by independent, external exam-
iners Under the auspices of the Incorporated AssoCiation of Registered
Teachers of 'Victoria (IARTV), This is an intlependent organization

a

I. The candidate must have passed in English,'a branch of Mathematics or of Science,
a humanity subject. The examination has since been discontinued.
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I

Concerned mainly with placing staff in non-Bove :.-_inent, registered
_ (independent) schools. It maintaiqs its own teacher training college in

M' elbounie;tand orga4izes the setting and distribution of the practice
SChool Leaving,and HC tests held-in late September to early October.
Although constructed and pUblished by external examiners, these ire
sat for in the schools \and marked by members of `school staffs. Alter- .

/ natively, schools can set their own examinations for the end Of second
term.

The main Sch6o1 Leaving examination papers are set by panels pf
examiners ap'poitited ,for., every subject by the Victorian Universities
4nd Schools ExaMitiations Board, in collaboration with the various

,..- subject Stariding, Committees of tlfe Board. The examination is.taken
at special centres throughout the State. These are in public halls, large
,chools with fiilities which have been approverbby tht\Board to-apt-..

i as centres, and, in the ,case of Melbourne, at the large Exhibitikn/
' ° Buildings in the city itself.

Similar administrative condition's operate for the HSCexatnination,
though for this both the preparation and supervision are muclenore
stringent. The, chai n of each examiners panel must be from a
tertiary education, rganization, and not frOm a school which does not
present for the e tertal examination, as may be the case for the School
Leaving.. The SC examination- is ed for university selection, and
high merit des may qualify for the award of a Commonwealth
Ten' cholars'hip, which wi university fees and cost of
books, and provides towards maintenance of-the recipient. The HSC
is also a terminal qualification for the school leaver. -

With such reards at stake, competition for success in the HSC
examination-.igintense. Pupil§ usually take at least four subjectsthe
minimum required for a pass at one sitti while many attempt five.
For university selection purposes, results t the best three are counted,
excluding English expression for whic rades are.not awarded, the
subject being marked or a pass/fail basis.

In contrast to t e gradually inei-easing severity and external character
of the assessme t from fourth to sixth forms, that in the middle and

2. This was the ca in 1969. In 1971, the VUSEB introduced the grading system for
English Express' . Notefurther modifications to the external examination system

. have occurred s c this date.
f
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lower school is far fe:s rigorous. Whereas preparaL:an for the .CSSE,
the*School, Leaving and 1.-1$,C examinations imparts _erection and Moti-,
vation to both teaching and learning, work.,at the lowei- levels has onil
the incentive of being preparation-for transitionupwards -to the next
levek There are no similar reWards do compete for as in the three
senior forms.. However, the donfinance of the _highe .1cveloover the

directionof'the curriculum is very apparent, and onfirms its pro-
nounced academic grientation and adherence to the academic tradition...

- (
.Sitpen,empincal knowledge 3
The basis of the buliculurn content . .

. . Three closely related and interdependent bodies of knowledge con-
*stitute the basis of the for' Mai curriculum of the Great Tradition:;They
are the Bible (TeNaCh), the - Talmud and Sch:Ichan Arucyi:' TeNaCh =a
contraction of three words- comprises the Torah (;Instruction' ,1a4).

,Netiritn (.`Prophets'), and Ketuviet CV.4itings'or giographal The
first is made up of the first five books of the Bible humash or Penta-
teuch), the second comprises.the Early Prophets (Ne !relit; Rishonim)
and Later Prophets (Nevi' 4haronim); the .thi "is a collection of
miscellaritous books of historical, devotional, pktiz-, dramatic and
narrative literature: This comprises Psalms, ProVerbs, and therBt;ok of
Job, together, with the Five Scrolls (Mgiitoth), the most irinportan't
which is the Scroll of Esther read at Puiim.' . fr-

Torah is the foundation cs£ religious and. ethical instruction: Fbr
centuries it has furnished the prinCipal curriculum of Je-virish education
in which the child 'begins. his schooling, 'and returns/ to again and
again. To ihG Orthodox Jew it is the supreme and unquestioned authority
in religious life. Together with Neveirn and Ketuvitn,lit furnishes the

'spiritual roots of t1. Talnid.' This embraces both the Mishnah and
Gemara, the former being stressed in the curriculum at 'the school.
The Mishnah can be thought of as a teXiboOkrather than a code, and

. gives the essence of the, Oral Law and ancient -tradition as it Was
'known to. the sages during the period Culminating in the compilation
of the final authorized vetsion C. 220 C.E: The Talmud is, in effeit,

3. I am indebted to the Director of Religious Instruction at the school for the infortnaK-:
tion on which this section is based, though the comments and interpretation under
the sub-heading Some comments on methods of institution are entirely mint:.
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a body of jurisprudence fulfilling the injunction of the Men Of the.
Great Assembly tc. `make-a fence around the *Torah' (Avot 1.1).4 Not
surpriefngly every page of the Talinud is filled with cittaigns,
Chuniash.

.... The Schulchan Aiuch of Joseph Caro first published inei5.5 is a
convenient codification- of Jewish law angl "practice derived from the
Talm . It is divided ,into four parts. Orach Chayyim deals with the

...ritual o ligations of daily life from waking to sundown.. Yoreh.Deah
rivals mainly 'With- dietdrir and ritual laws including.mourninF, vows,
respect to parents, chafity; etc. Eudi; ha-Egr deals with personal status,
marriage, divorce, efE, and Choshen Mishpetiteinbrateshe enure body*;

\Qof Jewish civil law as far as it is applicable under Diaspora conditions. 1
. til:lequent writers further yondensed.`this codification, and the -Kitzur .

MiTtchanAr.uctil is also a basis for the curticulum, esyecidlly iiir the
boys in. loans:

i
, .

a -
-

"- 7 , -.,--
*Organizatiori of religious instructiOn

.e-

Boys start the Talmud (Mishnah) in 0ra-de. .5 by tradintio' n at. Baba
Metziah (Aramaic'Tge Middle Gate'), with small portions

an
accepting liabi for damage. At this level, possibly noJ more hant

Slityof the, easier ractates concerning responsibility for property,. and

one or two pages are considered durin the entire year. -Study of the
Mishnah Eontinues in _greater depth, and deals with More content, as a
boy proceeds up the school. He tackles sections fro
in higher forms, such as ;those dealing With-parr'
iaibitions. on Shabbos. In senior forms, for instance,
logical developments suc as having to tarn...on a light switch are
explored in,relationlo e traditional prohibition of work on Shabbos.
By sixth form, boy mar be tackling some 26 pages of the Talmud
during the year at much deeper levels of interpretation and sophis-
tication.: Stara at Baba Metziah, seven or eight tractates are dealt
with in _all, 4d the progress of the boys is geared to those tractates

o studied in much greater depth at the Yeshivah Gedol4h so that the boys
can receiye coaching and 'personal. help after school from the rabbinical'
students:

ffetent tractates
e, divorce, pro-

dem techno-

>

4. Men of the Grt4eaAssemblyA spiritual and legislative assembly of the. post-prophetie
era (c. zoo B.c.E.) consisting of between 85 and izo sages.
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The stddrof Chu ti
a

ash with'commc mary by.R shi starts,in Grades4
vand 2 wish Genesis, d proceeds systematically through the s bsequent

books gr e by "grade until ll FiveBodks have been comp eted, and
As)udy ins afresh fioni the beginning but at greater depth. Some
confide Lion is gived us other sections of TeNaCh, especially Nedim,
but is ne essarily reorictea due to lack of time. However, by the end I

*heir schooling the boys will'have covered the majprity-of-TeNaCip:
Study Or.the kitzurrtchulehan Aruch in lower grides- anckthe

abridged veision in Nigher_ forms qkes platy mair4b befori each")
F stival:leonsi derable time is .clevated`t studying its REnal ws and

vemonial observances. However. the rSchu an druch. is studied on l-
ather otc sions-though, in comparison *idi re Ch and the,Talmitd,
less ti le devoted to it.

A feat& of the cutrieultim* for the secondary fornis is tire gradual
introduction of-Chassidic philCSophy in conjunction With studies of
Chumash. In Forros 13Rd.2 teachers Might exiikin Chassidic inter e-
tations of the weekly poiiionof Torah once or twice a week. Illstru
tion would be giveri orally.with pOils taking notes. No formal tex
book of chassidus is used. Ho ever; by Form 5, pupils are able to
start tackling the main philosophy in some depth, and are inpoduced'
to some parts of Tanya which is the basis of the Lubavitcher (Chabad)
philosophy. Once again, lack of time liMits what can be tackled.

How tr tional are these elements of the' curriculum? In origin they
are very cient, datingback to biblicl times andthe pqs t-bibli cal period
during 'w eh' the 'Oral Law was gradually compiled and finally
approved in its authorized f m.. We can gain some insight into
Lubavitcher w t radi Tonal Orthodox Jewil edtication
should be from an ac t of thecontroversy between Rabbi'
Menachem Mendel,' 'Tzernach Tielele....,,of the line of Chabad-
Chassidic traditio d propodents of the Haskalah during
the.fiVe-year period a 7845. r

-In reply to the Russian Bureau of Religions' unacceptable proposals
for the curriculum of Hebrew schools, the Tzemach Tzedek made a ,

5. Haskalah (Heb.)'Enlightenment'. The movement among Jews of Easrm Europe
in the late ti3thtcith centuries to acquire modem European culture.and secular
knowledge.

9
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k -. l, ,' .
j ' number of 'cogent nia in.a lengthy_Iparn-Phlet. Among his many %

i points were the fol, -ag, iri which'wf can detect the. essential roots 5.'elt

.1 of the religious proz_-__:n of the school-(Schneetoht), 1962 : 71 ff): ,

,.. The wc;r1 of Ire Torah arc eternal, true, -ancfust. 4:bisomust 4,-
.

.sk) impressed. upon the minds lipa hearts of the pupils a the outset. (Yoreh
beah#145,1,: 'Ode is obliged' to tc*h his,.son the ritten Torah in,its
'entirety

en the curriculum recetehly issuaifear Government' schools for Jewsf
explicitly staty, that first giatrehildren are to stIdytlic firstetookssfthe
Pentateuch anal the Mishnayos of the Tractate Shabitos. In die' lecond,
gradc.they are td complete the Pentateuch, Joshua, Judges,Samuel, King;--3

Isiah(
Jeremiah, Psalms,: Proverbs, Esther, Mishtiayos BrAchar

..cDrders of, Festivals,..Civil Law, and SacrifA, Talmud Tracts a,.
Succah, Pesachjm, and Sha os,. and nap sea-ions of the ,chulchiln ruck
(as plannechn 1843 by the trosion).-The curriculum stiputtes411 th
.bovks'of ale Bible, Mishna, itroPTalmud, with noihentiom of omiisions)

In
it

view of ehe opes of. religious teaching staff employed at. the/
school and particularly the developments which have taken place since.

study; the Organization of i st Chassidic communities under the
zemach Tzedek's direction ' of interest. Their religious staff

consisted.of

Rabbis shochr 'who- were also charged the -.Rabbi with
organizing pub. "AN, up for Mishna, Talmud, halacho,.. agada, and
Chassidus), in, _

.The

moshpi' ya was a Chassid chosen y the
Rabbi to be 7,onsibie :or Chassidic traininz, especially o young
men and boys old.: 6o).6

Some comments on -nethods of :pm-ruction

Several feattifes nerentiate the formal curriculum of the . Great
Tradition from that of the academic tradition. Firstly; a hierarchical
arrangement of subjects gride by grade is absent. Ptogress in -the.study
of Charna.k.h, the Misimalv and Schulchan _-fruch is highly individualistic,
and depends' on the capabilities of the students and interests- of the
teachers. Thus it is not possibic to specify exac:iy what' is studied grade
by grade. There is a close parallel with E:: :cm European tradition. 'The
geneial principle of the yeshiva is in _.:iper.:.ence and self-reliance.
The program of study allows for inf=te variation' (Zborowski

6. The Directoi- of Rcligious-Stucii=s at Lubavit.-:cr School wo:::ci be the equivalent. of
the otashpi'y,:.
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. .
Herzog, 195.2 97-98). Seco ndly, tradition has had tol,defento the
emanqs f secular work aryl the inrNds this manes' into upils

, ,
tikne,

'energy, and. capacity for ,stained Iewighl studies. FOr inst ce, it used
'customs in the t.aditionai quiet or el4kentary ockfor the

study of Chu cornme ce at t'Xitic This is ncsw skipped and,
,left for older while The y urger start with Genesis.

However, even this is no an invari eqmoc:e_dur-e-ertd-depehds on iklie
ability of pupil'? and the teacher's r ferences.

Thirdly, _several importarftlipe ogrcar techniques are rn ploys
for all studies. Avtilular'y izI hig 1e forms, -boys work it dZviduallyL'
at the Talmud in small g ups which iarelexceed four. filey alsb
wprk at their own pace.It s also a fcl'm of 'spiral etIrriculum:
ciperates. A 'boy may tack e.a pact of Chumash in a junior grade,
gresis. to other plit as e proceeds through-the ..0ool, but senor
forCs return to the plart e first studied but tackle it at gieater depth
and gig- oY. This applies particularly. to Chumash. In the Talmud, on
the other hand, though some spiral4endency is apparent, study is a
matter of progressing from topic to topic (tractate to tractat )
increasing depth and complexity. Fourthly, a great deal of the
riculum emphasizes the acquieion of knowledge (the cqgnitiv
domain) and certain skills such as those necessary to sustain a 'discus-
sion on a passage from the Talmud in higher forms.

Behavioural knowledge 0--

Behavioural norms and values of the Great Tradition

Solomon's dekription of traditional Jewish educatioin (i 13 : 174)
indicates clearly how closely the school has moaelled prOgram of
religiOus instruction on traditional practice. It is also the source of the
'ideal' behavioural norms and values that the boys shou follow.

S
'The traditional curriculum of Jewish studies was textbc and subject -

`centred, divided into stages based on the study of the ,:ntateuch, the
MiShna, and the Talmud. Whereas.intellectual knowledge was the basis
of the carriculum, the goals of cducation included bot:7 cognitive and
affective objeCtives, meaning 'knowledge; behLvionr, th acquisition of
values, and the training of character.

The assumption is made at \the school that _earning knowledge of
Torah will lead to the adoption of the eon- .ct behaviours set out

I00
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thereiN4 the 613 Prettpt-,(Ple. taryag mitzvd),, orterrhmarAmeht's of
the Law of Moses. ese tc sub&vIdefil' into L1.8 positive an 365

/negative preq,ep T e co cept of Torah. connotes ',guidon , and
`clirection' an irl plies that knOwledge 4 TOrah prbiic19s an individual

... with a prograyi o norms and valites to guide both his most piiiiite
. actions and his relasions4ps with the community. Chassidim -lis, in -

,
factions

an -tethiclealid. esthetikinteriiiiretatiOri-Of the div,Ip'p. ikeals 4.

i ".c. embodied' in the 613. 14ecegts,ofJudaism: The elerhents of Liaiii-tcher
philosirphyt to which the boys are exposed, thus save the effect A

. reinforcing the values and norms learned in their more formal studi
.. (9.

As was clear itrielaapter 1, thq-dom=nt ihe of behavioural
..-- knowledge insof3i hs it ref rs t inperso-Fiff -ela, nihip's,,:ishe

,(^"' concept of imitatid.Dei. This dcvelopeAth the rahbini 1 injunction:, o
As He is merciful ant gracious, so be.yous merciful and gracious. Ai---

-.-Ve is sighteOus so be- you r. hteous. As He is holy, strip- to be 'holy'
... (Sifie Deut. 854). Howeiie 't: is not prescriptiye in the 1.7.1.se bf cin-

, pelling a person to ethics behaviour without offering _Lin freectipin,
of choice. It is a Basic affirmation of Judaism that man is aNareature whq
makes free ethical choices and decisions for which he alone is respon-
Sible. A boy at Lubavitcher School may' have the Precepts held up
before him as models of behaviour: it is ixplo him whether to make
them part of his 'red nowledge', ancrthe basis of forming the
typifications, of bthersi:. hich guide' hts interpersonal relationships.

Beha,vici&ral knvIedge gained' from studying divine P-ocepts is
reinforced by knowledge derived/ from a variety of animate and
inanimate sources in the school. These range from homilet:c injunc-
tions given at the various types of ceremonies described in the previous
chapter, through comments of laynd religious teaching staff duiing
perio Of religious instruction, to precepts Contained fir_ literature fromd
the Lu avitcher Rebbe, which is pinned to notice boards and doors in
the shut and its adjoining rooms. The last commonly rcfer to the per-
formance of mitzvot for "'an ,approaching Festival. For instance, during
Purim, members of the congregation are urged to perform :he 'unity
mitzvot' of sending gifts to friends (Heb. mishloach manor i --t1 ..ally twc
kinds of sweetmeatsand to the poor, in the form of root ,r money
(Heb. mattanot la-evyonim). The mitzvah of charity is also stre::::_.d in the

,

;3' of torah:

IOI
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A

- school, an a->rSnitor ,orties atgund each class once. t_we to t °Ilea .
41. c contribi#i front-boys. . , ,;1*

\--
. , ,Homile in ctions in Ablications .about,ihe .school Stress4 /

num er -of, themes, which 'relate to the value of Yiddishkeit: This ik
made evi more expliciNy.,the diOtinclion;lihich tpeikers or writers--;
make°, between IgeneLal edvation knowledge' and Jewish kn9wledge. ..

The foPmer has only one p&rpose, naMely.taviacqurre skill, buf-not! to
.acquire cparacter. The latter 'shows us how tatliye properli.Newish

. life'. The ,,6bjective of 04 solip*i toldevelop Yiddishkeit: teaching
an aim -and-direction in- life,--6tiough JelviSh morals and ethics,vi_hic,h(

.
kindle children's minds', 4n this way is is yopea that the schoOrwql. - turn out knowirrdseable_aild_re.sponsibit. J. . 'clfh-raugh the high
standards- of Yiitlishkeit at -the school the boy gain 4)- alsohrenss.z.-
of,.thekreligion, -The schlooLts a 'banner of Yiddis keit': its intense '
Yiddish .atmosphere, is bolstettel b$, harmony het een teachers and.
ptipils. The study' of Tervh and Jevish education has always been' an
i

&dealofttfre-Jewish people.. kis necessary fa; ni al living: no one can
be pious without knowledge.

.: Yiddishkeit is also taught' through the 'regular kxtra=curricular activi-
ties spme boYs.follow with the LuVavitcher Youth group. This corn-

'ducts avariety of camps,and outings during. some Festivals anclthelo,ng
summer vacation when the school closes. Members of the Lubavitcher

,. Youth group are also examples to others in the earnest way they carry
out their religious duties, or help Organize activities. Many members
have a bustling, 'busy' manner, as if they are self-consciously aware of
a 'mission' to perform. The LtibavitcherYouth group also conducts
study groups and its own services. iii 'the -std. . The Lubavitcher
message', is further disseminated by- the amount of itetature, in the

form of leaflets, pamphlets and books, 'published b the Melbourne.
Branch of the parent company Merkos- L' Inyomei Chinuch; Inc. of
Brooklyn, New York, which is the official aim. of the Lubavitcher-
Movement. Ex acts from-these, publications,.togethdi with Yiddish
jokes and rabbini aphorisms even find theirmayinto the 'neWspapers',
which the mi dle ehool form produCes and &ph ate& Lubavitcher
Youth also con tic a duplicating servicelot those o want to obtain . -

extracts from Lubavitcher literatufe, or eopies.,of other material.: ..

" Folk or Jewish ethnic customs are also an important component of
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tddishkeit. 'The term has a warn-1 ring. r the Ashkenaz. *w, den
'the positive aspects of Jewish habits, often of folk ofigin'IWe ows y
8C Wigoder, f065 : 4p)..Most of the congregdtion associated with'
the school origin ted.frOm Eaftern Buropre, and their cistonis feature ,

during Festivals s ch avXurim, Sitnchas Torah and Chanukah. Some
date 134Ck to medic al times and earlier. Masquerades, fancy dress, and It.
a carnival atinos re .witivarnes (Yiad!Purirk\seel) occupy bdys'
atterit,i211 during Purim. Spinning the top (Yidd. drei
playgiOund -game when Chanukah occurs. 1'11-0 Festival .o g Ba-
Omer, whichxiccurs betweeOesach and Shavtiog ig` the occajion
outdoor held gameslnd activities ix(' ie.parks,close to the school?The
limited ext.' ia-curriebrar a.cti ies inc de a gehool] 'Wchoir,hich ts

2

II

-forme in t1 months prior to S occ Night, inciihas a repertoze of
Israeli alit! Jewish folk longs. These arc a future the relathrel?tart
school assemill in the dining hall.

Cultictceremonial kno.tvledge

A further type f Ivhavioural towledge -relating to the Great
Tiadition is cultic ererponll knowledge concerning tile in- caning and
correct performan o uals and mitzvot. It is explicitly taught in
religious studies through studying Torah, the Talmud, and Schulchan
Aruch. When each Festival approaches, some attention is,given in class
to rehearsing the meaning of its associated rituals, even to the extent of
demonstrating the use of the cultic-ceremonial o jects involved. Thus,
at Rosh Hashanah-the use of the shophar or ra 's horn is_ syewn. At
Suecos, the lulav and esreg feature A. lesso . B ys are able to handle
these objects, and practise the correct methods ot using,them.

Iniddition to these explicit, didactic teaching methods` the school./
complex as a whole is a source of countless instances of cultic-ceremonial
knowledge being learned from the example of others. Ritual behaviour
is involved in the frequent .ablutionsor washing of the hands before
meals and prayers. The boys in primary grades ate taken to4ash-
troughs as a matter of coupe, and their ablutions are supervised by the
teacher. The school secretary tries to ensuithat boys wash their hands
in the dinin h I during lunchtime. The saying of the Blessing and
Grace is similarly proscribed.

Cultic- ceremonial knowledge is also learned during the regular
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c om al andj4difdu.41 pray e, rsi the cOirct handling pft he tephillin ,

'and iilit4pie ritualgenuflexkns and hovselies the

. ...

nielodicinfleXion
\4, or !figgi4t1 wi which prayers 'Alp recited. The Readings "pf 1.1is Law

at the ervices are opportuniM feu regular public rehearsal
of Judfric -norms and values. In..addition, many 'boys. perforni theme

. st.' mitzvot of th;_mezuzah .4nd weariare 4z17Z3 benClathtikeir Shirts, . 1

, .. They also obserVe the kaslirah piofribitioni, which are strictly adhered to
,. 0 in the sclio .The wearing of a cap or ya nelkeh at all times is strictly in-i sisted upon "the sthOol.'tach bey 46 us a so-dice of visible, symbolic,_!' .k 4

reinforcerkrit'ofthe cultices, erronia knowledge WI' li." eers.: cSorhe cults
-, .

rernortiotkoolMedge is visually 'set ou in :disylay `''

.material: fr. ''t e t ubavitcher Movement, which periordici!lt, !N
, Jilucti'cgimpaitns to each the cots, performairct-0 the mitztrO of;the

tnezuah; or pf.th; tephillin. Literature givinglighly tletail necl-.-1---struc-

tions is dir&yed on classroom notice. bcords, often with an accom-
panying diagram, as is the. case with the sheet showing the correct
method' ofiwearing the tephilliii. The instructions provide an exampl
of the meticulous regard for detailed and exact performance of
tItitivah aecording to the letter of the Law, which' is a feature of

,Lubayitcher, Orthodoxy. They are also notewcitthy for the injunction
laid upon 'every conscientious Jed : to bean. active agent in teaching

1
the behavioural knowledge pf the tephillin to his friends. In this case

.. -
example is

,
wedded to precept. . .

)
The-correct position for the laying of the Teplilin of the head is not

further 6m-ward than the hairline, above the forehead (Shulchan Aruch,
al :9). Many people err in this prohibition, in the mistaken bIllef that the
upper edge of the Tephiih shotild be situated only as far backas thetair-
line, Since the Tephilin are thus placed on the forehead, such people
unwittingly transgress Torah-prohibitions; for the e4ire Tephilin should
be situated in such a place which could beccLnie bald; 6rat is,with the front
edge not further forward, than the hairline (Paragraph 1,o of Commentary of
Taz on, Situlchan Aruch, ch, 27 : 9). Every conscientious Jew should re-
fore-.warn his friends and inform them in order that they should not rr,
since; furthermore; the blessing too would be said in vain, as the layin of
Tephilin not in their correct position is of no more avail than if they ad
remained in their bag,,, (Mis' hnah. Beturah). 12fccordingly, the Tephilin st
should be secured tautly arOund the head.

The ceremonial-laws of practical observances (Heb. mitzvot maasiyot)

\04
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basic to_cultic-ceremonial knowledge are tangible reminders to each
boy that he is an Orthodox Jew, and shmild behave as such. They are
complementary to knowledge of the behavioural norms and values:

The emphasis .upon the importance and validity of ceremonial laws 'as.
outward symbols and rituals which in their totality combine to create a
specific way of life expressing itself in action is a chief characteristic of
traditional Judaism, imposing a discitline whereby fealty to God fs expressed
by a series,of actions apart from any specific theological beliefs or moral
code (Werblowsky &Wigoder, 1965 : 83).

Behavioural norms and values of the academic tradition
Fundamental to the academic tradition, as we'have seen, is the concept
of educating the 'whole man': the building of moral character and the'
prbduction of leadership qualities through prefect and house systems.
Aesthetic qualities are learned through such non-academic subjects as
Drama, Art, and Music. Other norms and values commonly associ-
ated with the academic tradition involve such vague ideas as 'playing
the game', 'good sportsmanship', 'Glean living' and the like, which are
all held to contribute to the concept of the whole man.

The school follows the academic tradition to the letter by having a
prefect and house system. The senior master had introduced the former
some years prior to my research in a bid to improve the status and
image of the school. in the eyes of the Jewish community by giVing it
something of a 'public school', character: The latter had been formed,
also some years earlier,.by a non-Jewish mas who had had experience
of a house system in his previous iridependent school. Both were thus
'imported' traditions.

The prefect system is made up of five prefects from the sixth form
and five probationer prefects from the fifth form. There is no

butor definitive body of rules to guide the duties of these officials, but pnly
a vague Notion of l'what everybody knows'. prefects do in public
schools. However, prefects were given power to act on their own
initiative to keep boys in order, maintain the tone of the school, and/
generally assist staff in supervisory duties at school functions.

Despite this backing, the prefect system failed to function properly:
The probationary prefects had a few definite tasks to perform, such as
checking empty classrooms during the lunchtime, but they amounted
to little of real substance. In consequence the system languished. The

4
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boys regarded it as a bit of a joke, and even the prefects themselves
were sceptical of their usefulness. The system was abandoned in the

'year following my research and all members of the sixth form were
re-constituted into a Studenti Council,. in which, each member had
some definite role.

The house system originally constituted two houses, Zion and,
Jerusalem, which operated purely as a vehicle for arranging sports and
games competitions within the school. House points are awarded
towards the champion house, which is traditionally announced at the
end of the year on SpeeCh Night. When the system started, all boys
belonged,to one or, the other house, but so much apathy deve I ped
during the 'year, that the grade level up to which boys participat d in
house activities was progressively reduced. This was done on the
assumption that boys in the senior part of the school were finding it
difficult to participte in house activities due to pressure from academic
dignork. At the time of this study, the house system was confined to boys
VFornivi and 2, together with the grades of the primary school. It
was thought that theSelevels would retain enthusiasm for their houses,
and work hard competitively to amass house points through competing
in sports and games. However, even at these levels the system flourished
spasmodically, and interest dwindled during the year.

The school also follows the academic tradition' in having status
positions with some nominal authority at the form-evel. These mirror
those that are traditionally available in the schddl as a whole along the
lines of the independent sd 1 system. In this there is the status of
school captain or senior..#efect, who. leads a body of prefects with
certain traditionally or explicitly defined powers over the, rest of the
student body. A4 well as the school captain or senior prefect, there is
often a vice-school captain or joinesenior prefect to share in and assist
with the responsibility.

In each of the school's four middle school and senior school forms
there is provision fbr the election of a font captain and vice-form
captain. Such elections take place by tradition rather than an explicit
school rule at the beginning of each term. The voting methods vary/
bin usually some type of preferential voting is used to give an air of
pseudo-democracy to proceedings. During the year in Form 4, the
captaincy was held by two boys,, elected by a preferential voting system

r.
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in which boys were asked to nominate three choices in order of
preference. The ballot was secret.

Voting was not conducted very seriously ley the boys, and a great
of joking took place, With pointed remarks to the effect that they

would elect soineone 'they could run'. (Inc boy in particular, who
turned out to be the ultimate choice, came in for many comments of
this nature. They would elect him they said, because he wouldn't be
able to keep control. A feature of yoting was the very large number of
candidate4roposedover three quarters of the classand the close-
ness of the final decision. In, Form 5 the election of the captain also
seemed to give the other boys a great deal of amusement. As one of
them, a known bully and standovcr persecutor, said to me sneeringly
half in earnest, half in joke: 'We elected him because he'll do as we tell
him, otherwise he'll get a .bashing'.

The results of both leadership systems were disappointing. The boys
chosen for positions of responsibility did not shine conspicuously as
leaders, which caused several members of staff to comment at staff
meetings that generally the prefects and probationers were a weak lot.
There was little to indicate that their peers learned much about leader-
ship qualities from thcir example.

Aesthetic pursuits are almost completely absent. No music is taught.
Drama is not a permanent feature of the curriculum, although a small
group was intensively coached towards the end of the year in prepara-
tion for Speech Night. Art is limited to junior forms. By third form it,
is dropped. There are no clubs run on an after-school basis toiencourage
boys to take an interest in creative pursuits.

Sport occupies an anomalous position in the school, which reflects
the low value placed upon it in the Great Tradition. Part of thflack of
interest must be attributed to the poor handling of sport by two part-
time masters, who were replaced in the middle of the year by the full-.
time sports master. This produced sonic re al of interest and greatly
improved standards of teaching and supervi especially for the more
enthusiastic junior forms.

However, the arrangement of the campus and facilities affects the
participation of the boys. Restrictions of space and equipment curtail
what can be done. A variety of elementary gymnastics mainly using
tumbling mats or 'Swedish drill', cricket, basketball and volleyball are

io8
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the main activities. Boys are also taken to the nearby Jewish sports
centre. for swimming during the summer, and a nearby park on
occasions. InforMal sporting activities by the boys alip include some
Aus'tralian Rules,football in winter, though usually only the ubiquitous
high kicking from one end of the playground to the other that can be
seen in most schools during the football season. Soccer is also played
intermittently.

A marked difference between the schocil and many others is the
absence of the, intense inter-house competitions and inter-school

-matches, that are a feature of the independent school scene. The school
plays infrequent soccer and cricket matches_ against another-Jewish-
school. The seniors'also formed a school soccer team, which played and

lea a team from a leading independent school on its own ground.
This was an exceptional event, which resulted in a jubilant group of
boys arriving back at school whooping and cheering late in the r
afternoon. J

. However, no official reference was ever made to the victory, as
would have been customary in many,mother school. In general, sport
is not taken seriously nor thought to St an important part of the cur-
riculum. As bosys get older it loses a great deal of attraction. In view of
other demands on their time, and irregularities in their study periods,
senior boys do not have compulsory sport or a set time for physical
education. The iports master tried to arrange opportunities for boys
in Forms 5 and 6 to have some sport, but, apart from a few enthusiasts,
attendance fell .away, especially towards the end of the year and
approaching examinations. 1

'Less formal sources of behavionial knowledge are ,members of the
secular teaching staff. During lessons and :at other times,N;Then they are
supervising boys, teachers place most emphasis on procedural values:
punctuality, orderliness, tidiness, quiet behriout, re t and good '
manners; desiderata to ensure fiCctive, tear and learn-
ing, there: Very little, if any, .coricerri:fotencouragi g asto a r
behavioural. valueSi:as..these.ire the proTlnce of ilte4rabbA: ,

"The eidosof LobAr,:cho. 'School
The organization o f Is# 41gdgvin 4i44061:8nikeS4tscif
an all-pervasiiie atmosphere of !earwig ;.whir 0:13e
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Bateson (1958 : 118) has termed the `eidos' ofa social ,group. This is
the 'standardization of the cognitive aspects of the "personality of the
individuals' whom the group comprises. Avidence for it can be seen
on all sides, and is one of the several abiding impressions -that the
observer gets over a protractcd period. Learning is obviously valued}
as in most other schools, but the style of learning encouraged in
Lubavitchcr School makes it quite unique on the Australian educational
scene.

The outstanding aspect of the eidos of the school is the way the
social organization of two traditions stimulates boys, rabbinical
students, and rabbis to an intense form of intellectual activity. Grcat.
emphasis is placed on accumulating 'purely cognitive information,
feats of Memory, rote learning, and the ability, to reason and argue
dialcctically,in the pilpulistic tradition, drawing upon stocks of biblical,
Talmudic, and to a lesser extent, secular academic -knowledge.
Examples of boys .reciting long passages of Scripture or the Talmud
from memstry are not uncommon.

The method of dialectical argument and reasoning derives from
Eastern European rabbinical scholarship, and illustratcs.the influence of
tradition in the eidos of the school. However, it can lead to extremes
of casuistic hair-splitting, which arc condcmncd by the rabbis, but
often occur in secular lessons. On such occasiott one can be entrapped
in virtually endless argument. Each of one's pointsis wet by a counter
argument, often prefaced by 'yes but'. The pilpulistic approach is most
developed in the Yeshivah Gedolah and, as the Torah Evening demon-
strates, is still appreciated by members Of the congregation. Their
close involvement accords with traditional practice.

Debating style is forceful, noisy and often disorderly. As many as
possible want to put their points as quickly as possible. Verbal 'attack'
is emphasized by the kinesthetic technique of 'holding'. a debating
point between the finger and thumb, and proffering it to the listener.
Other points are emphasized by a downward jab of the finger, or an
upward 'Motion of the eletched fist. If a book comes into the argument,
a page will be opened diamatieally, and thrust iiiider.one's nose.

Learning is also highly physical. In strict rabbinical tradition, learning
new knowledge is achieved by vocalizing aloud. 4.

A person should take care to pionounce with his lips and make audible to

1
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his cars, whatever he studies, and he should concentrate his mind upon it;
for it is written ( Joshua t : 8): 'This Torah shall not depart from thy mouth,
and thou shalt meditate upon it,' etc (Kitzur Schulchan Arndt, 27 : 5).

The strong kinesthetic component in learning is evident in the ubiquit-
ous body swaying that accompanies reading; whether aloud or silently.
Even if a person reuds silently, his lips move, and he sways in time with
the rhythm of the words.

The similarity. to the Eastern European tradition of learning in the
yeshivah and the sided is striking (Zhorowski & Herzog, 1952 :
92-0)

.
Swaying as one reads, and chanting the words in a fixed ,melody, sign,

Are considered necessary for successful study ... The Waying and the
chanting become automatic. Later, thy* student; will acquire also the
appropriate gestures .wiffl t index fingerand the thumb, sweeping the
thumb through an upward rc.of inquiry and nailing down the point of
the answer with a thrust f the index finger. Study is not passive but
active, involving constant n'iotor and vocal activity.

Erudition and biblical, Talmudic scholarship rare revered. The

I
Principal introduced the shochet to me as 'a scribe and ascholar', with
an inflexion on the 'and' which clearly indicated the esteem in' which
he is held' in- the Community. During the year oncoof the fourth form
boys won second prize in a local biblical knowledge competition
organized,b 13' nat B'rith, thereby gaining the, .chance /of competing in,
the national finals? This was an event of some note, and brought
credit both on the boy anc.th'e school. The'Principai indde.a special
point of visiting the classroom and publicly announcing:the honour to

OF rest of the boys. They were visibly impressed, despite-the inevitable
ribbing' they.handed out to the yoUng scholaraafter the Principal had

left the room. For weeks thereafter-ftboy was the focus of both
spoken and non=verbalized admiration from his peers. His knowledge
of Torah. almost became 'proverbial. It was noted above that similar

' esteem is given to the specially selected class of primary sehool children
whose knowledge of the Talmud was also discussed respectfullyby far
older boys.

7. Ertiai B' th is an Independent Order founded in.1843 with the objectof uniting Jews
for social, cultural and philanthrowic purposes.
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A clear distinction is made between knowledge that is uncertain, and
knoWledge that is eternal truth, in the ideology of thc Lubavitcher
Movement. The following emphasizes the distinction and the logic
behind it:

THE ABSOLUTE TRUTH )

Sedra Nitzovim-Vayeileclt

. . In the 19th Century it was the prevailing view of scientists that
hum cason was infallible in scientific deducticiti and sciences like
physics, cmistry and mathematics were absolute truthsnot merely

.. tested the 'es, but absolute facts.!
A new id latry arose, not of wood and stone, but the worship.of science,

In the aoth en ury, however, and especially in recent decades, the whole.-,.... Complexi n of cncc has changed.
The assumed immutability of the scientific laws, the concept of absolut-

ism in science generally, have been modified.
The contrary view, known as the 'principle of indeterminism' is now

accepted. Nothing is certain any more in science, only relative or probable.
Scientific findings arc now presented with considerable reservation, with
limited and temporary validity, in the expectation that they are likely to
be replaced any day by a more advanced theory.

._Living as we do in this climate ofscientific uncertainty there is no reason
to attempt to reconcile the uncertainties, of scientific findings (which
science itself declares as only 'probable') with the eternal truth of the Torah
which cannot be diluted or compromised.8

..
The distinction can be made that although the culture of the school
emphasizes knowledde", it plaes greater stress on the knowledge of the
Great Tradition, the Torah-true knowledge, than that of the academic,
tradition, despite the necessity tolearn the latter for success in the
examinations, and for the economic benefits that flow therefrom.
Academic knowledge' is pragmatically necessary as a nnns to an end.
Torah knowledge is the end in itself. As will be appar4tInn Chapter 8,
the contrast is often brought out in lesseins, particularly by the Luba-
Vitcher student but also by others, when two interpretations of natural
phenomena are

,

Knowledge and intelleaual activity are controlled and stimulated..

8. An adaptation by Y. M. Kagan of'excerpts of Oletter to an individual from the
Lubavitcher "Rebbe. In 'Thought for the Week', The Australian Jewish News,
Melbourne, 5 September 1969, p. 11.
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L ORGANIZATION OF KNOWLEDGE

by specialists in bOth traditions, but T'orah'knowledge is in the teeping
of those who also have most to do with the ceremoni 1. life of the
school complex, i.e. the rabbis and rabbinical students. They arc thus
reinforced by the impact of high-affect ceremonial Occasions, which arc
lacking in the academic .tradition at the school. At infiviient school
gatherings it is their voices that arc heard, drawing. orkAe stores of

'biblical and Talmudic knowledge for the apt quotati* or apliOrisin
to point the moral Of proceedings. The cultere of the school is to a Very
Large extent in the hands of custodians trained in cruditit, dialectical
skills, who constantly setcout its basic ideas for the instruction of the
majority. These distodians arc the litcraei.

The intellectual hub of the school ft the Yeshivah Gedolah in the bet
midrash located just off the shut. Its atmosphere of almost superch'arged
learning is a

4
striking example of the dynamics pervading the cidos o

the school. The room is dimly lit, lined with books, and furnished with
large tables and a few reading stands cluttered with large tomes of
Talmud. Students study individually rocking backwards analiforwards
in theirticats, with lips moving in the accepted rote loartitng style.
Others a1gue passionately in small groups, emphasizing their points
with sharp, pointed fingers/or by an emphatic slap of the hand on the
table. One student, beardtcd, coaticss, wearing a yannelkeh, and, with
ezitzit swinging at his waist, reads aloud in Hebre-w from a large folio
on the stand with a vigorous intensity amounting to passion. He
punctuates each phrase with an emphatic forward sway and stamp of
the foot, as.if pounding the information into his mind with a rhythm
that matches the cadence of what lie is reading.

All these activities go on simultaneously in what appears to be
bedlam to thb external observef, but amid it all a white-bearded

`rabbi strolls unconcernedly from group to group, elucidating a point
here, discussing a question 'there. He smokesla cigarette most of the
time, and is obviously quit/ at home and rcla eci in.the highly chargd
atmosphere, .despite the burning intensity his studentS. This is
the accepted, traditional style of Talnindic st . The whole scene
is almost medieVal, and immediately brings to nrl d what one has

of the great yeshivot of Eastern Europe. As Steinberg has cour-
ted (1959 : tot): 'As an institution of learning, the Yeshivah was

. a Masterpiece of disorganization'.
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The boys in Lubavitcher Sclkool thus act out their daily school lives
in a type of intellectual hothouse. The social organization of the two
traditions provides in knowledge and other experiences the raw
material from which the boys c n construct satisfying views of them-
selves and thei?' At the same time, however, they are
narrowly constrained in what they can do by the emphasis those in the
school place Oh using a traditional mode of learning. Their attempts to
`master and manipulate' these aspects of their cultural heritage are
discussed in Part 3.

7
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x, Part 3
The' Millstones' of Tradition

IND

The millstones of the gods grind slow, but
they grind exceeding sure.

a



7

pf,atterns of SoFial Interaction

One of the abiding impressions gainedeby a casual visitor to the school
is the unusual quality of.boys' behaviours in the varied situations which
make up a iniic ducational day. He would need to spend several
weeks in detaile

r
observation to appreciate that the way the social

organization of tradition has been achieved in LubaVitcher School is
at the root dill the paradoxes he encounters. The sehOol has a distinct-
ive 'climate' or Teel'. These have become unfashionable terms' to
describe what any experienced teachericnOws intuitively about any .
school after serral weeks' acplaintance with its activities; but are still
apt in this case. This and succeeding chapters- explore how boys react
to the message in the two traditions which are presented to thein daily.

At the behavioural level, it seems clear that the social organizatiOn
of tradition at Lubavitcher, School Jesuits in boys' adopting a variety
of beha lours, which can be shown to be direct outcomes of the
situations in which, they find themselves. These are interpreted in two
basic ways,.which then govern the character of their respective inter-
personal interactions with peers and staff. They seem to be governed
firstly by the roles boys and those they interact with have to take by
virtue of being part of the school, its norms, beliefs, and other. cultural

I

aspects. Secondly, they arc the result of boys making roles for them-
selves by interpreting the dynamics of the situation, and identifyirig
the roles- of o cr participants. Role- taking and role-making, of the /
kinds suggest d by 'Turner (1962: 22-23), interact constantly to pro- .
duce .the char cteristic climate' of feeLof the school. J. They also help an..,
obsetver to a s's how. rctis t their life-Worlds in response to
the pressures 'of the millstones of tradition,

' Interpersonal relations.with secular teaching staff
k)ersonal exchanges between -boys and teaching staff show a marked
r.antraft according to the situations in which they occur. Although
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. there is some overlap, itis conyenient to divide these into informal
, -

(non-teaching) ituatiorls and formal (teaching-learning) situations.-,,,---,

Informal situations

Exchanges in the former are usually, though not invariably, charac-,
terized by friendliness, curiosity, and eagerness to ask both personal
and impersonal questions on the part of,the boys. Their willingness to
strike ult a conversation on every and any topic is not lessened by the
difference in status between them and the adult wht, is engaged in
conversation. A confident, man-to-man manner is adv. ted, Although
a defetential title such as 'sic may be used, it seems apparent that many
boys regard themselves as close to, if not actually on, an equal tooting
with an adult. Even some first-formers display this attitude. The 4

intimate style of verbal exchanges is ieinf ced by other means of
communication: gesticulatioie, close roximity and smarspatial
'distance, which occasionally reaches actual bodily conta"-ct.Touches on--*the arm are employed to gain and hold attention.

The range of boys' interests is wide, anti--discussion takes'in politics
as a matter of course. the latest happenings in Israel are discussed
avidly, and boys use such topics to test out where teachers' sympathies
lie. Zionism is taken very seriously in the school. There is also an

/ efficient grapevine which ensures that the latest scandal,br happening
quickly becomes known to all, providing material for more discussion.
This differs in intensity according to the topic.

When an exciting occurrence such as an accident is the sub of.
the discussion, it can take on an air of quiet. hysteria. Detail re hotly
discussed, magnified and almost shoute,d at, one in th excitement.
Verbal exchanges arc accompanied by vigorous gesticulation. Gross
bodyLdisplacement actions such as swaying, shoulder and head 'es, .

*rocking onto alternate feet, all convey a high degree of tension.
The style of `norh4a1'. interNrional exchanges rilay..pwe more to ,

the general influence ofJewish ethnic INhavioural style rather than the- 9,

Great Tradition. It may also result from the fact that from quite an -
early age boys accompany it fathers to ant shut, i.vh4e they note,
and can take part in the discussions and gossip that are a feature of its.,
behavioural style. As soon as, he is barmitzvah the boy is technically ani
adult; and entitled to full,status in religious matters, even though
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chronologically lie is still an adolescent. Should the boy be scholarly
and well-versed in the Talmud, he will traditiOnally be accorded
respect and a hearing in religio ratters. The 'Obvious. esteem in
which the young scholar from Sy n asheld at the Torah Evening
described above, is a classical example of the deference paid to those
highly gifted, at whatever age. Asa result of such cultural influences;
boys niay develop precocious ability .to relate to adults,which takes
little account of.their 'status', but is bakd mire on personal qualities
such as knowledge, scholarship, and the ability to impart it. These may
Well be the norms on which boys, in this school at least, base inter-

,
personal exchanges. In their own culture-b. oys arc thus relaxed and
secure. Fbr instance, friendly almOst indulgent help was given to me
on the several occasions/when I took part in ceremonies in the shul, and
lost my way in the prayer 'book, or co d not understand the ritual..

Formal situations

The charkter of interpersonal exchanges in the formal learning
situation of the classroom is less easy"-tO assess. Most classroom behaviour
takes place behind closed doors in settings where the teacher is his or

"-her own arbiter of the noirms that will prevail. Discussion is accordingly
confined to my own exioerience in .a variety of classrooms, or to those
few interpersonal exchanges between others that could be witnessed
unobtrusively. Independent comments from colleagues support these
observations.

Boy's clearly see classroom exchanges as opportunities for maniii-
ulating the teacher to their own advantage wherever pOssible: They
claim to assess teachers or 'work them out' very quickly, and from then
on try to control a lot of what occurs. According to.a parent of one of
the bsCiys in my form, even after a fortnight they had not yet 'worked
out' what I was really up to. Usually, he said, they had a new teacher ...
`worked out' in a matter of days, btkapparendy I,had them baffled.

The conviction that they control thing's is occasionally nentioned
by boys. After a period when my own form, witiih was usually fairly
well-behaved, had been fractious, I lined a .general warning that
would not tolerate further misbehaviour: One boy piped up cockily:
We only behave if we want to. We could easily get rid of you if we
wanted towe have to tell the rabbi What about was not -
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specified, but ihe inference was clear :.e I would be labelled' an anti-,
Semite and asred to leave the school, which had been the fate:of my
predecessor. This is the ultimate sanction the boys can use against the
non-Jewish:teacher, and they make no bones about it.. The sixth form
starteda deliberate campaign against one staff member, who had long
experience in independent schools, and possessed an innately good-
natured and friendlynianner. The boys openly boasted diat,they WOuld
force him to leave the school. One went further-Mr. was an
Obvious anti-Semite and a racist he stated. He (the student) would get :4
him out of the school on these (albeit spuriouS) grounds.

The boys respect knowledge and authoritarian pedagogy to an
extent that Makes them suspicious and, intolerant of more pupil-
centred learning me' parents,,and the Printiiial share the boys'
attitudes. Assignmentsusineprinted instruction sheets, or attempts to

. organize discussions using boys' choice of 'topics, seem to., arouse'
insecurity and produce bad behaviour: A:good' class is one where
braditional chalk -apd -talk lessons are being conducted, or pupils are
engaged on book work in silence. Atything radically'different is.eon-
strued as 'bad' teaching, and might fven- attact the attention of the
Principal doting his regular peregrinations around-the school. He Would

,poke his head in the door ty see..if all was welleven 'though indus-
trious, pupil-oriented activity was in progress. It often seemed better
to keqp teaching in the traditional style: ,thiswas 'real' teaching and
caused nb worry.

kadi'cal departures from such a teaching style could generate
behavioural.problems among boys: On one occasion, I had to deputize
for the senior 'English master, end attempted- to lead an improinptti
disaission with the fourth form. The attempt broke down into silli-
ness and complete, disruption. The.boys seemed unable or unwilling to,'
chooie a topic, and the lesson became a competition to see how far
they could go before I stopped them, Some dozen -topics were sug-d

,gested, and the boys would have gone oryto put forward more,if I had
not stopped them. It was clear- virtuallY from the outset that they had
no serious intention of agreeing on a topic,and conducting a sensible
discussion. The lesson was turned into a contest, in whichl was being
manipulated.

The boys' reactions must be interpreted with some caution. The same

12_7
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break-down into silly behaviour could have occurred in any class tpore
used to authoritarian teaching, and suddenly confronted with a dAno-

"cratic approach. I had encountered similar reactions in other schools,
when deputizing for a teacher. However, the contest would rarely be
pushed to the same length. Many boys would be apathetic, and the task: of
discussing one of two or three suggested topics would beleft to the keenest. ,
In the Jewish school however, there was obviously no intention ofagrct-
ing on anything. Yet many of the topics the boys did suggeit were edu-
cationallyrwczthwhile. They reflected an interest in world affairs, which
was relatively greater than I had experienced among boys in comparable
state high or independent boys schools. This was all the more markedas
aley did not take Social Studies,. In the Leaving social studies course all
such topics arc included.'

Some suggestions were qtiite comparable to wl\at would be pro-
posed in a non-Jewish school,--matters relating t&..sport, teachers'
right to strike while others reflected cultural specificity. In this
category came haircuts and beards.. The latter became a s '11 issue
during the ycar among s me of the sixth-formers, who began to
grow the beginnings of b rds in strict accordance with th prescrip-
tions of Halachah against shaving the 'corners' of the beard, despite
the Principal's disapproval (Kitzur Schulchan Aruch, 4 : 17o, Lev. 19 : 27).

An interesting omission was any reference to s x, boy-girl dating,
T.V. programs and the like, which would h e cropped tip yery
quickly in a list of non-Jewish suggestions, eve if only as a try-on. As
the Principal had earlier informed me, the former are the province of
the rabbis, being treated explicitly and in detail, with senior boys
ding lessons based on the Scholchan Aruck. Their omission could
reflect the fact that sex and boy-girl relationships are non-issues
through being 'covered in such a thorough and explicit manner during.
religious lessons.

... The fourth form experience had arisen due to my substituting for
another teacher. Such occurrences can generate intra-class tensions and
silly behaviour in any school, as pupils' role expectations of the substi-
tute teacher can often differ from those they normally hold of their ^

regular teacher. In a subject which is supposedly unfamiliar to him, the
substitute becomes fair game. His Jack of knowledge and expertise
can be tested out and exploited. Obvious differences in teaching style
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can be interpreted as weakness, with consequent misbehaviour and
lack of co-operation.

In the discussion I attempted-to create, all of these factors could.have
operated to exacerbate the silliness-and distort the pattern of behaviour
that might usually occur with the regular teacher. I was very much

. part of the dynamics of the class at the time. The boys quickly spotted
that I vias not going to use an authoritarian approach, and probably
sensed that I had an ulterior motive for not clamping down on them.
It<effect they played up for my benefit and fed on the behaviour I
injected intq the gestalt.

Negotiating and bargaining with the teacher are at their strongest
when examination results are involved: The post-examination period
becctmes tense and suspicious until full satisfaction in terms of marks
gained is achieved. When examination papers are returned, boys rush
feverishly to one another, and compare marks, subjecting each question
to meticulous scrutiny. Ultimately the majority come agitatedly out
to the table to ask why they have not been awarded half a mark like
so-and-so. As the following example indicates, arguments can be
lengthy, subtle, and often backed by recourse to written authority,-in
much the same style as discussions and arguments arc conducted in
religious daises.

'You haven't given me anything for saying semi-tropical forests are
in the Canterbury Plain.'

'I know. 'hey do. not occur, in the Plain.'
'Yes? But look here (pointing to a text book), it says they are found

in part of the North Island of New Zealand.'
'That's right, but not in the South Island.'
'Not the South Island?'
'No (emphatically), not the South Island.' .
'Ah! But you gave L half a mark for saying that semi --

tropical forests are found in New Zealand.'
'Did I?'
'Yes, and I have put Canterbury Plains, New Zealand (pointing

triumphantly). That deserves half a mark too.'
One gives up the battle here and awards the half mark. Honour

has been maintained and apparent justice gained.
The incident is typical of many involving examination papers. After
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V-my first experience of the infensity of bargaining for the extra mark
,

far greater than in any of my previous schoolsI adopted the practice
of marking the school's papers at least twice, even three times. This
still did not prevent some trivial points being missed, but did reduce
the number of battles I had to face. They are conducted ruthlessly,
with pressure being implacably applied 'at every step. Manners are
forgotten in thd heat of the argument, and tio point is left unexamined.
Even usually polite and quict_boys can become worked up an impas-
sioned about marks.

This attitude is not only confined to the results of examinatio held
at the school. The external CSSE results were subjected to endless
scrutiny. On one occasion the Principal drew me into his office, some
weeks after they were published. 'You know', he said sorrowfully,
'if M had been given an extra mark in Mathematics, he
might have got a scholarship.'

Despite thcir apparent self-assurance and claims to manipulate the
teacher, many boys show marked dependence on the teacher and a
constant need for reassurance. These traits are more common in junior
and middle forms where boys display considerable inability to settle
down quickly to learning tasks. Trivial routine activity is a perpetual
worry to them, and questions about what to do are almost endless at
the, start of any lesson. Boys bring their- books up to have a task
explained, to check instructions, or to make certain that they have
found the correct page. Self-reliance is low.

Any change in teaching routine, unfamilar work, or variation in
teacher's expectations appear to heighten anxiety. My own form were
quite apprehensive on occasions when I departtd from traditional
chalk-and-talk styles of tqaching to set cyclostyled projects. or assign-
ments. On one occasion I decided to use a lengthy assignment to count
towards end-of-year marks and not set tests. This unfamiliar geography
project generated a barrage of questions, complaints and peevish
comments some so or 6o in .number. The gicat majority related to
anxiety over task performance and methods of procedure rather than
the difficulty of the, questions. Other complaints indicated resistance
to adopting such a method of learning and teaching.

The.petty nature of the anxiety is an indication of its source. My
very first lesson with Form 4 precipitated a stor1 7i of questions about
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the method of ruling up note-books. The teacher I replaced had
insisted that certain types of headings should be underlined in red,
others in blue; some in green, and the remainder in black. What
I want? My failure to lay down similar procedural rules produced
endless questions about what the boys should do, and pointed com-
ments suggesting that perhaps I did not know my subject. Only after
some four lessons did they get the idea that Rich Matters were un-
/important. Similarly, the idea that one might use a number of related
books instead of slavishly following one textbook took a*great deal
of accepting by all the classes taught. The fifth form was as amsious
as the third form.

Yct, paradoxically, some boys frojn the former were the ?Host
confident in handling the advertising, collection and 'other business
dealings concerning the sale of srach for Succos described in Chapter
One of the most anxious over schoolwork was completely .4016111c
in the share market dealings during the mining boom in 1969. Somc
third-formers also dabbled in shares. The third foim- 'newspaper' was
of high calibre and showed considerable ingenuity in 'design and layout:
producing and-duplicAting it were tackled with confidence. A group
ofboys from fourth and fifth forms ran a dupliCating service on behalf
of Lubavitchcr Youth. Its availability was advertised in the-foyer of
the shul and in The Australian Jewish News. Yct the same boys could be
as anxious and querulous as their peers when faced with novel learning
situations, even though in another school my expectations would be
far from unusual. The end result, of course, was for novel methods
of learning to be discouraged and More reliance placed on traditional
pedagogy, thus subtly reinforcing the manipulative effect of classroom
interactions on teachers' behaviour.

A related phenomenon is the need boys have to be recognized and
approved by their peers and the teacher. During the course of a lesson
when individual work is being done, boys constantly bring out their
work to have it approved or praised. One boy's succcss,in gainipg
the teacher's approbation provokes a chain reaction among the other*
His peers grab their own books, with anxious, tense expressions and
come out. 'Is mine all right too ?What do you think of nine? Look,
sir, look ... that's good, isn't it?' The apparent need to be recognized
makes them jostle each other in their anxiety, and to crowd around
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the teacher;
Discussions also provoke similar reactions unless a tight control,. is

maintained, and exchanges are conducted formally. If an informal
discussion starts up between the teacher and a few boys in one part of
the room, others will rush over to join in. They crowd around to
get heard, .jostle each other and the teacher indiscriminately. Verbal
exchanges are heated and passionate, with a high level of accompanying
gesticulation. The dynamics pf the interpersonal exchanges 'are highly
charged, and almost, instinctively' the teacher backs away from the
encounter, or r3trsuades the boys back into their seats, where they sit
like so many barely-repressed volcanoes ready to burst out again:
To prevent this, authoritarian methods have to be used.

This type of behaviour has echoes in the tradition of scholarship
in the yeshivot of Eastern Europe, as Zborowski and Herzog (1952: 99)
comment:

Even in a formal elassrobm' , however, the students often jump up on the
benches in their excitement, or leave their seats in order to crowd around
the teacher. Their great reverence for him is no deterrent to the vehemence
of the arguments they hurl against each other and against him. A good

,teaches presides over the verbal battles with dignity and strength, prefer-
ring the active students to the ones who are passive and silent.

The tenor of constantly reiterated comments from members of the
full-time teaching staff supports these impressions of boys' behaviours.
They are 'very different from boys at other schools', They imivery
difficult and demanding .. :get up to many things; you- have,T6.keep
on your toes all the time'. The boys are `verylikeable, once you get
to know them, but very demanding'. An almost invariable rider
wouy accompany any comment: They are so different; it's difficult

e to put your finger on the reason, but it's definitely there. I don't know
what it is. They can be so likeable,'

A comprehensive explanation was offered by a non Jewish, part-
time teacher with considerable experience in state schools. 'They, are
very difficult boys, nei-vous and very demanding. Each boy thinks
everything has to be done for him. If you tell one boy something, all
the rest will want to be told the same' thing individually. If you ask
me, I put it down.to genetic causesracial characteristics.'

Coming from a part-time teacher, such a comment is surprising, as

I2S
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the part-time teachers had a number of sanctions working for them
which would tend to reduce bad behaviour from the boys. Firstly,
many are highly qualified as they are 'borrowed' from Advanced
Colleges of Education with which the school has develowd contacts.
Other part-time senior teachers cone from independent schools,
where they hold positions of subject responsibility. Respect for their
expertise is particularly marked among the fifth- and Sixth-formers,
who depend on the part-time staff for their sucies n he end of the
year examinations. Any qualification that enh ' ces e expertise is
enthusiastically noted: A replacement senior hi ory teacher had to be
found in the middle of the year. At the time he was a member of the
examining panel for the VUSEB. The boys steadfastly held the
opinion that he had inside information about the examination papers,
and would not be pers ded otherwise. My .own responsibility as aa
member of the exam' g panel for Leaving Geography Produced
similar reactions, no matter how often I pointed out that I had no
inside knowledge. ° .

I

The possession of knowledge and expertise helps a part-time teacher
maintain discipline for another reason. The second powerful sanction
at his disposal is his power to withdraw the knowledge by leaving
the job. The boys know this. The position is not his main source of
income but a sideline. He has few loyalties to the school, and thus
has no compunction about leaving. Boys express their fears that good
teachers will leave, just as they vent their hostility against poor
teachers" i,,e. those who flack knowledge and ability to impart it by
authoritarian means. During my second year due to increasing res-
ponsibilities elsewhere, my positiOn at the school became that ofpart-
time matriculation social studies teacher. On, several occasions,
members of the class would order others to stop fooling about or else
I would leave. That this could happen caused the boys considerable
anxiety. The part-time teacher is thus able tOmake his scarcity in the
labour market work for him in controlling a class. It will not save a
grossly .incompetent teacher, however, as the boys have a highly
developed sense of getting value for their fees. They play up in class
and 'force the teacher to leave, or approach the Principal and demand'
that he be sacked and replaced by someone more competent.

In many respects, boys' behaviour takes on a transactional character
. .
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in senior forms. 'Good' behaviour is traded for 'good' teaching. k the41

latter is not forthcoming 'bad' behaviour results until either good
teaching is obtained or the offending teacher leaves, to be replaced
hopefully by a better teacher. The demands of the academic tradition's
."exarinnamania' clearly operate to determine how the boys 'construct
the meaning of 'good' behaviour and 'good' teaching in strictly
utilitarian terms. It is immaterial to them that it may not be good
education.

Interpersonal exchanges with religious staff
Personal exchanges between boys and religions teaching staff in the
classroom situation could not be witnessed directly, but incidents could
be heard and seen indirectly, and their results noted. Although relig'iou;
lessons are usually orderly and controlled, there are many exceptions
when the tolerance of the religious teacher is tried beyond endurance.
Tempers areqiost explosively; boys speak of being slapped or cuffed
hard,'usually about the head or face; and on occasions the teacher
bursts out of the classtoom almost apoplectic with fury, leaving
behind' a hubbub of noise, laughter and' son* jeering. Juniot rabbis
appear to have most trouble,, especially from the two junior forms.
They can be seen in the doOrway expostulating heatedly with the boys,
and demanding quiet and good behaviour if the religious lessOn is to
continue. Often this would not occur, and the Principal would have
to be called in.

Two boys were expelled. during the year, on both occasions for
disobedience and insolence to a teaching rabbi. The more seridtrcbt
the cases provoked anxious comings and goings of rabbis and other
religious teaching staff, culminating in long, heated meetings kthe
Principal's office. When the boy was finally expelled, the paiknts
yisited the school to express their concern that he was being debarred
from an important geography examination. The boy was Rot re-
instated for several weeks. In direct contrast., no boy was expelled
for insolence and disobedience to secular staff, although such incident's
were n9t .infrequent. The onus of proof lies squarely on the secular
teacher, with ever=y credence being placed in the boy, should the
matter ever reach the Principal. Few secular -staff invoke theThltimate
sanction of expulsion, even though they may send a boy to the
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Principal for disciplining. The boys arc clearly aware of the
ambivalence.

It is not clear how boys construct the norms that should prevail
during religious lessons.' Knowledge and expertise do not suffice,
apparently, as they do in the jcadcmic tradition.pil more than one
occasion, a scnior lay tcachcr, whose qualificatiorntiticd him to the
approbation of the conimunity, was tricd to thc limit of his patience
by thc fifth form. His discussions with Inc on such occasions allowed-
him toocxprcss his frustration over the boys' lack of co-operation and
disrOtiveibchaviour. Thcy challenge everything he says; awn do not
hclkVe even what is written in the Scripture, and seem intent on
creating disordcr in thc classiby frequent questions and irrelevant
comments. Yet one of the scnior teaching rabbis apparently 'had little
difficulty with the morc difficult third form, q with thc junior class
for tpishnnyis during thc afternoon. His crudi

in
n, dignified prcscncc

and apparently imperturbable anucr seemed to iakc indiscipline and
silliness out of thc question. Thc mishndiis class were constantly
cxprcssing thcir concern about being late for his lesson: they would
get into 'trouble', as thc rabbi did not like lateness.

When religious staff discuss challenges to their authority, it is in
terms w ich lay thc blame on the boys and thcir home backgrounds.

'Thc yot i teaching rabbi, so sorctry tricd 14 thc first form com-
mented: cy arc very brash and ill-manncrcd. A lot of it is duc to
being' spoilt t !ionic. Thcy arc ihdulgcd in every way.' ,To another
rcligious tcachcr, thc boys arc badly behaved becausc or thc school
itself. 'Thar arc many wild boys in that class. Thcy nccd morc
discipline in the school. Thcrc is no real isciplinc at all ... a gcncral
slack attitude about the placc. It makes it- difficult to hold thc boys.
Having a woman in charge of Form 2 is a mistake. I can't exactly
say what it is, bht there is a gcncrally'poor tone about thc placc.'

Interpersonal exchanges with administrative staff
In contrast to relationships with teaching staff, thosc between boys
and thc administrative and para-administrativc staff tend to be casual,
informal, and relaxed. Nonc of this group of staff is involved with
the direct transmission of either tradition. The,school secretary assists
with supervision of boys' lunch timc. Shc admonishes thosc who do
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not wash their hands properly, and erten ies to ensure that boys
carry out their ritual obligations as unctiliousl as possible. The boys
accept her fussing& with good hun our.When boys come to .het ffice,
for administrative`Thatters, interpersonal exchanges arc relaxed and
informal. The secretary knows all the boys perionally by n e, and
assumes a firm 'motherly' apprqach to them. The boys in riably
respond well. It seems that tense interpersonal exchanges'are confined
mostly to the classrooms.

The caretaker siinilarly experiences few difficulties, although the
demandi the boys place on hint to mend equipment or provide sports
gear are at times excessive. He handles boys firmly if they loiter
behind in a classroom which hC is trying to clean up after the school
day. He has few discipline problems as he is ,attached to the school in

n-general, rather tha the'form structure and organization. He too has
nothing to do with the formal transmission of the traditions.

We might assume that the secretary and caretaker experience few
difficulties because they are basically unrelated to the organization
which is concerned with the boys' actual learning. 4ri-sisting boys
to leave at the end of a day; they arc, in fact helping them sepe it.
As Shipman has pointed out (t968 : so), the secretary and etakcr
`can become key figures in a school because their status is not
by the same norms that bind staff and pupils'. This is implicit in their
relationships with boys who adopt correspondingly relaxed styles of
interpersonal exchanges.

Interpersonal exchanges civith peers
As with exchanges between boys and staff; it is convenient to, distin-
guish--those that occur 'between boys in informal situations; such as
the playground or excursions (though the latter are also intended to
assist learning), and in formal situations such as the classroom.

Informal situations

Interpersonal exchanges in the playground and adjoining areas range
from the relaxed air of a group of senior boys deep in discussion with
some of the RabbinicaVCollege students, to the'exuberance and noise
of those of all ages playing games or a sport (Plate 8). Smaller boys
'pray 'chasy' all over the campus, not excluding the slur(, through which
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thcy arc apt to career in apparent disregard of the reverence that9K
might. expect to prevail there.

.

The dose spatial confincs of thc playground bring boys of all ages
togcthcr. Onc result is a high degree of supportivc and nurturant
behaviour shown by soNic senior boys towards those much younger.
Should one of thc primary grades get hurt in a tunkble, he will be
assisted back, onto his fcct and comforted by a scnior boy nearby,
with_no sign of self-consciousness. Considerable patience and gentle-
ness arc displaycd. Oftcn thc small child will bc picked up and briefly
cuddled bcforc bcing put down again, to run, off, his, injury forgotten..
Some senior boys seem ti be more in dcmand as prdtectOrs and
comforters than othcrs, and thc sight of a tall sixth-former holding
thc hand of a toddlcr from thc kindergarten' or . priipary school is
quite cymmonplace. ,

It would bc easy but an oversimplification to scc in this close:"
supportive bchaviour proof of the values pladed on lovc and tolerance
in the mat-community value orientation. A more likely-explanation
is related to the close kinship relationships iii,a small school-Community
where brothers or cousins can bc, found in all gradcs. Traditionally,
Jews place high valut on members of a family caring for each other:

Dcspitc the excitement and occasional quarrelS generated by the
games going on simultaneously in all par tl of the limited playground
arca, it is rare for actual fighting to erup Arguments arc far more
frequent but very seldom lead- to physical aggression: Their nature
and intensity dcpcnd on the games being playcd. In summer, for
instance, three small cricket pitches arc marked out on the walls of
thc main teaching block, and therc is fierce competition among junior
boys to claim one of.the pitches during lunch -time o after school.
During games boys from one pitch get in the way of tl osc from other
pitcheir balls stray into others' 'territories' and arc occasionally pirated.
As a result, tempers run lot with high-pitchcd arguments, and scuffles

11
ovcr' posscssion of the all.

A further ball game, colloquially termed 'downball', is played.,a0inst/ thc walls, and reins to bc more favourcd in wintcr an autumn than
summer. In essence it is a modified type of fives play d by pairs or

cts' 11 tcams. The object is to hit the ball down° onto the ground with
the h d so that it rebounds from the wall out of reach of an opponent..
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Plate 1. Study alcoves and the muslin curtain in the balcony of the shid.

Plate 2. Senior boys in ckss.
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Plate 3. A group of rimary grAlic pupils demonstrate their knowledge at
the, Tora Evening. The Ark of the Law and Ner Tattiid can; be in the-
background: . .

Plate q. A circle of dancing Luliavitchers welcomes a Scfcr orah.
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ate 5. The new Sefei Torah is carried towardg the AIL
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Plate 6. The scribe writes new ljetters'.to compkte the ,§ efer Toralkt while
members of the congregation loolcoh. 7



Plate 7.

I

13r dOldmann addresses the assembled school.

Plate 8. Life in the playground near the main teaching block.
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Plate 9. An interlude during an informal basketball game. Tfic-fringcs tzitztt)
of the tallit katan arc cicarly,visiblc at boys' waists.



Plate to.to. Thc roof of the su ah (foreground), with the main teaching block
in'the background.
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Plate it. A fourth-former cuts cypress branches and other material (srach) for
the succah.
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Plate 12. Several seniof students prepare to take the mobile sitcfah to an outer
suburban scalp] during the Festival of Succos.

Plate 13. A group 'of. rabbinical students and Lubavitcher rabbis in the
Yeshivah Cedolah.
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Boys of all ages play the game, and it is aiparticular favourite of
`rabbinical students, some of whom show censidcrable speed and skill
in what can be fast and exciting matches.

They can also be noisy and, like the sports that c played, they
also present the incongruous picture participants wca ing yartnelkehs
or hats engaging in 'energetic sports. Shirts or jackets ca be disarrayed
occasionally they are torn in vigorous basketball gamesand the
tzitzit work loose to flap from the waist (Plate 9).

Some few boys show athleticism and physical co-ordination of a
very high order. These attack the g3Des with dash, vigour and
concentrated intensity. In- consequence, injuries can be commoh -but
are treated lightly and even become class jokes. During the year, a
number of boys in my form were injured in ways that merited
professional medical treatment and, possibly, enfo-rced rest. Neglected,
crushed toes and infected blisters, bruised insteps and multiple 'lacer-
ations from football stops, .grossly ingrowing. toenails, severe contus-
ions to thighs and legs all came to my attention, and on several
occasions had to be bathed and treated on the spot. No other treatment
had been sought, because the boys dismissed the injuries as of little
importance.

Vigour and energy are not confined to body-contact sports. Even
cricket, not noted for producing excitable behaviour, can erupt into
intense, animated activity -and fierce, vituperative arguments. Boys
dash coinpulsively_ up to the master-in-charge to question whether
so-and-so is out, or whether a run should be scored from a dubious hit.
Hot words are shouted from one end of the pitch to the other, gesti-
culations and impassioned movements indicative of disgust at a decision
occur frequently., Cricket too can be a noisy game for participants.

For a sizeable proportion of boys, however, it and other sports can
present surprising problems. These are due to a higher incidence of
postural 'defects and poor psycl motor co-ordination ..a'nd idtkilkty
than is encountered in non-Jewi schoo-ls. Liirdo41-(sWa bP.14,46,tr:
feet, obesity and lack of stamina are also evident, inhibitin full"' rte
cipation in games. The phenomena of boys repeatedly fumbh g a
simple catch, running in an awkward splay-foot manner, and other-
wise displaying inefficient control over their physical co-ordination
are commonplace.
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Some of the injuries I had seen may well have been caused by this
very fact, exacerbated by the,,, energy with which samei are played.
Fit, co-ordinated bodies get injured less frdquently. My own Obser-
vations' were corroborated by the sports master. He too had been
surprised at the high incidence of postural and co-ordination defects,
:which made his work correspondingly more difficult. Not only were
boys reluctant to perform many exercises in sonie cases, or did so 'very
clumsily when coerced, but a isignificant proportion were literally
unable t9, and had to be first-taught the psychornotOr skill sports
masters can take for granted in other schools.

Poor con dition and disinclination for physical activity arc not
confined to the school environs., As part of. their geography work I
took groups of senior students on field trips to the range of hills some
zo miles from the city. Part of one exercise involved the ascent of
a steep track to a vantage point from which the countryside could be
viewed. The ascent and descent of the track, which was unusually dry
f or the time of the yeai, posed serious problems for a surprising number
of boys.

From such observations about boys' sporting ability and general
lack of hardy physical development, compared with most boys at any
school within the independent system of the academic tradition, there ,
seems to be some evidence to suggest that Lubavitcher School and,its
associated community places a low value on sport. This is quite in
accordance with what we might expect- from the man-activity value
orientation of the Great Tradition. The ideal man if-the scholar, not
the athlete. Training the mind must take precedence over training
the body.

Formal situations

Informal interpersonal exchanges- between boys and their 'peers in
classrooms vary greatly according to the authority of the teacher
taking the lesson, the subject being studied, and other variables such
as the time and type of daywhether windy and rainy, or fine and
sunnyand the period of the year. It is quite obvioue that boys are
affected by approaching religious festivals, just as they are by their
aftermath. Thus we find that classrooms can be studious places in the
main, but on very many occasions can quickly change into situations
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. le
which are the very opposite of an ideal teaching-I4ning environment.
The more desirable state of affairs is often only achieved when the
teacher confines is ..work to didactic teaching methods,. or when set
work is being ne. At other times, classrooms can be Places whereoth,
interpersona eke .betwcen, boys arc tense, anxious, and prone

. k
to erupt '',4 -..." ,: -hysical. or verbal aggiession. When these less
desirable: ,61:11°1 . . ' Boys 4c little nonce of auy of their peers,
such as :41t4;;C:.1- -pitilns,ho have some position of authority.

This.irrno '''''': wherz.a teacher is late for class, as all formal
.. *=.-

restraint is In this circumstance violcncc can occasionally..bre* out tT is,directed against the classroom furniture.
Boys riishA' ..4 -aliout, systematically bang desk lids Up, and
down,hc::f, ,.:;.-, , each other over desks, punch, wrestle, and
shout. T 0, Itgivcs every impression of mindless violcncc
and t frolic ession. A subsequent survey of thc room provides

ortin Fin csks lack backs, or they fall off if !cant against.
omc 'desk ii. a%'¢ tacked across and arc only held -together by

L.,0

he wooden £ is;-pid(se-serewed .on the back, and even this is loose.
Hinges arc loos -missing-entirely. Somc.bottoms of desks havc-been
punched in, and t cV scats, sit loosely on the bars to which they' arc
normally screwed."' '

Like other rooms in the teaching block, thc room in which violence
of this type occurs shows Other,signs of neglect. The hessian backing
on the display boards along the rear wall hangs in shreds in one or
two places. Old torn roller blinds flap in the draught coming through

` the damaged sash of one window, which cannot be properly closed.
Even new bjjpds provided later in the year fail to operate after a few
days due t6 broken springs. The"), also flap in the draught. The boys
joke about it: othingelasts long in this room, we're a rough lot. In
any case, sec what quality you get from a Jewish 'supplier.' There is
no attempt to help rcluir the damage.

The comment of the boys about their own behaviour was echoed
by other boys during the year. They clearly sec themselves as excitable
vdtense. 'We are an excitable race, don't worry about it,' said one
matriculation boy during a lesson, when I expressed concern about
the noise and bad behaviour obviously going on in the shul below us.
On another occasion, a similar disruption to our work occurred, and

1
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one of the boys went downstairs to control the junior class clamouring
in thc shut.

he
be too violent with them,' called out ohc of his

fricnds as he lcft the room. Whcn I exprcsscd surprise that Jews
condoncd violcncc, and in the shut of all placcs, I was informed again'
that excitement and occasional violence arc 'not uncommon among
Jews. 'They arc just part of the way we behave.' .

When violcncc is directed against them, however, espccially.in the
form of verbal aggression when a teacher completely loses his temper,
a wary masked lookocan descend over the boys' faces. They wait,
tense and curiously ptssive until the onslaught stops. It is as if they
expect to be castigatcd in this way. The same wary, defeb.celess
behaviour characterized adult Jews during an incident in the year,
when the owner of a house adjoining the school stormed into the
office to complain about boys checking him from the balcony of the
tcaching block. Not one of the Jews tried to counter, the tirade of
abuse: all adopted the passive manner.

Evcn when claisroom behaviour dots not dcgcncratc.into outright
violcncc on the scale described above, classrooms commonly convey
the impression of movement, activity and bustle. .They are very
`bNly;:placcs. Especially in junior forms there arc constant consultations

doing, or to show them their own ork. The harmogy is easily broken.
c'''KlWen boys, who leave their s at and -go to sec what others arc

Books are snatched, only to be snatched back agaiii.Blows, recrimi-
nations and insults are freely exchanged. Iftven in a senior'form, it is
not uncommon for a boy to leap violently out of his seat, dash down
the aisle, and punch another boy, all while a lcsso s supposed to be
going on. Verbal aggressiontaunts, 4hrcats, snccri g emarks flung
around the classis far more common.

Unless a lesson is tightly controlled by didactic aching, which
the teacher is virtually forced into, or by_ constantly patrolling the
classrooni during individual work to squash incipient silly behaviour,
the class is seldom doing relaxed, quiet work for more than half of
any period. Even at its most relaxed a class seems to be in a state of
perpetual tension. Boy movements are sharp and jerky; books arc
closed with a snap; dc .14 arAflung back rather than lifted. Every-
thing is done vigoro4sly. Even when seemingly absorbed in a tasts, .
some boys still show a high degree of motor activity. They rock
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backwards and forwards in the manner associated with religious study
or prayer, and fidget endlessly in their seats. It is obviously difficult
to keep still for very long, or to hold concentration. Heads lift in-
quisitively at the slightest incjdent. Even only involves one boy,
others want to chip in with gratuitous comments. They offer advice,
make denigrating remarks, tell the offender to `shut up'anything
except get quietly on with their own work: Some, exchanges carry
cultur41 or ethnic overtones reflecting *e traditions represented at the
school. For example, during a geography lesson in fifth form, one boy
started commenting on religious duties for the approaching High
Holiday. This raised the ire of one aggressive boy. `Why don't you
shut up for a change, yeshivah bother,' using the term traditionally
applied fo a student of the classical yeshivot of Eastern Europe prior to
their collapse tinder Nazi and earlier persecutions. A-IYoy's religious
and ethnic affiliation can also be used as the basis of a comment. In
a very similar situation, where one boy had made a particularly relevant
observation in class, came the jibe from a peer: `You're pretty good,
magyar, now shut up.' The term magyar is an oblique reference to
the Hungarian origin of the ultra-Orthodox congregation to which
the boy belongs.

Classes which show this pattern of hyperactivity might suggest als
that &tip work is ever accomplished. However, this is not so as mo
boys manage to complete the majority of theiwork they have bee

.set. Some are rapid workers, but seem unable to settle down to oche
exercises finished their origin.41 task. When finished they go .

around bothering others, or 'use the opportunity for starting petty'
incidents such as blowing noses ostentatiously, throwing paper or
other Missiles, getting up 'to look out of the windows and wave to
those below. Such incidents often give the impression of being calcul-
ated challenges.t9 the authority of the teacher. They are all performed
with a wary, cheeky eye on his location and degree of surveillance. If
the offender is reprimanded he effects an, air of injured innocence, and
plays to the gallery for the support of his peers.

Role - taking and role-making in school life
The constant interplay and subtle shifts between role-taking and role
making by boys and ilittf provide the Ilesis for a great deal of the
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dynamics of school life. It is clear that boys make roles for themselves
in informal situations and exchanges with teaching staff, by acting in
an adult manner which seems within the accepted norms of Jewish
culture. To an extent this can be problematic for the teacher, who
may be forced to modify his own role perceptions. The most extreme
case of boys' role-making concerns their activities as petty entre-
preneurs during such Festivals as Succos, descriked in Chapter 9, when
they handle quite complicated transactions with business acumen and
aplomb.

Within the -informality of the peer group:boys interpersonal nil-
tlons seem governed by more role-making than role-taking. It is as
if boys are unwilling to accept their peers on the basis of such criteria
as friendliness, open extrovert personality, good manners and consider-
ation for others, even sporting ability. From the evidence available,
these are all devalued. In their place intellectual ability and application
to study are clearly valued: having 'brains' gives a boy considerable
prestige in the eyes of his peers, stressing an achievement rather than
an ascription orientation.

, .
The emphasis boys" place on achievement is brought out by the

aspirations of the group of fourth foktur boys who are a representativ
sample of the school. As the following summary shows all, but one
choice of career fall into the Professional and Higher Managerial
category adopted by Wiseman (197o : 224). Cpmmercial, scientific,
and medical careers predominate. Compared with fathers' occupations,

,a majority of the boys' asp" anon are upwardly. socially mobile, even
when falling into the same socio-econoiniecategory. Success is seen in
terms of gaining a place at university, or undertaking a comparable
form of tertiary training. It is obvious that the boys are markedly
achievement- oriented, and consider that intellectual capacity is the key
to their futures. The possession of 'brains' can now be seen in its true
light as the sine qua non for achieving such ambitions. Boys who
possess 'brains' are consequently held in high esteem; other traits that
might make for popularity are devalued.

Boys adopt similar criteria in their relationships with secular teachers
`in formal teaching-learning situations. Academic ability and authori-
tarian pedagogy are valued: In fIct, the boys virtually manoetiyre

- the teacher into what may be for him an uncongenial role by their
0
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expresse--"d implied- demands that .he use didactic methods. These
. -

constitute 'good teaching'. In return for obtaining it boys are willing
to take the 'good pupil' role. The transactional nature of the exdhange

-is pushed even further in relation to obtaining examination marks.
Here, the prudential element in the academic tradition is clearly
operating. Boys depart from the traditional good pupil role, ,and,
become hard bargainers for the ex,tra half mark so. Finally, role-
making bo reaches its most extreme form in tclation to a teacher
when or claim they attempt to Piave him sacked frOni

sch ce; boys are taking, upon theingelvcs the role
fan employer.
.Thus it is in the formal situation of the classroom that the dynamics

.ofrolc-talqirtg an4lik:sartng are problematical for both teacher and
bo e latter is a when is able_ to take the 'good pupil'

esponse to er'taking 'the 'good teacher' role, Other
hi -.ilk: to produce insecurity; anxiety and tension

d of silly, Obstreperous,behaviour that has
'been described. It also that the 'good pupil' role is only taken
when the teacher is act ally present in the'teaching-learning situation.
'When he is absent, 6r when he wants to make a role that is other
than that of the traditional pedagogue, boys adopt deviant roles, and

, become tense, aggresive, and occasiOnally violent against persons and
property. In such a -situation only a stjongly, authoritarian teacher carip
satisfy boys' role expectations. His deputy in the form captain or a
prefect is manifestly' ineffectual as he cannot take the role needed
under suds,. circumstances and become effectively, authoritarian in a

*way that commands respect from the deviant boys.
There seems to be a basically .similar pattern in boys' interpersonal

relationships with religious teaching staff in the formal setting of
religious classes. In these the predominant aim is for boys to learn the

-basis for taking roles as Orthodox kws. Theie js little doubt that they
value being Jewish, as the following commerifs make clear. There is
thus as inherent paradox in religious instruction classes between the
desire to become Jews on the one hand 'and the deviant behaviour that
would seem to inhibit it on the other.

The majority of boys in fourth form were asked that it means to
be a Jew. This direct question was put at the end of the year, when I
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Table 3. 4umPnary of Fodith Form Boys' Aspirations
in Relation to Fathers' Ocalpdtions°

AspiAions
j S.E. Category Fa

' of aspiration occ
er's

atiou

Accountancy College 'course;
qualified accountant

University science course;
`scientific' carett

University or College Accountancy
course; qualified accountant

University or College Accountancy
ceurv; qualified accountant

University science course; career.
uncertain

University natural history course;
career in CSIRO as zoologist

Talmudical Seminary for one year
theR university science course;
career uncertain

University science course; science
laboratory work in Israel

Medical course at universi
doctor in medical researc

Veterinary science course at
university; veterinariah
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I Or 2

I

Market stall
ho

Rese scientist,

Milkbar owner

Owtierbelt-
mak

kC

facio)y!
Careta

Research Fellow

Delicatessen
proprietor

Unstated

Hotel proprietor

Pet-shop retailer
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;' Aspirations S.E. Category Father's
of aspiration occupatibn

University science & engineering 1 . Butcher
course; aeronautical space engineer , '.....------. -

University science course; ` Coit manu-
career uncertain . .* faEturei

9 .
Medical course at university; Storeinan in

doctor ./ factory
1 University science course; Manager of
l fareer uncertain knitting factory;

`Uncertain Manufacturer &
OP retailer of fabric.

'( Pharmaceutical training course; 1 Builder and
pharmacist contractor

--- Veterinary science course at i , Quilt,dianu-
university; veterinarian - facturer

'.Accountancy course (unspecified);' 1 Manager of
business accountant weaving factory

Technical course aimed at factory Sock ,manti-
trainee in motor mechanics facturer 0

N = 19; one student absent.
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had developed-maximum rapport with the group. Apart froin correct-
ing spelling errors that might lead'to faulty-interpretation, all answers
are given vcrbatitn, as,any atteinpt at paraphrasing thrnilwoulde,be
talirnposc myown ,constructions of what they mean. The only
`externarinfluence is the three categories used to group answers:

'religious Orientation, nationalistic or ethnic -orientation, and,"un-
committed.

, .

The way of traditcod--boys'.sell images
The religious orientation, towards being a Jcw

The fact that I
an

at ew does not thean4nything 0 mebut .the fact that I ama-.---- i.e. an obs ant Jew, makes me feel above any other nation -or )
feligion in the woad, I .. . I. ,

The people who,are, unfortunately,- in our days lax .in their' observances
constitute to me as- empty shells, but those who keep to.the 'tradition of our.

f elders arerighteous. They do. not rhcat their elders who died in the and War
for the same thing theif sons are forsaking. They. are traitors., .

, .But stilLeven if somebody was born ajew, he his ddifterent quality in him, :
He is. more refined, more co-operative than the coMmon 'mob' in whose
midst we dwell in. Of course there are exceptions.
'- -To sum this up, I, being an observant Jew, feel satisfied when doing the work`
and observing G-11's own law. To me being a Jew is. something 'that is my.'
highAt ?ssei

,.. - * * *
. ,

To me to ewish does not mean to have a Jewish" mother or to -have a
:Yiddishe hartz' it. a Jewish heart). It means to 'be willing to sacrifice oneself
cOrrirgiely to the orah, i.e, to observC the Laws as well as to learri the
and . It means that I should go to school or work every day and deal
fairly with my fellow men, not as the image of a Jew is today. It also means

. to go_telothul not twice a year on and 7.= but to go every day ,,

3 times a day even if it is inconVcnient for me. It also means that a Jew shoq1d1
Ait raise children (living in Torah). ..

* *
...,

* '
, ..

Since I wanom Je4h I ,have :often thought about- being a Oritile but I
canYimagine myself any other way but'Jcwish. To me, it means being --a
'member of what I 'consider to be the true religion. I feel that being Jewish has

.---7-- made. me slightly more respectfilt, to other people than the average boy in the
/

,

1 M
7,: \

: ,

I. Viords in Hebrew script,are indicated by a dap -.)'
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street is. I can see a mcaning in lifc and the goal of grcat knowledge is something
for Ile to strive for. I think that bccausc of this mcaning in lifc, th crime rate
among Jewish pcoplc is sb low. I feel Out learning thc Talmud an r sous
studio helps sharpen my lin to edible mc to understand secular stuchcs bc Cr.

Jewishness is denoted by, one dung only, the Jewish religion, i.c. the very. fact
.

which has made Abraham, Isaac and Jacob Jews, was their belief in mono-
theism and the piousness with which they approached daily life. So too, this
rcligion and tradition has been passed down till this day. So to bc Jcwish in
this age,t believe that the sarric rcquircments are necessary as were in days
of AbrahaTril'Isaac and Jacobthc Jcwish religion and tradition. I ma ain
that when a Jcw keeps his religion, that his rcligion kccps him.

If you walk I could talk in length about the )ircia., css about tlic J pi 'wally
and physidll and explain how great the je*ish'Strals and idea and i tcllect
is, that i digs Oil i.c. accepting the Ytikc 4. G-d withou understanding
every have to understand what clic use of being a use and
what [sic]. What is important i's, simply accepting everything whatt
ybu cn taught by ,somcone older; wiser and more knowletlgeatTle than

10yC., u when titis,i,s accepted c can start delving into spiritual things
'bur is OE,tuely, the" ',..:..al ,..-. ,; < tit..co believe in G-elibut t strongcr
clinging to irnc.4-`"..,," te

' .k. " 4" IP A-,w'-'
4,'-'.4:,

,:, * , * ,.

To me it is a grcat honour to c born a Jcw bccausc I ath,sndowcd with a
responsibility Alich in return for my observance I icce,iyf a safcgu'a'rcragainst
the bad things of this world.

It mcans that if I keep all the Mitzvot as many flo ih*e is less chance of
corruption and sickness in my lifc. Whew( walk around witha skull cap I know
that I must act according' to the Torah to kccp up-my honour as alew.

I find grcat enjoyment in being a Jcw bccausc wc have a Shabbos which
only Jew's can appreciate, there arc times when wc feel things, wc can not feel
othcr tinics.

It mcans having a steady rcligion which does not change periodically as
othcr religions do. It givcs mc something to believe in;' hich is pretty reliable.
It givcs me hopes for certain things in the future. Although some pcoplc swear
at us in the street I think these things can sometimes bc forgotten.
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To believe in Gd the hot one blessed beItc.

* *

On Saturday 4 have mething to look for=ward to instead of just mucking
around. When Isay m. prayers I say itr with feeling. During school we are
taught things that'men of previous times taught io their ,disciples what to do
what not. On Saturday we can't do any manner of work, not even drive an
automatic car because you still cause work by turning the engine On. '..

* * *

It means to live a life governed by the Law and Spirit of the TORAH. It
means stiddng to a certain method of approachitig anything. This is not just
holding on to some laws but a coniplete ethical code. It meantheing one of the.
Jewish people. Yet a person can be Jewish even if he does not keep the religion.
If he preserves his national b ckgroumd and culture he' is still 'Jewish. But I
believe that you can not lu p this under categories. A person is Jewish if he
believes he is.

* * *

All I can say is that it is the greatest thing ever to be a Jewish boy. You can
always walk around knowing that you are different from othe:rs in that you
have sets of laws that distinguish you from an animal and a man. You have laws* for eating, sleeping, wearing of clothes and any other thing yto can think of.'I
myself am not the most orthodox btu I keep a fewlbasic laws. I consider being
Jewish as the greatest privilege of my life.

* ...*. *

1
The_rrationalistic orttation towards being a Jew

I feel proud of our tradition and history, itoverconung greater odds and
opposition; A society only exists when there are restrictions, and we with our
added restrictions feel some unexplainable feeling ofsuccess. 1,

I feel proud to be a Jew when one ofmy fellow religionists name apgears in
a paper. We all feel united.

.

To me it is a big hono r knowing and believing. that,the Jewish people ate
different from all other peoples. The clo'schess of our people, as was shown in
the 1967 emergency. I think honestly' that every person in our nation at one
time or another has a feeling for' reltgion. If anyone can name a people that has
oppressed so much over Mc centuries [rid and yet has been able to survive and
flourish F will then admit that our nation-is a normalfcmc. Let's take a festival

Ass eyth, as Nve are celebrating at the moment Chanuka. When an oppressed .

ft
ifI42p
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people rose up and defeated the enemies who outnumbered us. It means to me
a sincere believe in Gd.

To built up a state after being oppressed not less than 3 to 4 years early shows
Our sincere hope not to be brokeri,up..

To pfe it means a lot'of things to be Jewish and I am by no means impartial
to the fact. What I, do all do, how I is basically governed by my Jewish-
ness. This doesn't mean every minute of he dayI am affected, in some ways
greatly, by my envininrnent and by things not Jewish. But after reading about
the massacres and sufferings ews underwent under the 'Egyptians, the Syrians I
feel that I am here to keep -t e tradition alive and to carry on in doing my tiny
part in,keePing the Jewish na 'on living.

After.all the hardships we've one through I- would go round with a guilty
conscious all my' life if I would e my religion. I don't take it as a joke nor
do I take Jewish customs as a joke. If my grandparents are always looking to
save money it's not so funny as it may seem.

Another, possibly more tangible way to preserve us is to go to Israel and
. support it, learn 14'ebrew. Such an effort as the Ws made there must not go to

waste. Anyway it is the Land of mytlters.
* * *

Unco n1/flitted

To me.being a Jew is a ,Nay of life and I can not see myself liv,ing in any
other way. This is because was brought up as a Jew in a Jewish atmosphere and
I am used to it.

Quantitatiliely, there is a high proportion' of boys (73.3 per cent),
who sec the meaning of being Jewish mostly in religious terms. Three
boys (io.o per cent) see it more in nationalistic -terms, but also refer
to religion. The remaining boy has no pronounced orientation
either tvay.

Qualitati'vely, boys attach a variety of meanings to their Jewishness.
It is most valued as a source of ethical rules promoting good individual
conduct and harmonious relations with others. Just over half of the
boys in the sample indicate this. Feelings of honour, pride, and priirilege

.at being a Jew are clearly expressed in a third of the answers. Being
different from other peoples or cultures is also valued, although there
are two senses in which the term is used. In one, there is no sense of,
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being different and superior. In the other, the superiotity° of thelewish
way of life, or aspects of it, is ex*ity stated or implied. Also valued
about being a Jew is the feeling or being united with a people (folk)
and a tradition, which has enabled them to resisi hardships and become
successful. The importance of Jewish learning, knowledge andicaching
'is 'mentioned by four boys. Explicit recognition is- given to tradition.

Arnong those who 'emphasize non-religious meanings of being a
Jew, as much weight is attached to honour, pride and privilege as to
the sense of being united and keeping tradition. Least mentioned is
being superior to others. However, among those emphasizing religious
meanings of being a Jew, feelings of superiority are most mentioned.
From observations and this evidence it is legitimate to suggest that,
for some boys, adherence to religious beliefs is not untinged with a
certain arrogance or, at least, assurance that Judaism is superior to
other faiths.

The percentage of boys who appear to profess religious beliefs is
higher than might be expected. At the time ofDr Nahum Goldmann's
visit, the Principal' had made no secret of the 'fact that, according to
his estimate, some so per cent of boys in the school came from
non-observant homes. On this basis a score of cent gives
grounds for optimism.

On the other hand, the possibility should not be discounted that
when they were asked to do tin's exercise, some boys decided to present
a more favourable picture of themselves than was actually the Case.
I had not asked them to give their names (although some still did), and
went to great trouble to play down the importance of the data.
Despite this there was a quite perceptible undercurrent of anxiety in
the class. One boy in particular was visibly worried. He asked twice ,
why he had to do it, then went6ver to another boy and tried to read
his answer. His final statement inevitably stood out. It is the briefest
of those given. There is the possibility in this case, and maybe in
others, that a form of 'pluralistic ignorance' existed at the time
(Allport, 1933). Some

they

might have felt obliged .to state they were
i4bre religious than. they actually were, believing tha5tiethers would
do the same.

There seems to be a number of contradictions in the ways ,boys
make or tab roleP in response to the pressures upon therri in both
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formal and informal situations within -school.- Least problematical-
would seem to be their views. of themsNes as Jews, in which ii is
clear that religion plays the Major; if not doniirlant part. Yet, behaviour

. in formal learning situations where the kno'vledge of the Great
TraditiOn,,is Imparted by skilled literati can be dysfunctional and oftep
the very antithesis of what might bc expected to be accorded to s h
experts. A very similar parad'ox operates in secular classes. Boys s c
their futures nd the means to achieve them in .achievement-oriented
terms of te lary education followed by professional careers. lat,
boys' behavi ur in formal, secular learning situations can be dys-
functional fo gaining the knowledge of the acadeOCCtradition on
which aCC-es-sto.this type of future depends.

If intellectual ability and attainment rank high in boys' scales of
values it would appear to he at the cost of interpersonal relationships
with their peers and others with whom.they come into contact. They
are not seen as so important, neither are sport or other- types., of
recreation. The emphasis is,,on learning in both traditions, but t1
just this aspect of.theirjives in school that is problematical: The way
of tradition, it would seem, is the way of tensiorly
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The Ctiuntervailinurricultim

The problematical nature of lea IT is most apparent in what can be
termed the countervailing .curri ulum. This comprises those unplanned
experiences and the informal knowledge. which convey conflicting
messages and , meanings to boys wherever"they meet as grdups in
interaction settings. Each of these contains stimuli in the forne8f other
boys or people who maybe present, together with artifacts and a range ..
of written or pictorialsmedia. All of these can convey rticanings that
are at odds with, and often contradict, those intended in the formal
curriculum. Their overall effect is tp cast doubt on the certainty of
the knowledge available through planned and intentional learning
experiences. .

. /The operation of the countervailing curriculum occurs in several
ways. Knowledge can be directly challenged in a qbite overt-manner.

TCustomary 'behaviour, attitudes and feelings are similarly challenge .

However, there ..i.s also the constant covert influence of the counte
wailing curriculum present 'ar all times and in nearly all interaction
settings. Its effect is less easy to establish with certainty as nothing is

'done or said in this case, which might suggest that an aliernative
experichce and its meaning are being transmitted to those pie-sent.
Despite this, it is dealt from boys' reactions that a .countervailing
influence is at work, even though the evidence is nearly -aly.rays
impressionistic and leased on often fleeting evidence gathered whil,tbt
goes about his routine work.

Overt challenges to. knowledge
The emphasis both traditions place on mastering a great deal of purely
factual or cognitive informa'tion, which forms much of the content
of their respeCtive curricula, 4inev'itably leads to situations where
established knowledge and beliefs come under direct challenge:Some
boys are alert to this possibility and seldom fail to question the validity
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of what is being taught i lesson.With some-2otother boys present
in a class,. there is alwaysatn attentive and appreciative audience. The
most dramatic challenge occurs 'during lessons dealing with topics and
phenomena for which there are two potentially contradictory expla-
nationsthose available from scientific thought in the academic
tradition in opposition to thoSe from religious thought in the Great
Traditidn.

Tile .creation of the world is one such topic. Orthodox Judaism;
we have seen, dates) its calendar from the moment a Creation in
3760 B.C.E. several occasi with my fifth form a geography
lesson woul Aeuch on an asp ct of geology and the age of meld.
`The ocks in this region were laid down some 400 million
years ago,' I would state, only to have one or the.o er of the most r/
Orthodox boys challenge the shttement. 'This cann be. In Chtimash
it says that the.,walrld was creat d 57;t1 ye?rs ago, For thi young
Chassid itibecame something of n obseision Corm t me each time.
`We know the truk'-h wou say emphatically, 'be cruse Moses has
dive kik to us. Your' isko .a t ecazi; and like all theories can easily
be Vowed wron,k_We have the truth.' Form 5 was not alone in
challenging scientific knowledge: Periodically during the year similar
occasions would arise with other forn, and my statements would be
greeted with seepticisin and even outright rejection by boys in Forms
s and 4 whenever what I taught ran counter ro bibliCal teaching.

The strength 'of such conviction is ,well,illustratal by the following
incident with my si/th form social studies group. During discussion
abogut aspects of Chinese civilisation, I mentioned Toynbee's 'concept
of hisiprical'cycles; and asked the boys whether it could be applied. to
events in Jewish history by way of illustration. Five thousand, seven
hundred and twenty-nine years have elapsed since Moses I'was told;
the ,MesOah would come- by the year six thousand `Si earlier. The
Lubavitadt Rebbe had once prophesied that the yillenium was
imminent; and had affirmed- his prophesy on several sibsequent
occasions: I risked' a few quesfions.

`Doesn't it worry you ivhen°I,put forward, different ideas such ,as "
these historical cycles e'

`No, those are only theories. We know.' We don't even have to
worry about it.'

rt
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`But doesn't it get you upset?'
`Why should it? We are quite certain. It's something we do not even

worry about; it's not a question of belief but part of us.'
'But false prophets have arisen beforelook at Shabbctai Tzeyi, the

seventeenth century pseudo-messiah, and what followed when he
renounced Judaism?,

.`1'6, we know, we know..There will always be false messiahs; this
we accept, but when the true one comes we will know.' '

Such conviction is all the, more surprising in view of r c many
developments of the twentieth century, one of which was imminent
at the time.. This was man's first landi4 on the moon, but even it
could be cow& with. After some. hesitation and much consultation
with staff the Principal permitted a large television set to be set up,
la the assembly
short periods to
ThC time for Mit

all. Classes were grudgingly allowed to come in -for
tch the moon lauding preparations and finaanding.
halt came and boys were being called to prayer, yet

still a group lingered around the set. One of the rabbis bustled in
obviousl 'nnoyed. 'Come, dawn Minchah, it's time."Leave that, it is
not im ortant. Minchah is more important, come.' There could be no
cornpr

Cha
trivial i

Teams o
the vaccin

mise with Orthodoxy. 'N.

enges to scientific knowledge could occur over such apparc
attcrs as getting Sabin oral vaccines against poliotnyeli

octors travel arou d the schools in the State, administering
almost as a routin measure. The day is known beforehand,

parents sig form givi g t eir consent, claxes assemble en masse and,
despite interruption to c. sswork, the wholbusiness is over and done.

-4ith relatively quickly.

to th hall to get their doses, two boys protested in all apparent
N t so for some boys in my own form. Just prior to trooping over ''

sincerity that the vaccine was trtf,- and could not be taken without
breaking the kasruth law1.14 Would I give an opinion please? 'My
-hesitant reply did not satisfy some boys, who promptly went to seek
the rabbi's advice, before going to get their vaccine. k '.

Wasruth prohibitions cropped up several times during theyear.
....

.s.

( I. Tref (Hcb.)lit. 'torn'. Meat unfit for consumption. By, exteltion applied to any
ritually impure food. Its opposite is kosher.
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iposi obVious occurred during a stop at a small country shop to get a
snack on an extended 'geography excursion with my own form.-The
available food was inspected carefully, its kosher quality discussed at
length, and then rejected in favour of soft drinks and potato 'crisps.
Stiieral boys appeared to go hungry rather than risk buying,something
thq were uncertain about.,
Challenges to CUSt nary behaviour

Challenges' to cus oniarr behaviour occurred. A number relating to
days of Chol Ha -nzoed and making religious artifacts are discussed in
Chapter 9, and are examples of the countervailing curriculum operating
against secular work. However, I was surprised to see beliefs about
proper \and fit behaviour extend into sports periods.

One incident urred when members of my own form were
required to play a ki of team race, in which they had to lie prone
with their heads betwee; the legs of other boys in a line. The young
Chassid came into the classroom, his face red with righteous indig-
nation. It's inrreoral, We should not be expected to play that gamy.
I think it's indecent and should be,banned in the school.' There could
be no doubting for one moment that he and a number of others were
genuinely upset at being o ered to take part in what, to them, was
an indecent' game:

i4
Whet er they took the matter further by'seeing

ic1

the rabbi, I do not know, but the game was never played again. ,

Religious ritual behaviou'r becomes problematical when boys go on
an excursion. One of the first questions they ask concerns the avail-
ability of water to wash their .hands before a meal, and a place in
which they can pray Mirzchah. The Utter is not always vital if the group

I can get back to school, and, pray ialte)kshirl before the time far this
prayer expires. HoweVer, washing the hands and saying the Bles'sing
lid Grace are of vital importance for it e,triore Orthodox boys.

',t../- Tbeir m.solution is to take with them a aluminium pitcher to pour
the Tater, a towel so, dry the handi;and small prayer 61:, for as\J/many

as want them. The 'visit of thir and fourth forms to e F).oyalt Melbourne Stow .saw one yf the most Orthodox boys g tting off
the b4 with a pile, of pray& boticst and .p pitcher= wrapped up in the

' tower,. Apparently he knew of a .tap iia A u requented: corner of the

.4
Sholrounds. One of my geography excur s had too be planned so

411
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that the lunch stop would occur at a place where the boys could wash
their hands. This some 5o per cent did, at atap on the reserve, before
takingover one' of the picnic rotundas in which to eat`their lunch. As
usual this Was accompanied by Blessings and Grace. <r)

In mid-y0r, the visit to a neighbOuring high school by my own
form to sit for tke CSSE posed fewer problems.. A classroom rad
been set aside in which. the boys could eat lunch, .after washing their
hands in,the cloakrooms. I brought food, and we ate lunch together.
After ;adds the boys said the Min shah prayer, one of them leading
the rest He stood facing a wall and recited most of the prayers off by
heart. Another boy stood at his elbow to act as prompter when he
faltered. As he ,told me afterwards the Luliavitcher ordei Of prayer
differs from that used in his own shut, and he found it difficult to
follow.

All' the boys-took part though, with varying degrees of servance,
swaying automatically iq time with the cadence' of prayer. ne was.
dilatory in getting to his feet and had tcr'be sharply spoken to by the

-N young Chassid before joining the nest. I had noticed some reluctance
slightly earlier, .when Z I.Zaii-Rd a group to-say Grace With
hiin. He was reduced to poUnding on the table crying 'EtenSchen mit
mir' befOre gietting the requisite numbers together.2

After M inchafrthe boys went to the playground, where the majority!
played basketball, keeping themselves segregated in one court. Here
they were quite conspicuous and obviously different, from the other,
more casually dressed students, bz virtue of their yarmelkehs, caps, and
school suits. My hat complete our grobp-identification. Several jeers
came, from other students, an on two occa/ions a stone was lobbed .

in our direction:
ThN was not uncommon, several of my boys Infofined me. More

often than not, most provocatidn and even physical assault comes from
non-Observant Jewish boys. rather than fro 'goyim. In the previous .
year, the boys-had been disturbed and attacked during their lunch and
prayelp by others, and a fracas ha de loped. From first-hand expert-

111 ence I was able to share in the,Wes.ank of being persecuted and, the
appreheusion of both my boys and the Prihcipal; which had resulted'

, A

2. Benschen mit mir (Yidd.)'say Graatkwith me'.

1
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4, in his request that I should stay with the boys during their lunch time.
In this instance, the effects of thesco-untervailing curriculum were

mostly indirect results of the requirements of the Great Tradition
obtruding Into what was ,essentially a keystone in the academic
'tradition, i.e. its examination, system. Similar tensions were generated
fo'r boys from the fifth and sixth forms, when they sat for their final
SchoOl Leaving and Ivfatriculation examinations held at the Exhibition
Buildings in the city. he problems of prayers, lunch, Washing hands .

were all present at time when maximum concentration was.needed
on academic matters. Y.

I vefices on attitudes egid values

-Although somethiw of the boys' attitudes can-be inferred from their
brel-Aiouis--the objection of form 4 imys to. the 'immoral gam is
indicative of their attitudes towardsIie sports master's requketrients,
for instancethere were incidents when the Great Tradition coloured
boys' opinions and .expreSsed attitudes to both school life and world
events. Here we see not only Judaism operating in the narrow sense
of the body of religious beliefs and practices, but die wider totality of
Jcwishness to which it is central. This is

the sum total Jof the many varied ways in which peoPle called Jews wish
to identify as such. Prominent among them is a strong sense of peoplehood
and national unity (Medding, 1968:13). ,_

This totality found its most overt expressikm on the occasion when
,secular lessons were abandoned for the ,afternoon to enable 11 the
secondary school, except for the sixth-form boys, to go into tl city
to see the film This 'Day in Israel. The occasion was also marked by
a visit to the school from the new Israeli consul to sec the boys at
work in several classrooms. Like comparable events, the visit to the

leered onto the subject of Israel and

film generated considerableanticipatory witernent oh the
days: In consequence, discussions during normal le sons

iorriSin.. Tlie
expressed +their support vehemently a }with obvious, tleta*maCio. ri...---,4

_.,

They carefully explained that the Lu avitcher Movement supports .
Zionism, although some ultra-OrthOdoirgioups .clonot:.:as th y,fe

. ....,..

3. The movement to 311ClaC the return °flews to ksrael, and which led to the setting -up
of the State of.lsrael.
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that the fu. lfilment Of biklical proplL''' °aid be achieved by peaceful
_means and not by ES*. f ...--

Once the boys had found out where my own sympathies lie over the
Israel question, tSey needed little encouragmerit during lessons to
-express other -opinions about their Jewishness. Siemingly .unrelated

- incidents in class would prompt their comments. A casual mention of
law court's in the neighbourhood, during a geograp* lesson, brdught
a swift remark from one fourth-formet: 'We have a very go ,system:
there are state laws and religious laws.' As usual thisiprov ed a'-iiiar-Q
of comments from, others, among whom the. gubavi c rs were
clearly the keenest to provide information oth for ine-ind their peds,

The. hold rxerted over some b s' imaging n and loyalty by the
Lubavitcher Movement is very obvious. It conies out in Class discussion,
in requests to help the youth group activities,. and in casual interaction
settings. Once I was standing in tie playground watching a basketball
game at the end of the ..year. A yoUng Chassid ,came dashing up in
great excitement with'a pictize frOm 'Time Magazine, which showed `.
the Lubavitcher 4 k. ehbe being visited by the Maydr of New York.
`There:. he S

R.
.$1 triumphantly, 'that shows how important the Luba-

vitcher eb is. The Mayor won because he got the. support .of.
Jews who make- p .30 per cent of the vote. What do you think of

ithat?' .

The heavy demands of. the .matriculation course did not prevent
similar interruptions from the countervailing curriculum: The topiC

'of nationalism in the social studies course almost invariably provoked
comments about Israel, evenshciUgh the matriculation boys as a group
had opted'not to see the film. Their seCulak`Nudies were more important

%.they had claimed. Once again the Lubavitcher Rcbbe was referred
to, during one lesson, as a supporter of Israel. Although the boys were
as militant about Zionism as the fourth-formers, their comments had
religious overtones lacking in the moreljunior form. Israel was founded
on religiods'grounds. Jerusalem, would be retained and not handed
back to the '"Arabsthe..current bone of contention at the tinieas.
this is the fulfilment of biblical prophecy, even though the founding
of the Third Temple had yet to.take place. It would be merely -a

matter of time, as it had been prophesied by the Lubavitcher Rellibe.
This last ronounceinent, conning from D was most

I 5.2.:
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. surprising as I. had not thought of him as a Lubaviieher supporter.
He. went an to stress that the 'Movement was unique in Judaism 'by
virtue of its proselytizing activities and militant faitli. Like all bOys",
.who talked about their faith, he spoke quite' naturally and unself-
consciously, with obvious interest and lively concern. I could not,ielp .

in4cing mental.compariso\T w,th otherjeligious schools at which
hid" taught, Where such matters Would hark provoked .embarrassed .

amusement among boys, if they were discussed at all.
matter-of-fact attitudes, towards Jewishness also extended into

non-religious tics provoked by something or other iii an academic
lesson, On, occasions this gave insightsNino boys' backgrounds that.
could be disturbing for me," even 'though treated 'with apparent
asual4iest by them: One incident arose out of'a lesson on kinship
networks and lineages, which formed part of the fourth form geo-
graphy course. After I had drawn the classical genealogical diagram on
the board by way of' illustrations I; noticed ono: boy industriouslfr
drawing. His 'sketch turned out to be a lineage diagrarrlrf his own
family. Alarge'number of the symbols haebeen blacked inAsignifr
,deaths. Pates were indicatc&against- them, all ominously within a
narrow time-span. 'Most of my relatives came frorn.Eastern Europe,
and die in concentration camps,' the boy expl ed quietly, his facei-
ex-piess nlcss and 'any feelings concealed, by ed,look I had
seen in others, when sensitive topics were being discuss . Several of
his neighbours ere listening, and nodded: it appeared t ey too had
suffered similar sses., To me, this was the quintessence the overt

\ countervailing curriculum and a stark insight into one facet of the
, 'totality of Jekvisliness'.

The covert -opergtion of thf countery ling .curiicuAurn
Whereas the overt effects of the countervailing curricurtim are manifest
in the verbal interactions of those within interaction :settings, its
covert elfc-cti are less easytd reconstruct. They arise froin other
components, in the total `environment of objects: to which each -
individual will attach meanings. Thus we 'should' take into account
such aspectst as spatial arrangements, artifaLts, inanimate symbolic
cominunication,r--signs, notices, display material-,logethef.with the
'inaiticulate experience derived from the actions of others. Thei
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fneaninss for those individuals who are present canlbe assumed to:
complenient se already obtailieel through the overt.counterVailibg
curriculum:

Art acts'it the envirenment

The clasro6ni contains a medley of artifacts relating to both traditions..
Boys'. phylacteries in their bright; `velvet bags can be seen in dksks1,- on
cupboard topsEet,en on a-WindoW sill if it i§ conveniently situated near '.

a boy's place in cla:s's. keligit2us::-bo tl. may be neatty,arranged in
cupboards, though quite ofteni.--.:4stiecia4y: follaWing. a period, of . .
religiciusinstrUction, they 4;e:.1`efr;inA10.te..t-eliso14er on top of,the

-teacher's .table. .A-i.treztiz:0/1,:fs::a ' to e jamb of the doorway.ti fie
. ., .

1.
Those artifacts one tort y... wi. c assroolIns are alsociel....4t1s with

'littered ground, or/ ept.neatty:iitheit4spointad plaCes ar,carding to
. the tidiness of the teacher and beygl''TheSe are]blackboard dusters,

, chalk, ruters,..-boatd compasses. and other :geometrical 'equiPment,
.,, models used for deinonstrating .scientikt,,prificiple4- textbooks .of-,,..alf,..

. . : descriptions. A duality is at once.appatent in iheitw76 typ.ei of artifacts,
as-thereis in fifirtnally'etrery compoilentitir esCho61,.-: - , ,oh

The, meanings' artifacts have: for scinie-b.o. can be inferrecf6orn their
behaviours tc;Waris them. It .i?...quite apparent that a diversity of

. Mean* is in operation atone aritl.ilie4tneitiTrIe in any classroom.."
fior instance, .the mezuzaltmeOs Spnietit14.to those, boys who touch :, .

1.., ivc6nsistent y when passing Through the:46pr/ 410cer thing to those
who are, inconsistent: and something 4 to" boys who do not touch .

it at all:hfrom the latter; .we catint4' infer,' that _the mezuzah means
nothing.: Possibly, even 'for' these; it .had s e mezthing, but, not
sufil ien"t-Abr of the!kind to generate observabl tehiviours. Fo?boYs:, ,i

_ sudtas these the mezuzah mightitill stand as an otnnipresent reminder
oeihat* ey shOold observe as. 06.40.6ilews: Th e picture ilfurther ,

cornplieated by,the great variations in the!fruenCy-of,touching they
mezuzah., On rare occasions a whole Class totild troop*oui; not one':
boy touching it. On other tkeaionsoso Iper'cent of the same class ...
would obscrve thismitzt;ah. . : .- .

:Meanings attached e6 religious_.hoOki:,could also ke inf et* red from. ',.
v.

behaviours. ' Some boy .,:trdated them - disrqspectfully, while others .
' accorded them' obvious .respect. What was; an apparently meaningless ".

., .
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THE COUNTERVAILING CURRICULUM

e observer concealed an ..order meaningful to the
Jewish bor." A pl}e Of religious books on My table, for instance, was
so arranged that unknown to me no other book lay on top of Cluimash,
although it may lie on top of books of lower 'rank' such as Books of
the Prophets (see Kitzut Schulchan Aritch, 28, 3-1o). This is a sign of
respect for Chumas-h.

My'unwitting transgression early in the year when I went to place
one of my secular books on top of C.Junnash broughuan explanation
of tlic'actiOn'S meaning from one of thy form. Later in the yea'rt the
same absent-mneded 'action produced a warning hiss 'C'huntash' from

and a mild reprof. From this it was quite clear that, having
once been told the meaning of the action, I should now know and
behave appropriately, i.e. as' an Orthodox Jew should..

Meanings were seldom mao explicit. During a current' affairs
discvssion in fourth form, talk veered to the wearing Ef the Y arnselkeh.
This was promptdd by a photograph we had.all seen in'that morning's
paper of the then Australian Prime Minister, anon Jew, wearing one

, at an official Jewish dinner attended by prominent members ofit. .

Melbourne's Jewry. The . boys 'were contemptuously *amused and
eatstic iA their comments about what to them was a preientiops act.
'He doesn't know how to behave,' they said, i.e. that's not the meaning
of wearing the yarinelkeh. what" about me wearing one Or
hat?' I ventured, to ask. 'That's differen; you know :what it means,'
came the reply. Recalling the occasions in some fifth-forth boys' homes .1
during coaching sessions, when1 hadlvorn either a hat or aqyarmelkeh
only to sense the action was incorrect, I,could not be entirOy_Colvinced
by my foim's aftrInce. 4 also remembered the tima4Wy ain, in
research, when I had not worn a hat ,during a .visit to m'y'ilifoinziant's
home, and had been kindly 'told of my error. As iii.alitihie;p,glogist
I should have known 'What to do; .my informant said. .

We can see from the above not only that the countei'vviling Curti,
culum involves the cultural constructions of meapings, butOtat these
vary according to-the logic'of the situation. in which the actions. and
artifacts. are concerned. Mbseover, like incidents described in the
,oper tion of the overt countervailing curikulurri, it 'seems apparent
that different systems of logic are,being nsed,to construct meanings.
The logic of .scientifrc' knowledge, .for instanee,,,is

is 5,



Metaphy,SiCal,lOgi61 c diversion into a discussion about placing books
.6n top of Chupaslt;prompted by its lucre presence on the tabli: as an

- imam component of the interaction setting, was initially generated
N. . .7 ,

by twb system of logicthe Orthodox boys' and mine. Our logics
c&ficideil whin I :knew what they kneW and behaved accordingly,
i.e. ac.c,epted fotut'lle tinIc being their system of logic. My assumed
knOwledgc of '/E:efOtid where to keep on my hat or wear a yarmelkeh
might Wnierprtitd in a similar way. I knew, according to niy boys,
liesausc rhad iffliplicitly accepted the logic, behind dressing this way. -

The Prime Ministr may not have, and thus did not know.
where incidents such as the above occur, it is quite

appare that the oys arc influenced by the counterVailing,curriculum.
Not illy arc they learning knowledge that is potentially at odds with,
and dysfunctional for, the academic curriculum, b,ut its very logic is
also being challenged: During the time when the diversion into Jewish,
matters obtains, thc boys are learn4ng in a context within whiS the
Great Tradition is dominant. As Keddic has observed (1973 : 17),

die learning of any 'logic' is a highly.situated activiry which cannot be
treated as though it were context-free if it is to become part of the life-

. *Drld of the learner and to be un stood by him at all.

Symbolic media. orcommunication in the en onment

Most interaction settings ,within the school complex have material on
display', which ,relate's to both traditions. In the fifth-form m, a

-large chart occtipiedpareof the pin-board on the rear wall. PU.-lished
by the Lubavitcheil: Movement, it lists in Hebrew and English ihe 39
labours forbidden Otx. Shabbos. At the beginning of the Jewish year
the Lubavitcher students drew up a chart in Hebrew sho,ving the
exact dates ant times for daily prayers, the lighting of Shabbos candles
and putting-on tephillin, and added this tO the board display. A diagram
-and detailed instructions showing the correct way to-attach phylacteries
also appeared. This was ,part Of a, tephillin. campaign which 41- asit
vertised in The Austialian _Jewish. News', and supported by a ."pas- toral' .

letter from the Lubavitcher Rflibe displayed' prominently on a..notice
board in the foyer of the shul. nod] pieces of advertising leaVe nO doubt
as to the directness of the message and, the logic to. which it adheres.

My o ;fore roOrn- had. religiouslORtecs on the display -board.
..

w
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Form 3 had none. Forms .1 and 2 had neatly printed cas in Hebrew
and English, written by the boys, proclaiming maxitiis from the
Talmud such as 'Speak little. Do a.lot', 'Respect comes before learn-
ing'. Form 2 also had on display large charts depicting the founding
of the Tabernacle by the Children of Israel in Ihe wilderness, and, in
diagrarrimatic form, the library of the books -of the Law and divisions
of Talnud. Display material also tended to change according to the

\proaching Festival. Pesach saw drawings of the Seder plate in Form I.
The menorah ivas drawn at Chanukah.

In stark contrast to theseedisplay materials, arc those relating to the
academic tradition and curriculum. They vary according to the lesson
topic, but in due season are pinned up on the display board next to
material of the'Great Tradition. Tangible evidence of two logics and .
meanings are thus juxtaposed for.all who care to look at it.

What meanings boys attach to such displays is uncertain. Certainly,
for those boys who 'draw religious display materialmostly in, the,
more junior forms and primary gradesit has a meaning or else they
would not labour so industriously at the task. As most academic
material is either commercially produced or developed by the teacher,
similar work in this sphere for boys is limited. Yet striking cont sts
can still be, seen. At the height of the excitement over moon
landings, some biziy. in Form. I took advantage of lessons t for
examination revision to draw both religious and secular pi urcs.
Sketching of space ships proliferated, accompanicdhy earnest discussions'
about what Martians or other denizens of oute.; space might look like(
Amidst this hubbub a couple of boys serenely blocked in the Hebrew'''
,symbols of another saying fromthe Talmud, circa third century C.E..

At the same time of the year in Form 2, the board contained a
number of cards with sayings from the Torah and. Talmud, written
in English and Hebrew:

THE. MORE TORAH STUDY, THE MORE LIFE.
THOU SHALT LOVE THY NEIGHBOUR AS THYSELF"
WHERE THERE IS NO TORAH, THERE IS NO BREAD.
WHERE THERE IS NO BREAD, THERE IS NO TORAH*
THE BASHFUL CANNOT LEARN:16
WHO. IS RICH? pm ,,WHO IS CONTENTWITH HIS LOT.

Charts were also on display showing various biblical scenes incl
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. . -the marshalling of the .Tribes of Israel around the Ark in the desert
wilderness. in close pioximity was a boy's drawing of the 'moon
landing, and a large newspaper photpgraph of the same event depicting
man's greatest scientific achievementin a lunar iivildefness.

Materials displayed,/ elsewhere in the school campus usually, refer
specifically to the Great Tradition. They are' pastoral' letters from the
Lubavitcher Rebbe in English,, Hebrewand Yiddish, shul notices,..
LUbavitcher Youth adveitisements and the like. Where they are in
English and even Hebrew, boys can make sense out of them and derive
meanings. Those in Yiddishcommonly in a: form of compressed
code as in the Talmud, in which'one phraseistpds for a whole passage-
are much less likely to have meaning for boys. Other communications,
such as letters from 'tlit.-Chief Rabbi in Israel, or news items accorrk-
panied by photographs, arc more likely to be meaningful.'

Static display material of th'e type disciissectis auginented by at least
two other types of printed matter accessible to boys in interaction
settings. One is thew montlily religious pamphlet Talks and Tales::

published by Merkos L'Inyohei ChinUch in New .1i4ork, the official
outlet for the Lubavitcher Movement. Many boys subscribe to it and,
as wise said when he- saw me reading a copy, 'Are" you interested in
those?' There arc hundreds around the place': The publication contains
such aspects as commentaries from the Mierash: notes on religious
rituals, moralistic stories; iographies of great figures in and
'things to remember' relating to the,current Festival's: I

)
.

The other type of publication. is. the form papers run pff on a spirit
duplicator. These .contain topical ski,ts, cartoons, short religions
homilies, Yiddish jtIltes, and examples of Schoolboy humour often 3

commenting on some ,happening in the school. Both English and
Hebrew featuse in-articles. Several editions were producedby the third
form during the year, and vent the rounds of Other forms, where .

they might be read surreptitiously,during some religious and secular
lessons:lie third- formers were inbrdinatcly proud of'whit they had
produced, and 'would nbi ily advertise th 'newspaper's availability
during dasswork.

Dualism of 'languages iv srymbolic media

An important featuie of the great majority of religious material is
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the two languages in which the whole or parts are printed. English
and Hebrew commonly appear on the *ante sheet. In the case of the
Lubavitcher Rebbe'S letters English, Hebrew and Yiddish versions
are available. Sid] juxtap tion of languages emphasizes in a quite
fundamental way the dualityalhe learning experiences available to the
boys. The development .of ,logics and thought are determined by
language, i.e. by the lingnistic tools of thought, and by the symboli-
cally:mediated..socio-cultitial experience of the Language is
crucial in the construction of knowledgeas flerger and.Luckinann'
note (1971- : 85-6):

,
.

tanguagc objectivatcs the slum(' experiences and makes them available
stoall. within the linguikritivivm'unity, thus becoming both the basis and.
the instrument of the collteriv'estock of knowledge. Furthermore, lInguage
provides 'the means for objectifying new dperiences, allowing their in-
corporation-into the already existing 'stock of knowledge, and it is the
most important means by which the and objectified sedi-
mentatiOns are transmitted in the tradition.of the collectivity in question.

We need only extend this view, by considering the plural languages
if

present in interaction settings at the school, to appreciate that two sets
of experiences are being objectivated (i.e. created as a reality. common
to members of a group); two stocks of knowledge. augmented, and
'sedimentations' transmitted in two traditions. Indeed, two cultures
are being mediated to the 'boys.

The influence of Hebrelk as a countervailing curriculum can only
I)-hypothesized. Suffice to say that it could be Ire than would occur
if:a child were leaming.Entlish and another foreign liinguage such as t

/..
erench. The' connotations of Hebrew. are many and varied. It is the
Holy Tongue in which the Bible is written, 'the language spoken by
the ands', as the rabbis' (I-Pg. t6a). It is the: language of prayer
and theooffiCial language of.the State of Israel. At a more mundane
level, it is the language used in the school during a great proportion
of the .time when the formal curriculum of the Great Ttadition is
being-'studied.:Its alphabet, phonetic system, vocabulary, grammar,
sentence, and word formation arc all strikingly different from those of
English. Even the mechanical tasks of writing and reading Hebrew:ard:
differentfrOM right to left across the page, and from the `b4te-of,;".1"...
the book rti:the 'front'.

One effett,bf these mechApical differences is at once dpparant
4
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boys write in .English., Their fetter formation, general neatness, and
legibility often compare,unfavourably with the writing of same-age
pails in state and independent schools. Switching'from one language
style to another, in the short space of time allowed the boys at the
school, may also involve a major adjustment in logical processes and
the acquisition of meanings.

It is quite easy to watch this switch occur during lessons when 4.

junior'boys are doing free work. Books in English are put away and
Hebrew readers are taken.out. Painstaking transcription of phrases and
sentences into exercise books begins, slowly at first bait speeding up as
the boy geis'into the, cadence of the Hebrew. He. reads thrOugh what
he has written with evident pride, Rutting a finishingtouch here and
there in the script.-Unconsciously he may begin to rock backwards
an forwards, his lips moving as. Words arc sounded sotto voce. The
work is finished. If the book from which lie has been copying is
Churnash, the boy closes it carefully,' may kiss it 'reverently, and puts
it away. His whole.manner changes subtly as lie takes out a secular
book, and 'returns' to the logic and, behaviour of the English work,
which he had put aside to enter the 1pguage-cultitrc of the Hebrew.

Marti ate experienCe as a corastervailin:q influence4
For those orhis peers watching, suchia boy is a- coUntervailing inflii-, , 1. .

1 once by the very meanings his actions °convey. There are many such
,,,,, in the school. E'ach provides role inadels, through the inarticulate
Vii'' experience made available to others in interactionsettings. We cain

.-".." 4 .' identify those whose btliaVioural style is obviOtisiy influential to judge' ,
\from she observable reactions Of others. .

i',., A.Lubavitcher studeEtt is iheria;clis of others' expectatitins. When
. , an apparently secular stimulus arises, such as my statement about the :

age at'Silurian rocks, .boys look across to hini.with the obvious,
unspOken question abOut'Whatfille will do or say. He nay, in fact, do

' or say nothing, but by his veri.presena boys' thoughts are turned ,i'

from the. secular work in'pr4ress to the potentially countervailing:
influence of Judaic and Lubavitcher ideology. It may be purtly ....4.:

coincidential that'a Lubavrtcher student vs placed in each of Forms
`5, to .6, and was Usually the roloAoder to yvhom other boys tended to
look.. No better Way of inculcating the ideology by indircct means
could have been devised. . . .7

,........

,..
.
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The Rhythm o-----
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Tic effects of the -dualism that is so apparent4n Lubavitcher School

problematical naltre of boys' attempts to construct meaningful life-

ar not confined to structural and curricular matters: The social
or anization of time and the c.crenionial transmission of tradition also
acct boys; through a dialectical interplay between the two calendars
vhich govern tl*. lives. Once again, the result is to heighten the

worlds. In addition, there is the paradox that some boys succeed very
well in this task. This only serves to heighten the dilemmas facing
those who are not so fortunate.

The two calendars operate on different cycles' and stress different
events. The' calendar' of the academic tradition -deals with. major
secular matters--;school terms, tests, vacations, dates of examinations,
Spegeh Night. Each of these conies into its time, produces a brief
scurry of activity and emotion, but finally passes into school history.
Thecligions Festivals and ;other ceremonies of the Great Tradition
.reign for their prescribed4criods; following a more ancient and
immutable order. For, each the pace of life in the school quickens, and .
far older rituals replace those of the secular calendar. Such, in essence,
is the dialectical rhythm of tfic year. .

.. .

The two calendars
At.thc beginning of ea school year a printed circular to parents
gives the major caltriciar fdlthe year in Hebrew and English.-.It details
the major religious Festivals and-holidays associated both tradi-
tions when the secular functions' of the school are suspended. Other

. Festivals coincide with weekends, and do interrupt secular work;'
sonic oca r during the week but are not cicntly important to stop
schooling. .

In contrast to other independent schools, bank holidays are not taken,
and thus do not 'a pear on the calendar. For other holidays th state

tot
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vacation sequence is followied, with just over a week's holiday' at theend of the first and second terms, rather than the fortnight 'which is'customary in the independent school system. To some extent the lost
vacation time is made up by the days the school is closed for religious
Festivals. However, the interplay between the two calendars meansthat time for secular schooling is still short despite the curtailed vac'a-:.tions. There is alsaatcleficit due to the early clos e of school on Fridays
between Pesach and Succosa period of six m nthsand the foss of
two-hours' teachihg time before 11 o'clock eac day. ,

In addition there is what can be termed a concealed deficit inteaching time, which occurs despite,,Ahe fact that boys can attend
s4iular classes. Each Festival is preceded by a euphoric build-up and
tension when thoughts are not ail work. Obligatory fasting, fatigueafter all-night religious ceremonies and celebrations, and.grohibitions
on perfohning certain Types of Nivork on both the Festivals themselves
and their intermediate days (Heb. Chol Ha-moed) alli-effectively reducethe'boys' Capacity to make the most of the available time in the secular
calendar.

The dialectical interplay between the two calendars
The start of the ,secular year coincides with a quiet period in the .religious calendar. Some four weeks after the beginning of first term,a ripple of anticipatory excitement in the school foreshadows theapproaching Fast of EsthelkAdar 13), lasting from sunrise to sunset. .It occurs on the day before the Festival of Purim, which commeine:
ratgotir deliverance of the Jews of thesPersian Empire from wterrni;nation. The two-day event is.traditionally marked by considerable
rejoicing, exchanges of gifts and festivities,..at which a certain degree
of licensecatoxication is obligatory (Hit. Adloyada). This custom hasarisen from the rabbinical injunction that on Puiim a man should
celebrate until he cannot distinguish between 'blessed be Mordecai'and 'cased be Haman', the two main characters in the Purim story.--\....
ShushaVPurim (Adar 15) is the day after the main Festival and shares
many of its characteristics, although it is not takeif,als as formal holiday.
It is also customary tdi be merry on Shushan Purim And to have fesiive
tfieals..

Boys react to. Puri anninedie parties and festivities that take
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..1scho . They discuss the various gifts ofplace in their horn
sweets and confection tHeb. michioach manot) they plan to Ind
to friends, following tradition, and the money or food to be given
to the poor (Heb. ntattanot la-evyonim).; 'There is considerable awed

.comment on the banquet (Heb. seudah) being ,planned by, e, rabbi;
`Therewill be tons anal tons of food and lots to drink. v"ire allowed
to get drunk"at Purim you know.' Senior boys make thinly veiled,
boastful claims about the amount of alcohol they intend to consume.
at this and other parties.

The day before Purim boys are fasting, but this does nT greatly curb
the mounting euphoria. Schoql.is let out early m the afternoon so
boys can get ready for the .Reading of the Megillah (Scroll of hstlier)
in the shul that evening. When I get there it is rapidly becoming.
crowded with members of, the congregation and a large number of
excited children. Women and girls assemble in the balcony and watch
the bustle in the hall below. The Reading gets under way with a
'ragged start after preliminary prayers and Blessings. The officiating
rabbi initially finds it hard.to matt progress in view of the excitement
and noise generated by the children, who cannot w to erupt into

'noise, by shcitting, banging on pews or twirling rattlesriridd. grogger-sr
at each mention of the villain in the story, Haman. It takes the coin-
bind efforts of the bursar, adult males, and disapproving frowns and
admonitions from rabbis congregated on the biniah before all settle
down.. Silence is not maintained for long. Ai soon as the reader gets
near the name Haman, let alone when he mentions it, the children
stag their derisive uproar.

On Purim.day itself the school has a holiday from secular work; but
'it. a second Reading of. the Megillah- curs and boys are expected to

attend. Afterwards, preparations get der way for a party at school.
Little groups of kindergarten and primary school children wander
around in fancy dress tcf take part 'n the masquerades and Purim plays
that 14ave been.organiztd. Boys in their smart, best suits bustle around
the place in some excitement. This is a day for relaxation and letting
off steam, encouraged moreoyer by Judiic tradition. They intend to
Make the most of it. 1

Nc.xt day there are some weary headaches. and upset stomachs. Boys.
. recount the amount offood and drink they consumed, and comment

RHYTHM .OP THE' YEAR
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".;
ond or 'tWro conspicuous absences from classfi-boys jvho

241 unwisely. Its also Shician Purim. oEyhis day, so daily
I

beVis'arc dressed- in their best clothes; instead -4:I*the'usual school
caps& yormelkek wear smart trilby hats in OA. 'They work in a
desultory fashion. Some even ask to be excused work on the ground
that the day is Chol Ha-moed, but abandon this attempt when told to go
to the rabbi for his permission. The general lethargic atmosphere of
the school is not conducive to much work. When it is remembered
that the whole Festival started with the Fast of Esther two days earlier,
this is hardly surprising.

Ritual preparations for Pesach
Following Purim comes Peia, the FestiVal of Passover, an eight-day
holiday Which occurs sonic 15'. teaching before first-term tests
and examinations. Prior to this major Festi , there are many activities
taking place in the school complex, in particular the baking of matzos
(unleavened .bread) during the preceding week-ends. The search fol.
lma"' (leaven) in classrooms: take place on the .morning of the day
the school breaks up for the holiday, 'and is the occasion for much
industrious and squirrel-like activity pprticulaily on the part of junipr
boys. They thoroughly cleItteut cupboards and desks in a search for
the prohibited leaven. If found-Tit is takenjo'be destroyed. The room
off'the shul normally used by the sixth fottn becomes a storage place
for cooking and donieskic utensils .deposited by members of the
congregation in coniPliance with the strict laws of iitual.purity which
arc in force during Pesach (Kitzur Schulchan Aruch, 111-116). tiesses
rising that room and .the library where matzoh baking occurs haute to
find alternative accommodation. .

The baking of matzos is an example of how strictly the Tigochah is
followed by. the Orthodox congregation 'attached to the .school.
Matzoh (pl. matzos) is the thin, flat, unleavened loaf scmie eight inches
in diameter which leis a central place in the Seder, and accompanies.
subsequent meals during the whole of Pesach. Strictly Orthodox Jews
bake 'specially guarded matzoh' (Heb. Shmurahjhatzah) fropi flour
which is carefully supervised from the moment t e wheat is harvested.
Those who wish' to can obtain,supplies of shmurah' matzoh from the
school complex, where baking takes place following the conclusion of
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(ShabiTs.son vet' ck-entrs-'pti or s.

:All. boysvattending,, school: Carthot,lhelp but be aware of this
activity. The si011 redlIvick building wIch normally functions as
the school library is hared of and .allother parapherna'lia, and

'ts then purified of hanietz. &large woodencover bolted against one
wall is removed to reveal a baker's oven fired by awoOd furnace. At

-'the rtar of the building, a temporary lean-to of timber and hardboard
is erected to house the flour and water when baking is in process.
Normally-a former is kept in a small room leading off the library-
bakery. It is grognd from special grain which has been cut by an
Orthodox Jew. The water must be kept cool. Well before the library
is cleared for,baking the flour must be carefully ground. On two
occasions, my Matriculation' social studies classes in the library were
interrupted briefirl tkThe emergerite of the baker, eyes red and his
whole body covered in hour after a session of grinding. I was mornen-
tarily startled, although the boys took it in their stride.

Baking itself is a highly organized and ritualized process, carried out
as quickly as possiblciso that -the dough does not have a ekance to

, ferment. A ,disciplined team of Lubavitcher rabbis, women, pupils
Afrom the school, Other rabbis and the shodul wq.Onvolved the day I

, went to watch. Two LubaVitch'er rabbis were kneading, dough in a
metal pan on a small table in the slicltcr. From there it was immediately
f,assed through a window to a group of women at- a rage table where
it was rapidly divided into portions, and rolled into thin 'pancakes;
ahoiit eight inChesliameter by the use of smooth wooden rollers
some eighteen inthes long. Equally quickly, the 'pancake' was
pressed with small holes by boys using spiked' Metal rollers or a single
spiked mewl wheel. Each portion $f flat dough was diaped 'overthe
cnd of a twelve-foot-long wooden pole and handed to the baker, who
pushed it into the-oven, and with a dexterous twist flipped thd'paricake'
onto the hotplate. Baking took about a minute in the intense heat,
then the ntatzalf was removed by a long-handled metal spatula and,,
placed on a nearby table to cool.."

Speed and ritual cicanlinosswere oqatiAWnriti iniportance to
prevent the .dough from fermenting or ilecomin tilnaminated by
hantetz, Many poles and rollers were used ix relays.... After several uses
the, latter were taken outlicle to the nearby wash troughs And Menai,
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lously cleaned, as they had to be free from any adheri,r)g dough. A
team of boys and men was involved'in this operatiort, using sandpaper
to rub ddwn the rollers, This was closely supervised by the shochct,:
with the function here of ensuring the ritual Purity.OP thC rood.
Pe odically, all had to wash Their hands at she troughs.

The overwhelming impression was of orderly disciplined' bustle, '-
quiet excitement, and children 'darting around all over the place
obviously sharing in, and thorciughly,enjoying, the atakospherp, :Yet '

no sign of all this industry 'rcmained on the following:Monday, except
'for the shelter at the rear off the building and theleatAtill radiating
fromrthe chimney built against the wall. .

.0

Activities during Pesach and the following weeks
% .

The day before the' school -recesses for. Pesach considerable euphoria
builds u accentuated by the several 4.ritual preparations relating to the
search r hametz. The firs two and last two days of Pqach ate-con-
sidered olydays":- all -work oft ther$is prohibited. Special dietary laws'

:'

also apply for the.quiation of the-Festival (Kitzur Schukhan Aruch). The
intervening days are not entirely a holiday, but constitute a period of
Choi Ha-moed duringukhich sonic academic ,worlt, can 135 undertaken;
qtrovided it is not enjoyable (Kitzur Schulchan Aruch, 104 :-19 249 .

Not alractivitiessare so constrained. On the first Sunday, Lubavitchec.,
Youtti organizes a reunion for those who attended the summer camp ,
back in theiong vacation. The event is held at.a small tourist 'von in

. a range of,hills to the east of Melbourne. A kosher restaurant and hotel
are located there, and it is noC uncommon to be walking in the sur- 41.

-

rounding woods and -meet. JeWish families, dressed in their Sibbath
best, striding along . the:- path, heartily singing traditional Jewish,
melodies or Israeli_follosongs.

The reunion is advertised by:Lubavitcher Youth by a multicoloured,
cyclostyled sheet which. is circulated to all the boy3. It combines
schoolboy humounwith'iorne features that reflect' some of the hidden

' aspects of 'being a Jewish boy at such a tune: For instance, a cartoon
.,

on the sheet showsta _train puffing along a railway line, -Withl JetiiiSh
boy, complete with yarelkeh, clinging wildly to the last carriage. .

Further along the track another:boy (with yarmelkeh) and a science-
'fiction fantasy figure prepare to dynamite, the track. These are only

1 , 166
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incidentals in a sheet which nevertheless contains two or three inter-
esting features. Prominence is giVen to the phrase,TE.FA. LIKE LETTING
OFF A Lifq.E STEAM? and the 'Jewish abbreviation for Barukh Ha-Shem
( eb.,----Blessecbe `the Ilarne `.e. of Cod) occurs at The top and the

ottom of the page. Reliat on divine .protection fora safe return
kccms implied. P . Q ' .

. From the seCOnd da)( of Peiach be the.S;-firah, Counting of the
Omer, ustially Acorpor4ted into the icing Serviee (Maariv), after
an appropriStc blessing.' It is followea a prayer for the restoration

'`of the Temple. The first 32.days of the Sefirah constitute a 4)eriod al-
: semi-mourning and sadness.2,During it, merriment, having. otie's h .r

cut and the wearing of new .clOthes arc all forbidden. The ban is ed
on :the thirty-third clix,Itt the. Minor Festival or Lag Ba-Omer. uring
this day at schools, numerous by request permission* to go or a
haircut: Some ask to' be' excused from work to do-so.

' The Sefirah continues for a.full seven weeks (49 dap). The fiftieth
-day sees the start of Shavuot, the 'Festival of Weeks (Pentecost) .3r

During the evening and night. before Shavuo t (Erev ,Shavuot),an all-
night 'service is conducted in the synagoguo,,the. Tikkun Leil Shavuot
(Tikk'un for Vtliee of Shavuot). This includ'es'eNtracts from Cbumash

°

and Talmud, with related interpretative commentaries and mystic
literature:4 JPrayers, recitations -and litur ical poems dealing with the*
613 .Precepts,,or CoMmandaments of , form partxtIthe all-night
service: , ,

,
i., '

proteedings start with a party and ga es organize&lay Lubavitchet '-

YoUtl4 foi younger b&ys and girls, A. duplicated circular advertises the
, evett, which toes.on until lat4n the .evegiivvhen senior boys escort .

theyounger chillren home, ao return, t synagogue take. part
in Shavikat-leruer .circl8s on avariety of topics. These from about .

9 p.m. to 2 a.m., and bring out the function of synagogur., as a
1. . .

id4Ornirsheaf cut in..rfie barley harvest; a measure of barley offereclin the Temple
. :qo-14).
2: The notior)i)ut this period involves an element of rhouming.is based on a TalmudiC

reference teOtfie plague that killed 24 000 disciples of Rabrbi`Akiva (Yevamot 62,6)..

1. The alternative klOhnaic name Atielit, (14eb.)'Tern nination'. for Shavuot signifies
that ihe.countineWo been completed.

4. Midrash, and, Zohar. Tikkun (Heb.)Order of service for special occasions mostly
recited at night. 7

.

o
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place. in which to leainb.hence .its'41iernative colloquial narne:shut. Th,c
:.Sfavuot-lerner ciMes-are conduct iti`a:-mixture of Ariddishi',1--iebreW .

. and Bngtish Winch eff_cctiveljrpre4194id my arterfdanCe;You wouldn'f4.
.possibly. be able t6,unaeritabct anything-4oiniess yod
the; defensive rpjoins;d4 from a jeWish:staffinefitbeic- whvij inquired':
abAits th'i-pOssiPity..- The night ends,.*164-f-hiiqs, Carl*, rTL..-' -the Ipeiraing; th.c4o3,s "go honieV..ileep. - ; -

. y
Th6.-eventi .the,s'ecattl ,quiescent ecnod.
In con ast to first tar.m,' With 'Wed atie °of an'd religious.
obs',cry es; 'second ter is relatrte ree, and:long periods of unbrb,
ken*secttlar_ teaching arc oss,ibla. ast of Tammuz; (Tamtniti T2)b '
talce's place in Juljr and'i -a'rklOtlie!1:eginnink of the .annual T:firel;
Weeks of -Mouptint. During festivities-:and haircuts rC.`'-

forbidcfen- The. Three Weeks,eqs 114 :TiSha Ninth7Sf Az, which -'"
is Day of 'Motkning wheni.he --stitiOol is ciPsed. cibserVedb:Is
fast which;. like Yom Kippur,' starts at nightfai and .4sts Or 24'
hours.. 7".' ,

Illic,siiecial Liturgy for the day dudes the
,
re i of kitiOt ordirges",.

ncl. readings frdm the Book of Lamentatigns.'Ti
raies not' Only 111 the historical Casters t"8.-itffele 9ple: which .

have reputedly occurred on that relate, but AI thelrd is .in whiCh
Jewish history abounl..- rk saiqtesi'elic...the.ddy.1ights
rare re2Lic,ed by cand1#10in4he ..sh add the n.dti4tptaVe.,ire. rearrange&
-by the caretalcer to Icermif..m.cmfie,,, of thg-CongiegAtiiin CO, sit .on. the.
floor or IOW. benches mo .g; .1,

,teachiqg at thii..tinti.is.su'te gd whilgthgatahcol is cloie):1,
but reSurnes immediately afterwgrfls un br:cdc,efiittee -vv:eeks. or. . so; culminating in.: se d'' icrtfi tests fOr elcairtinatioii: !Tee' week's
vacation that , oyides 'tied .bre.A.,,:tepi, as.--thig
wiritertertn';is.'typicAy the. most taxi oii,health'.alidTenergr As
soon as. third term -comm.cilegsafte'r e Nf'acation, 'thezintrodnction:(A
Selich6t.ln. penitential' khrins into the Litt n-0 ille.-40416oi,laefore,
ROsh hfrierpgi V.3ppro

.

,
5. Thc.clatnrnrnrnemorating.thb br9ching of the *ills ofJenvItin,b, NtimCha4czzai

m stS by. Titus in 70 C.E. .. .
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the year's re ions life whichclalts for the whole of the ensuing month,
Tishrei.
'Due .to the arrangement offthe Jewish calendar; Rosh Hashgnah and

Yom Kippur, with which it is inextricably connected, thtis occur three
quarters of the Way trough-the academic year in the ninth and tenth
months of thE.Colinnoiitra calendar. In th ish calendar, however,
Rosh Hashanah. marks the first two d of the first month (Tishrei)
and inaugurates the cycle of skeligio activities that are to foll'o'w. It
commences- the Ten Days of, Penitence d'uring which the Fast of
Gedaliah Occurs on Tishrei 3:..The period of soleninity'of the Ten Days
a Penitence reachq cliniax of emotional and spiritual enCleatir
on'The Day.of Atonement (Yorn Kippur), the most solemn day in the
Jewish cALencra...

The who period is very demanding both psychologically and
physically. n both- Rosp Hashanah and Yom Kippur. abstention from
work is o igatory, as it 'is on every' Sabbath. In this respect Yorn .
Kippur; the Sabbath,of Sabbaths' is subject to.the same prohibitions.
It is also 'strictly observed as a .24-hOur fast based on the biblical

. injunction 'ye shall afflict, your souls' (Lev. 23 : 27)..It lasts froni the' .

evening before'the Day of Atonement proper (Erev Yom Kippur or
Ko1.1\lidrei) until the follving evening. &further abstention among
the strictly observant is frofn wearing leather shoes.° Many members
of the congregation take their shoes off on mitering the synagogue; or
wear tennis shoes. TheUltra\-Orthodox reputedly wear.them on the
wrong feet and devise other ;Nays to increase the degree of
affliction.

Tishrei continues to be rich in religious activities. 'At the completion
of. Yom Kippureven just before breaking the fast in the case of the
piousitis a worthy activrtirtl start building the ritual booth (Heb.
succah), which features duritig 'Succos, the. Festival of Tabernacle's
starting on Tishrei is. The intermediate (third to seventh) days of
this Festival constitute a period of Choi Ha -cooed and, liktthe same
period in PesaA, are treated as a combination of week-day and
Festival (Kitzur Schulchan Aruch, 304 : 19-22). TEC seventh day of,

- 6. One of 'five mortifications' featured on the day. The others are: abstention from
" food, (2) drink, (3) marital intercourse, and (4) anointing wish oil. Strictly, the fast is

hours.
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;31" re cos'is osha r,ah- bah, ailing clunng a week-day. F the p_
this day inV,Otestan. all-n: =a: (Tikkun Leil HoTharia Rabbah) in
Whit - _tidings from the BOok'of Deuteronomy,
Psalms and :passim from :: Zohar. The- last two 'days -7 the Fest:vat
are marked by (Eighth Lay of Assemb and Simchas
Torah (Ribicin..: The latter celebrates, c of

. completing the -:*idtt -11.e--Ptntatelich and its iin dial 2om-
.. Mencement*tl- ----!rembnie:.- in which the acc-_-al is

..c

?feasting with sor zoxicatic dancing and song.

Clashes With ::11tar ct:-=)tig -TiSIfrOl

ffr" s'Y OF TRADITION

It is most obvious: _
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However, it is 7:tn
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vet-aties-and SczoolS,13 %-..,.-.-...-Jns Boa _1

*--'2 spared the .- -)ctoi-- ir :f-:::. but th:-
as.
Fishrei is the of !gious life.

whole month _. one , levotion.
in cetiglintolia... with .11).it time is
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iitterent, as he panic_ :tes it the same
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; or the Fest- Is in-this .rr CO:- unabated,
however, var:es in is tar :1-: = by extra
-religiOusc-1-0,-,=_onial 7bregon-tf- entirely ., High
Holy Days demur. Sccul, 7-.7 irk also abandoscc on thcsc

, occasions ksver the Sfsroath
The alit; n of tinic per Ilustrated.bv 7-- following

diagram., ::- is at -once eare-7:- at Lucre is a dialectical
`interplay --.7tween the ccri: 7 )zent :fivities. The mon7- .tart),,,with
the two o Rosh iti.zslurn.:', recrea nor sec__:7 work of
any .descr:.:ition ar undertake, waking time wing given,
to religic, ,1--Fer7-ances and r.lir ..)us 5i-tidies. On TiStr7 3 secular
work rec:!7-- -_-ice!-. but . the Fas of (I- Religious
observan:... .as.su-n,.- their wec: .7-ttem, and
secular h inric roportion , Recreation
fink is n 'cruel

The Sir oath f6 7,

cessation rsecuiz 7 wo:. ,.,,.
:isnrci Narked by a

relit, -.Is obsera7.cr religious
study time 7 ---ailab. r real ion. Kippur out on
Tishrei ro. All clz- Is obse7'ances 7Cligious

stud}' Secular v .177 forTidder_. 's eating
for the'24 hours -11. p ( 1 a inadwu increase
in time,given to _ i-,s any' a rrut;:rah:o good
meal _In the eve 7 t-ntlircr of f Serices 07. }. . Kippur

(Kitzur Schulcha--. .114. .

Secular won,' star- High 'ol.y Day. rUgious
activines resume rrw vs for
secular studies befo:- activ:ry starts with
the onset of Sucre_ 71:174,d I nplc ssaton o ,"it worK
of all 77-7pes. Rcc- :on t, this Fes:- . acks the
stringent prohiE. ,;t anc --. Kippur.
The ergograph` ,)es n:r. ,,,, that the t,-:e of wore _Tlf during

the subsequent c.ays (37(-1 Ha-morr'. at schmi lorry not be
elf the normal t--De lc: st:
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Areekday anti; -r. sor invok
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THE WAY OF TRADITION
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EATING

SECULAR STUDIES

RELIGIOUS OBSERVANCE

EMENOMEWORIC

RECREATION

SLEEP
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RELIGIOUS STUDIES

tta

Figure 3. Ergograph lhowing an Orthodox boy's allocation of
e during Tishrei
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v

.v. ,

Atzeret coinciding with the Sabbaths with an obvious increase in
ig

yp 1 the time, so that even recreation is diminished, although its place

re i ions activity reaching a climax on Simchas Torah, The Rejoicing
of th. Law. The euphoriC obseirvances and small amount of study take

is taken by the celebrations and festivities that accomvany this Festival.
It is protracted well into the night, with an apparent increase in eating
and reduction in sleepthe %mount available bein,L, the least for the
whole of Tishrei. . . .

After this peak of religious observance, both religious and secular
work resume an even tenor for the remainder -..; f the month. The
customary break for me Sabbath .ocours, and secular school and
homework cease, but are .resuneed on the Sunday. In this case, special
classes are arranged to.make up on the lost time due to the amount'
of religious activity in the preceding weeks. Religious studies still take
place, and there is an increase in the time given to recreation. Tishrei
gives place to the following month of Cheshvan. Although the dialec-

.tical interplay between the componen y's life continues,' it is -
nevcr as pronounced as during Tishr

The emotional impa6t7 of Tish I
----

Tishrei is-the month when the cathecti quality. of Orthodox life is at
its most dynamic. Boys' reactions can b gauged from their behaviours,
passing remarks; looks, and what in rination they divulge during

situation, the observer is also a cied by the cathectic quality of
secular. lessons' or at other times o the day. As a part of the total field

ry
events, and must constantly monitor his reactions to maintain what
objectivity is possible in the highly charged,setting of the school
complex. One -way of preserving objectivity is tO'both recs,rd events
descriptively, and allow boys, to speak for themselves. The blend of
ethnography and anecdote conveys-a picture t is Rumatiistic and
the closest one can get to the boys' `logics n- se'.. .

.

The cathectic build up for Rosh Hashan'ah 1

During the two or three weeks before Rosh Hashanah, there is a gradual
Q)ise,development of excitement and tension among the boars notes

an increase in swaying and crooning while boys are at ork. he
young Chassid is nervy and highly tuned. His peers are len..Affected,

. 40.
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ME WAY OF TRADr )1s1

,ut all cuss, air 3f expectancy and, he days pass, IT. 3unting
v rf .iysfunctional for sect -i- wArk.

of the 'approaching Festival occur Wile odyi
,46,:e vice nn an available shophar, which is blown at -.s

urrnt ',( p,-.7.od of the High Holy -Days. Its heard -_n
.11 ari_, on all" das: prior to R osh Hashanah, -_ :Se

Sabbath and the day immediately before
three types of so . as and Masts-shevarim,

reK-to. ---zz tit enge to boys, wh the shophar, or blow -7. bi-
o: ,cq cen their hands. T rhythms of the
1Y-7

. --y---nentso and groups of re,,vs congregate to ara
di::. .'kiard in a form .of m. -se code to illustratz thy

of n, :vim, the sobbing note 0- reruah, and the --aaig.-Ls
_-,ra-, -. out no y Schukhan Arun 129. : 13): .

..s", cam_ -us and remarks frequently turn to the approa..-_-hih,
7latior. comes unsolicited. TI-1-t rabbi is restin

and :heas in whispers as he will be doing most przving
tc $11:. need all his voice. Many 11 come just to hear

':1-r pea\ ) the scut would be very diffikult.to 'get. The had
rain weeks before, as I discovered 1A-heri finquired' about

obtaining one. Like scores o: others I stood in the
1,,,,fst, nets at the back of the shul or both Rosh Hashgtim

fore k..7sh Hashanah work is clearly impossible. Ir
-less finish It 1 p.m. Fleeting' encounters with boys

in, vs ,eat t ..ndshaket,- and the exchange of greetings and rer.7
:rtes hat art ilmost obligatory among Ashkenazim: Hag Sam-.:nb.) Gut Yomuni lyidil.)' :sappy C 7,e-
cormail, -sk me to forgive him for anything he mighthai,T, doze,.

me throughout the year. He explains- that it is important to
.in my f::gi---eness and to forgive others' bad ways at Rosh

*or the sixth fc-rin, work is also impossible, _and they say so firt_-
4.11 :our boys nik class rock backwards and forwards monotonous.

there is a i.-eelthkof.barely suppressed tension in the group. R
.- .-oung Chassid. is alhiost electrically charged. At one point he c
c 2ntain Iii=_-self no longer, jumps to his feet; and paces quickly' to at._

c..)
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-o gestic-niating and talkir_e; emently. I should no- mind their
r..haviour and late; it was a:tr :A Rosh Hashanah, he sat_ Did tknow

iat urinc the afternoon du . -nen and barmitzvah --.::-Ns would be
goin to fl, mu in the TM ::arhood as was their _:stc,:n before'

(
i inportar Fstivals. The rab=._ _ students go to the zn:.veh regularly,
)ften or *ac a week just be! :I..zhbes. It is a great witz,vh..Wherever
there are ...sors there should Ix ::-:--,.: -pings: a shul, a mikv. Ina a Jewish

school. (_' -.:es three the mr.u..:.:-: --le most sacred .177.: important.
c ral- --!, nren eld that it --:as r -:iissible .to sell a ,-,nagegue to
:3 ; mr-_ ,.h. N t for the :7-7:7 ti*- --- get.the feeling :being trans-

.ack in tin to the E_-__irerr. _:..pean shtetl, where the mitzvah
v. ft,";:v visit to the auk? -: ,q7.1gatory ( orowski & He-act,

+1/.
iiacare way .the inforrnati, imparted to nie was in direct

-e, to previous references ti kveh I had heard during the
.ar ,,n tilese occasions it seemed almost a matter for joking. Lakes

-.a gt- ' --raptay maps would be ca:',-.d mikvehs by fourth form boys, a
am : by bus during a gec:::7ar _y xc sion provokes a qhick

nju,7 ion from some boys to , -t Jae ikveh. Heavy rain that
-.1w. Ali playground, to flood prompts one : _Imo? boy's quip

N
rat 7 continued the school % ;oon have its own mikveh. Such
pb,-----znce might suggest that nikveh and, for adolescent boys,

. be: zanaily embarrassing ass anon with the intimacies of female
(2n.:-.-. --;i hygiene produce a isive reaction, shown through the

.

11, , - leasing niech nisi ,oke. . ,

H. --.,er, many oth r aspecL... :religious life, that one might expect
p,.. treated deferentiall pr v:..i't csamilar joking references. The sound,

,i-- .. be, energetically b wires .s se some weeks prior to Rosh
Az:itanan draws the barbed cH.7..ment n second form: !It's not yet
R,.. A Hashanah, you know'. Bc vs chase oisily through the shul despite
the tier tamid and its symbolic reference to God's presence. The chatter
and gossip during Sabbath services contrast with the devotion one:
might expect in the shut. One might have here.oti:-.- further examples ..,
of the familiar believed-in ana statistical norms dichotomy referred to '
by Nadel (1951 : 116). Alternatively it might well reflect the ethos.of
the school complex. As Wouk has commented (4965 ... 107), 'Religion
for the Jews is intimate .ana colloquial,( or it is nothing'. Intimacy .,

!:,1
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THE W Y or TRADITIOkk./- ..,-.
, certainly extc tied tt our ince ersonal relationships on c'iat d.,.

before Rosh ,HAanah. Wo c arly was impossible, and tile c.-'as
4,disoanded early. We all sh ands and wislied each otr.rr lit

Yonuov. On his way th gh the s u of the boys shoo.: -,..nds
. with the;,-rabbi supervising a group of boys in the foyer and the

saPrincipal, and gave similar gree ngs._
,

As we left, excitement and bu le continued to diackhf thro__. :he
.shul, which.echoed with comings and goings, grectingf and i_..: in-
atiOns of the group of boys assisting. the r 'abbi. They were putt=., new
electric' light bulbs in an clabdrarte,. glass-vetred ?Mel in the rover
This commemorates the deaths of memWeis of the congregas .n.ir_

7. Australia and Europa. Normally the little light opposite aesonic
,switched on for the anniversary of .the death Viiici.-1.-- -eit,.
During the High Holy pays all die,lighiltare Switched on. The ut- ;ne-_-\ of dates 'falling botwecn5. 1936 and 1945 is a sombre remind: the
holocaust than befell Etiropeanjewry and reachcd out to T. . . .11.

° ' , shul as 'it did all others. History is never far away, -4*,h L.
biblical or more recent.

. .
.

~Tension release after Rosh Hashanah .
I

Thc few days' after Rosh Ha'slhanah re marked by a ps'ycholo,zitai .:7-Ai
physiological letdown, compounded on the first day byfastin,..; durmgs the Fast of Gedaliah (Tishrei 3). Boys are lethargic, but .c--! still 7- .-.-

:enough energy to boast aboUt -the length of time theyha .. been az'ic
to -hold our. Everybody knows who is fasting and who is.-- t. TI. -,e
who manage -to last the distance make dgrisivc coirent t eat s
whit have given up.

Iris a matter tif pride ail ' ?c the ,,,o ,g Lithavitcher
Yciltivah Gedolah to be , ,,i, ..,et-, ti, anybody else. L., I I ..:.

.. inevitably takes its toil. By 4.15 p.m. most ,boys- a e still fasting
, Form 5, but one young is Oliviously'ttry tir , and has g7

difficulty conCentrating. Periodically he falls` asleep sitting nprig..
with his head tin his hand. Finally he gives.up thebattle, pillows his lie.i:
in his arms aid gOes right offto sleep. Although some hoys adrnit the
have given ups fas in hey.still look jaded. The aftermath of Rosh Has-
eanuh leaves th 1 gtunned into inactivity. Othet boys in the sixth form
re faring simila ly.,Some hold out; others give in and get some food.

.

.
.
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In fourth -.1.-..-.. Al boys are fas ing excem C who is
embarrassed ..: the -,:hers' joks. Many are obviously tired and languid.

. U ,-17.:: --ry pallid,Nbut assures nC that he is all right and
r..

will hold cur _._- has done it befote. The young Chassid- chips in
from act. os: 1:1,_ r-:oni with his customary ssurancc: 'It's not hard
to fast if yc. 7-2: your mind to it. It's all matici of<willpower.' He
has a, steely icier pined glitter in his eyes if anybody cracks it will.,
n not.ot be him. .Hs comMent and manncr,are virtually identical to the

/ young Chassid in- fifth form, althotigh he has succumbed'pa sleep.
The- rubbis.r. in in the ,fourth form classroom is co letelY empty:

. on otheres it is half/full with scraps andiunch pings.
lyOtlier fr,7-:s during the car had produced a si ilar variation in

boys' reacti:ms. Tisha B'A is the most 5.eveteas ..it 1. is for 24 hours,,
and the effet.ms arc clearly apparent in t,i(C_Ie argy and pallid looks of
the'bOys. F-:---Dr the strictly'obser4Lant, the fast is compounded by sheer

' weariness t=om IStayingsaWake all night in the shul.,,Any demanding
work is - ! of the question as it is manifestly ineffectuaL A similar

effect re5,_:-: for those many senior boys- who stay up all night foi
Hoshana, ...:wah, but are still faced- with mayor' examinati4sopn the
following 40y.

The general effect of fasting, apart froiii iv obvious physiological,,
eon equelices. is to prod&c.a kind of corporate solidarity among those
who laRage to hold out. This beconies a tradition on Yong Kippur.
during 4,, I, ' ;, customary' to findiour who is holdini an.' vho I--. gi \ ., v the boys refer tb.the need t,,-fast with p14.ginatie
accep . ..'n thoughlt is clearly dysfunctional for secular work.

.Fasting - probably the most draMatic exampllt of the dialectical
interplay between th4 two calendars. For tilivrcason it shouldsbe kept

in pro ortion andimt-given undue prominence, as the ccasions when

i ant requited to fast are relatikely-infrequerit.
.

Fai'more common .ace those days during periods of r 'hol Ha-oed
when full, work is, fotbidden, and boys conform.to the religious

s. prohibition genuinely, or uSesit as an excuse tcivoid Work. It is not
easy to detect the latter. junior and Middle school forms were'quick
to try me out during he int&mediate da s of Succos; but were easily ,,.

deterred frOm prcssi thq issue when. kcd them to confirm the
restriction they clain cd should be put on Work by going go the fabbi.

. ...._..-

) 9 ..
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Soine,senior boys treat' Chol Ha-oed more seriously, and are quite .
prepared to go to the rabbi for 1 ruling. The reason they do so is not
necessarily te dodge Work, but to keep 'tlic.day ccordance with
Halachah.-There vis often ambivalence over what n and cannot-be
done. On the seventh day of Succos, for ins ance, 'boys, isi my form .were. as -ed to write dowel the named of two others with whom they
wanted o walk on .geuraphy project. Th ce boys' and the young

` Chassid ould-no' i > to such a thing due to ol Ha -cooed, they, said,''.---"and died. their answer% to friends, who wrote for them.\
The c hectic Al up for Surcas and Sin:chits Torah .
Following the short break for Yon; Kippur, which again leaves boys
tired and lethargic, the build-up of tathectic tension starts, for Succos
and culminatiornri Simchas Torah. Sucps involves boy ;in a prac-"
tical way, which parallels their involvement With the symbolism of
the shophar,prior to Rosh Hashanah. IminVeliately after` I'm,u' Kippur .tj they start building the /communal succah in .The kindergarten patib Z.
from large quantiti palm fronds and cypress branches delivered
the previous week-end (Plate so). These are.laid over a trellis of timber
and wooden liattens alteady erected by the caretaker, who ids assisted
by 'students from the Rabbinical 'College and some of the fifth and
Sixth form boys.-.Some fourth form boys are able to obtain the Prim-
cipars permissic n. to spend 'the rnaje ty of their cular class time

1working on ti succah (Vlatq 4 9. Du ing the lunc -time and other
recesses they are watched by:interested oYs cifferinggratuitous advice

-./ and comments. The work continues die. the weep assisted by teams.1p of middle sch 1 and some junior boys, o climb over the thickening
4..h4tch like muds busily adding ettra material or spreading it a oun.4

an even covering, according to the detailed rules for
struction (Kitzur SchAhan Aruch, 534). .

'-.Obtaining pains branches ini complicated business i??ne sticks to
the strict letter of the-A-dacha' h, as a JeW should not cut the*ouhs'for .

,4 the succah hianselc bui should purcha ena from a non-JCw (ibid.,
134 : so). Lubavitchei-Youth sets upkajcrvi"ce "durinethis-period to
obtain palms from`rom local Government &ouncils.,TAe palnis ate s'ald
to members of The congregation"or other Cortliodbx Jews for 35 'tents,
a branch. Orders are telcplvd

4.
thiough the Yeshivah Gedolah or ,ttic
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school office .`The enterprise is handled with aplOmbl and businep skill
by a boy from fifth form, who is-a Member of the Luba-vitcher Youth.
He copes. with shortage of branches, misplaced deliveries"; and late-
orders with calm assurance which -eollapses only once on Ertv Sutras'
when some customers ring up with he omplaint: `Tomorrow'is
yonitov and still no .palms, what shall I aof Even these crises-are

THEaRHYTIVA OF THE YEAR.,

solved ;ornehOw, but meanwhile.lthe boy .and others helping him arc
absent from secular ClasseS. ''' ..

Other boys ar cnieged in commercial' transactions involvi4ig
religious atifacts: Two members of the Lninyitcher Youth in fourth
form- spend lcsso ne industtiously weaving :little palm leaf holders,

,.. he en.,4, of the bunches of willow and myrtle? which
waved'. during se ces of Siiccos. After a Acek of use the original

willows are 'bethaggled and/menibers of the:congregation need new-.... -

ones for Hoshana Rabat, the seventh day of :Stir9).s. Lubavitcher Ybuth
s into operation again to get more wiltSw and r y r t 1 e for sale

to in m rs of the congregation, and net more money for_theii
enterprise. .

...

_,.......,;....--Usually boys are noullow0-t0 leave the school during, the day-time
unless they have special permission. Howeve-r during dtis period, a
roster. Of senior boys is formed to man thc.inobile succah(,which isst

- towed arounchschools apiov'ed b.y ke' Jewish Ediication BoIrd
that Jc.wish.children can ekkriencs the fur rand, symbolisift of eatin%
a simple meal in, the 4uctiii; waving the foursspecies, a,ti(vraying,i.
togither (Platur.2).Yhis efterprise is manned by 'Rabbinical
studients and young Lii6avaclitr rabbis..Vhen nor in dse, the nile
succali is either, pawed cautside the schOol, or kept at the RIbbinicaJ

. .

College hoitel., . -
...1.16," Kr, '

« 'Junior hipys not directly ,involved in the preparations for rSurcos
ire indirCctly; affected. For instance,' third form boys covertly*draw .

maps showing ibeir own,h.oines and the locatibn ONf their own succahs.
Maps are exchapged Ao that friends can visi each Other as is 'the
traditional. custom to se\thoy,v, well the succah is built and decorated. .4..!....-..

-^ The rtbi's persi)nal succah comes in for considerable comm9nt, akt is
apparently one of thciiiost,thagnificent in thectingregatio4,Follov.
Scripture, thelebbi would sleep, study and take meals in it during
Sarros. After 1...Evening Service gin Ertv Succo's he would be holding.

11. , -.
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a farbrenvnlo which those who' come bring food and drink: a striking
example of the,continuity of Ch4ssidic tradition.? I am asked b§ one
cheeky boy whedier I have niz own succoh. My negative reply.an4,-,,

'expressed hope to get an invitationti "/47- ,-brinv,s barely concealed
grins."Glances slifiot from bo)c tor boy sc4rcy vejtd, un-
spoken cc:aliment: 'Of veh, that he sho 7. o. so lucky.'

As with Purim early in the year, Succos and its culmination in
Simchas :Torah ale assocated in the boys minds with fun, feasting an
rejoicing. Days leading up to the latter arc, alive with gossip about the
ritual celebrations and e7---v-making which, take place. Foodal/id
Sink are provied =ming hall next to the shul. The sService
involves R.eaditTgs of the and following hakkaphot,-Incl.after it, all.
go to.have,a drink a d :n the'dining hall. Joyful dancing,,esReci-
ally the euphoric Ch round dance:- takes place later in die
and celebrations Ao."bn ...vitivally all 'night. Sonic 'boys follow the
tiaditional customof walking to other shuls to join in their celebrations

And 'liven things up a bit'.
The night can also involve an element of risk diffing the walks

from assault by goyim -youths and 08n-o1 servant young; Jo.vs 'out
looking for trouble. Boys from the school keep together in groups on
their inter-skid travels, .bilt are not averse to 'mixing it" with those

ho come to provoke (rouble,. as indeed occurred at one ski/ near
the sc]logl. -Boys cxeress theii feelings about tht events of Simcas

'- 'Torah, 'asliRey do. Cot Main:L. Both ate rare opp-ortunities for licensed
catharsis and 'letting off stedin(,

4

Tension release after Siinchas Torah

The day following Siinchas Torah secs a very - jailed,. but still jubilqnt;
group. of boys'."Escrapades are 'recounted with pride. The first -tninyah
had gone on in the shul .until past midnight,ollowed by more round

.dancing and a special mi:nyon for Lubavit5her Youth which had lasted
Until 3 a,ni. All the ffth form boys look exhausted. The young Chassid
cannot speak so hoarse is ,he, fidni singing. He also limps badly as he
is footsore from dancing and walking an estimated i3 Miles from

-shul to sh4, His il;ighsache from doing the traditional COssack-type

7. Lev 23 : 42'In booths ye sh211 dwc11 seven dais'. See also Kitzur $chulchag Ankh,
35'
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squatti dance iq the shul, an interesting blend of biblical and E'astern
European ralitions. I meet the rabbi later in the day. He too looks
jaded, but is nevertheless quietly elated it has been a good Simchas

orsah. Another of the rabbis looks less than his normal bustling self,
and *alks 'rather more slowly. At Jo o'clock the previous evening,
I had 'seen` him doing the Cdssack dance in the foyer of, the shit!,
surrounded by an achniring group of men clapping in time to the
r1i.yrlik $

Boys spend most of their ,lesson 'cline 'discussing. and
secular work is very ,difficult to maintain. _My olitu visits to shuls,
dancing in the circle, arid me) in. the swath of the parents. of one of
any bays all come .inc for scdrimient, as, the grape-vine ensures: that

-9.4. nothing is kept quiet for long. In consequence, I am subjected to goodf'
naturedtinter especially as I. am also obviously jaded. `How did you

... like the lecah? What do you think of Israeli brandy, good, eh? Now
ihat's a drink. We have ilia lot. Many of our arents coine from

' Russia and Poland, you know. We-know how t handle it.' All this
is said boastfully, and with evident glee that my re atively modest
participation in ,itnchas Torah has left me under the weather. The
inflection given to the 'we' is unmistakably one of superiority.

The emotional impact or the final examinations
The month of Tishrei is dysfunctional for secular work but, despite
the many religious activities taking place, study does continue, and
in the weeks following Succos the pressure on fifth and sixth form boys
mounts as the main examinations get closer. There is a marked increase
in swaying 'and crooning when boys are studying individually, or
revising for examinations due in a few days time. Even during the
'examinations held at _the s'ckool rocking backwards and forwards
while reading through the examination paper is pronounced. There is
also an increase in the use of the Hebrew abbreviation for Barukh
Ha-Shem in the top right-hand corner of written work, and some boys '-
write it on examination papers. God is also invoked by at least, one
boy, who informs me that he is praying particularly hard in order to
do well in the matriculation examination.

As the climax of the academic year approaches, there is an obvious
increase in tension. Boys are edgy, walking and talking more jerkily
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than at any time during theyear. Control snaps easily; and both verbal
and physical aggression are frequent. Boys display marked anxiety
about their chances in-the examinations, and badier 'wasters incessantly
for tips' about likely questions on exarKination papers. They even
discuss the advantages of putting Barukh Ha-Siti'ln4at the top of the

' external papers in the hope of influencing any jewist.-examiner Who
might get theM to-correct. From anxiety and,,depressi& they swing
quickly to euphoria, and come bouncing ititcr,clIss in/high ttle
because they imagine' thy have just learned from one astg# the
questions he is setting, or have heard something thrt). ?gFa'

= (
,.

Effects on religi siscommitment

During the period leading up to the final examinations, boys' religious
commitment is tested to the full. There is some slight fall in attendance
at the compulsory Morning Service, and even voluntary absences
from the period of religious study that follows it. This decision, is not
one so be taken lightly, as ;uch absences are noted and the Principal
informed. One senior boy, noted for his religious beliefs, put the
matter in a nutshell. He could be a religious Jew for the rest of his
life, but had only one chance to pass the matriculation examination.

The clash with religious activities provoked the sixth form students .

into taking what was an unprecedented step, by sending a deputation
to the Principal two months before the,final examinations. They asked
that. thtir religious studies should be reduced for the remainder of the
year to enable them to devote more time to secular work. The boys
suggested that two hours per week would 'be sufficient, in place of
the to and a half hours per day. No request was made to,reduce the
time devoted to Hebrew. The deputation was only received by the
Principal when one of the visiting teaching rabbis supported it in

4 principle, having apparently been talked round to the boys' point of
view by his son. Other boys were less successful. My social studies
class spent all one lesson going over allsthe points in their case, trying
without success to persuade one.. of their number around to their
point of view. -,However, he remained implacably opposed to any
change in Judaic tradition. The same attitude was adopted by the
Principal, and no concessions were gained.

18z
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Tension release and the period after examinations
. 'The aftermath of examinations Jheld at the school is a tense period

until all marks are given to the boys, and minutely dissected to squeeze
the last mark or two out of the papers. The academic battle may-be
over, but the war has not been won until negotiations over marks are
completed. Then the boys relax. Some occupy time 'making candles
for the approaching- Chanukah. For this they are allowed into the.
Jewish culture island around the school to obtain supplies of specially
purified beeswax, which they melt and shaK in one of the laboratories.
Many read and indolently pretend to study. Theie is very little tension,
and conflict; aggression and anxiety are all at their lowest. Some boys
are busy ,preparing items for Speech Night. tinder the direction of -a
master. A small group of junior boys is engaged in drawing pictures
of the menfrah, which they pin up on the display boards in the
classroom..

Another unprecedented event occurred when the' matriculation
-students returned from their last examination and erupted in a student
rag'. 'They ran screaming through classrooms, thoroughly wrecking
the first form room, and went about the rest of the campus over-
turning furniture, kicking in doors, and genetally creating mayhem.
One of the boys, who had expressed his. doubts about his religious
commitment in a discussiOn with me during Rosh Hashanah was
almost berserk, and had to be forcibly restrained by some of his
friends. The rabbinicaL-steents were attracted out of the Yeshivah
Gedolah by the row, and crowded .arNindthe kindergarten watching
the rumpus, partly amused and partly scandalized, to judge from their
expressiog. In some Is years of public school rags, I had not seen
anything like the intensity of this demonstration. It was finally quelled
witli'some difficulty by concerted action on the part of all the senior
masters.

After this abrupt tension release, Speech Night 'was virttrally an
anti-climax: Came the last day of school, and I still had not grven'the
young ChassiNhis report. Unlike the other boys; helad not bothered
to collect it I found him eventually In the ,.Veslrivah Gedolah, with a
number of rabbiniCal Students and senior boys from_my classes. Earnest
discussion groups were- located all .round the room (Plate 13). Heads
barelylifted when I entered, and even boys I knew well failed to greet
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inc as used to be custom-a:Ty. I. handed over the report, but .vvas not
:thanked #br it, and left quickly. There was no doubt thaP was un-.
welcome. Heads bent to study once more: for these the' dialectical
interplay of the year had ended: a clear 'choice had been made.

The dialectical interplay between the two traditio also brings out
the degrees of commitment the boys have to their' rel gion on !,lie one
hand, and their secular studies on the other. Two i cal-type bays havesp/_,51

been used tct point to some of the more strikin effects of the rhythm
of the year on' the militantly Orthodox boy, the young Chassid, and
his less Militant but still Orthodox peer. The former's life means deep
commitment to the ceremonial routine,'the minutiae of ritual, and the

. obligation of study inherent in Orthodok Judaism. It:is commitment
to literalism total obedience to the 'Yoke of the Torah' Religion
comes first; academic work /s clearly placed second. However, the
`Yoke' does not always press heavily, and it is apparent that the young
Cha'ssid throws himself wholecheartedly into the licerised horseplay
and merrymaking that feature in -some ceremonies.. But even here
literalism prevails as he is only strictlybserving the Various biblical

.

injunctions, which validate such lighter moments.
The .average Orthodox boy's commitment is not so total, and he

cari make compromises with his religious beliefs and observance when, .

) the demands lacademic work are greatest. However, he seems more)
anxious tha t young Chassid as the pressure. builds up prior t4
exanun ons. Nether by greater natural ability, or the, constant
disciPline of st y, the latter shoWs less anxiety. A certain arrogance
evident in his attitude and commitment to religious observances may
be carried over into the domain of secular examinations, and increases
his confidence. His .*peers occasionally resent this and expiess their
attitudes to such extieme Orthodoxy. -

... .

,

The meaning f religion for both types of boy is reinforced by the
.all-pervasive sy bolism in which they participate -on'rnajor Festivals.
As Geertz has noted (1966 : 4):

Religious symbols formulate.ia basic congruence between a particular style
of life and a specific (if, most often, implicit) metaphysic, and in so doing

Ni...\ sustain each with the borrowed authority of the -thef.

Commitment .to religion is totally supported --7 the school,' which.
takes an uncompromising attitude to : clashes. between religious and

4
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(secular work. Religious obs6rvar_...es receive absolute priorit Some
boys' fnutration over such s.itu..._ion is apparent in the deputation to
the Principal, and in they general air ofrdissatisfatetiGn that prevails

AIT^..during the two tnonths leading up t9 the main examinations. The,
student rig canlbc interpreted as either collective catharsis or even.

..-
revenge_ on the school system, for intense and unremitting pressure
it imposes on the- senior boys. -In the religious sphere/at least,''it i's

pressUre that admirs'of no compromise, and it is noteworthy that the'
most violent `boy in the rag was vacillatinein his commitment to
Orthodox Judaism.

For theyOung Chassid, an the other hand, such an outburst seems <
unnecessary, and is a purely ephemeral affair. As soon as secular work
is over he returns to the. Talmud. Examinations, marbe,important,
but he is secure in the knowledge thailhe has' done very well in them. ,
Now they arcover, and he settles the 'Yoke of the Torah'. more firmly_
on his shoulders, fro'rt which it h d never really departed.

. 0
. .
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Tie Millstones. if Tradition

e most puzzling feature of Lubazitcher School is.lioys;
nsiQp when trying to learn what is bTered in 'kith raditions.

In vi of the supportive nature of the school's ethos and dos, we
have c ected that' learning wouldltbe the least probl manta'

liv9 at school'fbut for many, all the evidence point's
to e contrary. For them, th5_ way of tradition is beset by contra-
di .nons and consequent difficulties.mOn the 'other hand, for some of
the most Orthodox boys: learning 01 the acadefnic traditionil least

/problematical. Again, 'we -might hive expected that the obvious
co adiction between Torph-tree knowledge and scientitlelgowledge
wo d produce some, uncertainty and confusion, but all the evidence
suggests otherwise. The Way of tradition in these cases is seemingly
straightforward.

.

To explain these paradoxes we'nee'd to go beyond' onventional role 't

and socialization theory into a more anthropolo I view which
brings out the full, force of the dualism so obviously operating in the
boys' formal' education. In particular we need tottake account of th
many overriand 'covert situationaleonstraint to which they are ex-
posed. For this we return to the concept of the encultqration matrix
foreshadowed in the introduction. Together with dissonance theory
(Festinger, 1957), this concept, will assist our understanding of the,.
dialectical tensions at work in Luhlvitcher-School, due tothe operation
of the- millstones of tradition in the boys' lives. In particular we hope-
'to show why some boys have apparently been defeat d by them, hile
others have managed to rise above the con'tradictio heir educan
iiesents.

The-enculturation process
In view of dul study's anthropological emphasis, and to avoid the
problems raised by competing ilefinitions bf the .term
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it seijans preferable to see the boys' schooling phase o life:
. ,

' Jong process of encultyration. This term( was fire introduced by
Hetskovits 11948 : 350). Although it has not glined,wide vvceptance4

. ° since, ii has come to be used in two senses. The most general refers to
, the transmission of a society's cuktire, to each successive generation.'
_In this senge; 41141ture is seen as. a form of social or cultural iieritage. ' '

However, tp conceive of the child' a passiSe recipient of the sticial _

. , heritge is an over2simplification ancreverl° mis-lOgling. As Bidners
h, has pointed out (59bk 27) if odt . -.,

(

.The identificatiod ?f cul e with the socialeritage is, to thy rinh,. not
only a misnomer but also.a. 'ous"error, since it implies Gat the essentieVimplies

I maintain that-thc-essential future is the combination of iNv non and
feature of-culture is the fact o ammunication and whereas

... acquisition through habituation and conditioning.... In 'brief, huhian i
.culture. is4historical because it involves change as well es coneintXty, k
cre,arion,. and discovery of.lnovelties together- with the assi (ton.) of -

C. . traditions. To define culture as a social heritage is to ignore c equally,
significan? clement ofiistorical novelty and-discontinuity. .

- The .second usage suggested by HerSkovits is child-centred, and is
similar to the personalistic and humanistic view of culture adopted'by
Bidney (ibid.: 536-540). Enculturation to Piterskovits (1948: 350) is
`a single process whereby the individual masters and manipulates his
culture' (my italics). This. definition has phenOinenological implications
which strengthen its adoption for the purposes of this chapter.

The, cultural s`ralgmateriar which the child masters and manipulates"..., . ,
consists of a complex' set .of percepts, cognitions, conceptions, and
other Infor atio3' derived from his social group, its culture, and the
spatial a t mporal environment in which both are located. The

,charact stiCs of the ormation are inherent in the nature of culture.
. We ave defined the latte a patterned system of symbolically and

ma-symbolically communicated and\ interdependent knowledge and
conceptions about the technology and skills, customary behaviours,
values, beliefs; Aid attitudes a society has evolved from the past, and
progressively, modifies to give meaning to and cope 'with the present
and anticipated future problems Of its existence. In essence,' culture
can be seen as a form of ci,.13o-biological problemLsolvin device'

-evolved by' a social grou to to ensure its.survival in three types of
.environmcet. These are the natural or geolaphiCal environment, c
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social envirornqpil-of other groups, -and di e*Iinetapttyilicak:e4iron-
ntent Of-loal-worldly forces,-irrexplitables nAturat4enenle-Wa, aid
powers of the univqse. '

All ,spects dl the sogiai grqtrPs activitis, culture; environment and
wtsild-view'get to be trsinsmittA to a developing chiJc_by diiecit and
itiirect odes, of comrhunication. metst important o the.I144,
verbal and estural communication bet, ,f !lowing LeaCh (19 t. lo),

the commonsense,view 'that thercare'inany varieties at
vow communication whicefotnranTniportant sog-tce of -'infor-
mation' for the. Child: That is, _

,

all the variouvon-itepbal dilitaision' culture such as styles.in clothing,. village lay -out' architecture,' turn food cog, miisic;=tihysical
gestures, postural attitudes and so n are or nized'in patterned sets so as
toincorpotate coded informattn a ner analogous to the sounds

.01f.rd words and senftces of a natural language.
A .

All of these 5' ources provide the child vtlfth,tiaw material which
he has to master,and manipulate in constructing .a subjective version
of io-cultural reality and a satisfying view of his life-world. In
ess this is the dominant objective of the enctilturation process.,

The contextual and situational nature of enculturation
`a The child does not acquire his culture in tiacuo but through reciproc:ircd

:nteraction with components of a cries of enculturation matrices, whiz::
ne encounters during maturation. Each matrix consists of an aggreg_L.:
of rx.,rsoris, existing at a patticular_ historical period, in natural
geographical environment or habitat,: and bounded by a n-made,
technological 'cultural lanclsCape'. The use of matrix in t s sense has
gained wide acceptance in sociological literature and the contextual
emphasis here owes much to the field theory of Kurt Lewi(1967).
Swift (1965 : 342) has also suggested that frOin the ld's point of

socialization (my enculturation) occurS Within n environment
v,-hich is his culture. By implication ,

the env:- 7nrne r_r. contains three aspects--patterns of action, a normative
system ph-sical artifacts. The assumption is that all three are likely
to have r.,imc bearing upon the ways in which the personality and intellect
of the is uividuai develops.

matrix Illustrated .Figure 4.. A
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The child's en c titration occurs b Videpentlentl
-conjuncti4 with, the theditors agents'of the tuiture licsem.Junters
in an enadturation- niakix..:They are th source of its `share. symbols
and .delmiiions. 011.: 343).4the? conkionsly maliate rh, eliments

the tra\th ion thetithe value through the;aiarell .symbo,. :stem, ot
onsciousl act role- dekels for the . -In/fhe.,fonner -case;

o speken and....vAitstulanof-ptiramouiOnipqr-tan9e in the
enculturation process.. In the latter : case, paralinguistic 'deans of
-communiCatjen i.do'conv!e, meanings th righ gest ;es, postures -and..
use of bO y.movtrffientS, facial expression d t} tacts,',physical
proximi and physical contacts.

The c c1 also obtains. it forMation inanimate, man-made
compq,nentssof an enoelturation matrix, such as its artifacts, decoration;

'tatia arrangements, or ,the sry constrUction_an4 orientation of
buikh s. These -can reflect irtiportant -traditional val4s, especially

'those r ating to the cosmological beliefs of the grOup..The natural
e vironment itselfgan have important.influences on development,
i ter alia, of the child's visual perception as Se011? CaMpbell, and
Herskovits 114s1 demonstratz:i 'empirically A child is also
affected by the social constructions held by members of his group
about the enviro nment as Kates has suggeste3-(197o : 648):'

There is an environment in the minds. of men. It encompasses the
environment of sun and rain, :ricks :::di mortar, people and things. For
the human concerned it icno iess real than :the external ambience despite
its existence solely in the form of perceptions, cognitions. attituodc
beliefs' and behaviour. It is them...it(717m ent which men both respond to an.
'seek to fashion:- )

: .

Interaction with an enculturation matrix is reciprocal. That is th
child both receivis 'information' fro:- t, and provides feedback int

matrix which plays a part, how: -.I. minor, in Modifying it. An
r-cncuhuration matrix is thus never sta: but evolves over time. How-

ever,lt is sufficiently stable in the-Vas_ majority of cases to enable the
child to develop a view tofHis self, 2. a self concept, that is. specific

- to the components and processes of :ht matrix. As g. H. Mead -Jigs
pointed out(1964 c 42), 'A -21f can only arise where there -is a social
process within 'which this . :if has had its initiation. It arises within
that process -
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Figure 4. A schematic diagram dlustrating components of th,
enculturation matrix miluencing the child
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> ` Int9ractionith a matrix cnablesthe c ild to form a coghiove map' e

of his social group, *hich beVonieg- for ltri a vitt frame of self-°
4reference...FE" identifies himselLimrelatiori:to'sig,Ocarip5tbers in his

. .Lgroup, their language, _their knowledge and its syste'M 011ogic.cetcep-
. , tions stkilw env4onrnicrit alliabita4its tertirorialkatsrand geogr hi -

calcal featu5es, arc also'incorPorated into the cognitive map. It' eniles
.the child iv cope with-the lie sittlations he'share's with other illierriber
of his group, and to determine where;jts 'internal' andex.gtrial'

' cultural boom r:-4Fics ke ..(Hbizner, 1972: 55X). Thege delirnit. `goo(r-
membdrsluom deViancy, both withirybe group, and between -it
and other. groups.,Despite, heir presence, consItlerrIFiincertainty can

:L.-gist about the' nature, t,'g cg ntenibership auPtypes of elevitricy,`
...-

'. so that enculturation is alw s,tO s ii: extapt problematical. "'

V .4 ( ''': 4.
The problematical nature o errCulturation c..

'The. child recdives.and maniflulates,information FrOl.ti the envIturafion
matrices he encounters ger IPefiod.Of time...We caA distinguish two "4111;
major phasesib this longitudinarptocess, which correspond to Berger
andLuckmann's (1971 : 149-166) primary and. secondary socialization.

..These arc the .stce. of inforrAl and formal enculturation. Like primaryrii1n5ar{:

socialization, the forther presents relatively few problems (ibid.:

The child does not internalize the world of his significant others_as one
of many possible worlds. He internalizes it as the %vorldite only existent V '
and only conceivable world, the world tout court. It is for this reason that
the world internalized in primary socialization is so much more firmly
entrenched in 'consciousness than ivorlds 'internalized in secondary 'social-
izations. ... ,..,,1

However,.the following stage of formal enculturation can be more
problematical: Firstly, the process'takes place in enculturation matrices,
such as schools or institutions ,of learning, where the child is exposed
to the dictates of culture inediators and authority figures, who did not
feature in his informal enculturatipn, which took place mainly in a
matrix comprising the home and immediate neighbourhood. From
uch figures he may learn knolvledge about other matrices which
onflicts with that of 'his own4nforinal enculturation matrix. The

formal 'enculturation agents may themselves be at odds with each
Other over what knowledge. the child should, be presented NAIl.,The

.
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e. very,\knoWle ge'itself and isblogic may - vary from \uatrix to iinatrix.
,The.'n cable' nature Of traditierdp1.6entsp-roblems, especifilly i'r;

sitiratitinS'iwhere nioriK:than one ttaditiqn is presented to t e child...,l-le Inty then be compellecil tO,chooseiith(r o e or the 9the , or to
t,- select Parts Of each .truclitiOn 3nd, reject Ale remain r. T-14,_`rairgifvfor .i -..,:..---- . , .

prams ;Le. the scopefOwhicetifying`hiniselfothroUgh his.,uwn afltions ?6 <
, and 'pi.oducts t ) ec o i n V s arorropondingly limited (Edgar; IA : 2)`---?

...--
..

ke is also faced with confl ijag emotional. attachments: 'foii. of ''
-commitments arip nl which t -nown -*odd- 4 oltaniz8c1 and i
310tmation availabilipy -.is restricte `(ibicil.:. 673-1; liolzner, 7972 : 88)es 1

... Thi imikations of-wcly a sittlatMtlfor the adalysrs of schooli4 in
p ttralist-soc ties arg'obvipus.. °. , .. ;' .), _..--..

.

...

'Schoof--as,a (pm M cnculturatift matrix . .7 ., P.

A school lean bb co'ncepalized as a formal encidturation inatrioi.lt
.

1,, t - -has a recognized man-made enviroplient with components which
will reflctisomedrin of the tradition4 and values of the sock-cultural
group sfipporting Fhe school. Teachers are enculturation agents to
TvhOin is entrusted the group's 'valued knowledge. ANbest,Ithey may be

maimed, and enlightened enough, to assist the child in Ills constructio
of cultural reality by offering an assortment of knowledge in a variety
of teaching - learning situations. At worst, the agents may be con-.
straillkd in what they can offer, and,willtinsist on teaching knowledge
derived from .a set and controlled curriculum. Such knowiRge is °
likely, to be taught idactically ,,elder conditions which permit of
little, if4ny,, al 'rna ive .choice. 'Assisting teachers are other, agents,
with varying powers Of coercion amid control over `inin.al! botindarits
and the prevention of deviance..

A child-pursues a pathway through such a formal matrix In a cyclical
manner. Each ,cycle §tarts with his entry into a grade or form, and
normally ,tcyjninates when he leaves it for another grade at the end of
each acaciemic.year. Suck transitions 'ire points of temporal and spatial
discOntinuity,-occasionally marked 4, rites de passage, such a formal

.

welcoming ceremonies for 'a neweacher, or 'break-up parties'. at the
end of the year. In.each grade, a different set of enculturation agents,7.
nor -ms,. and behaviours will be- encountered. As grades are usually-
hierarchical, -a child's procesii through the matrix involves anticipatory,
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. ,--
isOalization,:inthe sociological of, leirning thuppropfiaTte role ... -,.

kliehaviours, skills and k4erw dgc necessary for cryterirrg' the next grade . ,

t in the seqficnce and-finall , or the assumptign.of a paltiChlar status- ,, ,r
14

A., role in. the society will enter on leaving tilt- niatrix. Thisi las( ''.
'transition is Usually a major point of discontinuity A tic child, and

can involve appropriate rite.sile passage stich as Sp' eech -Night valt......_
. cations os-rnat cirlon'''farevkLell dfrmerN tudent. rag's- arc; ipm fficial

MO
rituals which mark I c discontinuity.

. :
Parallel with, arid to soirt c extent over-lapping, the grade system

:.2 arc-other -group to which .ihildren belong.,-These are more
. ,.. inforinat andAre Act: of an 'ad he naturei.but form part of the matrix.

;7") They ,a with extra=curricular actiitnes such as.sporting
. fixtures, edii,catiRnal visits; gr'ine'rely pc.er-iro.up coniiiigslind goings.

All these can alNti be cycliCal,'but arc Usualfy-lcss gularLand can occur
in phases, controlled by such aspects, as`c 'made conditions (for spoit),

t -events in The wide soctrty (for excursions), or mere which. Groupii:
for ehildren's games seem to vary according to the seasons A gaM:
becomes popular almost overnight, runs it course0: is replaced by
another almost in a form of ritual sequence hal owed by tradition.

.

.
Formal enculturatiori in Lubavitcher Schbol
The dualism we have seen in the boys', schooling takes on heightgd
significance when considered within the theory of cnculturation pro-
posed above. Despite its supefficial appearance pf being one organ.1"-
ization, the school, is two virtually separate enculturation matrices,
which operate against each other in a form of enculturation interference
that sets tip dissottance in the bays by iltitibiting what they

`

see to be
their dominant need. This is,Cffeetive learning, which< is the common .,.
factor in both. matrices. For conTenience we can refer to them as the
`sacred Matrix' of the Great Tridition and the `secular matrix' of the
academic tradition. For-the young Chassid and average Orthodox-boy

_

effective learning is The pathway to` udais , the sine qua non. of
Orthodoxy, 'enshrined in tradition, enjoined 'n biblical command.-
nicnts, and constantly reiterated in rabbinical wr tings: Anything which
prexent? effective leartik in the sacred encultii don matrix night be
expected to produce dissonance. r

For all boys,. whether religious or not,, learnin
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.m atrikis the pathway-to satisfying vocational anti further educational
aspirations. From all the evidence accumulated during this study, it isclear that boy§ have a;- high degree of unconscious achievement
motivation (nAch).' This is a .

c,-
.

.latent gisposition to strive towards a standard of excellence. [which] shouldn ak conflawd withany broad notion of trying to'better oneself and getpn in life (Jaroda, 1970 t-3.5; McClelland, 1953).

Moreover, 8 Jews, boys 3'raYrilaced in a highly favourable situation.,
. f' where b'oth.homeand culturalitifluences arc-supportive of a high, degree

of nAch. SLndaids of excellence are imposed.on the developing child- :by patents, and this'produces an early formation of high achievement
motivation. They impart to:tlic child that he Should perform well in/ .i... relation to the standards of excellence valued by the culture. In time. lee internalizes such expectation's so that he comes to hive them ofmsef.%hi l

.
, .

. .
: ..

ss Ldarning to respond to such standards and _expectations of high perfor- ,fiance eanib conceived of,ls learning a cognitive map of theworld in. which iheie'standards-and expectations are, so to speak, a relevant part of. the terrain (Rosen & D'Andrade, 1969: 78).
. .

..,,' They are aliota;.Vital parnof the Jewish child's informal cnculturation.t The' high r,ifielklevtlofgoys can also operate in the'religious domain,liecimse this is also'Valued by the Jewish culture.. As Strizower hasg ested : so),'''Jews 'belong no' to two esteem
g systems, that of their own society and thatrof the host society'. Success

,'thiough gainnix_esteem in both, or either dne, is heavily dependent"\-- on leartitig. We can assume with some _confidence that boys will
assert teaching- learning situations in, the school -in terms of the ease
with wtich 'effective 'yarning, they interpret it,, is facilitated. Any-
thing that fray rates learnhig might be expectea to cause dissonance.
If this cannot be reduced 'Or 'avoided, frustration, 'stress and 'dissatis-
faction are likely to occur, and will be evident in boys' behaviours.

Enculturation interference inhibiting effective learning occurs when
boys experience a dualism produced by the conflicting constructions
of reality offered by the competing matrices. Each has its own corps--

r. nAch--a technical abbre;iatiorifcasneed-achievement.
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of enculturation agents through the structure and organization of the
school. Together with their respective time- tables and calendars, their
effect is to put boys in a situation characterized by what can be termed
structural-organizational dualism.

Each matrix puts forward its own social construction of knowledge
in the formal curriculum, and supports it by a validating ideology and
set 9f values: TA can be thought of as aCsituation of epistemological
dualism. A further source of enculturation interference is the ubi-
quitous countervailing curriculum described in Chapter B. This has
both 'recognized. and unperceived effects on boys' perceptions, as it,
operates through animate and inanimate mestage systems.

During the course of each day, boys move from one matrix to the
other through a JanusTtype enculturation interface. From each it is
possible to observe and be influenced by the other. As a result, boys
may find considerable 'difficulty, not only in learning but at a more
fundamental level of reality construction. This is to formulate satis-
factory interpretations of their life-worlds that are convincing and
meaningful. Apart from those who opt out of the situation by lea.ving
the school or suffering some form of breakdown (not an unOnimon
occurrence in the school), boys cannot escape these dilemmas in their
cnculturation.

Liarning; which can be difficult enough in the normal single-
matrix situation of an undivided school, becomes in consequence
highly problematical where -two matrices arc competing for boys'
commitment. It is, moreover, a situation which the boys cannot avoid,
due to the force of the enculturation imperative. Both traditions stress
the importance of learning, but for different reasons. Boys acknowledge
this in comments about their futures. In these.weihave seen the emphasis
placed on:intellectual achievement and academic learning as an
instrumental means of achieving a universityplace and I' career that is
upwardly mobile compared with fathers. At the same time, as we have
noted, boys clearly place value on beconiing Jews yfrf greater or lesser_
dcgrCes of Orthodoxy. As the following examples indicate, reconciling
these twin aims may, not be accomplished without some cost.

Structural-organizational dualism
The way each 'matrix is organized is an important source of stress. The
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sacred matrix admits of hulk if any manipulation. Its corps of encultur:
ation agentsteaching rabbis, lay religious teachers, young Lubavitcher
'Rabbis promulgate its meanings with missionary fervour in the (nit-
reach tradition of the Movement.-Stress is placed on the strict observance
of the minutiae of daily individual and collective religious rituals andcere-

. monies, the Initzvot.Exact times and rules are prescribed for their perform-
ance. No manipulation is possible as these meanings are derived from a
historical source that admits of no challenge. Torah is God-given, and must"
be believed absolutely. Thus the Great Tradition is not malleable. In con-
sequence, the sacred matrix is markedly 'legalistic or objectivistic' ,i.e.
`rule-and symbol-oriented', to adopt Clark's (1949: JO-description of
the eundamentaliit Old Order Amish communities of North America.

In contrast, the secular matrix has a different set of enculturation
agentsin full-time and part-time staff: The majority are goyim, and
are -very" different from those of the sacred matrix. There is not so
great a stress placed or clearly defined rules and meticulous perfor-
mance of rituals. Those commonly observed are diffuic and imprecise,
i.c. 'what everybOdy knows' goes on in schools. As the agents have no
commitment to an outreach ideology, there is no question ofcoin-
pcting for the boys' allegiance. Indeed, to accommodate the man-
activity and man-time value orientations of the Great Tradition,
teaching activities in file secular matrix are. organized around ,.the
scheduled daily; weckfy, and yearly times for prayed and ceremonies.
Howevcr,where dominant values of the secular matrix arc involved,
the boys are vitally. concerned to obtain froth staff the proper perfor-
mance of teaching duties, classroom discipline and, more important,.
the final. examinations which' are the acme of the year's academic
endeavours. Any breakdown. in the organization of theexaminations
is likely Co produce marked reactions.

For instance, the period of the IARTV test examination in October
was-one of marked tension for the Leaving and Matriculation boys,
who regarded their performance as a predictor of success at the external
examinations to take place in a matter of weeks. On one afternoon
all boys had to sit for the English examination,, but this was' held up
for nearly an hour due to the non-arrival of the senior English master,
who had the responsibility for distributing the papers. He was delayed,
by'religious devotions in the Au!, praying Minchah.
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The fiasco that quickly developed among the boys had all the
behavioural characteristics indicative of severe stress. Boys,dashed
hysterically around the school complex looking for the master
concerned. They bailed up other senior masters and, almost shouting
in anger, demanded that they find the papers and get the examination
under way. This proved impossible as the senior master had them with
him. Or/ ly by very strong disciplinary measures was order restored.

'The examinations had to be conducted on a subsequent day.

Epistemological dualism
Each matrix make's a selection of the valued public knowledge appro-
priate to its tradition, and offers it to the boy through the formal
curriculum. Although it might be claimed that this caters ttdequately
for his education and' aspirations, i.e. to become an observant Jew on
the one hand and a successful contender for a university place on the
other, it is doubtful whether either selection of knowledge provides
an adequate basis for constructing a coherent view of the world.

The knowledge of the academic tradition is fundamentally un-
related to everyday reality, and has,to be mastered merely for exami-
nation purposes. Of this kind of knowledge Greene has commented
(1971 : 253):

Rarely does it signify possibility for [thc boy] as an existing person,
mainly concerned with making sense of his own life - world. Rarely does
it promise occasions for ordering the materials of that world, for imposing
'configurations' by means of experiences and perspcctiyes made available
for personally conducted cognitive action.

nut paradoxically, as we have seen, boy ,prefer learning that would
seem to inhibit making sense of their life-worlds, and feel insecure
when given opportunities for `personally. conducted cognitive action'.
The demands placed on them by the school and parents to pass the
HSC examination are iffeat as to cut them off from,a type .Of secular
education tharthose 'exreThal to the school might consider to be more
satisfying. Boys seem unperturbed by this.

In addition, boys cannot be really stire that the 'scientific' examinable
knowledge they are given in the curriculum is worth having. In

_ Lubavitcher eyes it is subject to the 'principle of indeterminism'. The
curriculum of the Great Tradition, on the other hand, is Torah-true.
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.The logics of the two curficula arc thus different. Even though boys
can manipulate the acadethic knowledge to a limited extent, as it is
deii4ed from humanistic aid scientific advances, which arc open to
rational examination, its very foundation is questioned by Lubavitchcr
ideology. But to accept this and the Torah-true knowledge on which
it is based involves each boy in making a leap of faith into total
acceptance which transcends rational choicc. EpisteinDlogical dualism
thus places a boy in a double-bind situation. There is the implication
that the knowledge offered by the secular matrix is uncertain, :and
provides shifting sands on which to construct a satisfying view of his
life-world. Torah-true knowledge is held up to the boy as the only
firm foundation, but is beyond the reach of scientific examinati n
and cannot be manipulated. The boy is given no real char of
constructing his own view of reality in the second case, as all is given
to him: praxis is denied. .

Epistemological dualism has the dysfunctional effect of inhibiting
the formation of norms and procedures to guide interpersonal relation-
ships. Both traditions stress the accuinulation of cognitive information,
without the corollary that it shall find expression in guiding behaviour.
Solomon (1973 s..175776) has commented on adult JeNkish altitudes to
education in Melbourne which support' this:

The general emphasis was on 'what a Jew should. knOw' rather than
. on 'what a Jew should be' or 'how a Jew should live'. Even among
Orthodox adults, there was the unconscious assumption that beirig a Jew
and living as a Jew followed automatically from acquiring,. intellectual
knowledge.

Solomon further points .to. the lack of integration between the
Australian and the Jcwish*aipects of the Jewish child's formal education,
,which reflects a tompartmea talization of the Australian and Jewis
areas of life. Although she n that preparation for,:life as a Je n . .

'Australia is left to Sec ar.subje the paucity.. of thgsecular'cutrieul
at 7thF *hd, tedinsttTchto

the
aZ.ichosei

. , .
tri7ft> 7o. \die Ekren those 'elements .in

11

c,;dintlep.4114d arecilte0d .0u as
.
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the literate culture .of the academic tradition. Gdody and Watt (1962) -

have argued that the peculiar characteristics of such a culture are

an abstraction which disregards an indixidual's social experience ... and a
compartmentalizatioh of knowledge which restricts the kind of connec-
tions which the individual can establish and ratify with the natural and
social world.

Literate cultures stress reading and writing, which are necessarily
I s ary activities. This produces a pronounced individualization, which

et-169
most dramatic form in the ritual of the examination. In

the Great Tra there is also pronounced individualization stem-
ming from emphasis on e skills. What discussions do take place, as
over the Talmud, are essentially contests in which boys are encouraged
to demonstrate their pilpulistic ability rather than contribute to
consensual opinion.

The social construction of knowledge in the school, arising out of
'the way it has organized the traditions, may thus be a basic caliseof
the low value boys place on interpersonal relationships within the
school complex. The classroom is the place for individual learning,
even a form of competition, rather than co-operation in shared' tasks.

More severe dissonance is likely to occur where the availability and
reliability of knowledge are problematical. At the first level of analysis,
we can see this occurring where eilculturation interference takes place.
Here, the sacred matrix is obdurately opposed to the secular matrix
in the case of episcgmological dualism, or more subtly in the counter-
vailing curriculum. At a higher level of analysis, however, we can
conceptualize a form of interference in what Bateson has termed
`cleutero-learning' or 'meta-learning', -thAt is, in learning how to learn
(Bateson, 1958.: 285-86). To say that enculturation interference at
either level 'causes' the behavioural patterns, which have been identified
as a source of stress in Jews, is to force explanation beyond what may
only ke correlatiOn. However, it is likely that enculturation interfer-
ence will set up dissonance among some boys, but only if this cannot
be resolved ere their reactions likely to become socially pathological.

The fundamental reason has been suggested by Lewin (1967: 4o).
The enculturation matrices can be conceptualized ts two force fields.
In a situation where th(re is overlapping of two, force fields, conflict
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and frustration ate generated where equally strong but opposite forces
result at some part of the field. This results in a 4issoriance situation.
We can extend this analysis by hypothesizing that boys' perceptions
of sources of stress and dissonance in matrix constraints may enable
them to reduce dissonance. This is more likely to occur at the conscious
level of learning, but even here, some -undetected sources of dissonance
may remain. There is greater likelihood of more and =resolvable
dissonance at the unconscious level of deutero-learning, with the
consequent conflict and frustration Lewin' has conceptualized in over-
lapping force field situations.

Dissonance at the conscious level of learning

A clear example of irreducible dissonance occurred when the sixth form
/413 s perceived the encroachments of the sacred matrix on the time

manded for study by the secular matrix. Their deputation to the
Principal demanded a reduction, but this was refused, and dissonance
remained. However, their dissatisfaction with one senior master was
passed ,on to the Principal, and led to his replacement by, a teacher

' whom the boys perceived as more _competent. In the first example,
the students' demands were frustrated, with some heightening of
tensign at the sixth forni level. In the second casethere was a lowering
of tension. Ironically, however, in the second instance the boys were

-able to gain better teaching as they suw it, .but only at the expense of
studying late in the evening and attending classes which Often went on
unti) so p.m., to -accommodate the new ,teacher's times. Yet the net
effect was a reduction in tension, the gain in better teaching clearly
outweighing the inconvenience. and loss 'of time during the evening.

Both incidents arcaexamples Of the congruenie-dissonance dimension
that is cot-a-ritually at the heart of interactions between boys' felt
needs and situational constraints. In broad terms, two enculturation
matrices were involved in providing the constraints. In the attempt
to reduce the sacred matrix's demands on time, no corripromise was
obtained from the -Principal to ;ilea the needs of the boys, and diSson-
ance was,not reduced. Some relief from tension was obtained, however,
by altering the constraints of the secular matrix, through appointing
a better teacher. The net effect noted was a reduction in dissonance,
but not at the expense of the sacred 'matrix. Indeed, tfor the boy who
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was against loss of time forreligious activities, any redtiCtion in time
devoted to the sacred matrix might well have increased his perceived
dissonance.

Indeed, no compromises were made throughout the year in the
constraints of the sacred matrix in ny of the forms. In view of its
strictly Orthodox character, we mi expect this to have been the
case in the school. Those boys, who place their religious need above
their educational-Vocational need, are clearly not disadvantaged:
HoWever, their parents express scitne dissatisfaction at the encroach-
ment the sacred matrix makes into the secular domain, and comment.
at teacher-parent evenings on the strain it produces in their boys. They

so hint that some conflict the home occurs when boys are morea i

ligious than their parents.
Reduction of the disc ance due to epistemological dualism is

possible by filtering ut the cogpitions of one world-view and opting
for the other. It is cl ar that the Lubavitcher adherents do this through
the,"-strategy of ing scientific knowledge as indeterminate and
theoretical, and orah-true knowledge as completely valid. Less
Orthodox boyS might experience continued dissonance if they cannot
accept such an interpretation, and resentment against the Lubavitcher
rabbis and young, Chassidic supporters, who promote such a view,
might be sufficient to, cause Afflict and hostility. We have seen it
flare, up occasionally in class against the young' Chassid, and some pf
the jf ostilitvhown to teaching rabbis and lay religious teachers can be
attributed to this cause. Certainly, there is no way that the less Ortho-
dox boy can reduce dissonance by persuading the more Orthodox
Lubavitcher adlirents and teachers that they should believe as he does.
Aswe have seen, adherents of the Great Tradition as it is practised at
the school are totally uneompromis4L.

The reverse situatioin applies te4 e young Lubavitcher adherents.
Although they might experience dissonance over having some of their
peers uncommitted to their Lubavitcher ideolOgy, there is evide ce to

ersi,Chat they manage to win over a ,number of boys durin
year, such is its charismatic attraction and outreach effectiveness. Any
dissonance remaining among the Lubavitcher adherents can be resolved
by obtaining the support of other believers in the Movement.

..

It is unlikely that the attitudes and beliefs of_the Lubavitcher studentsr --.,
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and Orthodok boys would change to accommodate dissonance
experienced from the secular matrix, as religious values are most
resistant to change. However, it should not be assumed that some
attitudinal conflict might not still be present. hi two studies of the
effects of Western secular riahiss On traditional value systems, Dawson
(1969a, i969b)' has found thatmfiresolyed attitudinal conflict is highest-
for traditional, high-affeat°ittitudirial objects such as magic and
religion, rather than for non-sectarian objects. Unrecognized disson-,
ance in this dimension may underlie the militancy and arrogance of

rthe young Chassid, these being forms of compensatory behaviour for
attitudinal conflict.

Aefurthetform of compensatory behaviour might be exhibited by
those boys who are neither Orthodox nor ac ernically able. Unable
to compete effectively in the activitie that gain esteem in either
matrix, they occupy a status analogous to that of 'stabilized accommo-
dation'. As a 'minority group in the form their appropriate responses
are defined by the 'dominants (Mirrden & Meyer, 1968 : 35).

dirk

The ptychological costs of this system are high. For the minority persori/ it may affect his perception of reality.... A stabilized subordinate position
.6 may create difficulty for a member of the subordinate group in handling

repressed hostility anti intvitable i-esentment. A variety of devices often
develop to help him ease his psychic burden: clowning, intragroup
aggression, fantasy, as well as psychological disorder of greater or lesser
severity.

It can be hypothesized in the case of several boys that the demands
of having to cope. with the constraints of both matrices, instead or
being dble to) concentrate all their energies on on , d possibly
succeed, and.gain esteem, may have been the root cause of very
obvious, pathologicii,behaviour in clasi.
° Other boys may ave more success ii toping with boil); matricesces

by matrix-switching or situational selection, which may be possible L
without a great degre f strain. Boys can o t for the .values, Icnowd .

ledge, and behaviour exp ted in one ,matr , and then 'enter the
other matrix (as they do several times daily and adopt values,
knowledge, and behaviour. Switching' from brew to. E glis , and
back again, might be achie.ind with the sa egree of eas Successful

1/4
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matrix-switching is more likely to be accomplished by boys who are
academically able, and thus confident performers in either matrix /

Dispnance a the unconscious level of deutero-learnin'g

tu;2Encultura n interference resulting from the operation of the counter- -....--1..
,iailing curriculum has the potential to produce varying degrees of

, dissonance. But it is apparent that they are not of the type which
might result in the total opposition of forces in overlipping force
fields; that are seen by Lewin as necessary to produce fAtration and
conflict. Avenues are available for dissonance reduction, where it is
perceived by the goyg, but at the unconscious level of deutero-
learning this may not be the case.

Such Stress is placed on learning in the Jewish culture as a whole,
and for the boys at tre sc of in particular, that onelmust speculate
whether a higher level of I aming, i.e. that oflearning how to learn,
'may form part of a, boy's c racter structure. As it is an unrecognized
component in nAch, boys ma be able to reconcile the causes.of

. , felt dissonance, and may thus experience frustration and conflict..
Deutero-learning in the sense used here is an abstract or higher

order of learning, in which a person improves his ability to deal with
constraints and process the information prcivided by his culture, in
learning situations or cOntexts.2 The person comes to act more and.
more as if contexts of this typere expectable in his universe. Deutero-
learning can be thought of as a process ofcharacter formation, *hereby
the individual is enabled to live as if in a context where the methods of .

learning are expectable. What the individual learns, or fails to leirn, from
the formal constraints in the contexts oflearning can be the clue to his pre-
sent habits, character, and the manner of participating in the interaction
between himself and others. An individual in a relationship with another
involving learning will tend, perhaps unconsciously, to form the habit of
acting as if he is expecting constraints facilitating learning -in further
tecounters with that other, and perhaps even More widely in further
encounters with other individuals and components ofinteraction settings.

, . .

2. The following argument draws heavily on the ideas of Bateson (1)58 : 285 it),
but introduces supplementary concepts, particularly that of the iynectic system
(Gordon, x96z1. Basic concepts from cybernetic theory are also involved(Wiener,
1954).
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.
An enculturation matrix for formal learning is a. form of self-

'. directing, multi-directional feedback or synectic system. A member of
it learns learning patterns, and comes to expect a similar type of
behaviour from others in the system. He acts in such a way that they
will also experience those contexts within which they tuoo will learn
learning behaviour. The synectic quality of the system derives fro,
the inputs into it from one member, which affect theenvironments of
others in a way that will cause a similar generation of inputs from them.
Sonic of these will be positive, and will reinforce the progressive
development of learning more and better learning behaviOur. Other
input, may be negative, and will inhibit development. However,
Whatever the type of inputs that ensue from other members bf the
system, ley will act back upon the initial individual to prochice
further cRange in him in a like direction.

The analogy that such a system conjures up is that of a fastbreeder
nuclear reactor, which may go some way towards explaining 'the
feeling one has in the school, of super-charged intensity of learning.e
However, a synectic system requires either internal or'external checks
uwless it is to reach a runaway state. The regular vacations are one

--, \ form of check, as they disband the system. Examinations are another
regulator, as these suspend the learning activity in favour of summativ;
evaluation and assessment of the amount lid quality of the learning
that has taken place in the system. In the case of the religious Festivals
at the school; these also suspend the system for a period, and it is
significant that boys refeso some Festivals such as Purim, Succos and
Simchas Torah as opportunities for 'letting off steam'.

The constraints of such a deutero-learning systeln in Lubavitcher
School are intense, as the boys have to cope with wilt might be termed
information overload, arid learning to learn, i.e. learning to cope with
it, has 'the strength of a categorical imperative. The high level of
nAch, which we have suggested applies in the rase of most if not all
the boys, further motivates their endeavours: 'It is little wonder, .
therefore, that one of the most apparent phenoiiiena in the class is
anxiety4rver to erformance. Boys constantly need reassurance that
theyaleMoin som ng corsectly nd not, it should be stressed, that
what they are le g is correct. The tension and insecurity generated

Iby teachers setting / ork in an unfamiliar way .has also been noted.
.., .
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Prustration and conflict can be generated at the deutero-level by a
number of encultdration interference mechanisms. As detitero-learning
depends boys receiving the 'signals' of those putting inputs into the
synectic:: system, anything that distracts them,' or providegkother
signals, which are dysfunctional for deuterollearning, constitutes a
form of 'noise'. Possible sources of `noise' have been identified in the,
covert operation of the countervai'ing curriculum.

A quite fundamental source of interference is the dualism that has
been shown to, exist at the episteinological level. The knowledge and
logic of the Great Tradition constitute a `closed system', i.e. one in
which the knowables are fixed (Postman & Weingarmer, 1971 : 115
f:). Answers in such a system are right or wrong, unequivocal, and
withbut any other possibility. Apart from mathematics and other,
physical sciences in the academic tradition, which are also cicisetsystems°
to a large extent, other disciplines are more or.less `open' systems in
which there are degrees of rightness.. The term system in this context
`refers to situations in which we are trying to know something, in
which we are trying to assign meanings'.

Answers to problems in teaching-learning' situations can be derived
from both lysteins, but it is becoming evident in education that those
from closed systems, are of less and less relevance, either to the accu
lation of knowledge, or the construction of reality. As Postman hand
Weingartner comment (ibid.: 118) : .

Closed. systems simply, leave out too much to produce a viable ans
to any question except one that is so abstract that the answer doesn't
any difference to human beings as they go about the business of tryin
cope with an ever-changing environment.

It is thus possible that some of the conflict -̀ tension that develops in
religious instruction classes may, be due to boys seeking to apply
open-system answers to closed-system problems, and meeting the
tulcompromising,stance of the rabbis.

.

717-tFeMirNiasses on the other' hand, closed-system answers' may be
applied to open-system problems with similar frustration acid poteMial
conflict. In subjects. such as History, Economics, Geography, Social
Studies, and Englis,h Literature, there is a move away from roOtarning
of masses of facts to be regurgitated at an examination, towards the
development of reasoning ability and, the application of knowledge
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LP novel problem situations. Such methods of assessment are used in
the CSSE and VUSEB examination papers. It was quite. apparent
when boys Were preparing for these that they were attempting to
apply learning strategies more appropriate to the Great Tradition,

.particularly rote memory, with consequent frustratibwand tension.
Much of their querulous hostility in class during the lessons practising
with external examination papers arose from my insistence that there
are no 'correct answers to be learned for them, but only the ability
to reason put problems and apply basic principles.

There is thus the distinct possibility that a considerable part of the
frustration, conflict and tension in the classroom is generated by ,

dissonance at the deutero-learning levelt For this reason it is situational,
as the boys do not construe out-of-class activities as 'real' learning.
Boys' hostility to st in the classroom may be due to their inability
to pw-iote le g as the boys construe it: The boys are unable to
redu0E disso ce at the deutero-leatning level because it is part of
their character structures and, in the .final analysis, is a product if
their informal enculturation. Thus the dynamics of the classroom are
generated by unknown psychological forces as well as by the boys'
perceptions of the social exchanges appropriate in teaching-learning
situations.

Towards a theory of enculturation dissonance
Reality construction and the process of enculturation constitute one
of the cultural imperatives of any socio-cultural group, and thus must
be considered universal. The form they take, however, is Culture-
specific, and one socio-cultural group's social organization of tradition
and formal enctilturation has been described and analysed above. he
concept of enculturation interference has been used to explain, y
reality qnstruction in the case of a nu er of boys atiubavitcher
Schooicploduces behaviOur indices of ety,,frustration and conflict.
It has been sugge§tecrthat s May be due, td bo s' inability to resolve
Line dissonance at two :levels of learning. Of these, the higher-order
levElof deutero-learn ting may be the domain in which unrecognized
dissonance occurs. Being hnrecognized, dissonance reduction. strategies
may not apply. The boys are thus caught in a synectic system, in which
conflict and frustration are generated by multi-directional feedback.
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Vie dynamics of the system h'ave a self-regulatoricur-Off control so
that the anxiety, frustration, and conflict are periodically checked or
discharged ugh forms of catharsis.-

If we ad the viewpoint that learning and deutero-leai-ning are
components in the total enculturation process, then it follows that
they are culturally constructed, in exactly the same way as e enctiltur:
ation process itself is culturally constructed. Learning, Le nstructing
reality, will have.as its corollary d,eutero-construction of reality.-'Both
are problematical, but iirmay be that interference to the latter produces
a different degree and kind of uncertainty, in that it is part of the
person's- character Structure and accessible only through personal
introspection, either unaided

1

br, with the assistance of appropriate
psychiatric measures. .

Enculturation interference will be likely to occur wherever the child
is presented wi competing traditions and world - views. These may
be highly formal ecLas in a great tradition, or relatively diffuse and
informalthe li e tradition' of which Redfield (190 : 45) and Singer
(5960) write::: Numerous examples of traditions and world-views
in opposition and even competition throughout the world may be
cited. In such situations lie the seeds of enculturation dissonance. We
can think of ethnic minorities, migrant groups, peasant communities,
and pre-literate cultures wiihin wider macro-systems as being potenti-
ally vulnerable to the phenomenon.

The enculturation matrix model proposed: here may be universally
applicable and may provide the conceptual basis for a theory of

- ,enculturation dissonance. A child constructs a vibw of the self and
reality through reciprocated interaction with components of successive,
enculturation matrices from the moment of birth. He also leutero-
lams how to construct reality, and this process is, internalized' to
become part of his cha?aeter structure. As a result of interactions with
sanponenti ofilise matrices the child accumulates a variety ofpercepts,

view
.

building towards a. view of his life-world. Althoughithe process is
problematical to some eigtent, there 1 basic congruence at both the
existential and deutero-leveis of reality construction, ifthe enculturation
-matrices are validateebY common traditions andvalues.. .

For the purposes of this general theory, the possibility must be iaised
that 'normal' deutero-leatng will be inhibited if any components in
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an enculturation matrixortessible to the child are pithological in-
terms of his socicze-cultural group's definitions of normality and pa
logy; For instance, a child's parents may be mentally defective,
present views of reality 'that are distortions of the 'objective'-real,
that might otherwise be presented to the child. Under such circum-
stances the child may experience enculturation dissonance of patho-
logical origins.

In cases where the child is exposed to two enculturation matrices
validated by differing traditions and values, either wholly or in part,
enculturation dissonance is likely, to occur at both levels of reality
construction. Where dis&epant percepts are recognized, the child will-
adopt various dissonance reduction strategies to relieve .felt stress.
His degree of success or failltre will depend On the malleability of the
percepts, and willingness'ori the phart of agents in the enculturation
matrix to let him work in his oti4Naay to reconcile the recognized
discrepancies. Additionally, success will also depend on the congtuence
of the two tYpes ,of deutero-learning embodied in the two matrices.
Where these are not unduly discrepant, deutero-learned ways 'of con-
structing reality can 15e applied to the novel situation a\nd new percepts.
Where there a lack of fit or,congruence at the deutero-level, encul-
turation dissonance of varying degrees will result.

Thg child is then in a dualistic situation with consequent conflict
and frustration. He will react with 4 behavioural style that is appro-
priate to his socio-cultural group. In Lubavitcher SChool, for instance,
we have seen that this takes the form of aggression, anxiety, tension
and hyperactivity. In other 'cultures, apathy, withdrawal, and passivity
might be the culturally appropriate responses. Failure to recognize'
the source of his frustration and conflict prevents the child fi3Om adopt-,
ing appropriate coping behaviour; and may, lead to aggrcsion-
displacemeht onto innocent members of the enculturation matrix: the'
scapegoating syndromeor destruction of objects and property in the
spatial environment of the matrix. Such'uch failure is more likely to result
from dissonance at the deutero-level,ofenculturation, where the,cause
is built into the character structure of the child himself.

The function of studies such as that carried out in Lubavitcher
School is to throvi light on educational processes in little known social
groups and to generate grOunded theory. Although little ought to be
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generalized beyond the scope of this stydy, it is possible-that the
theory of enculturation dissonance that hs been proposed may have
an appliatio I to understanding oducation4 problems in multi-
ethnic societies. In the past decade or more in education in such
countries as Great Britain, Australia and the United States we have
seen a number ofproblems arising in schools, Student unrest amounting
to alienation and even anomie,, changing ques placed on education,
discipline, and academic attainment are some of the phenomena that
can be noted. There has also been a marked cultural diversificationin
the populations of many sthools due to the influx of migrant and eth-
nic minority pupils from a variety of sources. In consequence, schools
in some areas have-become places where. the values and beliefs of
great as well as little traditions are in confrontation. Conceptually
this is a, setting for potentiil enculturation dissonance. The value of
the thsory proposed here cln be assessed by the extent to which it
may help to explain and predict the problems we are now witnessing
in Western education systems. -

'/ '
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4 Appendix

Towards a Neo-ethnographic Research
Method4

40'
-

:The rationale of a research project and the field-work techniques it
is .employs, together with the logic" underlying its methodology, are

often implicit, rather than explicit, in the .resultant publication. In
'!".,..:".tany cases, especially those that follow the,conveptional psychome*

ox" sociological styles, any detailed consideration of methodology
would be superfluous. The familiar paraphernalia of questionnaire and

';e civantified statistics speak for themselves. This study of an Orthodox
Jewish day-school is very different, as its approach is. novel and best

r described as neo-ethnography: In this appendix Ideal with some of
its,features and discuss a number of problems that .arose during the
course of my research.

. ,
There is an additional reason for such a description following the

recent trend in anthropological studies towards describing how they
were carried out 'warts and all'. This seems to be far preferable to
pretending that one's research was unproblematical. What follows is
a further contribution to this long overdue. development of real
professionalism and honesty in field-work.

Chronology of field-work
Research within the school was carried out over nearly 14 months.
from mid January 1969 to mi&March i97o, when I had to resign
due to ill-health caused by,the pressure' of work from other commit-
ments, compounded by the strain of the research itself. This period'
comprised an entire academic year, including holidays, and some six
weeks of the following academic year. It covered more than the
12" months recommended as a minimal period for _ethnographic
field-work (Valentine, 1968 : 183), and enabled me to study, the
functioning of thg school through its complete religious and academic'
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cycles. This prdved to be an essential art of the research. The extra
six weeks or so provided a limited opportunity to check data obtained
early in the previous year when I was still finding my feet, and missed
some episodes in both cycles.. . . .

During the first year I !waged to maintain formal teaching contain*
with school classes fOr an average total of twenty 40-minute periods

:
per week during term time. Contact of various kinds, and for different
purposes and duration, was possible with all foims in the secondary
school. I supervised, Forms 1 and 2 for one period a week each while

-45 they got on with work set by another teacher. I taught Geogrifillye
to Forms 3 and 4 as complete groups for a number of periods per week.
The latter was the most important, ,as I also had administrative
responsibility for it as a form master. I met only a proportion of the
'fifth'and sixth forms, teaching Geography to the former and Social
Studies to the latter. As their work was oriented towards public
examinations at the end of the year, opportunities*. gather information
were correspondingly limited.

Although relieved of playground supervision, I was required to
attend other educational functions at' the school: infrequent staff
meetings, school assemblies and special gatherings, parents' meetings
during evening, and the final Speech Night. Whenever other
commitm nts permitted, I came to the school at off -duty times,
which gave opportunities twobserve its activities without the restriction
of being in class teaching. On one or two days a week, the arrange-
ment of my time-tr table allowed for spare periods, which were used
initially to prepare or correct work. However, as 'the year progressed,
with the concomitant nee increase the intensity of the.esearch, this

'kind of schodlwork was d e ir home during the evenings, and the
time gained during the day wen to research.

In the second year, forma teaching had to be curtailed to six
periods a week after normal school hours, with one large group of
students taking Higher School Certificate (Matriculation) Social.
Studies. Teaching this group 'extended into the late afternoon and
evening. By that time, the rest of the school had gone home, with
the excvption of other senior boys compelled to stay late for evening
lasses. Fhus opportunities for formal research were almost non-

existent. However, I. could still drop into the school at other times by
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virtue of my continuing association with it as a teacher. On these
occasions it was possible to meet pupils from my previous .classes on
a more informal basis, though dat..- gained were limited.

School vacatkins and week-ends were major gaps in contact, as
opportunities to come to school as if in the normal course of teaching
duties were difficult to arrange. On one or two occasions I came in
to see the activities on a Sunday morning, but the curiosity, and excited
reaction sif the boys appeared to indicate that my presence was so
out of the ordinary that the practice was discontinued for fear of
making my research work too obvious and thus jeopardizing normal
work. Other opportunities for more informal interaction with boys
arose during geography excursions, a farewell patty at a boy's home
for one of my form going on aliyahl, and the visit to the neighbouring
high, school for the CSSE. Nowever, these were seen as normal by
the boys, and no comments occurred.

.

Outreach contacts with some boys were also. compatible with my
role of schoolmaster. I was able to visit several homes to give boys
special coaching, or to discuss their progress with their parents. In
one of these cases, my visits for these purposes shaded off into lengthy
discussions about Judaism, in general, and the function of the school
in promoting the Lubavitclier ideology. he parents of the boys
concerned knew of my general research in rests, and later in the year
were instrumental in enabling me to attend wo important ceremonies:
a Bar Mitzvah and its following commun 1 meal, and a meal in the
succah, which the family shked with others in a block of flats. Both
opportunities to share in these occasions were deeply appreciated. The
latter was particullirly important as it gave considerable insight into
the continuity of ritual life that takes place outside the shul, and how
important the family is in Judaism.

Research opportunities outside my role as a teacher involved mostly
religious activities. Unless prevented by illness or unavoidable commit-
ments, I was able to attend- worship at the synagogue for most major
religious Festivals throughout the year. My participation in the services
was unavoidably limited as the Liturgy is in Hebrew, and announce-
ments to the congregation are in Yiddish. ,On several occasions I was

r. Aliyah (Heb.)'ascent', 'going up'. Used here in the sense of making a visit to Israel.
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4
indebted to the -boys i taught, who came over to me to point out
the place in the Hebrew-English edition' of the prayer book I had
obtained. However, this was not always successful, as worship f011ows
the Lubavitcher liturgical order, which differs in many respects from
that in the prayer book I used. Through the kindness ofJewish friends,
I was able to take part in their Sabbath midday meal following
attendanse at Morning Service, and also the Seder or home ceremony
on Erev Pesach. During the week-end prior to this, I was able to watch
the elaborate ritual preparations and the bakin of shmurah matzah at
the school. As well as these special occasions, contact with individual
and group worship was a frequent occurrence in the course of my
normal duties during the day.

Research methodology and techniques
In contrast to much psychometric and sociological research, in which
theory is either non-existent or plays a very minor role, the neo-
ethnographic approach used for this study gave equal weight to theory,
methodollegy and techniques. The first illuminated the concepilial
nature of the social and cultural world of the school, and provided
a general orientation to guide my observations. Unless one has this, it
is very difficult, if not impossible, to attach significance to anything
one sees. Some kind of pre-understanding is essential before embarking
upon field-work if one's, notebooks are not to become a mixture of
irrelevant trivialities and relevant data.

The9tY'also assists one to decide the logic of the research methodo-
logy. This study was based on two Major theoretical ideas. The first
was that the school, in all its 'external' features, is the logiCal attempt
by its supporting community to socially and culturally organize the
transmission of two traditions. The research methodology that logically

ctfollowed from this first notion favoured a stru al-functional
approach to the field from the point of view of an ext real observer.
Various organizational and structural aspects of the school auld be
observed and recorded reasonably objectively, and their relevance
to the on-going life and maintenance of its functions described. The
results of this type of basically uninvolved observation-while-a-
participant prOvide the bases for Part i of thisbook.

Wien we come to Part 2, however, the logic of the research
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methotkology changes to an 'internal' or community-member oriena,
'tation. Its aim was to find out and reconstruct something of the boys
reactions to the structural and organila' tional constraints described in
Part i. To obtain the meanings they attached to the life of the school
I had to become much more of a participant in their, lives and much
lets of an external and basically uninvolved, observer. This did not take

. place in the chrOnologicil sequence that this implies, but rather in a
.. dialectical manner which had me moving in and outpf the appropriate

research roles almost hour byhour at problems pfesented themselves
and ,their resolution was reqdired. Theoretically, at one moment I

-aatild be taking a structural-functional orientation to the field (the
'external' stance); the next moment I could be taking a social inter-

must, phenomenological orientation (the 'internal' stance) to
over the boys' own constructions of their life- wbrlds. Each omen-
on needed' its own type of methodology.

The essential point' is that neo-ethnographic' methodology is.not
tely a matter of. choosing techniquesusually quantitative and

statistical:--in the hope that they will discover something, without
having aclear notion about what that something is or how it will be
used in later analysis. It is impossible to just state the facts without
theoretical guidance about the kind of social reality one is investigating.
Theory interims research at each of its four stages: theory statement,

-dassification,l'absorvation, and analysis. N011 and Cohen's (197o:
25-30) concept of the 'spiral of theory testing' embodies these ideas;

The key point to grasp firmly in mind is that scientific research consists
of all four of these activities, linked together. The validation of one activity
depends on the other three ... Scientific research consists of an endless
cycle of observation, classification, analysis and theory. But the cycle is 'a
spiral, moving upward. -Rich turn advances the state or knowledge. Each
of us may begin at any point on the-spiral he. likes. Butthe value of his
work cdn'only fixed by examining its releyanee to the other points.
1 V

My field-work techniques also had to be specially chosen to fit in
with unanticipated constraints in the field besides the logic of bOth
'internal' and "external' orientations. A number of factors worked
against using .conventional, structured q_uestionnaires or formal
interviews. The Principal had asked me very early on in the period
not to question the boys although I had not been doing so before then.
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There was also cObsiderable sensitivity on the part of the' boys them-
. selves-about tackling anything that smacked ofa sociological question,

naire. A survey conductld two years earlier had made some of them
suspicious of such methods of data-gathering, so much so, they
informed me with some triumph, that many of the answers'they gave

. on that particular occasion had been faked.2 Even the well-concealed,
unobtrusive measures that' I had to resort to did not escape'cominent
from boys, parents and the,Principil.

As a result it was necessary to employ a modification of the tradi-
tional, participant observation' technique,, which would eliminatekthe
need to use informants, but at the same time prOvide ways to obtain
data. The strategy adopted, supplemented participatory observation,, placed

withmost reliance on regular and long-term face-to-face relationships witn
boys and others in the school as part of our shard natural school

sti settings. In this role I was' very much part of the situations I was
studying, and ',both modified them by my owfi actions, and was in
turn influenced by then.

A gteat deal of rify iyformation was gathered/ 1y systematic obser-
vation Ad as much as possible to educe the effect of my
presence in the situation. Such fneutral observation was occa#ionally
accomplished by using the women's balcony as a concealed point To
watch events in the shul below during the day. But neutrality was far
less successful' in classrooms on those, occasions when I was only
supposed to supervise work set by another teacher, and -tried to use
the opportunity' to observe boys;,,classroom behaviour. They Were
usually alert to anything I did, however unobtrusively I tried to note,
down my, observations. It was never possible to use the types of coding .o

inventories, time-sampling, behavioural grids, and other sophisticated
data-gathering techniques employe'd by students of classroom interact-
ioit'itIstead I had' to rely, on a simplified coding technique to record A

behaviours, by noting the time a transaction occurred, whether it. \
was self-, other-, or obLect- directed, who were the i *fiatorseand wh
were the targets ,of the tfansactions, a ere involyed as' an
interested audience. ftwas usuaypossible to mask what I was doing

.2. One of the surveys conducted at the sclool for the' 1966-67 Jewish Comuitmity
Study in Melbourne.
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at the teacher's desk by pretending to correct work. However, I was
never an uninvolved observer, as my supervisory role neeessitared
keeping order,. answering questions, or othLwise integering in the
stream of behaviour I was hoping to observe. What I recorded was thus
no doubt heavily contaminated by the observer-effect, but still giVes
both'guantitative and qualitative evidence of boys' behaviour in class.

In libntrast to my deiire to reduce the observer-effect in these types
of situations, the reverse was the case when encoi)taging boys to
comment on their lives daring our many infor al discussions, casual
conversations, arguments, and exchange of4 ides. Data were forth-
coming from dialectical questioning, i.e. a form of unstructured
dialogue involving all of us in any group. In this technique, based on
hermeneutic princt.ges...(Iyation-Franke & Watson, 1975), there is'a
free-flowing exchange of ideas and actions between the observer, who
acts as a catalyst, and those others present. The aim is to phrase com-
ments and questions in a way that is appropriate to the context of the
phenOmena One ii trying to understand. This is often best achieved by
throwing up problems, paradoxes, confessions of ignorance and other
unexpected aspects: of the phenomena, which leads the exchange of
ideas- into unanticipated paths, and ultimately achieves a fuller and'
less restricted type of understanding. .

An important feature of this' method is that the ,questioning is not
unidirectional, from observer-to subject, but should be such as to allow
for the respondent to make* his' wncomments or ask questions of
the obseryep Despite the appaiently free-wheeling style of dialectical
questiotnnl the researcher must still have a clear pre-understanding of
what he wants to get out of any sessioiv but should not be so 'restricted-
in his .methods that he inhibits the exchange of ideas if it develops.
along. unexpected lines.

i

,

As my basic strategy, dialectical questioning yielded a considerable
- amount of information, but I could not be sure that I was getting`the

full range of the boys' own ideas about their life-worlds or that my
very presence in the group was not causing them to play up for my
benefit. Sonic control over the latter gradually developed due to the
length of time I spent in the field, as it seemed inconceivable that the
boys could have maintained a charade fot nearly a 'year: The former
was the greater problem and had to be cotniterecrby2ther means.
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As (part of my constant participatory observation 'activities. I also
accumulated a mass tof archival_material. By the end of second term
it was possible to take a number- ot photographs of boys and the
campus using a.35 nun camera. Official photographs'of the boys and
Of some major religious .events were available from ,commercial
photographers' or the weekly Jewish forqs4, and also added to triy.

. material. The net result`: of my 'ethnographic va,cuutricleaner' ;activities
(Silverman, ±972: ;06) a synchronic pictureiof the school, which
conveys meaning not only through its factual' content, but also by
the very 'media or font in which it is recordeel. This adds Weiglit to

C are data by reminding me in a subtle way of the time,.occasion and,
morer

thimpOrtintly,

the 'atmosphere' of the t.events I witnesSec
Acting on e ad hoc principle of naive .pragMatisroif it 'works,

use developed' a battery of .wristten,Aesearch instruments to
complement participatory' obseriation.: 'these included .senten. ce-
completion tests, Thematic Apperception Tests (TATS) and ,other
projective measures, which 'the boys :were ivep as part of their
normal schoolwork. IlleaLoi)portunities arose- for their nse., -during
.practice runs -fgr the"torimOnwealth Secondary Scholarship Exami-
nation which itself made considerable use of suCh.projective. tats.,Isely
instruments served both teaching and research:ends. For ethical and
educational reasons they were not used in the fifth or sixth fOrms, both '
Of which faced extemal_exa-minations at the-end of the year.

With one exception, these were disguised' measures although °osten-
. sibly they formed part of on-going classwork. The exception was the

occasion when my reslarch interest ,in Judaism was stated. This
occurred right at the end of my first year when I felt-able to reveal it
to my own form. I askedthe boys to write down on a piece of papers
their answers to a projective questionwhat itelearit to them to be
a Jew, and also to note whether Yiddish Nira's spoken in the home.3 By,,
that time a small number :of boys had left the form to go home or
on vacation before the official school break-up, so my data in this
instance are incomplete but very valtIa.ble.

The attraction of the projective -type 'instrument for my research
was at?east threefold. Because-I had been denied opportuhiciek to carry

i
3. A i ilar question was ,used in the' Melbourne survey (Medding, 5973 : 27:45).

-
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out overt research into attitudes using scaled questionnaires, the
obvious substitute was -the projective technique, despite. its known
impeilections. Use of it was perfectly consistent-with the needs of
the boys at the time and the instruments I adopted Matched those in
past examination papers, and fairly accurately predicted the types of
questions the boys ultimately answered. Thus my instruments served
clear educational ends, which were obvious to the boys, and reduced
the likelihood that they would, be seen as related to research interests,,
even if these were suspected. The boys' answers ere thus likely to
be more genuine, and related to their real etudes,, an might
otherwise be the case. My interest was boys' attitud s and own
ideat about their life-iorlds the tests revealed, rather than in any
clinical psycholo ical Uonditions that might be present. Interpreting
these woule,xih case, have eeri far outside my sphere- of compe-
tence. Perhaps a

1:
final argumtnt in. their favour is the instruments'

4

known imperfections'. As Webb et al. note (1966: 3), the essence of
the triangulatibn of measuremenkt.proFss is the scope it offers for using

oimerfect measures. 'If a proposition can survive the' onslaught of a
.1,paperfect measufes, wit 1 their irrelevant error, confidence

placeonit,Irly-,,.
Wditional instrument was used for the fourth 'form. This was a
geography project (Sociological Studies in Geography) whielt-wds

a m jor departure fr2n thetraditions of social research. As far as I am
aware it is an innovitio4 among flieliechniques commonly known as

.
"structured disguisecrinstruments'. The project was first and foremost
an educational exerkise,:,aluating several.. months, of work in a

geography course_ during 'which all the requisite 'academic 'skills,
knowledge and concepts had be taught, as part and parcel of many
others in the syllabus prepared fo the form. It was only, secondarily
a structured, disguised research ins rumene, its potential in this respect
having become obvious when it as being prepared, and some parts
evaluated, in junior forms. At th stage of the year for which-it was
designed, my participatory obse ation had begun to yield dimihing
returns, particularly in the area of boys' extra-curricular and out-ok
school backgrounds, and their constructions of their life-wdrlds.

However, even this instrument did not pass without comment fiom
boys' parents, andthe whole question raises the very great, difficulty
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of-using virtually any instrument in a field situation where a high,

landegree

of inherent suspicion exists iamong all 'subjects about being
`inveszlgatecli. One can only 'make one's research measures as eclectic

d Matti-operatic:0ml as possible, so that data can be regularly validated
' by 'data triangUlation'. In this way results that receive repeafed--.--v

confirmation can be.takenwith a fair degfee of confidence. The degree
to which gaps exist in data may even be of positive worth as an indi--
cation of how closely the subjects 'manage, to guard their lives from -
outsiders. As Poll has noted in his study of a Chassidic conurnanity in
Williamsburg (1962), even for a felloWJew such defensive reactions

.

are maintained. My success as a voy, can be viewed in this litht.
,,------

'...
/Problems of field-Work '
Pa cipatory observation of the type used fOr this research is piano-

per
.menological rather than positivistic. Bruyn (197oa : 284) notes its

' essential characteristics. The `rule ;.of openness' prevails so that the
observer endeavours to obtain, an intuitive, grasp of his- subject and
its surroundings, rather than start with hypotheses that can either
circumscribe tie field, or interfere with the accuracy of findings.
Rather than defining variables and the causal order in which. they are
expected,., the participrit observer/phenomenologist

,.. .

tend[s] to let the variables deftqe themselves in the context of the research.
.. The emphasis K.. Is upon following those procedures which best allow

the subjects' to speak for themselves in contrast to the traditional c piricist
who emphasizes procedures which help explain the subjects fr m an
independent stapipetint. c

,The phenomenological emphasis in research involves aa number of
problems in methodology, which may Ot be the case for the tradi-"-------
tional empiricist. Many of them were g fierated by the type field 'or
situation if which I was working. Although the notion leas a romantic
attraction, I would be naive ?o imagine that the research was carried

ut in the classical anthropotogical tradition as if the school-community:
were isolated from the wider world. Instead, the exigencies I experi-
enced- and my solutiorA to the problems are comparable to, those 4,.

- described by Margaret Mead (1972: 120-1-3z) as typical of research
in a 'high culture'. ,

This is a culture very like one's Own: in Mead's case, as an American 4
I': --

A

e.
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studying England and the English culture. Behavioural styles, language,
customs and beliefs were superficially similar,.as were many techno-
logical elements. Thus, social interaction to a high degree Was possible
on the basis 04 the common elements Mead. shared With her English

1, friends. The one great gap she.notes was the iznpditsibility of tie or-
ming them into anthropological informants. To discuss the' culture
with the .n vould have- been to take intolerable liberties'.

In the cEe of my own research, the great gap was an imposed one
and not of my own choosing. With one or two exceptions, I had no
informants in the traditional sense. Interaction with the boys and other
staff, both lay and religious, at the school was possible because we all.

ed certain knowledge based on sets of assumptions appropriate
to sc ool life. In essence, any school is a form of social interaction
settin in which actors take a number of roles. These are partly
traditionalthe 'pupil role', the 'teacher role'and partly localized in IP
one or two schbo s; e.g. in the case of a religious schoolnhe 'religious
teacher role'. ,

The, situation at the school was somewhat more complicated than
that discUssed by Mead, ai actors in the setting are drawn from three'
cultures. The first is he Western, iidustrial, technological culture,
based on the vague, Judaeo-Christian ethic. The major set of assump-
tions appropriate to it is bound up4 with the academic cirricurin of
the school, which' is oriented to preparing for and passing highly

Lcompetitive examinations at the fifth ana sixth forms. Boys must
achieve these levels if they aspire to gain socio-economic status in the
materialistic sphere of their lives. As a teacher, derive the majority
of my assumptions from this culture, and my essential role was to
pass on to the boys the requisite body of knowledge for success in
the examinations.

However, my interaction with the boys was facilitated by another
set of assumptions, Which is drawn from what I know aboucthe general
Jewish culture shared by the wider Jewish community in Melbourne.
This includes many of the technological aspects of the Western
culture, some of its behavioural a'spects, and even some of its super-

- ficial beliefs and attitudes. It also contains elements derived from
common folk or ethnic backgrounds, group consciousness and loyalty.
This "Jewishness' provides a focus of self-identification 'and communal
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identity. Yet for research pUrp6seS' it is still enough. of a hi g h culture'
to poSe a coilVomitant set of research problems.

But for boys at the school there seems -yet another:_this is predOrrik-,
.

nantly an ideational culture (Sorokin, 1937). Theodor nand The-odOrson
(1970 : 194) see this as a type of cultut 'in whic.11 the highest values
are nonmaterial, transcendental, and supernatural. Ultimate reality is
spiritual and nonutilitarian'. Possessing its own unique symbol and
langune systems, this culture is distinct from those common elements,
of the 'high culture' I shared with the boys, and greatly added to the
complexity of my research act.

My field situation contained representatives from each of the three
cultures I have suggested above. As actor, my task was to adopt the
appropriattt roles for successful negotiations with these significant
others on a number of levels: as a teacher, as someone with a self-
confessed interest in Judaism, and as an undeclared r rch worker.
To guide me in each role I had the appropriate sets of assurn ions, all
of varying usefulness, which depended on the degree of my knowledge
of the cultures from which the significant others came.

Taking the research worker role was thus fraught with numerous
complications.- On the one ha .boys saw me as a teacher. My acti-
vities and contacts with them ere thus 'normal as I was obviously
in a 'helping role' (Mead, 1972 : 122), which justified what I was doing.
Onthe other hand, there were many occasions when my role obviously
puzzled the-boys as it was incompatible with what they associated wit*
a teacher. Such occasions occurred when I visited the school out of
normal hours or attended worship in the situ/.

It was obvious at the beginning of my research that my attendance
at religious ceremonies puzzled the boys: they were unexpected
contacts, which did not match their expectations of me as teacher.
I answered their questions as to why I attended 133( saying in effect
that I took an interest in comparative religion and wa.$tparticularly 0-
interested in Judaism. When I continued to go to services a senior
boy asked me if I intended to convert to Judaism, and came to worship
for that purpose. His question whs-bascd on the precedent of another
non-Jew who rogularly attendeSthe shul, as part of his foimal instruo.
tion in the faith as a-preliminary to conversion. On one or two occasions
it seemed that my attendance at a ceremony was completely out of

2 (.
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character in t eyes OT some boys nd adults. To judge from their
almost, hostile reactions the occasions were unexpected contacts and
deviant. In consequence little data were obtained, and in any case had
to be carefully scrutinized for possible bias I might inject into them,
by over-reacting to my perception of 'audience reactions to my
presence.

I'had to try at all times to maintain is type of delicate balance.
If I merely carried out my role as teacher, little research data of value
were obtained. Yet, if I strayed too fair- towards unusual behaviour
in another role I obtained pose data, but there was always the possi-
bility.that they could be contaminated by my subjective feelings, which

1

were induced by audience reactions to what was seen as deviant
behaviour.

I was in' a situation; of the type described by Kai Erikson (1962:
307-308), which is marked by contradictory rules and ambiguity. By
being careful to observe one set "of demands imposed on me, I ran
the risk of violating some other demands pr rules. In the eyes of those
froin one or other of the three cultures I have referred to, I could be
seen as deviant. Yet,ajtiiksou points out, Iliad little control over
their reactions, as deviance is determined by the audience of the actor
rather than the actor himself. Paradoxically, I could also have been
in the'position of maintaining the group mentibers' notions of deviancy,
by being a form of boundary patroller. Tririliactions between me (the
potential if not outright deviant) on one side of the, boundary and
those agents controlling behavioUr on the other side served to d
where the boundary was. It may be that I was more tolerated 'that
might have been the case but for. my boundary patrolling activities.

To guide my role-making I had only intuition and the reactions 1
of others to assist me. Both suffered from serious limitations. Faulty
interpretation of the reactions of my audience could result in my
becoming so inhibited as to hampe figure work on a nut, er of
grounds. Through being unduly tive to imagined rcb ,I ran

Id the riii,91.adopting a role that was dulylestricting. Conversely, by
being ifisensitive to,obvious signals from the audience that contact
in a certain social area, was unwelcome, such an elastic role might have
been adopted that future field-work was endangered.

A dilemma occurred when no signals of unwelcome contact were
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given. This point was brought tome, to me on at least two okasions.
The first occurred during one of several discussions about Judaism
at the home of one of t e boys in my forin. I had asked how I a lb ad

,know if! was.pu N, foot wrong, either while teaching the boys
or during research. I would not be told in so many worls,'Came the

e reply.'I would be allowed.to go on putting my foot wrong untrit
either clawed me,on me or the, whole enterprise collapsed. Then I would
know/ M nwhile, nothing would be said or done to warn me of
the likely utcome of the course I was taking. !would thus have to'be
very car ful in everything I did.4 . .-

Lest it be thought that this applies only' to non-Jews in contact with' L

the community, I should refer to' the seond ocoasiirn when a'Sitnilar
comment was -made, but, about a Jewish woman.attending.a service

observed4 the synagogue. I had 'observed sibmething about her which .sAmed
out of place for such an occasion, and had asked the Principal during
one of our discussions on religious observances whether someone
would advise the woman. 'No,' came the re ly. 'You are correct in
whdt you saw, but it is our policy that wh,ere
they are going wrong. We hope they will earn eventually of their."
own accord.' -

Participatory,observation under such circu ces obviously a
"vdifferent enterprise from the classic accounts. d masters' such as'...

Malinowski, Radcliffe- Brown, Firth, Evans-Pritchard.
One of the key compontnts in their field situations as the informant
relationship, with its 'collegiality: [in w 'ch] the field work depends
on the sophisticated comment of the i mant at every step Nofiffie

.1/Lay' (Mead, 1972: 121). In my field situation, such a relationship Aas
lrcking. Had it been, available I might hi e been aBleto. reduce the
risk of Misinterpreting my subjects' cult signals. A sympathetic
informant would also have been able to reduce my constant, nagging
worry that I was straying too far into unw.elcOme area to the extent
olbecoming deviant. By being too diffident 'about aitending some
ceremonies, or asking questions even twhen opportunity offered, I
undoubtedly missed much that would have been,invaluable.

4. Poll has commented on comparable diffi ties Ir experienced when trying to
establish contact with a Hasidic community in illiamsburg, New York; moreover,
Poll is a Jew (Poll, 1962 :Appendix).
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lacking,

seems inevitable ovhen explicit guidance from an informant is
lacking, and is obviously exacerbated if one's subjects deliberately,
Conceal their signals of disapproval or even approvA The

of

unpredic-

for the observer, as he can never be sure about the reliability
tability of such a field situation generates severe psychological stress

anything he ekperiences. In,a low culture, it is possible that informants' )
would give vague generalizations if they '.want to avoid forbidden
areas. However, 'if they do give information freely, there seems 'to be
no reason why they sho d not be believed. As they have no positive,.
gain in lying, arid probably do not lie, what they do disclose is possibly

1,

the truth. .
i

-

In the classic research situation, the observer is urged to use his
`personal equation' (Nadel, sisr : 48) to adjus his subjective reactions NI
to setase .impressidns, in a 'effort to minimi e bias. In a high culture,

eta this technique/seen-is to ha e several limitations. The per6nal equation ,
onscannot be aco form f adjustiient factor, as seems to be implied,

where the dynamics of th field situation are' never the sane twice

4.. running.., he interactions tween observer and obserbec are in a
- 'state of constant flux. In addition, the observer is part of he field

situation,,and affects it by his presence arid actions, even by emotio .
-..

All these alter over time,. - 4,

. In face-to-face contacts, the observer m t thus -take into account
at least two dimensions. One is an interaction imensioni.e. 'the role
he adopts, and a temporal dirriension The latter is the phase of research
or the time When the .interaction occurs. The longer one stays in
Contact with the field situation the more person "impressions are
amassed to take forward throughout the remaining research. The
interactions between observer, and obSeibed are vastly different'at
the end of a lengthy period in the .field, from wha-they were*at the
beginning. Research workors commonly report on the emotions felt

- when they leave the field, such have been the rapport ,and genuine I

friendship built up during 'the course of field-work. Regret felt- at
parting by both the observef add the obsetved,. in contrast to die

" suspicion and uneasiness that can often characterize the start of research.
It is thus apparent that the time dimension varies qualitatively as well
as quantitatively:, i.e.

.
in purely chronological terms. .

It is necessary to take into account this third dimension in the total

1
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field situation, as it inevitably affects all parties in' it. The dimenSion
comprises the varying emotional chargesthe analogy with an.

electric battery is intentionalwhieh are part and parcel of events in
the time dimension. If this is thought of as a flow of experiences
rather than a chronological sequence of'eyents,. the- eltscirical analogy
assumes added force. Some events are highly chargeePwith emotion

eq' by having a high cathectic quality for -thg subjects of fesearchWhile
others have .a smaller charge, and are less psy'chologitally detnandingi.
A number of events in the OrthodoMewish stream of e perience, in

ry-Which' fasting is mandatory, add to their' high cathecti quality by
'being physiologically demanding. FQr the research work caught up
in such a flow of experienceS, reactions to what obse ed have to'
adjust to a 'succession of peaks and troughs, 'whose cathc tic quality
can only be judged subjectively. A third dimension is th added to
those already. discussed.

The field situation, of which' the research worker is himself an
integral part, can be 'mapped' by using these' three dimensions as
co-ordinates. The first is the chronological time Alimension
independent variable). The second is,the degree of rappott one achieves
in .his various roles. This, is both an in ependent and dependent
variable; the latter relating to time in t e field. The 'third is the
cathectic quality or the emotional charge n events occurring lover
time. The first two dimensions can be show diagrammatically as in
Figure 5.

Tw hypothetical participatory observation 'pathways' are illustra-'
t4i. Position A suggOts a high degree of rapport developed steadily
aier a 'lengthy period of time. Its corresponding pathwa could be

w dCilturc, withtypical of field-work under classic .conditipns in. a
informants and a high degree of collegiality present. Ifasition B suggests
a lower degree of rapport developed' relatively qui' ly,,but failing to
increase thrdugh time. Its corresponding,pathway Abbe typical of
fieldliwork in a high culture lacking collegiality Some rapport is
established quickly as learning tke language does n pr sent a problem;
but the degree of depth of insight and participatio ulti atefy achieved
is lower than in ihelow culture

pathway.:,

However, phases of the dine dimension have varyi g amounts of
emotional charge or cathectic quality. Any point on tl two-dimen-
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Figure 5. two...din-tensional view of participatory observation

A HYPOTHESISED, LOW CULTURE PATHWAY

CURVILINEAR AS "'FULL RAPINIRT i.e.
CULTURAL ASSIMILATION, IS NOT REACHED.

A HYPOTHESISED HIGH CULTURE PATHWAY ,

CURVILINEAR" AS EY,,IRA TIME SPENT IN FIELD

DOES NOT GREATLY3 INCREASE RAPPORT.
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tional time/rapport plane thus has its corresponding cathectic quality.
The vertical projection or all possible points forms-a cathectic surface,
shown diagrammatically as in Figure 6. The surface is undulating todenote the peaks and troughs of emotional harge which constitute
its dominant characteristic. These are a fu&tion of bOth time anddegree of rapport:and it seems necessary for the observer to take intok account all three aspects when observing and interpreting behaviours.

. 'Ethical issues
The cathectics,element in the field-work "highligtits.the difficulties the
observer faces in preserving some objectivity, while at the same time
endeavouring to achieve a degree pf empathy or verstehen in the
Weberian sense. To the extent that he identifies and participates with, his subjects on the cathectic plane in ordef to, obtain verstehen, he risks
losing the objectivity that has long been considered the hallmark. of

the,risk of,losing the empathetic paitici non necessary, to subjectively

successful field-work. Yet, to remain e otionally detached is to run

understand and reconstruct others' life-worlds. Sorrie events gain
their cathectic quality by the very sharing of emotions. By standing
aloof at such times as, for instance, the shower of, congratulations,poured'upon the senior master on the birth of his son,-I 'wOuld not only .
have cut myself off from a flow of shared joy and emotion, but would
have risked prejudicing future .'field-work. It seems mandatory for
the observer to be a social being in terms of the culture he is studying,
and to.describe it in terms of its own internalbrder and logic. This, of
course, rung the risk of the' observer becoming so personally involved
with his objects thit-his rep . ve&ig is subjective,

In order to reduce 4istortiorLoiclataTrom this effect, field-work
experiences can be moinitorqd hpitindepenclent observers of the cultureto whom the observer has access. In this respect, fi,eld-work in a high.

i:.culture can be turned to ositive adiantage. Mead was,able to alleviate .the sense of isolation s c experienced in studyinka high culture by
having opportunities to discuss it analytically and intellectually with
friends. Thee we e not members of the high culture but, like her, were-professional y ested. in, trying. to 'understand it (Mead, 1972 :.124-45). I had a number of Jewish friends with whom I could discuss
the. boys at the schdol, but by doing so 'a number of ethical issues
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became ap an
vdthe practice Was. discOntinued. It Was ob ious4 i, that the c is intended to help,me were, in fact, coloured by my

friends' lack of know.iedge about the unique community of _which
the school is a part. Comments about 'averageJews were of little
assigtance. It was also apparent that the behaviour of boys at the school
was invariably seen as clviant, and I vas in danger of breaching
confidences in some cases by discussing certain aspects. The only
exceptions wqre a psychiatAt I. discussed boys with, whose clinicql .
impartiality and confidentiality coykd.,te relied on, and the officers
of the Jewish Welfare Spciity who arc 15ounsl by a similar code of
ethics. .

.. (
,.....--,,...) , .

.Ethical idles ari en one is tempted to .go uhd observe com-
parable institutions. A one stage during field-work, when nothing
ap,peared to make sensea stagenot unique to judge from the'accounts
of others--it was' tempting to take up invitations to visit the leaders'
of other, Jewish congregations in the Melbourne area in .order to
discuss my, own research: I also toyed with the idea .of visiting their
synagoguei for. certain services. These all had to be rejected for several
reasons., -During research it had become . all too apparent, that the
Orthodoxy of the Lubavitcher School set it apart from the remaining 1
congregations, and was seen-by some of them in an unfavourable light.
The information and comments of more liberal Jews niight,have been
biied against 'die congregation attached to the school. in discussions, -,

I mighralso have betrayed confidences. In addition, my own impres- . '
sions were confused enough, but had to be sorted out within the

. ...

hounds -cif the field situation of which I was a- member.. Transferring -

to .another situatiSki- would have 'compounded confusion rather than
eased it.

It was a to apparent that. site?' an action would have been regarded
.

.

as disloyal y members of my OlVn school-Community. This was made
quite clear during discussion with on k of the administrative staff about
obtaining a scat in the shut for the. approaching' High Holy Vays.
I happened to mention that I might attend one of the liberal synagogu'es,
btir was warned most ,seriously that this would be a mistake. Turd
that I had attended warship there would quickly get back to the.school,
and would not be liked at all. The implicati was clear that I somehow *.
`belonged' to the school and would be co sidered, disloyal if I: rent
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. ..a.
elsewhere, particularry to a less Orthodox shul. In the outcome I -, I

attended services in 'my own,' Aul. , . .
, -.,,,

Close attachment of this na1tUre to one's, subject of research, which
one, both feels at the personal level, and realizes is implicit from the
expectations of others,\ inevitably exacerbates the observer's ethical
phoblems: He has to come to terms with4ow much to distlose; what .
to 'keecpri4ate,seven whether tofpublish apt all. Such decisions are '

'as much 'part and Parcel of the phenomenological stance tKvards
field-work as the data themselves. ft' seems logical that all one can
arrive at is a personal decision rather, than a summation of the argu-
ments of others1,in which as many points for as againSt what one.has
done an be found: ,

'My research interest-in the school was not concealed front. the
Princigarai our first meeting.. Then and on subsequent meetings we'
had Fthe tacit understanding that was carry, out research and teach.

,
Oii several occasions during staff meetings, Ahe'Principal made :asidei

, to Inc that I would a reCiate si an item we happened

i4to
be discussing,

.2.4)

hough he, n6.reAmade ply dual role 'explicit. to
other,members of staff. A number'othern gradually came to suspect.
that I was carrying out research' of some sort,' but were not clear about - ,
its exact nature..A simil r ailyareness; gradually developed among the
boys, particularly to rds the end of the first year. Since .lea.ving the a'
field I, have beeri a ked by ev.e`ral of the boys I taught about the
progress of the original thesis, terms that showed they bad-been far,

' amore aware of my research rol at the school than realized at the
time. Far from showing resent, ent, their questions-have -indicated a
very keen interest in the outcome of the' research, and particularly in

.

what I; think about th c ool:
Tile research tec iques . used 'were an inevitable outcome 'of' the

request that I sho cl hot asle-the boys questions about their religiousc

beliefs. This obviously impeded research to.a considerable degree, and
at one, point it was tempting to abandon the whole enterprise, as was
suggested by several of my academic advisers. However, too much
had been invested in it personally; as I had "resigned from i senior
position at another 'School to do the research, and had more or less
burnt my bridges behind the. The fear that the unobtrilsive measures
used might be harmful tdthe.boyS is unfounded, as all were turned 6

. . '1)
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educational usr,in. preparing for examinations or forming patt
.

of. ., .on-going educational work. l! ,

. The problem of what to. publish and what to conceal has been the
Most difficult to.,solve: One might firstly make a distinction between
knowledge:about the school that belongs to the 'public domain' and>X

'4.--- knowledge which belongs to the private doniain. A great- deal of
gfrai.ght description belongs to; the ,formor and is accessible to others.

4
. besides .,inyself--LeduCationists, niemfirs of the. Wider Jewish commisio.

.

nity,and'offfie.dbinmunity, associated with the ichOol itself. Part of it
..has' even.hOni:ablghed in the Jewish newspaper. Iris thus 'common .
knowlOtIgs%afldiCannot be regarded is confidential; However, even in
thisClohAinisbin*.pirecautrons have been,cakeii. By my own decision,

::,azictdr'44271CriiiOrs, request, theexactname and location of the school ''... -
Iiii4:1*Os beai!:Tdentified. Solnedparts of the data have been changed ..

to conceal ic)eiiiities, without alt4rin the meaning of what has been
published: theil'eligious Curriculum of the ,school has been described
exactly as it w4%giVett to me by the DirectOr of Religious Studies, who
made nd req1.14t this it W. kep-tonfidoritial. : '

Knowledge;that 3e1Ong,s to the priyaie,domain lays the obligation

''by publishitig- icr might tisk hatyriing either the deputation -t:if the.t
of confidentiality ikti 'inc Eiut, only, t5) the extent, it ould seem, that '

school 'itself or any of its memberS. At no time' during' research was. -,
informatiOirgiv"p4 tol'inc,,,on the condition that it be kept confidential.
I5espite this, 1. IQ Ye. chosen tb suppress a .."COnsiderable amount of
personal infotit'ation(tWoinme my way in the role of teacher rather .,.

than' research Vicirker. The devices Of using Code letters for. boys,,
, pseudonyms, and edinpositeitleal-type bOys, are some guarantee that

persons do4.iot icletitify.4theni`selves of each othu: The lapse a time
,.. .

1; between. 'Ste ,date 'of research and the.putilicadak of this book is a
ftirthec 'protection against identification and ossible harm,

Shils.has *.tges,tegl (1959 IA: 9
. , .

, .k ..- ,
. Privacy and even secrecy ampositive rights, but the obligation to respect

4.:them may propirly.besuspencic'sd by the deliberate decision of the partici-"
ihn ts 'whose prii,racy. i5iti question. Moreover, ;as long as the knowledge '',.-, was sought solely fo&,increasing onr general intellectual understanding of
human condi:tat, the moraPglAgaelbl'i is held OdrigiOunds. '- ... , .,

To sortie extent it 'w'ould be legitimate to clainItthat dieagreement to
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employ me at .the school, under conditions, in vihkh .my rese
interests were known, was a `deliberate decision' which part
suspended the' school's rights to absolute secrecy and privacy.
return for thprivilege of entry to Lubavitcher School, I would ho
that anyx increase of knowledge of human condat in this book has
`not been gained by any improper use of this fiduciary relationship.

N.

c


